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Is It Worth $12 Million?
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CGW Picks The Hottest Games And Goodies For The Holidays
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F/A-18 HORNET ASSAULT
ACTION KEEPS YOU ON THE EDGE!

The real thrill of flying today’s most advanced aircraft is in the incredible avionics and weapon systems. Black Knight gives you the most realistic cockpit avionics you’re allowed to own! You get a full array of weapons systems, including today’s most advanced television-guided missiles and smart bombs (as seen in Desert Storm).

State-of-the-art simulation technology gives you:
- advanced cockpit graphics and unmatched ground detail
- cockpit DDI’s simulate actual F/A-18 weapon systems, including television-guided smart weapons
- real-world fog and cloud effects enhance realism
- on-board flight instructor talks novice pilots through the most difficult missions
- flight recorder with virtual camera and VCR controls lets you replay the action
- smoothest flying action of any current simulator
- full navigational and ILS system (Instrument Landing System)
- automatic missile view tracks smart weapons right into the target - letting you live the moment of impact
- 3D stereo sound from real F/A-18’s heighten excitement
- novel scoring system rates your skill
- over 50 complete combat missions you can fly in any order, plus unlimited free flight

Black Knight allows you to experience a level of realism only possible with the assistance of the U.S. Marines. Immerse yourself in the latest advances in simulator technology for your PC.

"...the most realistic F/A-18 simulator you can fly without enlisting!"
- Capt. Roger F.A. Arias
“It’s the ultimate game for unleashing all your pent-up aggression.”
— PC Power

“Duke Nukem 3D truly looks like a 3D supermodel of a game: sleek, sexy, and gory with lead-thrashing action.”
— Strategy Plus

“It makes pretty much every PC game we’ve ever seen - Doom included - look slightly dull. Honestly!”
— PC Gamer

“The Build engine’s flexibility means that pretty much anything goes in Duke Nukem 3D.”
— Edge Magazine
**Kick Ass Features**

- Support for SVGA Modes.
- Modem and Network 8 Player (Co-operative and Comm-Bat™) Modes.
- Swim Underwater to Find Secrets and Even Shoot into or Out of the Water.
- Taunt Your Opponents with RemoteRidicule™. (RemoteRidicule Allows Players to Send Digitized Voice Messages to Other Players During Multiplayer Games.)
- Unlimited Freedom of Movement: Jump, Crawl, Duck, Fly, Walk on the Moon or Ride on Subway Cars, Space Shuttles, Transports, Escalators, and More!
- Exotic Weapons like Powerful Pipebombs and Deadly Laser Tripbombs.

The Future of 3D Gaming Will Never Be the Same.
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The Battle for Azeroth Continues. Now
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"...if the Tides of Darkness isn't one of the best games of the coming year, we'll eat an Orc."
—PC Gamer

Lead mighty armies of fearless warriors to ultimate victory over your enemies!

Command terrifying new creatures that can attack your enemies from land, sea, and air!

Engage in battle upon icy, dwarven wastelands, or the dark, mysterious forest of the elves!

For an advance copy of Warcraft II Shareware
Call (800) 953-SNOW
Order by credit card for just $7.95
Plus $3.00 S & H

Over Land, Sea and Air.

E-mail: blizzrdev@aol.com
www.blizzard.com
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46 SNEAK PREVIEW! WING COMMANDER IV
With triple the budget of WING COMMANDER III, Chris Roberts and Origin set out to conquer the gaming galaxy. Mark Hamill, Malcolm MacDowell, John-Rhys Davies and Tom Wilson return to save the Confederation from a Border Worlds rebellion. Colonel Terry Coleman climbs into the cockpit to get a piece of the action.

66 THE HOLIDAY HOT 100 The biggest, best buying guide yet. CGW editors chose the top 10 products in 10 categories to help you identify the good stuff. Yeah, we checked the list twice.

204 ULTIMATE GAMING SYSTEM: PART ONE
If the old gray hardware ain't what it used to be, you need to upgrade or retire it. High Tech Priest Loyd Case confers upgrade strategies to save you money, with detailed descriptions of the products and the issues.

230 HARDWARE: VR HEADSETS A head-to-head comparison of the Virtual IO i-Glasses and Porte VFX-1 head-mounted displays.

ADVENTURE/ ROLE-PLAYING

237 SCORPIA'S STING Scorpia's search for Lovecraft melts a PRISONER OF ICE, the adventure sequel to SHADOW OF THE COMET. High seas hijinks involve Nazis, espionage, and creatures that call Cthulhu collect.

244 SCORP'S MAIL Adventure game hints for STAR TREK: A FINAL UNITY, THUNDERSCAPE, DISCOWORLD, STONE PROPHET, LANDS OF LORE and other games.

259 SNEAK PREVIEW! DUNGEON KEEPER
Bullfrog throws gamers into the dungeon and switches the usual roles of role-playing. Johnny Wilson discovers that ghouls just wanna have fun.

264 IN THE 1ST DEGREE Play the same games lawyers do in this refreshingly good whodunit by Broderbund. Charles Ardai investigates.
**ACTION**

**308 CRUSADER: NO REMORSE** Lookin’ for a fight? If you can fit all that aggression into a little red plastic suit, Origin’s got some targets for you. Paul Schuytema goes postal, and he’s still smiling about it.

**312 SNEAK PREVIEW! 3-D LEMMINGS** Get a new perspective on those brainless, suicidal lilliputians when you become one of them in Psygnosis’ latest sleep-deprivation tactic. Peter Olafson saves the day.

**316 MAGIC CARPET 2** Bullfrog turbocharges the turban journey with new spells, new environments and a greater sense of direction. Mark Clarkson builds a castle and raises hell with some beasties.

**320 WITCHAVERN** Capstone attempts to meld the worlds of Doom and fantasy-adventure, but Petra Schlunk finds the result less than spellbinding.

**SPORTS**

**326 SNEAK PREVIEW! JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL** The Genesis game gets a new uniform and hits the big leagues with great graphics, realistic ball carrying, and an easy-to-use passing game. George Jones takes the field.

**SIMULATIONS**

**329 BOGEY’S BAR & GRILL** Master mechanic Denny Atkin heads to the hangar to design his own aircraft with add-ons for Microsoft Flight Simulator 5.1.
336 SNEAK PREVIEW! JETFIGHTER 3 Mission Studios stations Denny Atkin on an aircraft carrier with unlimited access to a naval version of the F-22 Lightning II.

340 SNEAK PREVIEW! TOWER Try your hand at controlling air traffic at Chicago O'Hare, Washington National and March Field. BAO puts you in the hot seat with this ultra-realistic sim.

STRATEGY/ WARGAMES

345 BROADSIDES & GRIPESHOT A quick course in designing custom battle scenarios with EMPIRE II, instructed by Commander Alan Emrich.

352 COMMAND & CONQUER Virgin/Westwood march toward glory in real-time with DUNE II-style combat. Martin Cirulis takes point in the bitter struggle for Earth's destiny.

358 STEEL PANTHERS Gary Grigsby's tactical simulation of World War II combined-arms combat blends realism and playability almost flawlessly. Patrick "Blood and Guts" Miller reconnoiters what is sure to be another wargame hit from SSI.

362 HEROES OF MIGHT & MAGIC Jason Kapalka leads a crew of medieval knights and wizards to glory with this addictive fantasy game from New World Computing.

368 EMPIRE II New World Computing departs from empire building with this simple yet effective game of tactical combat. Tim Carter discovers his artistic side with the robust scenario builder.

374 MARCO POLO 1-Motion and Philips Interactive Media trace the steps of the famous Venetian explorer, but Arinn Dembo finds the legend more interesting than the journey.

378 SIMSILE By combining SimCity-style development with goals and missions, Maxis exports good gameplay to tropical islands. Elliott Chin discovers new life in the rainforest.

382 EXPLORATION Interactive Magic, like Columbus, sets out on a long journey with a vastly oversimplified view of the world. Arinn Dembo takes the crow's nest.
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REALMS OF ARKANIA

STAR TRAIL

BEST ROLE-PLAYING GAME OF THE YEAR!

NEW HEIGHTS IN PRODUCT QUALITY

PC Gamer
“Best Role-Playing Game of 1994”

CD-ROM Today
“Best in Entertainment: Fantasy Role-Playing Game of 1994”

Computer Gaming World
Finalist, “1995 Premier Awards”

Strategy Plus Magazine
“Best Multi-Character CRPG of 1994”

...and many more International Awards

JAGGED ALLIANCE

NEW HEIGHTS IN MULTIMEDIA

“Although it is truly a genre-busting product, it does fit into one category: Must-buy!”

Jeff James, Computer Gaming World

“HIGHS: An utterly engrossing experience.”

PC Gamer

“Superb turn-based mercenary action and great role-playing, all in one package. If you like strategy, you’ll love this game.”

Electronic Entertainment


SIR-TECH

P.O. Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669 Tel: (315) 393-6633 Fax: (315) 393-1525

Realms of Arkania® and Jagged Alliance® are registered trademarks of SIR-TECH Software, Inc. Realms of Arkania is manufactured and distributed under license by SIR-TECH from Attic Entertainment Software, Fantasy Productions and Schmid Spiel + Freizeit GmbH. Other trademarked names are the property of their individual owners.

Circle Reader Service #153
OUT OF YOUR MIND...

AND IN YOUR FACE!

Immerse yourself in a strange culture full of mystery, magic and deception. All is not what it seems in this bizarre and alien world. Who is friend... who is foe? What has happened to the missing Druid? Which path is safe to choose? Find your answers by exploring this "feature length" story in a three-dimensional world.

- Action-based combat system
- Intuitive point-and-click interface
- Over 100 fully rendered 3D locations in SVGA
- Over 10,000 frames of animated cut-scenes
- Progressive nonlinear story with multiple endings
- Seamless animations of characters and creatures
- Rich musical score, sound effects, and speech
- Ready-made male or female characters will start you off instantly, or create your own
- Isometric overhead view of a 3D world
- Featuring a single character party

Available October '95

Look for the Interactive Demo with leading gaming magazines.

To order, visit your nearest retailer, or call: (800) 447-1230. Ask for operator 43.

SIRTECH

PO Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669 Tel: (315) 393-6633 Fax: (315) 393-1525 E-Mail: 76711.33@COMPUERVE.COM

Druid Daemons of the Mind is a trademark of Sir-tech Software, Inc.

Circle Reader Service #162
INTRODUCING THE NEC MULTISPIN®
6X CD-ROM READER. Once again, the leader in CD-ROM technology has broken the speed barrier. With a blazing 900KB/sec transfer rate and 145 ms access time, NEC's 6X readers have taken multimedia to an all-time high. Suddenly, you'll experience smoother video and animation than ever before. As well as
databases and business software that run faster than you imagined possible.

Of course, our internal and external MultiSpin 6X readers come with all the extras you'd expect from NEC. A two-year limited warranty, Mac and PC compatibility. Unparalleled 1-800 number support. And NEC's exclusive on-screen interface that makes your reader easier to use. Even better, our interface kits not only come with SimpleStart™ software, they actually turn "Plug and Play" into a reality. For more about our new 6X readers, just call 1-800-NEC-INFO.
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And with Werewolf® vs. Comanche 2.0™ you don’t have to. That’s because with two killer CD games in one box and advanced multiplayer capabilities (via modem, network or direct connect), you can go head-to-head, team up for cooperative play or fly solo.

And whether you’re at the controls of Russia’s premier attack helicopter or its fearless American counterpart, the RAH-66 Comanche, you’ll be flying over the crystal clear reality of Voxel Space²™ terrains and experiencing over 100 hair-raising missions. Missions you have never seen before, even if you’re a Comanche vet.

Werewolf® vs. Comanche 2.0™
Sometimes your best friends can be your worst enemies.

Available on PC-CD-ROM

Werewolf vs. Comanche, Comanche, Comanche 2.0, Voxel Space, Novalogic and the Novalogic logo are trademarks of Novalogic, Inc. Werewolf is a registered trademark of Data East USA, Inc., for video games. ©1995 by Novalogic, Inc. All rights reserved.
Survey Says... CGW Is #1

Survey Results Shed Light On Computer Game Buyers And Their Interests

by Johnny L. Wilson

It's one thing to say you're the best computer gaming magazine, but it's another to have independent results that prove it. Recently, a survey was conducted with an independent research firm, which mailed thousands of questionnaires to the owners of eight major computer games. There was no mention of CGW or Ziff-Davis on any of the materials participants received. Survey questions covered a broad range of topics, from hardware to game preferences to magazine preferences.

The results of the survey, taken from 1,167 completed questionnaires, offer a pretty good portrait of who computer gamers are and what they want. First of all, it comes as no surprise that most respondents are male (95%). And though they like to play a lot of games, they aren't kids: the average age is 31. (Twenty-one percent are 18-24 years old, 30% are 25-34, and 26% are 35-49). On average, the respondents said they've been playing PC games for seven years. The average annual household income is $61,000.

We were delighted to see that computer gamers also have very good taste. Sixty-five percent of the respondents said they are regular readers of Computer Gaming World, compared to under 25% for the next closest competitor. In addition, we were chosen first overall as: the gaming magazine they would read if they could only read one; and the gaming magazine with the best reviews. That's great news!

We were curious to see how often gamers indulge in their hobby. It turns out that the respondents buy games nearly once a month on average (once ever 4.7 weeks). Once they've spent the money, they set about playing those games with a fervor. On average, game buyers play their games nine times per month for an average of two hours each time.

I was also curious to learn how many game buyers actually finish the games they buy. Interestingly enough, 61% of the respondents did not play the game through to the end. Thirty-eight percent finished the game they had registered in order to be mailed this survey. That 38% got their money's worth and more, because they continued to replay the game, on average about five times. The gamers spent an average of 107 hours to complete a game.

When it comes to which gaming genre seems to be the most popular, no one category emerged as a clear favorite. Slightly more gamers are interested in simulations than anything else. But there was also a strong representation for wargames, strategy games, role-playing games and sports games. The least popular among respondents were adventure, arcade/action games, puzzle games, and the often disappointing "educational" products.

Some of the survey results surprised us. Would you have expected Packard Bell to be the #1 machine among PC gamers? With 11% of the total respondents, Packard Bell was 3% higher than the Gateway 2000, its nearest competitor. Almost three-fourths of the respondents have 486-based machines, but over one-third plan to upgrade to a Pentium within a year. We weren't surprised that only 12% of game buyers had a 386 or below and that only 3% of respondents had a Macintosh.

In terms of system information, most of the respondents have 8-16 MB of RAM on their computer (81%), Windows (97%), and plan to upgrade to Windows 95 (77%). That was higher than we expected. Despite the considerable amount of attention focused on sound cards and speakers, the Labtec speakers that are included in many multimedia upgrade kits have more than twice as many adherents as the higher quality Sony and Altec Lansing speakers. Of course, we weren't surprised at all at the dominance of Creative Labs in sound cards.
DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP!

The world's great Men-of-War sail again ... and you're in command!

Step aboard Avalon Hill's new Wooden Ships & Iron Men and take command of the mightiest American, British, French and Spanish warships deployed during the American Revolution and Napoleonic Eras.

Outmaneuver your opponent and rake him with your long guns and carronades. Then close the range, grapple your ship to the enemy's and capture him by boarding action.

Lead Admiral Nelson's fleet into battle at Trafalgar in his beloved Victory. Take on the Serapis with John Paul Jones' Bonhomme Richard. Choose from 17 historical ship-to-ship and fleet scenarios or Design Your Own! Also included is "The Campaign Game" which tests your mettle and tactical acumen in realistic naval engagements that shaped a glorious new country.

Awash with naval drama and suspense, Wooden Ships & Iron Men can be played solitaire, "hot-seated" with a friend on the same computer, or play via E-mail against an opponent oceans away. And when you take command, just remember . . . Don't Give Up the Ship!

Wooden Ships & Iron Men (Order No. 4070959) runs on IBM PC CD-ROM and compatible systems and can be sighted at leading computer game stores: Babbage's, Best Buy, CompUSA, Computer City, Egghead, Electronics Boutique, Fry's, Micro Center, Software Etc., Walden's Software, and independent retailers worldwide, or call 1-800-999-3222. Ask for dept. CGW12.

Experience 3-dimensional action.

Check the status of your hull, guns, sails and crew.

The Avalon Hill Game Company
HOW DO WE RATE?
The Guide To CGW's Review Rating System

Outstanding: That rare game that gets it all right. The graphics, sound, interface, and, of course, the game play come together to form a Transcendent Gaming Experience.

Very Good: A quality game that succeeds in many areas. May have minor problems, but is still worth your time and money, especially if you're interested in the subject matter/genre.

Average: A mixed bag. Can often be a game that reaches for the stars, but falls short in significant areas. Can also just be a game that does what it does well, but lacks flair or originality.

Weak: A game with serious problems. May be buggy, may not have much play value, may be ill-conceived—and you may want to think twice about buying it.

Abyssmal: That rare game that gets it all wrong. Usually a buggy, incomplete, and/or valueless product.
The only limitation you may encounter playing your games on a Falcon MACH V Gaming PC is that they might run smoother & faster than your hand-eye coordination can handle.

We're working on that.

"Perfection! - This system is well worth the money..."
- Computer Game Review, 100% Rating

The MACH V 133 MHz Pentium™ - $2,995

Intel Pentium™ 133 MHz Processor - 100% Compatible with all IBM PC Software
Falcon Dual Voltage PCI Bus Motherboard - Accepts 75-200 MHz CPUs!
64 Bit PCI Graphics Accelerator with 1 Megabyte
Falcon PCI Enhanced IDE Hard Disk Controller with Mode 4
6 Megabytes of RAM expandable to 128
1.44 Floppy Drive & 850 Megabyte Enhanced IDE Hard Drive standard
160 ms Quad Speed Caddyless CD-ROM Drive
Creative Labs SoundBlaster 16™ & Shielded Multimedia Speakers
CH Products Flightstick PRO™ & High-Speed Dual Gameports
14" SVGA Non-Interlaced Monitor, 28dp, Full Screen Picture, Energy Star Compliant
101 Key Ergonomic Keyboard with Wrist Rest & 3 Button Serial Mouse with Mousepad
MS-DOS™ & Windows™ or WINDOWS 95™ (Your Choice)
DirectPlay™, DirectDraw™ DirectInput™ & DirectSound™ Drivers for Serious Windows '95™ Gaming Included!
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty including One Year On-Site Service
UL, CSA, TUV and FCC Class B Certified
16550 UARTS, Customized BIOS, Temperature Sensitive Fans, and many other Unique Features!

The Falcon MACH V: The Ultimate Gaming Machine™

TO ORDER CALL:
1-800-258-6778

VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER
Accepted.
Financing available on approved credit.

Each MACH V is custom built to meet your specific needs. There are hundreds of options to choose from. When you're ready to buy, please call or fax for the latest costs.
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FALCON NORTHWEST
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
263 South Bayshore Dr.
Cape Coral, FL 33909
Phone: (219) 853-8272
Fax: (219) 853-8273
As agents for the Galactic Federation, you and your partner, Ginger, had been given an assignment to infiltrate NoirDyne, a sinister corporation which has reactivated a once abandoned bioweapons production facility: The Hive. Something went terribly wrong... your cover is blown and now the chase is on. With the help of Ginger's brief data loads, you must battle your way through scores of enemy fighters, ferocious ground troops, menacing robot weapons, and the deadly alien Hivasects.

Designed exclusively for Windows 95... true 32 bit autostart. Awesome action/arcade gameplay and killer graphics that will blow you away!

- 16-bit stereo sound.
- 20 pulse-pounding interactive levels.
- Two game play styles... gut wrenching action sequences combined with never-before-seen Panoractive™ game play that puts you in the middle of the action.

Download our free demo from http://www.trimarkint.com or from Trimark's folder on Compuserve's Game Publishers Forum “B”.

The Hive is a trademark of Trimark Interactive. ©1995 Trimark Interactive. All rights reserved. Windows® 95 is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
A WAIL OF A TAIL

I had considered myself a student of anatomy, but the November 1995 issue of your magazine has humbled me. The review of Primal Rage obliquely refers to the powerful attack performed by the "anterior adjunct" of a T-Rex procured. Unless, of course, the author intended to refer to a posterior appendage. Then, that’s just a tail.

Michael Seid
New York University School of Medicine
New York, NY

Considering our mistake, we guess Nature will have to continue abhorring the vacuum in anterior appendaged T-Rexes.

TRUTH IN CHASTISEMENT

It was good to read an honest review on Empire’s Civit. War. Too bad I had already purchased it. But I can’t help but wonder, why would you blast a product of one of your advertisers? None of the other so-called computer magazines do.

Richard Kropp
Hallettsville, TX

Thanks for writing. The editorial and sales staffs of Computer Gaming World work entirely independent of each other. We don’t influence the sales department, and they don’t tell us who to cover, or how to cover products. (In fact, the editorial department has no idea which companies are advertising their products in a given issue until the bound magazines arrive on our desks.) As you can imagine, our reviews and ratings do not always meet with ringing approval by advertisers. But this magazine operates on the principle of journalistic integrity. We like it better that way, and we know it’s the only way to have credibility with readers.

SUMMER DOLDRUMS

Am I the only person who looks for great games in the summertime? The industry would make more total revenue from me if their production plans covered the whole year. Of course Christmas is important, but the Summer/Fall seems to be ignored.

Fred Kuhlman
Kohono, IN

Frankly, we don’t know if more games are sold in the Holiday/Winter season because that’s when more games come out or because gaming is such an "inside" sport so that less people play in the Spring/Summer. Since the Game Buyer study alluded to in this month’s editorial shows that a significant percentage of the respondents buy almost a game per month, we’re not sure if it’s smart for the game industry to continue assuming that it lives by a “toy industry” cycle (Xmas or Exit, Yule It or Lose It). Who knows, maybe the slipping holiday releases will create a new first-quarter buying frenzy?

PHANTASTIC ANNOYANCE

Ariinn Dembo took points off in the Phantasmagoria review because the game had an "exaggeratedly feminine protagonist?" If Ariinn is going to review games based on her own personal grievances, perhaps she should keep those reviews to herself.

Randolph Schuck
Olean, NY

If a critic doesn’t look at a product from a critical perspective, that critic is not doing her job. Adrienne, the female protagonist of Phantasmagoria, is not anywhere near the equivalent of the eponymous heroine in Robert Heinlein’s Friday or a match for Helen Mirren’s British police inspector character in “Prime Suspect.” Gamers who prefer not to play games where they
3-D TABLE SPORTS™
WE'VE INCLUDED EVERYTHING...
EXCEPT THIS.

Foosball: All the action of the original—spin, pass, block, and score!
Power Hoops: Black, steal or shoot, in regular or multiple ball mode!
SlamHockey: Chip it, chop it, cut it! Even go over the line in "super battle mode!"

If you're looking for classic table game action with a digital twist, 3-D Table Sports is it! You get Foosball, SlamHockey and Power Hoops, all on one CD-ROM. Each game features fully-rendered 3-D tables, lots of play options, 10 difficulty levels, and network and modern support for tournament and league play. In fact, 3-D Table Sports gives you everything you could ever expect in a table game...except a place to put your quarters!
process every time she passed the mirror; and the use of a “hot spot” merely to try out toilettry articles. Even though Planets-Magoria is a very good game, there are gamers who won’t appreciate it. We think they deserve to know.

UNCIVILIZED LISTING

How come Sid Meier’s Civilization is not among the Top 100? It deserves to be up there.

Bob Giles
Asheville, NC

We do not place games simultaneously in the Hall of Fame and the Top 100. Once a game like Sid Meier’s Civilization is inducted into the Hall of Fame, it is removed from the Top 100.

RETURN TO THE PLANET VGA

You have a great mag. Can you please spend one-half page looking at VGA Planets? This shareware game is hot on the net. I am currently hosting

a game with two Prodigy, one AOL, and three Americans, two Germans, two British, and

one Finnish players on the net. Talk about worldwide!

Darryl Bisard
Rainbow City, AL

We reviewed VGA Planets in CGW #111 (October, 1993) and published a strategy article in CGW #119 (June, 1994). We will make these available for download on ZDNet on CompuServe, Interchange and the World Wide Web.

STAR CONSOLE

Whatever happened to Star Control 2 in the Top 100? It was in the Top 10 and then, “Poof,” gone! By the way, it would be interesting to see what Legend has been doing with the latest installment in that series.

A.D.
Los Angeles, CA

After a game has been in the Top 100 for more than about 18 months, we either induct it into the Hall of Fame or remove it to make room for newer titles. One criterion for inducting a game into our Hall of Fame is that it has to have significantly added to its particular genre in terms of technological or design innovation. Though SC2 is an excellent game, we could not justify its inclusion in the HOF. As for Legend’s current development of SC3, see the summary in our RPG section of this issue’s buyer’s guide.

LEGENDARY LOOK Legend has an eye out for gamers who are interested in the next game of the Star Control series.

HARDWARE HARANGUE

I am a regular reader since I got an issue of your magazine a year ago. I am tired of suggesting to you that you start a Hardware section in which we could compare different sound cards, CD drives, modems, video cards, joysticks, etc. Please do start such an article which could rate one or two hardware items, along with price and features.

Haroon Gulberg 2, Lahore PAKISTAN

You won’t have to be tired anymore. We will be launching a Game Technology section with regular hardware features in February. Of course, we have had at least one hardware feature per month for almost six months, but those may not have gotten to Pakistan yet.

WISH COME TRUE

My name is Mark McDon-ald and I live in Japan. I am very interested in writing for the “interface” section of your magazine. I am a freelance writer, interested in knowing what the requirements are for writing for your magazine. Could you be kind enough to send me a manuscript to the address below?

Mark McDonald
Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama JAPAN

Congratulations, you just wrote something for the “Interface” section of the magazine. However, since you probably want a “paying” job, we’ll send you the guidelines for contributors.

What if Dr. Seuss Wrote Technical Manuals?

If a packet hits a pocket on a socket on a port, and the bus is interrupted as a very last resort, and the address of the memory makes your floppy disk abort, then the socket packet pocket has an error to report!

If your cursor finds a menu item followed by a dash, and the double-clicking icon puts your window in the trash, and your data is corrupted ‘cause the index doesn’t hash, then your situation’s hopeless, and your system’s gonna crash!

You can’t say this?
What a shame sir!
We’ll find you
Another game sir!

If the label on the cable on the gable at your house, says the network is connected to the button on your mouse, but your packets want to tunnel on another protocol, that’s repeatedly rejected by the printer down the hall.

And your screen is all distorted by the side effects of gauss, so your icons in the window are as wavy as a sausage, then you may as well reboot and go out with a bang, ‘Cause as sure as I’m a poet, the sucker’s gonna hang!

When the copy of your floppy’s getting sloppy on the disk, and the microcode instructions cause unnecessary rise, then you have to flash your memory and you want to RAM your ROM, quickly turn off the computer and be sure to tell your mom!

Anonymous
via the internet
**AMERICA’S LARGEST KILLER OF TIME™**
**ZOOP - IF YOU START YOU MAY NEVER STOP**

(Dream cycle of a normal and healthy teen)

(Dream cycle of a teen who plays ZOOP)

*Warning! ZOOP looks and plays like an innocent game, but extensive play may cause the following symptoms: loss of friends, loss of appetite, insomnia and excessive battery consumption. Whenever possible, avoid play.*

The mental anguish of playing ZOOP grows until one day it manifests itself on your face.

Research has shown the longer you play ZOOP, the more you actually start taking on the physical characteristics of ZOOP.

(Prolonged psychological effects are still under study.)

**MONEY SPENDING PATTERNS.**

**before ZOOP:**

Clothing  Food  Housing & Upkeep  Medical Care  Transportation  Recreation

**after ZOOP:**

Game Gear™  Sega Saturn™  Sega Genesis™

PlayStation™  Game Gear™  GENESIS™

Jaguar™  Game Boy™  Game Boy®

Super NES®  Mocintosh®  NEC Westwood

© 1995 Vicaim International Inc. ZOOP is a trademark of Vicaim International Inc. All Rights Reserved. © 1995 Original Game Concepts/Hasbro Inc. Printed in the U.S.A. Super NES, Sega, Game Boy, and the official logos of the above are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1991 1992 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega, Genesis, Game Gear and Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. All rights reserved. This is a use of a screen to help owners understand the affordances of the product. The visual and interactive experiences are for entertainment only and are not intended to be an accurate model of the actual experience.
WAR
IS HELL. BUT ONLY IF IT'S DONE RIGHT.
The **NEAR FUTURE** looms ahead on the horizon like a toxic cloud. Knowledge is power. Technology is deadly. And the information highway is littered with **ROADKILL**. It's the world of *Command & Conquer™*, the frighteningly realistic new strategy game from the creators of *Dune™ II*. Here, your quick thinking is **REWARDED** with victory; your **INDECISION**, death. You will choose your side. Build your bases. Gather resources. Attack enemy strongholds. And react as if your life depended on it. Because it does. Your **WEAPONRY**?

Unlike any you've experienced before. Hoards of futuristic fighter craft. **THUNDERING** 80-gigawatt ion cannons. And the terrifying Devil's Tongue flame-thrower. Your only ally? A constant barrage of satellite news reports from the front. But **BE WARNED**: One ill-planned **ATTACK** and you're a statistic. *Command & Conquer*.

Two compact discs packed with real-time, right-now action, over 60 minutes of intense full-motion video, and a ton of **JAW-DROPPING**.

3-D rendered gameplay that'll take you headfirst into the thick of **BATTLE**. Now that's something even amateur **WARMONGERS** will appreciate. Just call 800-874-4607 to order direct or visit your nearest retail outlet. If you would like more information, please contact Westwood Studios on the Internet:

[www.westwood.com](http://www.westwood.com)
Bloody Good Games In Store From Bullfrog

UK Developer Has Some Of The Most Innovative Concepts In Game Design

In the hills above Guildford, England, near a university laboratory named after the physical scientist and clergyman J.B. Priestly, there's a laboratory dedicated to a different kind of pursuit—serious fun. Here at Bullfrog Productions, crammed into the second floor of a university-owned office building, teams of the world's most innovative game developers are at work on fascinating new projects: Dungeon Keeper (Sneak Preview in this issue, page 259), The Indestructibles, Theme Hospital, Gene Wars, Syndicate Wars and Creation.

The Indestructibles is an ambitious project involving superhero combat, in the vein of Hero Software's aborted Champions game. Indestructibles players will use points to modify eight attributes, create their own superhero costume with an art utility, look for a worthy super-lone, and engage in real-time comic book-style battles. All of the characters, as well as the game universe, will be true 3-D characters (based on motion capture movement), and the action will be physics-based (modified by super attributes, of course) rather than rules-based. Also, though the original game concept called for the player to become a member of a team of superheroes, The Indestructibles is intended to be so open-ended that gamers can even be supervillains if they so desire.

The conflict in Gene Wars is broader and more strategic. Up to four players compete in a real-time network game turning "goop," the basic stuff of the universe, into various things in a war of survival. Players can adapt eight basic types of creatures into such units as sentinels, attackers, choppers, collectors, reflectors and electronic countermeasure specialists.

The catch is that gamers aren't supposed to be fighting each other. God-like Ephemerals will check their progress and punish players who aren't discreet enough in their dealings with the other players. Expect it in the first quarter of 1996.

Anyone who has played Theme Park will recognize the approach to Theme Hospital. Like its predecessor, Theme Hospital will look cute but feature a serious economic/management model underneath the pretty graphics. The game will feature four time periods (Medieval, Victorian, Modern, and Fu-
PLAYING LATELY?

Here are the games that your fellow players are blowing the most time with. Let us know which game you've been playing the most by writing the name of your current addiction in the "Playing Lately?" blank of the CGW Top 100 ballot.

1. MechWarrior 2 (Activision)
2. Panzer General (SSI)
3. Phantasmagoria (Sierra On-Line)
4. Master of Magic (MicroProse)
5. Jagged Alliance (Sir-Tech)
6. Wing Commander 3 (Origin)
7. Command & Conquer (Virgin/Westwood)
8. X-COM: Terror From The Deep (MicroProse)
9. Descent (Interplay)
10. Apache (Interactive Magic)

"I had totally ignored the battle-mech genre until now. MechWarrior 2 has me hooked. Die honorless Falcun Warriors!"

BJF, Denver, CO

"Broke both springs on my Thrustmaster FCS on Wing Commander III. And you ask if I'm having fun!!"

"Col. Blair" Williams, Midland, TX

I found a secret code which will help any gamer who just installed Dungeon Master II. Go to the game directory and type "ERASE *."

Robert Angelo, Bronx, NY

"Phantasmagoria has unbelievable graphics and playability, especially the 7th chapter. Can 11th Hour keep up?"

MC, Greenspot, KY

"After 33 days of grueling island heat, my mercenaries have taken the fallow sapling. Santino has met his match. Jagged Alliance is an addictive game. Could there possibly be a sequel?"

Scott Carlin, Oldsmar, FL

"Phantasmagoria is the most horrific game I have ever played. I have nightmares because of it—just thinking of it makes my skin crawl."

Cheri-Lin Chen, Auburn, AL

"Brilliant, ruthless, endlessly addictive; Jagged Alliance is the game!"

Bob Stone, Pagosa Springs, CO

"Phantasmagoria is the best suspenseful game yet. Move over 7th Who? The ending had me on the edge of my seat!"

Ray Kelly, Omaha, NE

Notable Quotes

"Wit, wisdom and caustic quips from gaming's harshest critics"
- The most immersive consumer virtual reality system
- Supported by more games than any other VR product
- Handheld CyberPuck™ controller
- VIP™ card supports up to 125 peripherals
- Patented quick-response head tracking

VFX1
HEADGEAR

For IBM PC compatibles.
Phone (716) 427-6595
Fax (716) 292-6353
America Online®: Keyword: FORTE or VFX1
CompuServe®: GO FORTE
Internet: SALES@FORTECH.COM

© 1995 Forntechologies, Inc. Screen images © Lucasfilm Ltd. and LucasArts Entertainment Company. All rights reserved. Used under authorization.
Star Wars is a registered trademark and Dark Forces is a trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. The LucasArts logo is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company.

- Comfortable ergonomic design
- High-fidelity stereo headphones
- Built-in microphone
- One year warranty
- Windows® 95 compatible
The Forte VFX1 HEADGEAR Virtual Reality System makes computer games like Dark Forces™ incredibly realistic.

THE FORTE VFX1 HEADGEAR™ VIRTUAL REALITY SYSTEM HAS A FLIP-UP SMARTVISOR™ FOR WHEN THINGS GET TOO INTENSE.

IF ONLY LIFE HAD THIS FEATURE.

Which is why we gave it a SmartVisor that flips up to get you back to reality fast -- for those times you don't feel like getting blown away by Imperial laser fire -- in stunning, hi-res 3-D.

Witness for yourself why PC Magazine called the Forte VFX1 HEADGEAR "the coolest peripheral you can buy for your PC."

Try it out at any Incredible Universe store.

Or call for the retailer nearest you.
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Magic: The Gathering Slips while MicroProse Preps Sequels

MicroProse, the company responsible for such landmark games as Civilization, Master of Magic and X-COM, seems determined to mine the popularity of those titles by producing games in a similar vein. Civilization 2000, set for Spring release. Being shepherded through development by Jeff Bridges, of Sid Meier's Colonization fame, Civilization 2000 will feature a new isometric perspective, new levels such as elephants, terrorists and archers.

SinTex, the master magicians who brought us Master Of Orion and Master Of Magic, are currently working on Master Of Antares. Building upon the features of the former Master games, MOA sets itself in the dark future where players take on the role of emperors, managing space-driven colonies in war, treaties and galactic expansion. In addition to battling it out with 13 different alien races, gamers will have the option of competing against up to eight human players over a LAN.

SinTex is also working on the tentatively titled Super Heroes, a game with the look and feel of X-COM. Set in the bleak future, you must pit your band of mutants against the gangs, drug lords and organized crime that ordinary government forces are unable to keep in check. Lead your team through various missions until you reach the final showdown against the diabolical Dr. Demonicus Armageddon.

MicroProse also announced the purchase of a significant interest in ABC Sports, which means we can look forward to a possible Ultimate Monday Night Football for the '96 football season. Expect to see it by fall of '96, along with a host of titles under the Wide World Of Sports banner.

So what's MicroProse doing with their most-coveted license, Magic: The Gathering? Would you believe making a screensaver? Yes, while they are refitting MTG for Windows 95, they are working on a project entitled Magic: The Gathering Desktop Illusions. Whether Illusions can keep gamers spellbound while they wait for the actual MTG game is certainly open to speculation.

—Shane Moneey
Seen a good Civil War game lately?...We have!

**Battleground Gettysburg™**

**Volume II**

COMING THIS FALL!
to all major
Software outlets.

Introducing Battleground Gettysburg™. This second installment in the Battleground series features the innovative Battleview™ combat system and covers the three most crucial days of the Civil War. So stop searching, you only have to look one place for the best in Historical Strategy Games!

- Regimental-level units.
- Elegant, easy to use Battleview™ interface.
- Play the first, second or third day scenario or the whole three day campaign.
- Scenarios include: Culp’s Hill, Devil’s Den, Little Round Top, Pickett’s Charge and more!
- Variable command level lets you assume command from brigade up!

**WE MAKE HISTORY!™**

Give us a call at 410-821-7282 or contact us online at: Compuserve: GO GAMEPUB C
- CIS: 75162,373 • INTERNET: 75162,373@compuserve.com • AOL: Talonsoft1
PO BOX 632 Forest Hill MD 21050-0632
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The Battleground system is better suited to 19th-century conflict. Although the game has a short learning curve, it hits all the important aspects of Civil War battles. Leaders are a key to organization, movement and combat, and Confederate leaders seem as aggressive as they were in the actual battle. The differences between column and line formation are handled elegantly, and the game system illustrates how melee and fire combat should be handled without over-emphasizing either.

With the voluminous amount of information available on Gettysburg, the designers are sure to be second-guessed on morale and strength levels. But the research seems sound to us. In particular, the fighting around Little Round Top has the proper desperate feel. And while I did better at Devil’s Den than the Rebels did historically, that’s why we play these things, isn’t it?

A fine, spirited rendition of the climactic battle fought in an otherwise meaningless Pennsylvania town, Battleground: Gettysburg will have you throwing troops down the Chambersburg Pike faster than you can say “Robert E. Lee.”

—Terry Coleman

One of the earliest uses for which personal computers were assigned was handicap horse races. The successes of handicapping tools were debatable (until Axcis released its TRACKMASTER system), as was the appeal of simulated horse races with their colored blocks representing horses and their limited databases. HOoves Of THUNDER is an extremely pretty descendant of those early efforts.

In HOoves Of THUNDER, you get to choose from one of five imaginary tracks and gamble your way through a simulated season. Naturally, you start with limited funds and try to build up your personal treasury so that you can buy your own horses, hire trainers, and enter those horses in the most advantageous races to continue the buildup of your treasury. If you’re successful, you may become the next Seth Hancock (the owner of Kentucky’s arguably finest thoroughbred stable for many decades). Fail, and you may become the next Bruce McNall (former owner of the L.A. Kings.)
and a racing stable, all of which were highly leveraged and came apart at once.

When you move the cursor around the panoramic view of the track, its shape changes to reflect possible activities: checking the form book, reading the racing form, placing bets (and cashing tickets), starting the next race, or advancing to the next auction day (your opportunity to buy your own horses). Once you start the race, you get to view colorful, rotoscoped horses racing past SVGA scenery at up to 50+ frames per second. Also, unlike the game’s closest competitor, Good To Firm from Scotland’s Wizard Games, you are not restricted to viewing only the leader. You can scroll back to view any of the horses in the race.

Hoores Of Thunder has the most beautiful graphics for a horse racing simulation to date. However, the beta version we saw lacks a useful Daily Racing Form presentation listing times and distances in the past performances. This takes away from the depth many horse racing fans are looking for. Still, the game looks great and operates much more smoothly than its immediate ancestor, Quarter Pole. The horses are at the gate...

—Johnny Wilson

**MARTIAN CHRONICLES**

Ray Bradbury’s Martian Chronicles, his most acclaimed science fiction work, has enthralled readers for decades. Now, Byron Preiss Multimedia, the company that brought the late Isaac Asimov’s robots to the computer screen in Robot City, has licensed Bradbury’s work to create a graphic adventure set in Bradbury’s universe. Martian Chronicles requires that you assume the role of a government agent whose job is to explore an ancient Martian ruin for an all-powerful “force”—something mentioned only cryptically in lost Martian passages. The governments of Earth believe it is some awesome technology or science, and hope that with the discovery of this force they will be able to avert nuclear war, something the nations of Earth are on the very brink of.

The game is entirely puzzle-driven and very reminiscent of Myst. You must explore the Martian ruins and solve puzzles to gain clues towards your ultimate goal. Unlike other puzzle games, however, Martian Chronicles is wrapped in the lore of Bradbury’s stories. For example, ghostly apparitions of Martians appear briefly as you sift through the ancient rubble of a former Martian metropolis.

It’s great that Byron Preiss is bringing legendary science fiction stories to the computer, but the results would be better with a more fluid interface. As it is, many people, including those computer game novices who wish to explore the virtual world of a science fiction grandmaster, might be put off by the clumsy interface. Hopefully, the final version of Martian Chronicles will be sufficiently streamlined.

Apart from the game itself, the CD includes a video interview with Bradbury himself, where he discusses his works, his life, and the inspirations and influences on his stories. The CD also has selections from the Martian Chronicles, read by the narrator of the game. Fans of Bradbury will appreciate the extras built into the game, and those who liked Myst and 7th Guest might like the beautifully-rendered puzzle-driven gameplay.

—Elliott Chin

**CHRONICLES OF BRADBURY** Lush graphics and a compelling story spice up Martian Chronicles, and interviews with Ray Bradbury himself give the game depth and perspective.

**PIPELINE**

**ESTIMATED RELEASE DATES BASED ON THE LATEST INFORMATION FROM GAME DEVELOPERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF GAME</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>RELEASE DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGE OF RIFLES</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>01/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLIED GENERAL</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIENS Mindscape</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANVIL OF DAWN</td>
<td>New World</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BATTLEGROUND</td>
<td>GETTYSBURG</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVILIZATION</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>01/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONQUEST OF THE NEW WORLD</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>2/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUNGEON KEEPER</td>
<td>Bullfrog/EA</td>
<td>2/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FANTASY GENERAL</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>3/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVULNERABLES</td>
<td>Bullfrog/EA</td>
<td>3/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAGGED ALLIANCE</td>
<td>HEAD-TO-HEAD</td>
<td>3/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL</td>
<td>'96</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGIC: THE GATHERING</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>02/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTER OF ANARES</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METAL LORDS</td>
<td>New World</td>
<td>3/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCAA FOOTBALL</td>
<td>Mindscape</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAX IMPERIA II</td>
<td>Blizzard</td>
<td>3/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REALMS OF ARKANIA</td>
<td>3 Sir Tech</td>
<td>3/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPPER Take 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHANNARA Legend</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILENT HUNTER</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPYCRAFT: THE GREAT GAME</td>
<td>ActiVision</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR CONTROL III</td>
<td>Accolade</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFX: E2000 Ocean</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LAST BLITZKRIEG</td>
<td>SSG</td>
<td>01/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE RAVEN PROJECT</td>
<td>Mindscape</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIRD REICH</td>
<td>Avalon Hill</td>
<td>01/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIS MEANS WARI</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP GUN Spectrum</td>
<td>HoloByte</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARRHAMMER Mindscape</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WING COMMANDER IV</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>12/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIZARDORY GOLD</td>
<td>Sir Tech</td>
<td>2/96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Roger Zelazny . . . The finest writer of his generation in science fiction."  
George R.R. Martin

"The graphics of Chronomaster are among the best the industry has produced thus far . . ."  
Interactive Entertainment

"DreamForge Entertainment has been one of the most successful CRPG design groups to have appeared . . ."  
Steve Wortofsky, Strategy Plus
Thousand of lives are at stake!

Join Korda, the Chronomaster, in this epic quest for vengeance in a future where magic & science co-exist. Find yourself on a mission beyond your wildest dreams in this ground-breaking Graphic Adventure! Journey through man-made pocket universes full of cyborgs, pirates & witches. Unravel challenging puzzles and plots with multiple solutions and varied endings. Have the illusion of reality with interactive scenarios and the ability to explore and control Korda’s virtual world. Can you guide Korda & use his botted time to solve the mystery, re-start the universes and return justice to the stars?

Featuring the Voices of:

Brent Spiner (“Star Trek: The Next Generation”)
Ron Perlman (“Beauty and the Beast”)
Lolita Davidovich (“Intersection”)

Visit Capstone Online:
Web Site: http://www.gate.net/~intraco/
America Online (Keyword Capstone);
Software Creations BBS (508) 365-9352

To Order Call: (800) INTRACO
The Unbearable Lightness Of Be, Inc.

Upstart start-up Be, Incorporated, is doing the unthinkable: launching a new hardware platform in 1995, one that's completely incompatible with everything else on the market. How does Be think it can succeed this late in the game? By going after the hackers.

Founded by former Apple exec Jean-Louis Gassée, Be is targeting hobbyists and multimedia application developers who are looking for a machine with top-notch performance and an operating system that's not hobbled by a need to remain compatible with 10- to 15-year-old designs.

The system they are designing should be on gamers' radars. The BeBox hardware looks blazing: dual PowerPC 603 processors running at 66 MHz, room for up to 256MB of RAM, built-in SCSI and IDE, integrated 16-bit sound, two PC-standard joystick ports, two MIDI ports, one parallel and four serial I/O ports, and three infrared controller ports. PC-standard keyboard and mouse ports, as well as three PCI and five ISA slots, means inexpensive add-ons can come from what Be calls "the PC-clone organ bank."

The Be system software supports preemptive multitasking and real-time response, combined with the dual PowerPC architecture, this means games could be amazingly responsive, since one processor can handle all the I/O and graphics while another is dedicated to handling AI computations. Direct video access, similar to that in Win 95, means the BeBox should offer blazing video performance.

Pierre Raynaud-Richard is Be's games guru, and he says the company is definitely keeping gamers in mind: Be plans a Game Software Development Kit, OpenGL support, and various 3-D graphics options. With its multi-processor architecture and sleek operating system, the BeBox could be the Amiga of the 90s—a hot machine that's only a minor player, but blows away everything else technologically. "The ultimate machine for hackers, definitely," says Raynaud-Richard, "and a very good machine for games."

—Denny Atkin

The 64 Gigabyte Question?

Warren Spector may be best known to computer gamers as the evil Dr. Spector from Martian Dreams, a Victorian-era space opera using the Ultima VI engine. Yet, Spector has a lengthy pedigree as producer and designer of both traditional and computer games. Prior to coming to Origin, Spector designed team for Steve Jackson Games and the Buck Rogers boardgame for TSR. At Origin, Spector has produced Ultima V and VI, Wings of Glory, Cyberspace and Crusader, among others, as well as designing Martian Dreams. Spector is a top-notch design talent and a worthy mind to ask the 64 Gigabyte Question: if you had no limitations in budget or computing power, what kind of game would you like to design?

Over the last six and a half years, I've been involved in the creation of over a dozen games. I've produced three-quarter-overhead perspective role-playing games, interactive movies and flight sims (and I hope to make a real-time strategy game sometime soon). I've enjoyed every last one of the games I've worked on. But all of the games I've produced, there's one kind of game I live for—first-person, real-time POVs. When I play a really good POV (point-of-view) game, I'm there in a way I can't be in any other medium—not in movies, not on tele-

vision, not in a book. It bugs the hell out of me that we can't do a convincing real-world simulation. That's what I really want to do. Unfortunately, we're so limited by our tools that we always end up falling back on the crutch of fantasy or science fiction. And before anyone starts screaming, let me say that I love fantasy and science fiction—I just wish we could do some-

thing else once in a while. Unfortunately, there's a little rule of the road that we just can't get around (yet). The more realistic you make your game the higher players' expectations get. Basically, we make so many fantasy and science fiction games because no one can tell us that our once-don't look or act like real ones. Try to make a POV Die Hard and watch people scream that your state-of-the bleeding-art game doesn't do everything just right (in other words, exactly like the way things work in the real world).

Not that any of these problems are going to stop me or my colleagues here at Origin and elsewhere. I'm in this business because I know that someday I'll produce a game that is so convincing you'll have to stop and think, "Is it real or is it Memorex?"

The game world and everything in it will look just the way you expect, and you'll interact with this world in ways that mimic the real world far more effectively. You'll decide whether to walk, drive or jump out of an airplane to get where you want to go. Confronted with a hostage situation, you'll have to decide whether to shoot that terrorist or try to talk to him (and you'll really talk to him) to get him to let his hostages go.

You'll get all the thrills and chills and emotional content (beyond the adrenaline rush everyone expects in games today) you expect from a fast-paced action movie with none of the actual risks. And unlike an interactive movie (which, by shifting to the third-person perspective, distances you from the action), you'll be right in the thick of things. Oh, and speaking of interactive movies, there probably won't be any live-action video in my dream game. If I wanted to make movies, I'd be in Hollywood making movies. I'm after something bigger and, to my mind, cooler than that.
No amount of marketing hype could do this game justice. If you enjoy awesome arcade action then you owe it to yourself to download the shareware version of Tyrian and see it for yourself. Bring along a friend, because Tyrian features a two-player mode as well as network and modem support. We’re sure you’ll be hooked.

Here are just a few places you can find Tyrian:

Epic’s web site: http://www.epicgames.com
Epic’s official ftp site: ftp.uml.edu in the mscdos/games/epic directory
Exec-PC BBS (414) 789-4360

CompuServe: GO EPIC and download Tyrian from the Epic Forum
AOL: keyword PCGAMES, in the software libraries

Epic’s shareware games can also be found on many BBS's and major online services around the world.
IT'S COMING AT YOU AT 95 MPH.

THE RIGHT MOVE WILL MAKE YOU A RESPECTED WARLORD.

THE WRONG MOVE WILL MAKE YOU A SOPRANO.

The new Supreme Warrior is a game of strategy, skill and some of the most serious ass-kicking martial arts action to ever come out of Hong Kong. It's the only high-speed fighting game that immerses you in the authentic look, sound and fury of a classic martial arts film. Using lightning fists, whirling kicks and an arsenal of bone-crushing secret moves, you battle experts in the disciplines of Mongolian Boxing, Wu Shu and Kung Fu. So think carefully. And if you screw up, look on the bright side. At least you'll be able to sing better in the shower.
The Riddle Of Master Lu

The Riddle Of Master Lu has the distinct flare of an Indiana Jones story, minus the whip and mayhem. The hero of this adventure is the real-life explorer and collector of oddities, Robert L. Ripley. In addition to founding the New York “Odditorium,” Ripley was best known for drawing the popular Believe It Or Not! cartoons which appeared in daily newspapers. Master Lu is an adventure that takes place during Ripley’s era, a time when the threat of a second world war overshadowed world politics. While contemplating the impending threat of the Germans and the Japanese, Ripley becomes aware of an artifact that could universally unite the Chinese. Of course, in the right hands, such an object could prove of tremendous benefit to the free world. But Ripley’s discovery of a trail of corpses and desecrated artifacts makes very clear that the wrong hands are just as anxious to obtain the artifact as are his own.

The Riddle Of Master Lu is tortuously challenging, filled with puzzles most of which are worthy of several nights of intense experimentation. However, each step of the way is satisfying one, and the story-line is not only fascinating, but also lives up to the difficulty of the puzzles. IBM CD-ROM $59.95. Circle Reader Service #1.

Sanctuary Woods, San Mateo, CA, (415) 286-6000

Entomorph

For centuries, the people of the Kyan islands had lived an idyllic life, carved out with the help of the mammoth insectoid jagtera. But suddenly an evil plague of darkness called the Darkfall descended upon Kyan, turning the jagtera against their masters and transforming the native humans into insects themselves. Into this world steps a young squire of the War- rick family line, looking for his sister. You play Warrick, and since you are stranded on the island, you too succumb to the transformation. The big difference is that you’re smart enough to use your newfound powers to combat the Darkfall and find your sister. As human or insect, you move around in adventure game-like fashion, looking for spells and items, and interacting with NPCs. At first glance, Entomorph looks like an adventure game with an emphasis on puzzles, although it does have a small whiff of action. An interesting story and unique characters should pique the interests of role-players and adventure gamers.

Hardball 5

The baseball saying: “good defense wins ball games” could be easily adapted to computer baseball—“great gameplay wins sales.” It’s the formula the designers at Accolade have adhered to for years and have now honed to a razor-sharp edge with Hardball 5. From all indications, this baseball title appears to be another surefire hit. It’s got the same great graphics and the same great gameplay, with some enhancements. And a serious facelift on the statistics/General Manager side of the fence means one thing: trouble for the competition. The fielding is still a little difficult, particularly with a gamepad-type controller, and the field perspective still seems a little funky, but other than that, the action is great. And the catcher’s glove-full of statistics really makes a difference. This time around, as does the ability to make trades and manage a roster that includes minor leaguers. IBM CD-ROM, $69.95. Circle Reader Service #4.

Accolade, San Jose, CA (800) 245-7744
Mortal Kombat 3

Just another winter? We don't think so. Falling to the ground with the first snowflakes is the blood of the weak and the limbs of the fallen in Mortal Kombat 3. And from our initial look at things, it's damn good. The graphics have been buffed up considerably (although the sound doesn't seem quite as good) and so has the action (you now have all four action buttons and can run and block). What's new this time around?

How about eight new characters, all with their own backgrounds, and a completely new cheat system, based on "kodes," which are already being wildly exchanged and traded on line and which grant access to hundreds of cheats, hidden characters and the like. What's old? All the things that made this game a classic: the limb-ripping fatalities, friendship moves, secret moves and so on. This time around there's also a network play option (which is a first for fighting games) that allows you to set up your own mini-fighting network. The term "chestnuts roasting on an open fire" takes on a whole new meaning this winter with the release of Mortal Kombat 3.

IBM CD-ROM, $49.95. Circle Reader Service #3
GT Interactive, New York, NY (212) 726-6500

Ascendancy

Though the "4x" games of space conquest (Evolve, X-pan, Xploit and E-xterminate) have been around since the earliest days of personal computing, it is always great to see a game move beyond these roots. In Ascendancy, players choose from one of 21 different sentient species, each with their own special advantage, and build up their home planet (SimCity-style) to the point where they can begin exploring and conquering the galaxy. The game features limited diplomacy and research a la Master of Orion, but it also offers more than one way to win the game—players choose whether the Tao of Knowledge, Technology or Prosperity is the path to victory. In addition, Ascendancy offers great graphics, from the 3-D representation of the galaxy to the alien races which are bizarre enough to bring out the xenophile in all of us. Most importantly, however, the game sports artificial opponents who can combine technologies in such a way as to surprise and defeat the designers themselves.

IBM CD-ROM, $69.95. Circle Reader Service #5
Broderbund Software, Inc., Novato, CA (415) 382-7818

TekWar

If you think Los Angeles has problems now, just wait until 2045, when a powerful psychoactive drug called "Tek" threatens to enslave the population. You're an ex-cop sent on a mission by William Shatner himself to rid the city of this scourge and prevent the recently unified Teklord mafias from increasing their distribution. Stopping them means finding access to a networked virtual landscape called The Matrix and uncovering the Tek strongholds.

Capstone Entertainment spices up TekWar's familiar Doom-like engine by allowing you to jump, crouch, duck into grates or bathroom stalls, and even use public transportation. An optional rear view monitor augments your first person perspective. And you can't be too trigger-happy this war—you risk drawing the attention and fire of the police and catching innocents in your cross-fire. Despite this diversified approach to the genre, the overall gameplay of this Doom retread really fails to bring anything new to the table. And Capstone should have left Shatner's heavily marketed likeness on the box, as his annoying cinematic cut-scenes will send you searching for "Exc." IBM CD-ROM, $50.95. Circle Reader Service #6.

Capstone Entertainment, Miami, FL, (800) 468-7226
JUST A MINUTE...I PROMISE!!!
...ENGAGE TRACTOR BEAM ON ROCKET LAUNCHERS...✓
...LAUNCH PROBE TO INVESTIGATE TERRAIN...✓
...PREPARE BATTLECRUISER FOR COMBAT...

Derek Smart's BATTLECRUISER 3000AD.
THE LAST THING YOU'LL EVER DESIRE.
Is The Price Of Freedom Worth $12 Million?

Col. Blair & The Boys Find Enemies Much Closer To Home In Wing Commander IV: The Price Of Freedom

by Terry Lee Coleman

FROM WING COMMANDER TO WING COMMANDER II TO WING COMMANDER III, WE TOOK CHANCES, BOTH IN TERMS OF TECHNOLOGY AND IN TERMS OF CONTENT. I WANTED EACH GAME TO BE THE BIGGEST AND BADDEST ON THE MARKET—TO SIMPLY BLOW EVERYTHING ELSE AWAY. WHETHER OR NOT WE SUCCEEDED IS UP TO THE GAMER TO DECIDE. LIKE MOST ARTISTS, I'M NEVER TOTALLY HAPPY WITH MY WORK. THE EXCEPTION WOULD BE THE FIRST WING COMMANDER. LOOKING BACK, I REALLY CAN'T THINK OF ANYTHING SUBSTANTIAL I'D CHANGE IN THAT GAME.

—CHRIS ROBERTS,
DESIGNER OF THE WING COMMANDER SERIES
trilogy is as familiar to the modern popular artist as was a sonnet to William Shakespeare. Because of their popularity, trilogies are often criticized as too predictable, too safe, too uneven—and it's true that rarely do all the parts come together to form a cohesive, unified whole. Still, in the hands of a visionary, a trilogy is an effective art form, dramatic and accessible all at once, with the capacity to develop familiar characters through more than a single work. While it's hard to compare Chris Roberts' games to Tolkien's "Lord of the Rings" or George Lucas' "Star Wars" trilogies, it can be argued that the Wing Commander series is as close as gaming has come to a sustained body of work.

When the series' detractors ask why Wing Commander is so popular—even after its release, Wing Commander III still stands atop the CGW Top 100 Games chart—they overlook the obvious: it's incredibly fun to feel as though you're a part of an ongoing story, especially when you are calling the shots. And while Origin's other famous series, Ultima, includes some wonderful games, it's also true that Wing Commander has been more consistent in terms of quality—while ironically taking more chances, WC is definitely a lot more than your average space shoot-'em-up affair.

Who can forget the thrill of negotiating treacherous asteroid fields to bag that first Kilrathi in Wing Commander, or the crushing feeling when you realized that Spirit, your trusted wingman through WC I and II, was on a suicide mission—and that there was nothing you could do to save her? It certainly wasn't Faust, but you did get attached to your wing-buddies, which only added to the feeling of satisfaction when you almost single-handedly turned the tide of war for the Confederation.

Throughout the series, Origin has utilized every trick available to draw us deeper into the action. WC I had the rudiments of a sustained plotline with its "branching tree." WC II added digitized sound for your wingmen and enemies (and was probably the main application which put Sound Blaster on the map), competent voice-over acting and more coherent plotting, WC III, of course, gave us Mark Hamill, Malcolm MacDowell, and a brilliant performance by Tom Wilson ("Maniac"), along with production values never-before seen in a computer game.

And, like most trilogies, Wing Commander III ended with a big bang—to the tune of $4 million in production costs, and 700,000 copies sold. The Kilrathi were defeated once and for all, with peace sure to reign throughout the known galaxy. All very dramatic, and nicely sewn up. But as I approached Origin's new facilities in Austin, I wondered what they could possibly do for an encore, now that they were outside the safe confines of the best-selling game trilogy of all time. That, my friends, is the $12 Million Question...

TO SEEK OUT NEW ENEMIES

When Wing Commander IV begins, we find that Colonel Blair (Mark Hamill) has retired to be a farmer. But his idyllic lifestyle is soon interrupted when Maniac arrives to fetch the good Colonel (and thereby you) back to active duty. Did the Kilrathi return, somehow resurrected through time-travel, cloning, or some other sci-fi cliche? Thankfully, no. It seems, rather, that some mysterious group of humans, calling themselves the Black Lance, has begun a reign of terror from the Border Worlds, blowing up innocent civilian ships and plunging the Confederation to the brink of Civil War.

As the plot develops, you find that conspiracy theories abound, and the eyes of Big Brother Confederation are everywhere. The level of subplots and intrigue make for a story so dark at times that the shaky morale of the crew in Wing Commander III seems almost upbeat by comparison. I actually had doubts that the cast could pull it off. Wing Commander IV is, after all, still primarily a space-combat game, and the acting in WC III, while fine for a game, still paled at times compared to a good movie. Yet, when I played through the missions, I was rather impressed with the acting in WC IV, which is even better, based on what I saw, than in WC III.

John Rhys Davies once again stood out. He doesn't get a lot of on-screen time, but he functions as the conscience for the interactive portions of the game, while remaining true to the Paladin we've come to know over all four games of the series. While I still have a weird feeling about seeing "myself," as the Col. Blair character, played by an actor—should any gamer really see himself portrayed on-screen in an essentially "out of body" experience?—I must admit that Mark Hamill also does a fine job. Obviously more comfortable amongst WC IV's real sets than in front of WC III's bluescreen, he makes Blair a much more human and believable character than in the previous game.

The charismatic Tom Wilson, winner of CGW's best live acting award in 1994 for WC III, reprised his role as Maniac. This time around, the script gives him a bit more to work with—the sarcasm really flies, and we get to see our free-spirited flyboy go down in flames several times at the hands of women who somehow don't appreciate his advances. At least Origin recognizes Maniac's marquee value—rumor has it that the wild wingman will star in his own add-on disk sometime in 1996.

The lesser-known actors range from solid to outstanding. The best minor characters return from WC III: Cobra is just as vocal in denouncing
HOW TO MAKE AND ANNIHILATE

You've crashed on a strange planet. You quickly strike a deal with your newfound alien buddy, Gean. You'll help blow away his hostile robot inhabitants. He'll help you get safe passage off the planet. Easier said than done. Together, you'll have to solve deadly puzzles and avoid traps, red slugs, lizards, glass tunnels, acid and sparking cables. You'll go from hauling butt through the forest to blasting into a bomb-filled mine shaft to fighting through an armory to destroy a reactor. It's Alien Odyssey - the PC CD-ROM game with incredibly smooth character animation and Argonaut's exclusive 3D adventure game technology. It's total annihilation. But in a friendly sort of way.
FRIENDS

ENEMIES

ALIEN
ODYSSEY

PHILIPS

Infiltrate the enemy Comm Bunker.

Blast robots from your DAK blu.
suspected traitors as she was in condemning sons of Kirath to death; she's an incredibly-sustained portrait of rage. You'll still find Vagabond shuffling his deck of cards in the bar, his outward confidence not quite hiding the nervousness he feels at once again flying off to war.

CLOSE SHAVE Every game, or interactive movie, can use a strong villain, as Col. Blair finds in his first meeting with Seether.

Such small brush strokes are even more effective here than in WC III, as they add a touch of humanity to the intense atmosphere of soldiers constantly living on the edge of battle.

The foil for your heroic Col. Blair is the irresistible Malcolm MacDowell, whose performance as Admiral Tolwyn moves way beyond WC III (or his role in Star Trek: Generations, for that matter). Tolwyn alternates between the stern taskmaster-figure for Blair and a Patton-like megalomaniac, obsessed with crushing the rebellion. Tolwyn's zealous determination to eliminate enemies of the Confederation makes him think enemies are everywhere, which (without giving away any plot secrets) makes for some interesting choices for you in the game.

As people you've known for years are denounced as traitors and terrorists, you must decide whom to trust. Moving through the story, you find that nothing is quite as it seems. Who are the Black Lance, and why are they attacking helpless Confed transports? What is the real agenda of the Black Lance leader, Seether? (With a name like that, you know he's no font of virtue.) How do the veterans of the Tiger's Claw and the Concordia fit into all this? Is there any way to avoid interstellar war?

The mysteries and intrigue presented by the unfolding plot add new dimension to the game's usual megadoze of action. I found myself enjoying the balance between the adrenaline-pumping space combat action and the sleuthing of the interactive scenes. WC III fans may not like asking questions like, "Where was the galaxy you were on the night of..." of old buddies like Tolwyn, Paladin, Captain Eisen and others, but it's appropriate, and shows how effectively the script of WC IV functions.

On a larger scale, the game continues the saga of normal people plunged into war that has always been present in the Wing Commander series, but really came into its own with WC III. To call a space combat game an anti-war interactive movie is stretching it a bit, but WC IV finds a better balance than the competition, largely because of the quality of the acting. The style here is more John Wayne than Platoon-like realism, but it's effective and entertaining.

SECURED & PADLOCKED The cockpit view bears subtle changes from WC III, but the best feature is that Maniac and other wingmen now are better digitized, and also get to speak a variety of different lines during combat.

LEARN FROM YOUR ENEMIES Flying for the Confederation has never been quite like this—note the Kirath-inspired ship designs.

FAMILIAR GALAXY, COOL NEW HARDWARE

When you first enter the combat sequence of WC IV, the cynic in you will smirk, knowing that you've seen this all before. Then you notice that the explosions are richer, the death screams of your opponents more blood-curdling, and you think, well, maybe this is a little different.

The cockpit is new, the shading is better, and every ship has been re-textured to look much better than in WC III. Combat is paced differently, and I suspect most gamers will find it more brisk this time around. The AI was still being tweaked at press time, but each computer pilot already has more maneuvers at their disposal than in previous WC games. One nice touch is that the pro-grammers were able to code the mission sequences and wingmen AI right alongside the scripting, so that they have done an excellent job of making Maniac fly, well, like Maniac—a big improvement over the wingmen of WC III, who often seemed cut out of a generic Confed pilot database.

The cinematics have been integrated much better, and story elements now unfold in the middle of missions—with faster loading times for the video sequences (at least on high-end machines). Even when you return to the carrier, you notice a

"SINCE WE USED THE EXISTING ENGINE FROM WING COMMANDER III, THERE WAS A REAL CREATIVE CHALLENGE IN MAKING WING IV SOMETHING FRESH AND DIFFERENT. THIS WAS MADE A LOT ToughER BY HAVING TO INTEGRATE TWICE THE ART ELEMENTS IN LESS THAN HALF THE TIME WE HAD TO DO WING COMMANDER III."

—CHRIS DOUGLAS, WC IV TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
Grunt, Jump and Belly Bump!

The most radical game on the PC is about to kick your butt! It's Arcade America, the only CD-ROM game that truly separates the tough guys from the mondo weenies. Get One! (now)

Satisfaction Guaranteed®

Visit your retailer for a free demo or download the Arcade America promo from the Web (www.7thlevel.com) in AOL, MSN, CompuServe or Prodigy use SEVENTH. For more information or to place an order, call 1-800-884-8863, ext. 126.
huge upsurge in background activity—transports landing, other craft taking off, crew walking down hallways—all much preferable to watching Mark Hamill walk around alone in WC III’s ghostly empty ship, waiting interminably for elevators.

What’s nice is that the full-motion video does—

more flexibility in choosing wingmen, and you can even choose their loadout, in addition to your own. I missed having Ginger Lynn Allen load my weapons, but you can’t have everything, I suppose...

When I asked Tony Morone, the project director, why asteroid fields (always my favorite) took a back seat after WC II, he replied by letting me play through a few of the missions in WC IV. In addition to the usual patrols and torpedo runs, WC IV brings back the infamous stealth fighters, helps you engage in reconnaissance deep in enemy territory, and even throws in commando missions—almost a greatest-hits collection of other Wing Commanders, except that these missions are a lot tougher than previous WCs, especially when played on the highest difficulty setting.

The most unique twist involves a cache of experimental weapons which seem really ineffective when you first apply them in combat. When I fired my first Starburst missile, my Black Lance adversary must have thought I was practicing for the 4th of July, because the only effect was a nice fireworks display. After having a mechanic back at the carrier modify the weapon, it turned into a Coneburst, sort of a cross between a Claymore mine and a plasma gun—a remarkably effective weapon. It looks like there’s enough new hardware to keep any space jockey busy for many hours.

THE PRICE OF FREEDOM: THE COST OF TECHNOLOGY

From Wing Commander to Wing Commander III, the driving force was the technology, which always pushed gaming hardware to the utmost. WC IV has no such high-tech leap. Oh, sure, you can talk about the real sets used in filming, and the moving camera; there’s no doubt of the technical brilliance involved in WC IV. And when you consider how Origin saved money by using the Wing Commander III spaceflight engine,

CHEERS 2250 The bar has been enhanced, but it’s still a good place to unwind and see old pals like Vagabond and Maniac. It’s also a good place to start playing armchair detective in your search for the traitor.

It’s not overshadow the space combat portions of the game. One of the main reasons for this is lead programmer Frank Roin, who always knew that he wanted to be a game programmer. “Most teenage guys have posters of Michael Jordan. My posters were of guys like Bill Budge and the original programming team at EA.” Roin enjoys fast-paced action games, but also likes to reward inquisitive gamers. As a result, there are a lot more Easter eggs in WC IV than in WC III.

The various fighters are once again upgraded, as they have been with every Wing Commander, but WC IV also features a great variety of larger ships, such as corvettes, destroyers and capital ships. Not only are these larger ships proof that the game engine runs smoother, the tactics used against them also make for a more fun game than the usual diet of dogfights. In certain missions, you (as the wingleader) have the option to order elements of your group to split off and check out separate navigation points. How well they complete their assigned mission affects the number of enemies you face later in your own patrol.

Another nice touch is that you have a lot

IT WASN’T LIKE THIS WITH SHATNER

Chris Roberts (right) spends a quiet moment on the set with Malcolm MacDowell (left) and Mark Hamill.

of money to suspend disbelief and entertain the gamer. It’s all right to spend a lot of money on enhancing the game experience, but a large portion is spent instead on technology and huge salaries for big-name actors—I question whether that’s really necessary.

—Jim Namestka, President, DreamForge

(CHRONOGRAM, AD&D series)

I can’t in my wildest dreams imagine putting

$10-12 million into a game from Atomic, but

I’m sure I’ll enjoy playing Wing Commander IV.

—Keith Zabalaoui, President, Atomic Games

(V For Victory, World At War)
CyberStrike™ Giveaway!

Get up to 17 hours free* to play CyberStrike™ or any other great multiplayer games on GEnie®.

How about some real competition for a change? Up to 17 hours online to play the hottest games and coolest players in Cyber-space. That's what you'll get right now when you log on to GEnie, America's most outrageous online service for multiplayer games. Shoot 'em uppers can shoot it out with 16 other Cyberpods for control of a virtual city in the award-winning CyberStrike™—an exclusive on GEnie. Or, pit flying skills against the best sim pilots around in multiplayer Air Warrior®—we told you there'd be competition.

RPGers? GEnie's got you covered with fantasy role playing adventures like Hundred Years War and Multiplayer BattleTech™ as well as the text-based Dragon's Gate, Federation II and the fantastically popular Gemstone III™.

Play NTN Showdown Trivia and watch scores come in from bars and hotels across the country. Enter tournaments in chess, checkers, blackjack, poker, backgammon, bridge and reversi.

GEnie's the place for multiplayer games. Plus new games are added all the time. Like Harpoon™, one of the most complex war games ever—now available on GEnie.

So stop playing by yourself—for up to 17 hours—and play the terrific games and gamers on the only online service to bring you all this and more. To sign up online, turn your modem on and dial 1-800-638-8369. Enter JOINGENIE at the prompt. When asked for the special offer, enter ANNY904.

*Some restrictions apply. Must be over 18 years of age to subscribe. For games to be free of charge for up to 17 hours, user must observe the following: play in non-prime time (between 6PM and 8AM EST); access speed must be set at a minimum of 2400 line; user must dial into a local access node; remains solely in gaming area. Otherwise, normal GEnie usage fees may be incurred during the 17 hour complimentary period. This offer is in lieu of any other offers, and is for new subscribers only. Additional long-distance phone charges may apply. Available in US and Canada only. Offer expires 12/31/93.

CyberStrike and Gemstone III are trademarks of Sim峻onics Corporation. Air Warrior is a registered trademark of Kenmus Corporation. Harpoon is a trademark of Game Designers Workshop Inc. Multiplayer BattleTech is a trademark of FASA Corporation. All other names are trademarks or service marks of their respective owners.

GEnie. Our games blow everybody else's away!
The 3rd Dimension is REALITY

At only $179, it'll blow your mind, not your wallet.

This you gotta see. 1-800-SIM-EYES

SINUEYES™ VR STEREOGRAPHICS®

SNEAK PREVIEW/Cover Story

WHAT A RUSH. After a day's filming, Chris Roberts looks at the "rushes" to see what must be edited and/ or reshot. Instead of viewing this on 35mm film, they pick out details on a large monitor.

It's a little scary to think about how much this game could have cost.

Even so, what has set the WC series apart from the competition is its ability to tell a story. WC III took some big chances with high-priced talent, and if the game doesn't go down in history as the Jazz Singer for interactive movies, it certainly isn't for lack of effort. WC IV shouldn't apologize for giving gamers a break from the "upgrade at all costs" philosophy, especially since it offers more gameplay and a more involved storyline. Newer CD-ROM technology means extra data on each CD, so that the game, along with its five and one-half hours of video, has nearly twice the length of WC III.

What amazed me when I visited Origin was the high morale of the crew. Chris Roberts has a reputation as a martinet, but he also knows how to surround himself with talented people. When I asked Roberts why he didn't write and star in, as well as direct, WC IV, he was polite:

"My method, whether it's programming, directing or whatever, is to plunge right in. Gamers, however, aren't stupid. They know when you're out of your depth. I enjoy directing, but I know my limitations. There's no way that I'm going to try and write a screenplay when I can use a professional. Some games make for good movies, and I think WC IV is a good example of that. The secret is to ensure that the live video gives the gamer more choices, not less."

In the end, it's not so much the $12 million spent, but the attention to detail which should make WC IV the biggest-seller for the series thus far. Ironically, more gamers should be able to appreciate WC IV more than WC III, if only because of the greater number of Pentiums on the market. Regardless, I'm impressed that Origin and EA have continued to develop their franchise with the gamer's enjoyment foremost. If the WC series ends up going to a theatre in my home galaxy, that's fine (a film deal is reportedly close to being finalized). But it's comforting to know of the horror that I can still enjoy blowing Kilathis, Black Lance, or other villains out of the stars right on my most important screen—my computer. Here's hoping that Col. Blair remains an avatar for gamers to save the Confederation for years to come.

I want projects with control—and when you get that large-scale, it's hard for one person to keep creative control, and complete the project in what I would consider a reasonable time. I think Origin can get away with spending that much money, because they're building on a known winner. If you're creating a new title, though, spending that much is dangerous, because of the number of games you need to sell just to break even. Everyone wants to do the expensive products because of their high-profile and greater flash. I tend to worry more about the game: how fast can I do it and still have the quality our fans want? As many projects as we do, and as many as we'd like to do, I can't see us putting that kind of resources into one project. So far, we've been very successful with smaller investments of time and money.

—Steve Garcia, President of SimTex

(Master of Origin, 1830 and Master of Magic)
Are You Ready...
"A first rate strategy title"
Computer Game Review

"Heroes is one of those games that DEMANDS to be played"
PC Gamer

★★★★★ “Five out of Five Stars”
Computer Gaming World

Available at your local software retailer or order direct from New World Computing at 1-800-251-9563 (318-391-4136 outside the U.S.), or by mail: P.O. Box 4302 Hollywood, CA 90076-4302
medieval world in turmoil...

WHEN THE SMOKE CLEARS
ONLY HEROES REMAIN

“This game is excellent, possibly the best strategy game my wife and I ever played together.”
Arthur Asin, aol.com

“One word: Addicting!!”
Rector, aol.com

“The graphics and sound are fantastic, but most importantly it is just plain FUN.”
Anthony Granada, aol.com
Take A Deep Breath
Cold Steel, Extreme Attitude, And Lightning Reflexes
Will Take You Deeper Than You Think.
to govern an inter-galactic

From the
Creators of

Master of Orion™
and

Master of Magic™
empire with an iron fist...

METAL LORDS
THE INNER CIRCLE

New World Computing and SimTex Software, team up to give you the biggest strategy game of the year... Metal Lords: The Inner Circle.

• Ingenuity • Diplomacy • Ruthlessness

The key elements of a successful colonial governor. In Metal Lords you must prove your worth to the empire through shrewd diplomacy, technological insight, resource management, and of course combat tactics.

Are you prepared to join the Inner Circle?

• Build Custom Battle Machines

• Unique Combination of Diplomacy and Combat

• Diverse Mission Objectives

Available at your local software retailer or order direct from New World Computing at 1-800-251-9563 (618-591-4136 outside the U.S.), or by mail: P.O. Box 4302 Hollywood, CA 90078-4302.

© 1995 New World Computing, Inc. Metal Lords is a trademark of New World Computing. New World Computing and its distinctive logo are registered trademarks of New World Computing, Inc. New World Computing Inc., as a wholly owned subsidiary of AT&T Communications, Inc. All rights reserved. IBM screens shown. Actual Screens may vary. All other trademarks belong to their respective holders.
to purge the world of evil...

ANVIL OF DAWN

IN A WORLD BESIEGED BY EVIL...
CAN A TRUE CHAMPION BE FOUND?

- Ultimate Role-Playing Adventure
- Invisible Full-Screen Interface
- Real-Time Combat
- Cinematic Sequences
- Smooth Character Movement

Available at your local software retailer or order direct from New World Computing at 1-800-251-9563 (818-391-4136 outside the U.S.) or by mail: P.O. Box 4302 Hollywood, CA 90078-4302

NEW WORLD COMPUTING INC.
Check out our hot new Web site at:
http://www.nwcomputing.com

© 1993 New World Computing, Inc. Anvil of Dawn is a trademark of New World Computing. New World Computing and its distinctive logo are registered trademarks of New World Computing, Inc. New World Computing, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of NTM Communications, Inc. All rights reserved. IBM screens shown. Actual screens may vary. All other trademarks belong to their respective owners.
to command an online army...

THE TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE CONTINUES...

"The Empires of the future are the Empires of the mind."
Winston Churchill

DESIGNED BY
Mark Baldwin
and Bob Rakosky
the creators of
Empire, Empire
Deluxe and
Perfect General.

EMPIRE II
The Art Of War

SITUATION MAP

PUT YOUR WARFARING SKILL TO THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE WITH EMPIRE II: THE ART OF WAR
THE LATEST CHAPTER IN THE BATTLE-PROVEN EMPIRE SERIES

EMPIRE II GIVES YOU COMPLETE CONTROL OVER TROOP DETAILS AND BATTLEFIELD STRATEGY
INCLUDING INTENSIVE CAMPAIGN PLANNING, RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, DEPLOYMENT, COMBAT,
GEOGRAPHIC AND WEATHER CONDITIONS, SUPPLY LINE SECURITY, FORTIFICATION AND MORE.

- Network And Modem Support • Detailed Scenario Editor • SVGA Graphics

Check out our hot new Web site at http://www.nwcomputing.com

© 1995 New World Computing, Inc. EMPIRE II is a trademark of New World Computing, Inc. New World Computing, Inc. is not responsible for any damages or loss of data resulting from the use of EMPIRE II. All rights reserved. IBM Screens shown. Actual Screens may vary. All Other Trademarks Belong to Their Respective Holders.
to challenge your mind...

Mind Games™

Entertainment Pack for Windows

- Backgammon
- Chess
- Checkers
- Bridge
- Chinese Chess
- Go
- Othello
- Renju
- Gomoku
- 4 in a Line

Available at your local software retailer or order direct from New World Computing at 1-800-251-9563 (818-591-4136 outside the U.S.) or by mail: P.O. Box 4302 Hollywood, CA 90078-4302.

Check out our hot new Web site at:
http://www.nwcomputing.com

NEW WORLD COMPUTING, INC

© 1995 New World Computing, Inc. Mind Games is a trademark of New World Computing, Inc.
New World Computing and its distinctive logo are registered trademarks of New World Computing. Inc. New World Computing, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of NIN Communications, Inc.
All rights reserved. All other trademarks belong to their respective holders.
Interested?
We thought so.

1-800-251-9563
was the night before Christmas, when all
through the house
Not a peripheral was stirring, not even
The hard drives were backed up on QIC
In hopes that some cool new games would
The games were nested all snug in the
While Visions of Fighter Duel danced in

HOLIDAY HOT 100
t's that time of year again: The digital elves are hammering the final touches into games for young and old, wargamer and jet jockey. As Santa's helpers shrink-wrapped the packages with care, our crack team scoured the Silicon Pole, checking the sleigh and the elves' bench for the best new games and accessories. After we defrosted our editors and dressed their elf bites, we debriefed them and distilled their findings into a list of the 100 hottest gift ideas for this very cool holiday season.

On the following pages you'll find our top ten choices for each gaming genre, as well as some other suggestions that, even though there wasn't room for them in the main list, are still so nifty that we'd love to see them under our trees. As is always the case, many developers finish their games in the St. Nick of time to catch the holiday buying season, so some of the games we looked at were still in pre-release form as this issue went to press. Every effort has been made to pick only games that will be available in time for that last-minute shopping trip, but don't be surprised if one or two end up being good Valentine's Day gifts instead.

So here's our modern-day "Wish Book," chock full of entries you can circle or highlight and subtly leave lying around for your favorite gift-giver to find. And if you're the one looking for the perfect gift for those special gamers in your life, we've also included a non-technical guide to help you make sure the games you buy will fit their computers, and their interests.
Santa’s Little Software Helper

A Guide To Buying The Perfect Gift For The Gamer In Your Life

This article isn’t aimed at the traditional Computer Gaming World reader. It’s meant to be surreptitiously handed over to someone who might be on the business-end of a nice little holiday treat for you. After all, you were far nicer than naughty this year, weren’t you?

Nothing says “ho, ho, ho” like a great computer game. But if you’re not a computer gamer, a trip to a software store can be an exercise in confusion. To give that special someone a truly memorable gaming experience, you need to know a little about the intended’s computer system, as well as the kinds of games he or she likes to play.

The first thing you need to know before walking into the software store is whether the recipient’s system is an Apple Macintosh or a PC-compatible. A quick glance at the system should tell you. If there’s a little rainbow colored Apple with a bite out of it, it’s a Macintosh. Otherwise, you can probably assume it’s a PC. (If the system says “Amiga” or “Atari” on it, you’re probably better off giving them a nice sweater, as software for those systems is generally available only by mail-order nowadays.)

APPLE OF YOUR EYE

If the system is a Mac, your quest is rather simple. Ask about the processor (this makes great dinner conversation: “Honey, how was your day? Oh, by the way, exactly what kind of processor do you have in your Mac again?”). The response will be something like “a 68040,” “it’s a 30,” or “it’s a PowerMac.” Jot that down and then inquire as to the speed of the system, given in megahertz (MHz). Also important is the amount of RAM (Random Access Memory) that the computer possesses. This will usually be something like 4, 8, or 16 megabytes.

The last Mac question is whether the system has a CD-ROM drive. You can ask, or you can sleuth around the system itself, hunting for telltale signs such as empty jewel cases or CD caddies. Armed with that info, you can confidently walk into your local software merchant and pick up a piece of Macintosh software that will work on that system.

PC BEHAVIOR

If your special someone has a PC-compatible
Hungry for true gaming power? Yearning for blazing fast graphics? Then get ready for the new MGA Millennium multimedia graphics accelerator from Matrox.

MGA Millennium delivers true arcade-style gaming capabilities to your PC for smoother, faster, more-realistic graphics. Its turbocharged Windows engine - combined with one of the fastest VGA cores on the planet - makes your Windows and DOS games play back faster than ever.

If that doesn't leave you screaming for more, its video playback, 3D and the world's fastest performance for Windows 95 applications will. MGA Millennium's integrated digital video acceleration lets you run MPEG and AVI files under Windows in full screen, full motion. Its hardware 3D rendering engine lets you play 3D games with more colors and higher frame rates. And its support for Microsoft DirectDraw means you'll be ready for the next generation of interactive video, 3D and sprite games under Windows 95.

MGA Millennium also comes power packed with accelerated versions of Papyrus NASCAR Racing and other hot multimedia titles making it THE powerhouse of all game accelerators.

So strap on your seat belt and prepare to scream your way through real-time game play like never before! Only $339.

PCI PowerMac version available. Call for product specifications and features: 1-800-361-1408

Matrox Graphics Inc.
1025 Ht. Rgos Blvd. Dorval, QC, M9P 3T4 Canada
Tel: (514) 339-3288 Fax: (514) 339-6333
In Quebec, call: (514) 361-6300

Matrox
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system, you'll need a number of specifications. First, you need to know what kind of processor is in the system. For a game system, this will be either a 386, 486 or Pentium. If it's a 386 or 486, ask whether it's an SX or a DX. (By now, that special someone will be getting suspicious, so it's best to pursue your question when they're distracted, perhaps in the midst of a killer game, just after a morning jog, frantically trying to get the dog to do its thing before heading off to work, etc.)

Next, you need to know the speed of the system. If it's a 40 MHz 386, that's pretty much the low end of today's computing totem pole, and you'll have to do some hunting in the software store to find a program that doesn't require a minimum of a 486. On the other hand, if they have a 133 MHz Pentium, then you probably don't need to ask any more questions, you can just pick any game out there and be confident that it will run "like butter."

As with a Mac, you need to know how much memory the system has installed, and whether it has a CD-ROM drive. You'll also want to know the speed of the CD-ROM; a double-speed drive is the minimum acceptable for most of today's games.

You'll also want to want to inquire, surreptitiously of course, about the existence of any joysticks or the like (such as gamepads, throttle controls, rudder pedals, etc.). If that special someone doesn't have any controllers, a joystick might make a great stocking stuffer. Without a joystick, you should shy away from such joystick-intensive games as flight simulations or space-action games.

Be sure to find out what type of sound card (if any) is on the system. Try to find out the brand, and, more importantly, if the card is a Sound Blaster or Sound Blaster-compatible card. If it is, then you'll be covered for virtually any game out there. Once you have all these specifications, you'll be able to check the information boxes in the corners of game packages to see if they will work on the computer in question.

**WRAPPING UP**

Use some imagination before wrapping up a game and putting it under the tree. We gamers can sleuth out a CD-ROM very effectively just by weight and "shaking characteristics." Wrap it up in a larger box with a carton of nails, a few heavy rocks, or six or seven pairs of crew socks. That should keep the guessing game ripe until Christmas morning.

---

**IT'S YOUR FIRST DAY ON THE JOB. GET A CLUE.**

The body was found bound and gagged. Even your grandmother could tell this was no accident. Welcome to the gripping, ultra-realistic world of SFPD HOMICIDE™ where you're the chief investigator in an actual case from the files of San Francisco homicide detective Frank Fallon.

From collecting evidence to interrogating suspects, it's up to you to uncover the real story and make an arrest. With 40 fascinating characters and 20 Bay Area locations — over 80 minutes of full-motion video in all— SFPD HOMICIDE is the most authentic true-crime mystery ever created. Get it at your local software retailer. Or call 800-262-9791.

Sorry, donuts not included.
Don't take shareware from strangers.

Get your shareware from people you trust.

Why take chances?

There's a lot of shareware floating around cyberspace. Some great, some mediocre and some downright bad. Why take chances? Download from the ZD Net Shareware Club in the New Prodigy Computing area, where every program has been put through the ringer by ZD Net's expert shareware editors.

Only programs that make the grade are accepted into the ZD Net Shareware Library, where they're virus-tested, rated, reviewed and organized by category. Get your hands on over 6,000 top-rated, value-packed programs for business, education, the Internet, graphics — plus plenty of action-packed games for just plain fun! And because it's shareware, you get to try them all before ever paying a cent.

Get your first month FREE plus 2 FREE downloads when you join the ZD Net Shareware Club**. So enroll now and don't be a stranger. We're not.

Get FREE SOFTWARE and 10 FREE* HOURS of New Prodigy with a 30-day trial of the ZD Net Shareware Club.
We'll send you software for Windows™ 3.1.
Or call 1-800-PRODIGY, ext. 1109.

*This offer includes first month's membership fee and ten hours usage. Usage beyond the ten hours will result in extra fees, even during the first month. Ten free hours will not carry over into future billing months and may not be used for certain features. Some features charged for separately. Membership changes apply after first month unless cancelled. See online enrollment for complete details. Void where prohibited. Phone charges may apply. Limited time offer subject to change without notice. New members only. One person per household. **ZD Net membership charges apply after first month unless cancelled. The two free downloads are Download Manager and a computer glossary. Prodigy is a service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company. Other names are service marks or trademarks of their respective owners.

ZDNet
Prodigy® Edition

Top rated software from the people you trust.

Prodigy® computing
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Everyone knows that werewolves are mere legends, right? Try telling that to the residents of a small Bavarian town, who live in lycanthrope-induced terror. As Gabriel Knight, the designer Jane Jensen, unsatisfied with filming actors in front of a blue screen, actually went to Germany to research local history and scout authentic locations for the game.

This sequel to Gabriel Knight: Sins of the Father builds on that game's rich graphics, dark story, and impressive voice acting. As before, author Jane Jensen has opted to blend psychological crisis and supernatural terror into a seamless blend that satisfies in story and interaction alike. This time, instead of investigating Voodoo Murders, the New Orleans murder mystery of the original and source for Gabriel's best-selling novel within the background story; Gabriel Knight and his colleague, Grace, must separate myth and superstition from reality amidst the moonlit forests of central Germany. They are helped in their quest by a cleaner interface, fine acting, an original score composed to sound like a lost opera by Wagner, and a powerful story which goes beyond the achievements of even the first Gabriel Knight.

The more than 1,000 photos used for the game's background are augmented by computer graphics to provide a lush, photo-realistic look which adds to the eerie feel of Gabriel Knight 2.

While the interface is even simpler in some respects than Sierra's other horror game, Phantasmagoria, even veteran adventurers should find plenty of challenges. Moreover, any gamers will appreciate the live acting, as Grace and Gabriel change and grow, coming to grips with their own frailties as they learn more about the mysterious werewolves. Even the supporting cast deliver performances far beyond the norm of any multimedia production. Since the first GK won CGW's best adventure game last year—and this game is even better—it looks to be a can't-miss for even the most casual horror fan.

$54.95, Sierra On-Line, (800) 757-7707.
Amid an atmosphere of suspense and intrigue, you'll launch your voyage in the icy cold wastelands of the Antarctic aboard a Royal Navy submarine, where World War II looms ahead and your every move could change the course of history.

To place an order or for more information call: 800-443-3386.
**#2 CyberMage: Darklight Awakening**

CyberMage: Darklight Awakening is a blend of fast-paced, first-person action; the non-linear, character building world of an RPG; and the plot of a comic-book adventure. The story, usually the basis of any great game, is spell-binding. In a world where genetically engineered humanoids have replaced humans in pre-eminence, you must fight against the tyranny of a sorcerer named Necrom. Government as we know it has collapsed, and corporations now rule the world. You have been transformed into a mysterious super-being, who can drain the "Darklight" from the dead. As you do so, your powers grow greater, and your strength increases.

But character building is not the gist of the game; solving the mystery of your powers, finding Necrom, exploring the nuances of Darklight, and discovering the root of the war and the all-powerful corporations are your true tasks. Each level in this game is like a separate issue of some great comic book epic, and you are the star superhero. This game should appeal to all gamers, whether they like action, appreciate great stories, or love adventure games and RPGs.

$54.95, Origin/EA, (800) 245-4525.

---

**#3 Chronomaster**

The late Roger Zelazny authored the original story for this game and worked closely with the game's designers to maintain a believable, engaging science fiction world. You portray a retired time-traveler who must investigate a series of mysterious disappearances. It seems that pocket dimensions have been winking out of existence, and the cause is unknown. Unless the sources of this catastrophe can be discovered, our universe could be threatened with extinction as well. You explore rich, graphical worlds, meet vibrant and varied NPCs, and find that these temporal disappearances are only the harbinger of a greater doom. The graphics are wonderful, and Zelazny's co-author, Jane Lindskold, has continued his work to craft myriad engaging characters and universes. This adventure is a game apart, with its imaginative story and atypical gameplay (there are multiple solutions to the game's puzzles). Gamers and fans of Zelazny will want to play this game, to experience the wonderfully crafted worlds and to find out how the story ends.

$59.95, Sierra On-Line, (800) 757-7707.

---

**#4 Phantasmagoria**

This is a game so powerful that it will leave an awful, terrified feeling in your stomach even after you have finished it. This is definitely not a game for the squeamish or the young. However, despite its emotional and supernatural horror, or actually because of it, Phantasmagoria is an incredible work of art. It has achieved a height of realism that has so far been missing in computer games. The seven CDs offer an excellent story, amazing graphics, eye-catching video sequences and good acting. Like any good horror film, the game has pacing and mood, starting out leisurely and then rushing to its frightening, blood-pounding crescendo.

You take the role of a female protagonist who has moved into a haunted house with her husband. As you explore your new home and plumb the depths of its hidden terrors, you must confront unknown evils that are so realistically rend-...
It's gonna be that kind of day...
GOOD THING YOU'RE
STILL ANGRY!

An enhanced version of BioForge plus brand new missions and feature improvements.

- Enhanced artificial intelligence
- Automatic Tracker — shows locations of enemy lifeforms
- Gauntlet feature
- Hand-to-hand combat weapons

Available from Electronic Arts®
Direct Sales
1 800 245-4525

http://www.ea.com/origin.html
SHANNARA

Set between the Sword of Shannara and Elfsong of Shannara novels, this adventure game from Legend is an original story authored by Terry Brooks himself. SHANNARA is a bridge between Brooks' two novels, and this time you must guide another descendant of Shannara, Jak Ohmsford, to stop the evil doings of the shade of Brona. This game boasts lush graphics, and is being designed by the same husband-and-wife team that created the Quest for Glory series from Sierra. You must move Jak through the world of Shannara, meeting familiar characters such as Alannon the Druid and King Menion of Leah. One very interesting innovation in this game is that you get to play from the perspective of the various characters, adding depth to the storytelling and the personality of each character. Those who loved the novels will be pleased to know that Terry Brooks is proud of the game and believes it is faithful to his vision. With a great story line, an involving world, and an innovative take on role-playing, this game should win the hearts of any adventure gamer.

$79.95. Spectrum HoloByte, (800) 983-4821, (510) 522-1164.
Welcome to Sky View. An amusement park looming with mystery, bizarre employees, and challenging midway games and puzzles. You'll encounter state-of-the-art animation, photo-realistic 3-D environments, and full screen video performances by over 30 characters. With increasing skill levels and more than 200 outcomes, it's hard to experience this amusement park the same way twice. For a cinematic-quality adventure like no other, Panic in the Park is definitely your ticket.

Solve the mystery, or the park is history.

Contact us at HTTP://www.warneractive.com

Circle Reader Service #203
IN THE 1ST DEGREE

In the city of San Francisco, a man stands accused of murdering his friend (a fellow artist and his business partner). But did he really murder his partner, or was it self-defense as he contends? The game is split into two modes, a la TV's Law & Order. In the first phase, you must question witnesses, look over documents, and search the evidence. Your investigation had better be thorough, though, because once you go to trial there is no turning back. The second phase, set in the courtroom, is where the game really shines. It emulates almost perfectly the experience of the courtroom. You can be out-maneuvered by the clever defense, the guilt of the defendant is never cut-and-dried, and even if he is guilty, he can walk free if your case is poorly prepared. As the prosecutor of In The 1st Degree, you'll once again realize that the outcome of a case can hinge not on the guilt or innocence of the accused, but rather on the prosecution's skill in presenting evidence to the jury.

$79.95, Broderbund, (800) 521-6263, (415) 382-4700.

TORIN'S PASSAGE

Al Lowe (of Leisure Suit Larry fame) has moved beyond the land of the lounge lizards to create a game he could play with his young daughter. Gone are the sleazy pleasure centers of the world, in favor of a world within a world within a world within a world, a planet reminiscent of a Russian doll. Unlike the famous doll, however, these worlds-within-worlds are not simply miniatures of one another; each has its own distinctive terrain and puzzles. Also gone is Al's risqué humor, replaced with spirited animation representing both the juvenile protagonist and his hilarious shape-shifting sidekick. What isn't gone is the adventure-game challenge—Torin's Passage features some very tough puzzles. Fortunately, this means that the clever animation is likely to capture the youngest fancies, while the puzzles should interest the most jaded gamer. In fact, this may be the first "family game" that will really sell in this market.

$54.95, Sierra On-Line, (800) 757-7707.
Chip:
108 Chips Per Bag
1,350 Calories
64 Grams of Fat

Pizza:
8 Slices Per Pizza
2,320 Calories
70 Grams of Fat

Pyramid:
30,000 Pyramids in 150 levels
0 Calories
0 Grams of Fat

ICEBREAKER
an addiction you can live with

THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE IN ACTION AND STRATEGY.
EASY TO LEARN. DIFFICULT TO MASTER.

Windows 95 READY

THE ADDICTION BEGINS IN NOVEMBER ON PC AND MAC
In this time-travel epic, you reprise the role of Time Travel Agent #5, but this time, you must race into the past to uncover clues as to why your future self has been arrested and charged with an attempt to change history. Vaulting through the Mayan Empire, King Richard's medieval castle, the workshop of Leonardo da Vinci, and other time-locales, you must collect the necessary evidence to free your future self and nab the real villain. This game, like all the others mentioned in this genre, has breathtaking graphics, as well as a good story. *Buried in Time* offers two modes of gameplay: Walkthrough or Adventure. If you want to just guide your character through a movie, choose Walkthrough, which allows you to play the game with a minimum of effort. If you want to get down and dirty with every last puzzle and problem, choose Adventure. Though the interface is a bit clunky, it is forgivable; and the exciting story, stunning graphics, and choice of gameplay will make any adventure gamer happy to dive into this time-travel adventure.

$69.96, Sanctuary Woods, (800) 943-3654, (415) 286-6000.

Once again, director Steven Spielberg has teamed with sci-fi guru George Lucas to bring you a saga of interstellar proportions. The Dig is based on an original story idea that Spielberg initially wanted to present as a TV show. Now, though, PC technology has advanced far enough that Spielberg was happy to bring his idea over to LucasArts for conversion to a science fiction adventure game. You follow a team of astronauts cast into the depths of space by an alien artifact. Marooned on a distant planet, you must guide the astronauts across this mysterious landscape, exploring the world, interacting with aliens, and trying to meet the requirements of the native species, who will return you to Earth if you give them what they want. Industrial Light & Magic actually put their awesome efforts into The Dig to create some of the spectacular animation and special effects. For the most part, though, the graphics seem standard fare; the real strength of this game is its story and the potential magic you get when you team these two entertainment giants.

$TBA, LucasArts, (800) STAR-WAR.

The trend toward big-name actors continues, with Tim Curry bringing his manic presence to Interplay's *Frankenstein: Through the Eyes of the Monster*, which features several twists on the old Mary Shelly gothic horror tale. For sheer star quality, it's hard to surpass Ramon from *Take 2*, whose impressive cast includes Burgess Meredith, Karen Allen and Christopher Walken. Even with such talent and a near $3 million budget, there's no guarantee that Ramon will be able to successfully update the Jack the Ripper tale to the 1990s, much less avoid the full-motion video jinx.

Likewise, don't hold your breath for EA's *Psychic Detective*. The game does offer slick video production, and at times is reminiscent of a good sci-fi whodunit from the fifties—but will there be enough gameplay for veteran adventurers? A better attempt would seem to be *Activation's SpyCraft: The Great Game*. Here, the photo-realistic backgrounds offer a more familiar adventure game backdrop for you to live out your counterspy fantasies. The participation of ex-CIA operative William Colby adds a needed air of authenticity to the project.

Of course, one of the most-anticipated games for the holidays is *Trilobyte's 11th Hour* (distributed by Virgin). If you liked The 7th Guest, you'll appreciate that the sequel has more coherent plotting, and thus a better sense of suspense, than its storied predecessor. And while the video is improved as well, the look of the competition has substantially raised the ante. It will be interesting indeed to see how well 11th Hour does in the marketplace.
Are You Ready For The Ultimate Experience?
Introducing
The Ultimate 3D

Five Next Generation 3D games designed specifically for 3D Blaster.

Flight Unlimited
This incredible flight simulator from Looking Glass Technologies, Inc. features 3D, texture mapped scenery and flying motion so real you'll want to fasten your seat belt for takeoff.

Rebel Moon
Defend your state against attacks from enemy forces. Rebel Moon from Larry Hofman delivers stunning sci-fi gameplay with 3D effects that come at you from all directions. Exclusively on 3D Blaster.

NASCAR
This is no Sunday drive. NASCAR racing, from Polynys, is the real thing. Strap yourself into a stock car and experience pure, heart-pounding, bumper to bumper racing.

Magic Carpet Plus
Fight to restore realms that have been annihilated by catastrophic events. With amazing 3D graphics and arcade-like action, your Magic Carpet, from Bullfrog, awaits you.

Hi-Octane
Sick of your commute? Take out your frustrations in Bullfrog's combat racing game HI-OCTANE! In a heavily armed bonetcar, one wrong move decides who is road king and who is road kill.

© 1995 Creative Technology LTD. The Creative Labs logo is a registered trademark, and 3D Blaster and the Sound Blaster compatible logo are trademarks of Creative Technology LTD. Importer, Fax.
Tired of games that play in slow motion? Tired of pixels the size of boulders? Tired of 8-bit cartoon colors?

Get 3D Blaster™ from Creative Labs. It will blast you with full color, hi-res, 3D graphics that fly across your screen at light speed. Games have new life with rock solid 3D graphics performance that you simply can't get on a 486 VL-Bus system without 3D Blaster. In fact, you'll get twice the graphics performance of today's fastest PCs. What's more, it will crank your 2D Windows® 95 applications into high gear.

And don't worry. 3D Blaster was born to run on Windows 95, Windows 3.1 and DOS systems. And it's fully Plug n Play compatible—so just plug and play.

Tired of being left behind? Then upgrade your computer with 3D Blaster, the standard in PC 3D.

From Creative Labs.

CREATIVE
CREATIVE LABS, INC.
3D Blaster
The PC 3D Standard.

**Full Speed**
3D Blaster delivers the new standard for 3D graphics performance.
- **Technospeak**
  - 2 BILLION dedicated graphics operations per second
  - Processes up to 850,000 polygons per second
  - 25 MILLION pixels rendered per second
  - Real-time frame rates
  - Lightening fast VRAM
- **Gamespeak**
  - It's quick. Real quick.

**Full Color**
3D Blaster delivers a new standard for image quality.
- **Technospeak**
  - 8, 16 and 24-bit color
  - Industry-standard Inverse Texture Mapping
  - Advanced alpha-transparency and fog
  - Pixel perfect perspective correction
  - True Texture anti-aliasing
- **Gamespeak**
  - It's gorgeous. Drop dead gorgeous.

**Full Screen**
3D Blaster delivers the new standard for visual realism.
- **Technospeak**
  - Resolutions up to 1024 x 768
  - Hardware Z-buffer & double-buffer VRAM
  - 2 MB dedicated graphics memory
- **Gamespeak**
  - It's awesome. Totally awesome.

**Full Blast**
It all adds up: You need 3D Blaster, the new 3D standard for the PC.
- **Technospeak**
  - Windows 95, DOS, Windows 3.1 compatible
  - Plug and Play support
  - 2D Windows acceleration
  - Next generation bundled games
- **Gamespeak**
  - It's killer. Totally Killer.

**CREATIVE**
CREATIVE LABS, INC.
Welcome to the endangered species of computer gaming. Once a staple category, the venerable genre is in need of a mega-hit in order to keep from becoming the Western of the '60s. We consider computer role-playing games (CRPGs) as a subset of adventure games (since they are basically narrative-driven with interactive gates called puzzles which must be opened to allow the story to progress). But the emphasis for CRPGs is on character development and interaction. Purist adventure gamers would also point out that the subset also emphasizes combat, sometimes to an extreme. Traditionally, this genre has been dominated by fantasy themes, and this year's crop is no exception. So, come cast a spell or swing a sword as we enter the kingdom of CRPGs.

THE ELDER SCROLLS: DAGGERFALL offers a faster version of the first-person role-playing experience encountered in its predecessor, THE ELDER SCROLLS: ARENA. At CGW, we felt THE ELDER SCROLLS: ARENA offered one of the best experiences ever for players wanting to wield medieval-style weapons in a CRPG, and we loved them. Now, characters can possess items like clothes, weapons, armor and houses that will show themselves within the actual game. Membership in a guild or order will now actually mean something in terms of gameplay. Since certain quests and conversational clues will only be revealed to members of various guilds. Conversations are richer than those in ARENA, and DAGGERFALL promises to offer considerably more plot flexibility.

Within the game engine, the 3-D environs of the towns and dungeons are better than ever. Full 3-D battles will allow characters to hide on rooftops or behind walls. Also, characters can use a spell to levitate between floors, platforms and catwalks will find that they have to be careful not to bump their heads on the realistic 3-D structures. What really impressed us, however, was the addition of underwater combat. When we played, our character had to battle the monsters and get rid of some heavy armor before he drowned—a very nice touch. Strategic movement has been simplified with a fast-travel map, and the AI for monsters has been significantly enhanced. Chances are that gamers who liked THE ELDER SCROLLS: ARENA will like THE ELDER SCROLLS: DAGGERFALL even more. $69.95, Bethesda Softworks, (800) 677-0700.
ROLE-PLAYING

STONEKEEP

An epic story, solid role-playing elements, full-screen videograped/rotoscoped characters, ambitious 3-D Studio-crafted monsters, fast-moving, step-by-step, first-person action and extremely satisfying combat sequences make STONEKEEP a game worth the wait. Originally conceived as a mere 3-D dungeon romp with a great combat interface, STONEKEEP's perilous quest to reach the market has involved some of the best paper game designers in the business. It has, as a result, become a game with an intriguing intricacy of plot to match its easy interface for play. The magic system is rich and satisfying with its alchemical feel. Just as satisfying are the video snippets where gamers encounter proud, garrulous monsters a la Tolkien or the hubris-laden ultimate bad guy who underestimates the protagonist and mocks the player with annoying regularity (although not with 7th Guest-style frequency). Add to these features a tremendous soundtrack which features musical themes appropriate to each situation/culture and STONEKEEP may well offer the deepest pure CRPG experience scheduled for holiday release. $59.95, Interplay, 800-INTERPLAY.

STAR CONTROL III

STAR CONTROL III promises to be that rare sequel which offers considerably more than the original. Gamers will explore the stars in order to find suitable systems for colonization. As a result, resource and colony management play a more intricate role than they did in STAR CONTROL and STAR CONTROL II. Alien dialogues are much more sophisticated, plus the aliens are now depicted on-screen by elaborate puppets filmed in digitized video. Add into the mix a plot where the player strives to defeat an evil, spacefaring race and things get pretty interesting. The new HyperMelee still uses many of the basic algorithms from the earlier games, with only a few adjustments to reflect the characteristics and weapons of the 12 new ships that appear here. As in the original game, each ship has a basic weapon; The Dakakblakpak Vivisector has arms which grab an enemy ship and start drilling into the side; the Harika/Yom Ravager has a bola missile, where two missiles are connected by a tether—if the tether connects with anything, both missiles converge on the object encountered. And of course there're the special weapons: The Vivisector launches a capsule that automatically launches missiles whenever an enemy approaches its range; and the Ravager, a very slow ship, can get a turbo boost by eating members of its crew. $TBA, Accolade, 1-800-245-7744.

DRUID: DAEMONS OF THE MIND

DRUID: DAEMONS OF THE MIND takes place in a 3-D-rendered environment on the planet of Navan, a world where Druidic values concerning the elements and balance of nature are still cherished. Your character is summoned into this world of detailed 3-D characters and monsters in order to both rescue a missing Druid named Lawson and discover both the higher purpose of the Druids (and yourself). Most of the game is viewed from the traditional, oblique, overhead perspective, but the 3-D rendering of characters and setting allows for some intriguing first-person encounters. Further, the interface is completely mouse-driven, with all movement, investigation, combat and magic interaction handled via a two-button mouse. The three different endgames should encourage CRPG players to do something they rarely have a chance to do—play the game.

$69.95, Sir-Tech Software, (800) 447-1230 (Operator 43).
THEY RAN THE TWO LARGEST SPY AGENCIES IN THE WORLD.

WILLIAM COLBY
CIA
FORMER DIRECTOR

OLEG KALUGIN
KGB
FORMER MAJOR GENERAL

1,385 Meters

THIS IS THEIR IDEA OF A GAME.

SPYCAST
THE GREAT GAME

COMING IN FROM THE COLD THIS WINTER

UNCOVER A WEB OF SPIES AT HTTP://WWW.ACTIVISION.COM

Activision is a registered trademark and Spycraft: The Great Game is a trademark of Activision, Inc. © 1995 Activision, Inc. All rights reserved.
For an RPG with a very interesting twist, gamers should stop by the nation of Kyan, located in SSI's new World of Aden. In **Entomorph**, the nation of Kyan is under the evil cloud of a pestilent insect plague. This country, so dependent upon the capability to use insects for domestic chores, is now seeing a new breed of malicious insects arise: A pervasive evil, born of the same foul menace that has invaded the rest of Aden.

As Cedric, a wandering squire, you must battle the invading monster-insects, find your lost sister, and deal with your own metamorphosis. The latter is not a Kafka-esque play on words, as the character literally finds himself being transformed into an insect as the game progresses. As in other CRPGs, you acquire experience, grow in skill, find weapons and items, and learn spells. After all, you'll need all the power you can get to fight your way through this gauntlet of over-sized, monstrous insects. The graphics may be a bit cartoonish, but the action and unique story will provide gamers with an interesting, and different, CRPG to play.

$35, SSI, (800) 601-7529, (408) 737-6800.

Remember the fresh perspective of playing a lupine predator in last year's Wolf? **Sanctuary Woods'** role-playing experience with reference material wrapping allowed gamers to try their paws at survival and hunting in order to become the alpha-prime leader of the pack. As we noted, it was simply too interesting to be called by the almost medicinal term, "edutainment." This year, gamers may experience the pride of being one of 20 different big cats in Lox, the sequel to the unique product. Multimedia reference material forms a nest around the actual game, but gamers are likely to learn more about the survival of the big cats by participating in the various scenarios provided. Those who played last year's Wolf will appreciate Lox's better graphics, improved interface, 11 varieties of prey, and increased chance for survival in the scenario where you are hunted.

$49.95, Sanctuary Woods, (800) 943-3664.
STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION® "A Final Unity."

Join Captain Picard and the crew in "A Final Unity," an interactive CD-ROM adventure filled with mystery and danger. Control the U.S.S. Enterprise as you encounter treacherous alien ships, visit strange new worlds, and travel from the outposts of Federation space and beyond—into the uncharted dangers of a massive nebula.

The unmatched realism of "A Final Unity" is brought to life by characters who speak to you, rich cinematic sequences, Super VGA graphics, and CD-quality sound and music.

"Experience hours of entertaining exploration as you unravel secrets from the ancient past in this STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION® epic. Take your post and Engage!"

Available for PC and Mac CD-ROM

Visit your local retailer or call 24 hours: 1-800-695-GAME (USA and Canada)
THUNDERSCAPE

For years, SSI's CRPGs were set in the Advanced Dungeons & Dragons universe. Now they have created the World of Aden, independent of AD&D, where an evil force called the Darkfall has invaded this world of magic and steam technology. In Thunderscape, gamers must guide a party of adventurers to restore the barrier that protects Aden from the Darkfall. Then, it's loppin' time as the party hacks and slashes its way to victory against evil hordes throughout the realms. This game is unusually long for an RPG. Though there are some minor problems with the game (including repetitious dungeons), it is flexible in character generation (allowing you to disperse bonus points among different attributes in order to customize your character) and skill development (by allowing you to choose secondary skills, and increase your proficiency in each one with every new experience level). For a new role-playing universe, gamers could do worse than visit the emerging world of Thunderscape.

$59.95, SSI, (800) 601-7529, (408) 737-6800.

AD&D MASTERPIECE COLLECTION

Cramped into this collection are six role-playing games from TSR, based in the Advanced Dungeons & Dragons universe. Even those who don't play the AD&D paper game have heard of some of these CRPGs: the Ravenloft sagas, Strand's Possession and Stone Prophet; the Dark Sun games, Shattered Lands and Wipe of the Wraagh; and two other titles, Menoberbanian and Gene's Curse. While not all of these games have been great hits, some, like Stone Prophet and Menoberbanian, have been CGW Top Ten role-playing picks for some time. All the games, except for Gene's Curse, require that you guide a band of adventurer's through fantastic lands, gaining experience and amassing power and magic in order to defeat some great evil (Gene's Curse is more a puzzle adventure/RPG in which you guide a single character). The engine might be the same in each game, but the lands you explore are varied. Packed with six different role-playing games set in various dungeons, deserts, and Gothic demi-planus, this title should have something for every computer role player.

$30, SSI, (800) 601-7529, (408) 737-6800.
Zeddas.
Demon ruler of a horrific castle, filled with forbidden delights and ungodly terror...

Find him before he finds you!!!

Hybrid CD-ROM for Windows and Macintosh
Compatible with Windows® 95, Windows® 3.1 and Macintosh®.

SYNERGY INTERACTIVE

Directed by
Yoshio KAWASAKI and
Yayoi YAMADA

CARAVAN
“Hi, I’m Professor B. Maggio, the inventor of the Aura Interactor Cushion. After a career at the computer, I was looking for something a little more exciting to do. Since bungee jumping’s out (weak ankles), I invented the Interactor Cushion. Hook it up to your PC, TV, stereo, whatever, and the patented electro-magnetic actuation technology turns sound into impulses you can actually feel, adding an exciting 3D dimension to practically any medium. You’ll want to be at your PC seven days a week, if you’re not already. Call us at 800-909-AURA and find out where to get yours.”

“You just took a $5000 hit for your new PC. For a few more bucks, you can really feel it.”

AURA SYSTEMS INC.
ALBION

ALBION is a near-future (ca. A.D. 2050) role-playing game where you take on the persona of Tom Driscoll, pilot of a spaceship that has crash-landed on a planet with very primitive life forms. There's a considerable variety of gameplay here. An exploration segment uses a 2-D world map viewed from an oblique overhead perspective. This part of the game looks a lot like Interplay's Lord of the Rings and, at times, appears to use the same "follow the leader" Al. More interesting, however, is the 2-D combat planning screen which allows you to select magic and combat options on a chessboard reminiscent of Battle Chess. Then, you get the pay-back of watching 3-D results of that combat with lots of special effects. If that isn't enough, you also get some 3-D first person point-of-view sequences that look like Shadowcaster meets something Dr. Timothy Leary might have seen in the '60s.

Import, so price varies; Blue Byte Software; 44 (0) 1604-232200.

JORUNE: ALIEN LOGIC

Based on a paper role-playing game, this game almost defies description. Part RPG, part adventure, it nevertheless is a fun—and different—type of role-playing game. Nearly 4,000 years ago, humans colonized the world of Jorune, only to be turned back in a long war. Those humans who were left on Jorune quickly drove the native population into hiding. Now, one of those ancient races has come back to haunt the humans of Jorune. Armed with spells, called dyshas, you must locate the alien stronghold, free your captured friends, and put an end to the alien menace.

We really like the handling of the magic system in this game. The acquisition of spells requires the harvesting of crystals. Then, the combat is purely spell-based, without any melee fighting. Although the character has few stats, your character does improve as the game progresses. The game gets a little drawn-out at times, and is actually a bit sparse in places, but the world of Jorune is populated with enough interesting races and role-playing variations to be a welcome break from the usual hack-and-slash dungeon fare.

$30.00, SSI, (800) 601-7529.

A SCRY IN THE WILDERNESS

Alas, there aren't many CRPGs being conjured up right now. Bullfrog's The Insect-Monsters, a superhero adventure slated for mid-summer, and Dungeon Keeper, the role-reversal role-playing game described in this issue's sneak preview, should keep CRPGers happy during the early part of 1996. Also, watch for Sir-Tech's Snoopes of Riva, the next game in the successful REALMS of ARKANA series, to satisfy those dungeon cravings.
You just entered and your need for extreme.

Want in your face, Mach-speed, pulse-pounding realism, that'll leave you shaking in your space boots? Then brace yourself, as Diamond takes gaming to the edge with a new 3D multimedia accelerator designed for Windows® 95. The Diamond Edge 3D makes game play fully immersive and totally interactive. With real-time, jaw-dropping 3D and 2D photo-realistic graphics, a thundering wavetable audio engine, vicious full-motion digital video, and an advanced digital game port, that will leave you running for cover. Plus, two Sega Saturn controller ports for multiplayer action.

The Diamond Edge 3D comes bundled with killer games and software including Virtua Fighter Remix, Interplay's Descent: Destination Saturn, and NASCAR® Racing. And it allows you to play your existing DOS games without sacrificing speed or quality. The Diamond Edge 3D gives you perspective corrected texture-mapped 3D images with the highest frame rates around. Plus a multitude of special effects for a gaming experience so real you'll smell the detonation. With true Plug-and-Play, a 5-year warranty, 24-hour fax-on-demand, and online support services, you'll have a few less things to fear. So, if you're ready for the ultimate challenge call Diamond at 1-800-4-MULTIMEDIA today. We'll take you as far as you're willing to go.

24-Hour Fax-On-Demand: 1-800-380-0030 Internet: http://www.diamondmm.com

©1996 Diamond Multimedia Systems, Inc., 2080 Junction Avenue, San Jose, CA 95134-1022. Sega is a registered trademark and Virtua Fighter Remix is a trademark of Sega. ©1995. NASCAR Racing is officially licensed by NASCAR. All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders. Diamond reserves the right to change specifications without notice.
hostile territory

domination is

PUSH THE EDGE

DIAMOND MULTIMEDIA

A passion for performance.
MECHWARRIOR 2

Although it's been out for almost half a year now, this is one action game that shows no signs of dying out. Combining gorgeous graphics (which are stunning in low-res and breathtaking at 1024x768) with true Mech-anized combat (that means fast action and some actual thinking involved), this game permanently raised the bar on Mech combat games, completely outdistancing the competition. It has
to the next Nav point and do the same.
And this is the first Mech game we've seen where you can actually utilize your brain instead of your trigger finger. During one mission, you're able to sit on the top of a mountain range, zoom in on your targets and pluck them off one by one—at least, until the enemy figures out where you are. Another mission makes you sprint through a mountain pass and destroy an enemy Mech before he completely destroys some friendly structures. It's nice, for once, to avoid the "sight the enemy, run right into him, all guns blazing" syndrome.
But that doesn't mean all is stealth in this war. There will be plenty of mech-to-mech (and most of the time more than one mech) battles. Thankfully, your unit can be completely armed to the teeth with all manner of lasers, blasters, machine guns and missiles. And you can completely custom configure your weapon load.
But enough gushing. Whether you're a novice PC gamer or die-hard, battle-scarred Battletech player, this is the action game of the year right here. You'd be wise not to miss it (or let other special gamers in your heart miss out).
Activision is busy at work putting the finishing touches on a MechWarrior mission add-on and the much anticipated networking module. The mission disk will involve the intriguing clan of the Ghost Bear, and will include snow-filled missions and underwater missions as well as several new Mech classes. NetMech should also be available for the holiday season. Available through the Activision web site, this IPX-compatible network game allows up to eight players at a time to engage. A Windows 95 version is also in the works, and should be available for the holiday season.

Picture the grizzled old gamer sitting back in his rocker . . . "Why, back in the old days, computer gamers liked their fare as rough as threeday-old hard tack. Action games? There was no such thing back then. You'd be better off trying to sell used chewing tobacco than convincin' the boys that quality action games could be made for their computers. Them 386s and 486s just weren't up to snuff.

"But times are a-changin'," the old guy says, exchanging his corn-cob pipe for a gamepad. "Why, just look at all the action games that came floodin' through this past year, particularly this winter. And look at what's happenin' to 'em—high-res graphics, gameplay deeper than old man Wuthers' waterin' well. There's more good-looking games this winter than I got teeth left in my head..."
“WingMan equals maximum control. I love this thing, man!”

Billy Mather
Supreme Warrior of the Cyber Skies

- Blast away with perfectly positioned, non-slip buttons.
- Welcome to the grip that really grips.
- This extra-weighted base is going nowhere.
- 15-pin connector pops straight into any PC or works with any game card.
- This cable is way wicked long.
- 1 yr. warranty from the world leader in cursor control.

WINGMAN™ EXTREME.
The choice of mondo butt-kickers everywhere.

For FaxBack information call: 1-800-245-0000 Document 4000 for WingMan, on Document 4001 for WingMan Extreme. For more information call: 1-800-936-0033.
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**CRUSADER**

What's black and blue and red all over? The enemy forces, after the crimson-colored Crusader's done with 'em. If you're good enough, that is. Origin's Crusader is a rare action-gaming gem. There's nothing all that original about it, but it is just amazingly good. It all starts with the super-detailed, mouth-watering SVGA graphics, and then carries over to the fast-paced, yet cerebral action and the surprising depth-adding full-motion video scenes.

The premise is this: You're a good-guy turned bad, or a bad-guy turned good (it all depends on how you look at it). Anyway, the forces you now represent want you to single-handedly infiltrate various levels of the government's fortresses and perform certain terrorist duties. Along the way, you'll engage in the closest digital re-creation of guerilla warfare you'll likely ever see. You'll vaporize security mechs with hideous energy weapons, turn guards into human matches, slaughter innocents for their money and turn entire rooms into fireplaces. All in the name of democracy—what could be better?

Although the control scheme can be a little bit confusing, this is one of the best action games of the year, hands down. $59.95, Origin, (800) 245-4525.

#3

**WING COMMANDER 4**

We have to admit it. After all the hype and hoopla over the next Chris Roberts Wing Commander game and its use of real sets, 35-mm film, and a whopping $10 million budget, we're still pretty darned excited to play the game. No series to date has managed to capture such a Hollywood feel and successfully combine it with such quality action. From moment one, Wing Commander 4 wowed us (and tons of other gamers) with its cinematic style. We expect Wing Commander 4 to do the same.

Although the use of 35-mm film will not make much difference in what we see on PC screens, the real sets definitely will. Instead of flat angle shots, all sorts of moving camera angles and dolly shots are possible, all of which will make this game even more like our favorite Hollywood space trilogy. We're also excited by the enhanced game engine, which will allow you more freedom in the heat of battle and give your wingmen more responsibility.

$59.95, Origin, (800) 245-4525.

#4

**TERRA NOVA: STRIKE FORCE CENTAUR**

Take X-COM, put it in a three-dimensional environment and make it real-time and you've got Terra Nova, the Looking Glass Technologies foray into the ever-expanding strategic action genre. If this title makes its anticipated ship date (early December), look out, because Terra Nova has about as much potential as anything we've seen in quite a while.

The crux of the game is a gorgeous engine that creates a convincing 3-D world complete with canyons, craters, rivers and trees. And it's not always a sunny world—weather will play a role in the various missions. The action will be similar to that of MechWarrior. You'll be in command of a mechanized unit with an arsenal that would make Rambo proud, and you'll have multiple wingmen to whom you can give all sorts of orders. The action, while not quite high-resolution, is extremely easy on the eyes, and the game environment's look and feel is constantly changing. The missions vary—occasionally you'll have to sneak up on an enemy installation and destroy stationary targets. Other times you'll lead frontal assaults on hordes of troops.

Better still, the battle can be fought on multiple fronts. While you're picking off targets from the hill, your cohorts can be on the other side of the map doing their own thing. Terra Nova allows you to order your troops around through a simple point-and-click interface. If you want your wingmen to head over to the river and stand on watch, you can diagram that maneuver. If you want them to attack a camp, just draw a line to the camp and hit attack. Sounds like fun to us.

$59.99, Virgin, (800) VIRGIN.
Welcome to the great outdoors!

TERRA NOVA

STRIKE FORCE CENTAURI

©1995 Looking Glass Technologies, Inc., Cambridge MA. Terra Nova, Looking Glass and the distinctive logos are trademarks of Looking Glass Technologies, Inc. Ultima Underworld I & II and System Shock are trademarks of Origin Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Coming soon from the creators of Ultima® Underworld™ I & II and System Shock™
Mortal Kombat III

The Mortal Kombat series may be old, and might exhibit what some consider an outdated style, but it's still the champ in our eyes. Mortal Kombat III, the latest installment, takes the genre to a new level. Although very few of the "old guard" kombaters are present, there are 12 new creatures - or, characters - that you can wage war with, each loaded with their own cache of secret moves. The graphics are pure arcade quality; no compromises whatsoever appear to have been made to move the game to the PC, and the game runs decently on a 486-66.

The bloody gameplay, likewise, is stellar. Get hit with an especially stiff uppercut and you'll crash through the roof and up to another level where the fight continues. The blood still looks fake (of course), but it is in even more abundance than before. And needless to say, all of the Fatalities, Friendship moves and hidden Easter eggs are there. And if that isn't enough, GT Interactive is really raising the ante by providing multiplayer network play to the mix. This allows upwards of 20 players to challenge each other to fight-to-the-death duels. With the exception of One More Fall: 2090, this is the only fighting game out there to provide multiplayer support. Gamepad owners will appreciate the game's use of all four buttons - Low and High punch, Low and High kick - in single-player mode. You can also run and block this theme around.

$59.99, GT Interactive, (212) 726-6500.

Hexen: Heretic 2

We know that everyone's been Doomed to death by now (jeaz... has it been two years already?), but Raven Software isn't going to let the original Doom engine fade into Quake without a bang - and a big one at that. Hexen carries on the time-accelerating, visceral-response gaming experience that we've come to expect. New in this game, and the genre in general, is the ability to select from three different heroes (fighter, cleric and mage), each of which has unique weapons and abilities. But what really excited us is the incredible level of atmosphere Raven has been able to inject into the game. From the fog-filled expanses of land to the leaves wandering across the screen, Hexen really goes a long way in convincing you that you're in a world, as opposed to in a level of some game. Also aiding in that suspension of disbelief are the integrated level schematics and the presence of some fairly involving puzzles that go beyond the simple "push this button in and run to the door" variety. (This is a new, and welcome, addition to the Doom engine.) Hats off to Raven Software for pushing the genre even further than we thought possible. Hexen should be inspiring manic mania by the time you're reading this.

Yamaha sounds best, whether you play here... or here.

On stage or on CD, Yamaha instruments set the standard for the best sound quality. Now the Yamaha WaveForce™ DB50XG puts all that sound on a daughter board that snaps right on to your existing WaveBlaster™ connector-equipped soundcard. It doesn't require any new software or messing with switches. The DB50XG instantly and dramatically improves the sound of your games, music and multimedia presentations.

The DB50XG uses exclusive Yamaha Advanced Wave Memory (AWM™) technology so you're hearing actual sounds digitally stored onto 4MB of wave-ROM (that's four times the amount most other cards use). More wave-ROM means more variety and better sound quality. And these sounds are identical to the ones Yamaha puts in our highly acclaimed professional keyboards; the best sounds in the industry.

It's not just the sounds, but the superior control of them that sets the DB50XG apart. The new XG format takes control far beyond General MIDI (GM). And with major game developers implementing XG, you won't want to be stuck with a card that doesn't keep up with the times.

The DB50XG will play all of your favorite GM compatible software. And with its superior sounds, it will play them better than you've ever heard before.

It's amazing what a simple upgrade can do. The Yamaha Waveforce DB50XG sounds so good, you'll need to check your CD-ROM drive to make sure you're not playing an audio CD. But first you'll have to check with your favorite computer reseller.
Normally, racing games that are fun, yet still retain challenging elements (read: that don't allow you to keep your foot on the accelerator throughout an entire race) are the domain of the gearheads over in the simulation area, but that's changed with Electronic Arts' release of Need 4 Speed. This may be arcade excitement, but it's the first taste we've gotten that actually stuck us to the monitor for more than one race at a time.

What makes this racer one of our "should-buys" for the gift-giving season? A combination of things. For starters, in high-resolution mode, this game's graphics are rivaled by no other racing game out there, save the gems from Papyrus (NASCAR, IndyCar Racing II). And the action will surprise even the die-hard simulation driver. Ferrari, Lamborghini, Porsche, Toyota Supra—there are three different classes of cars here with enough high-performance vehicles to please everyone—and their father. Better yet, the cars actually perform differently on the road. The Lamborghini's got a low center-of-gravity and steady handling; the Ferrari has lightning-fast acceleration.

You'll hit the road on several different courses, from the city to the country to the mountains to Las Vegas. And you can either race against one car, or a pack of vehicles. There's even a circuit of races.

A slick multimedia car encyclopedia detailing the statistics, capabilities and history of each car round out a package that should be capable of pleasing both the die-hard race driver and the Sunday spinner.

$59.99, Electronic Arts, (415) 571-7171.

Racing fans who find themselves playing race games all too often just to create dramatic crash after crash will finally have a chance to step over to the dark, crushed-metal side of the fence. With Psygnosis' Destruction Derby, fans of "big-crash racing" can have their cake and eat it too. Racing takes four different forms: Time Trials, Stock Car Racing, Wreckin' Racing and the Derby itself. Stock car races are flat-out races to the finish—no points are awarded for damaging cars, although it's still possible. Wreckin' Racing is also a race to finish a certain number of laps, with the exception that you also can accumulate points by knocking the tar out of each other. The Destruction Derby is simple: take 20 cars and put them in an oval arena where you get points for spinning each other and knocking opponents out of the "race."

The graphics are similar to NASCAR's low-resolution mode—that is, nothing breathtaking, but solid. But it's the action that is the key draw here, and it's stellar. Adding further depth to the game, there are several variations of Destruction Derby you can play by yourself, like tag and one-on-duels. Cars don't go through dramatic end-over-ends like in Need 4 Speed, but they do take real damage, to the point where your car will gradually come close to resembling a can of SPAM. And we haven't even talked about network play ...

Mac Users!
One of the year's hottest games is now at your command.

WARCRAFT
ORCS & HUMANS

Enter the world of Azeroth as Warcraft: Orcs & Humans invades the Macintosh platform!

BLIZZARD ENTERTAINMENT
www.blizzard.com

1995 Innovations Award
— Consumer Electronics Show

Critic’s Pick
— ComputerLife

“Warcraft mixes action and strategy in a brew so addictive it should come with a warning label”
— PC Gamer

1995 Premier Finalist
— Computer Gaming World

Editor’s Choice Award
— PC Gamer

Mac CD-ROM, MS-DOS CD-ROM, compatible with Windows 95
Up until the last year or so, Pinball has been relegated to the back alleys of computer gaming. Digital tables like Crystal Cabaret by Starplay have permanently changed that. Sierra's offering, 3-D Pinball, looks like a winner for the winter, boasting three unique tables and a completely new take on the game.

Set in space, each table—Space Mine, Command Post and Colony—is more than one pinball table in itself. In the Space Mine, for example, you'll occasionally need to defend your mine from invaders, and if you open up certain passageways you'll be able to put your ball into play in a completely different sector of the game. You can even warp between the three different tables of the game. This might be the best pinball game of the year. $49.99, Sierra, (800) 757-7707.

More Winter Action

In addition to Destruction Derby, there are several other racers out there that intrigue us. Virgin's Zone Runners is one such title, with some seriously slick graphics and some structure to the game besides "blow up everything in sight." Gameteek is readying the release of RoadWarrior, their sequel to Quarantine, which they promise will contain plenty of "mindless violence and killing, implied sex, and big cars going very fast..." Another Virgin racing game that looks mighty fine is Screamer, which resembles Pole Position's fast-paced action.

3-D Lemmings is another title we're anxious to get our hands on, with its completely new look at the action puzzler (for more information, see our Sneak Preview on page 312). On the fighting scene, we're anxious to get our hands on 47-Tek's Go-MAN Team 47, a 3-D giant monster fighting game that will pit you against a host of baddies; alas, it's been pushed off to the January/February timeframe. Speaking of monsters, we also can't wait to see Magnet Interactive's Monster Island, which will (hopefully) allow us to live our Godzilla fantasies.

There are also some platform games which should ship either right at the end of the year, or sometime next year. Hour Of Darkness is one game that seems to have caught everyone's fancy, but it remains to be seen whether it will ship anytime soon. One game that should make it in time for the holidays is Activision's Earthworm Jim. This gaming turned cartoon character is being feverishly ported to Windows 95.

Of course the game everyone wants to get their hands on is id Software's Quake, which has been canceled. Just kidding, just kidding! The designers are feverishly working on it in Texas, and while they were originally shooting for December, it appears that date has slipped a bit into the first quarter of next year. "It'll be done when it's done" is the company's official word. In other words, when they tear themselves away from playing Hexen...
"HARD DRIVE" TAKES ON A WHOLE NEW MEANING!

IndyCar Racing III

Now available for DOS 5.0 or later, Windows '95 and the Power Macintosh!

IndyCar Racing II—the only real-life, 3D IndyCar racing simulator—from the award-winning developers that brought you NASCAR Racing!

Scream down the straight. Crest a hill and your stomach's in your throat. Corner too fast and it's panic. Brake? Gas? Turn the wheel? If you stop to think, you'll lose your lead. Don't worry, you'll learn. But this is a win you earn...

Take the challenge of racing top IndyCar drivers in this open wheeled, high performance car that exceed speeds of 200MPH. Featuring innovative, real-time, SVGA, 3D texture mapped graphics, and realistic physics models that provide the closest experience possible to driving behind the wheel of a real IndyCar.

Requirements:
- PC DOS and Windows '95 CD ROM:
  - Requires: Double speed CD ROM drive, 8MB RAM, 486 DX33 (or faster), 8MB RAM (Windows '95 requires 12MB RAM!), MS-DOS 5.0 (or later) or Windows '95
  - 4MB RAM, 486, 286 or Mac with 8MB RAM, SVGA, 16-bit color, floppy disk drive, and Sound Card (most game sound cards supported).

- Power Macintosh CD ROM:
  - Requires: Power Macintosh with System 7 or higher
  - Recommended: Power Macintosh 7100/80 or greater, 16MB RAM, joystick or Driving Wheel/Pedal combo.

Completely licensed, in-depth, and based on the IndyCar circuit, this simulation is the most realistic driving simulation available for your Microcomputer.

PAPYRUS

1 Arsenal Marketplace
Watertown, MA 02172
1-800-836-1902 ext. 72
Circle Reader Service #143

PAPYRUS is a trademark of Papyrus Design Group, Inc. IndyCar and helmet logos are registered trademarks of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway Corporation, under exclusive license to Championship Auto Racing Teams, Inc. Papyrus is a registered trademark of Virgina Enterprises, Ltd.

Distributed exclusively by Virgin Interactive Entertainment, Inc., 1091 First Avenue
Inglewood, CA 90304
Phone: (213) 863-4710
Fax: (213) 247-9879

© 1994 Papyrus Design Group Inc. All rights reserved.
SOME MEMBERS OF CONGRESS TRIED TO BAN "NIGHT TRAP" FOR BEING SEXIST AND OFFENSIVE TO WOMEN.
(HEY. THEY OUGHT TO KNOW.)

It seems that not everyone is if you don't wear a navy blue

rescue a houseful of teenagers from a bunch of sickoid vampires who do indescribably

mistakes can prove to be quite ugly. See for yourself. (And get "Dangerous Games."

purchase.) And while we're not arguing, we think some congressmen might benefit from
enthusiastic about the radical action in Night Trap. But chances are suit and bifocals, you will be. After all, you'll be helping Dana Plato disgusting things to their victims. It's not an easy mission. And your the documentary of the Night Trap controversy, on CD-ROM free with a second look too. (It might even keep some of them out of trouble.)
That smell is in the air—you know, the one that says fall is coming to an end and snow is on the way. Baseball has finally crowned its champion. Football’s playoff hunt is just heating up. Hockey is right at the point where you think the season will simply go on forever, and basketball is fresh and new enough that you watch as much of it as you can.

What also happens at this rare time of year—when most professional sports are on our minds—is that a massive avalanche of sports titles comes our way faster than bob-sleds down an Olympic run. In the past, many of these titles have been mediocre at best. This year, though, things are different. Picking 10 hot games that we would like to play proved no problem at all. It seems like sports-game designers are finally putting together a winning game plan!

Front Page Sports Football Pro ‘96

With SVGA graphics and tons of tweaks and updates, Front Page Sports Football Pro ‘96 (FPSF Pro) by Sierra easily takes the trophy as top sports pick for this holiday season. The third time around is the charm for this updated pigskin romp, expected to be the last version of the game using the current engine. (Pat Cook, the original designer or replay the action from virtually any angle desirable.

Another significant—and still unrivaled—feature is FPSF’s season and career play. During the course of a season, which may be set up in a number of different ways, coaches can choose to handle GM duties or simply call the action. Those who want to run

by George Jones

...
GUARANTEED to make your skin crawl.

Play ENTOMORPH™: PLAGUE OF THE DARKFALL and you’ll never be the same...

Welcome to SSI’s WORLD OF ADEN™, a vast new fantasy role-playing game world, where ingenuity and imagination reign supreme! It is the time of the Darkfall, a malevolent plague that threatens to corrupt every living thing in the land. ENTOMORPH™: PLAGUE OF THE DARKFALL™ finds you in Kyan, where you witness the ghastly power of this virulent evil — the inhabitants are slowly being transformed into giant insects!

The horror mounts when you realize you’re trapped in Kyan and destined to suffer the same fate as those you’ve seen skittering into the shadows on six legs.

Time is now your worst enemy. Find the root of these evil transformations while you still can — or drown in the seething sea of insects that is Kyan!

This single-player fantasy action adventure features an intense, branching storyline. Grisly combat with a variety of deadly attack options. Mind-bending puzzles. Treacherous traps. And ENTOMORPH™ is presented in state-of-the-art high-resolution graphics — with a CD-quality soundtrack that’s guaranteed to make your skin crawl!

RUNS ON WINDOWS® 95 AND WINDOWS® 3.1
To Order: call 1-800-601-PLAY with Visa/MC (North America only).
HOLIDAY
100

#2

NHL HOCKEY '96

Since most of the sports genre consists of sequels and sequels to sequels, it's a good thing that each iteration seems to be a genuine improvement. EA Sports NHL Hockey '96 is no exception; graphics, gameplay and appearance have all been radically changed this time around, all for the better.

First off, the perspective has changed from the standard vertically-oriented view to which we've grown accustomed to a slightly closer-to-the-ice angle that's changeable on the fly. Although things may be a little disorienting at first for the veteran NHL fan, this new graphical approach makes a big difference during the on-ice action. The players seem bigger and skate more realistically, making more sense in the actual flow of the game. One other bonus in the graphic redesign is that veteran NHL players will have to re-conquer a learning curve. Favorite moves no longer work like they used to (many can't even be attempted the same way), and scoring in this version of the game is tough.

Also, in a move the real NHL wishes they could make, the puck in NHL '96 has been super-enlarged. You'll never have a problem following it in this game.

Sure, there are still some problems with the opponent AI—there always have been, due to hockey's intricate game flow—but this is the best hockey game on the market, made better for 1996. $59.99, Electronic Arts, (415) 571-7171.

#3

HARDBALL 5

Accolade's HARDBALL is probably the longest running sports game on the PC Market. Ever since its initial version way back in 1985, when it pitted the Red team versus the Blue team with fabled sluggers like H. Conos and left-handed pitchers like T. Frisina, this game has been the action baseball game. Some of the other games out there have action modules built in, but this is the only title that is created primarily with that in mind.

This year, the action is even better. Last year's version boasted some major league graphics improvements. HARDBALL 5 takes the same graphical engine and improves upon it. The perspective of the batting screen has been modified so that the batter fills almost the entire screen, which means the strike zone is nice and big. Picking up pitches is even closer to the real thing. Also different is the speed with which pitches cross the plate; it's much more realistic, and will require quicker reflexes than before.

Accolade has taken a new approach with this classic game. In the past, they felt that the action itself would stand on its own, and it did to a certain extent. But with HARDBALL 5, they've figured out that even us twitch gamers want lots of depth and simulation. To that end, they've included minor leagues, free agents and injured lists. They've also added tons of statistics for number geeks, 40 different stadiums, all the real players and 12 classic teams and stadiums. $69.95, Accolade, (800) 245-7744.

#4

TONY LA RUSSA 3 BASEBALL

Tony La Russa may have jumped ship from the American League to the National League, and he may have a lot to learn about pinch-hitting for pitchers and double-switches, but the baseball game bearing his name will remain one of the better PC sports experiences on the market for the holiday season.

Developed by Stormfront Studios, TONY LA RUSSA 3 has already carried the famous computer baseball series to higher levels than before, with a great look and a superb statistical model. As much as HARDBALL 5 is for the action gamer, TONY LA RUSSA is for the cerebral fan—the guy who'd rather coach his way to the title. It does have its play action elements, but they're not the strong point of the game. What is the strong suit? The chess-like nature of the game itself, which TONY LA RUSSA 3 captures magnificently.

Tony La Russa 3's statistical merits hold rank with those of the "hardcore" baseball sims: Pursuit the Pennant and Strat-O-Matic, both of which recreate authentic numbers with great accuracy. Plenty of managerial decisions are at your disposal (fans of Tony La Russa 2 will be happy to know that the double-switch finally works), and the game's interface is nice and simple. $69.99, Electronic Arts, (415) 571-7171.
INTERACTIVE MAGIC PRESENTS

CAPITALISM

The Real Strategy Game of Money, Power & Wealth

CAPITALISM

The system that made America great and brought down the Berlin Wall — gives every individual the opportunity to achieve his very best in life. Now Capitalism, the game, lets you try your hand at building your own empire among the intrigue, the power and the excitement of the modern financial world.

You're in control...at least in the beginning. You determine how tough your competition is, how wealthy you are, what's happening in the world. Then, you set the world in motion. Build your assets...but keep an eye on them, or you'll be the victim of a hostile takeover. Improve your wealth by raising prices...but don't lose customers or you'll go broke.

Buy and sell. Profit and loss. Merger and acquisition. Winning and losing. They're all concepts at work in Capitalism. If you like real-time strategy games, you will love the constantly changing dynamic challenges of Capitalism.

Developed by
Enlight Software

To reach us:
E-mail - 75162.1202@CompuServe.Com
On Line - On CompuServe, GO GAMPUB (Library 17)
INTERACTIVE MAGIC • PO Box 13491 • Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 • Phone (919) 461-0948
© 1995 Interactive Magic
**TITLE FIGHT PRO BOXING**

Ali feints with the left, shuffles, and connects with a jab. Marciano isn’t fazed, and bullies his way inside, ignoring Ali’s punches. Look at the punishment Rocky is taking! Oh, my! Where did that haymaker come from?! Ali crumples to the mat, and the ref begins the count: one ... two ... three. ... If you’ve ever wondered if the “Thrilla in Manila” might have turned out differently, or if Iron Mike Tyson could stand up to a really class boxer like Muhammad Ali, this is your game. Title Fights is hardly state-of-the-art—graphics and sound are spartan at best—but it’s simply the best boxing simulation available, with so many famous champions you’ll hardly know where to begin your dream matchups. Each fighter is rated for: accuracy of punches, stamina, footwork, tendency to foul, punching power, killer instinct and ability to control a fight. You have a choice of referees, venue (with home town advantage), and colorful cornermen from the respected Angelo Dundee to incredible cutmen like Eddy “The Clot” Aldao. While the AI is tough, bums like Ted McNeely are included, so that you may pad your fighter’s record, just like promoters do in real life. Action-oriented gamers may want to avoid this, but anyone interested in the more strategic elements of “the sweet science” is advised to strap on their virtual gloves.

$49.95, Comp-U-Sports, (412) 845-7843.

**NBA LIVE ’96**

PC basketball was—at least from the action side of things—like the tenth man on an NBA roster until the release of NBA Live ’95 this spring. Thankfully, Electronic Arts (who else?) changed that. Never a group to rest on their laurels, they’re looking to improve upon an already very good thing with the next incarnation of digital hoops, NBA Live ’96. The release is coming down to the end of the holiday game clock, but it will be worth the wait.

This is a game that comes closer to simulating the real thing than anything we’ve seen. The controls are smooth and intuitive, allowing you to dribble behind your back, throw alley-oop passes and actually rely on your outside game. And the graphics are stellar. There’s a certain pleasure in playing with Shaquille O’Neal and actually being able to make low-post moves, and basketball fans will appreciate actually being able to properly execute a pick and roll. Even more amazing is the fact that statistically, this title is mighty solid.

What’s new this time around? From what we’ve seen, the designers are focusing on graphics and AI. Live ’95’s high resolution graphics looked nice, but the perspective wasn’t close enough to the action to follow. That’s being changed to look more like NHL Hockey’s high-res mode, complete with selectable camera angles. In fact, even the low-resolution view will apparently use the NHL model.

Of course, the majority of NBA rookies, from Joe Smith to Yinka Dare, will all be “in the game,” as will the ability to call plays and offenses. When this title hits the shelves—hopefully soon—double dribble your way to the store and pick it up. You’ll probably get your money’s worth in the first week alone.

$59.99, Electronic Arts, (415) 571-7171.
In this galaxy, only intelligent life survives.

Choose your species, chart your strategy, forge your destiny... it is time to depart this small world. The survival of an entire species is at stake. Ascendancy™ is your opportunity to explore and settle a galaxy. Using research and resources, you'll design incredible ships, plot fantastic voyages and tempt fate as you explore and do battle in distant star systems. Welcome to a universe of unlimited possibilities.

Manage your resources. Build your future. It's the first step to Ascendancy.

Put your diplomatic skills to the test against cunning alien species.

ASCENDANCY™
The galactic strategy game of exploration and encounter.

To Ascend, contact us at http://www.logicfactory.com

Circle Reader Service #51
JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL

There are plenty of gaming options for the cerebral football fan—with such excellent games as Front Page Sports and the Microsports football games, pigskin coaches are in 7th heaven. Unfortunately, when it comes to football action, there isn't even a playing field. Enter EA Sports (who else, it seems, nowadays?) with its high-profile PC version of John Madden Football.

A 16-bit mainstay ever since 1990, every version of John Madden has boasted addictive, fun, yet seemingly realistic, action as well as quality graphics. And these two underlying principles will be improved upon twenty-fold for the PC version, which will boast Hi-res (640x480) graphics and tons of full-motion video to spice things up, including the FOX sports commentators John Madden (of course), Pat Summerall, James Brown and Leslie Visser.

The action, of course, will be top-notch and extremely good looking. The engine is still pretty much the same basic game engine from the old days, with plays selectable from play boxes and unrivaled ground and passing games. Veterans will appreciate the ability to customize their playbooks, although you still can't create your own plays.

Graphically, JMFI is gorgeous. Using the latest in motion capture technology, each players' movements appear so realistic that you'll be shaking your head in disbelief; this is not 16-bit football. (See the sneak preview elsewhere in this issue for more details.)

For the action gamer, John Madden is a no-brainer. If it ships by the holidays.

$59.99, Electronic Arts, (415) 571-7171.

PGA GOLF '96

"But sir, if we kill all the gophers ...?"
Okay, so CANDYSMACK GOLF hasn't been released yet. But that doesn't stop us from dreaming. In the meantime, computer duffers can make do with what looks to be the best golfing simulation around for the holidays, Electronic Arts PGA Golf '96.

This golf title sports lush graphics that will probably raise again the ante for future golf games and has the usual wealth of sparkle and detail that is the mark of EA Sports titles. New to this version is a waggle feature that helps you determine how well you'll hit the ball, and a "Play of the Day" feature that will save your best shots for posterity's sake.

The basic interface of the game has remained the same, with the red and blue arc being your main focus. One big improvement over PGA Tour 486 (last year's version of the game) is that the amount of time the program spends loading and redrawing holes has been reduced considerably.

This year, 14 PGA tour pros are featured, with full multimedia treatments, including full-motion video footage and interviews. On the tour itself, you'll compete against 56 tour pros, each of which plays as they would in real life.

And speaking of gameplay, there are five different ways to compete: Practice, Shoot-Outs, Skins game, Stroke play and full fledged 18-, 36- and 72-hole tournaments.

$59.99, Electronic Arts, (415) 571-7171.
Talk while playing modem games!


Introducing the Eiger Labs HeadOn™ interactive game modem with simultaneous voice for PCs. You can now talk to and hear your friends while playing your favorite remote games over a single, standard telephone line. Taunt each other while battling head-on or vocally coordinate strategies for team playing. Breathe personalities into game characters in your own voice and words. Just imagine—no more boring, keyboard activated pre-recorded messages. No more distracting chat windows. Now you can truly interact with other players! Doom deathmatches will never be the same!

With Eiger Labs’ advanced DSVD (Digital Simultaneous Voice and Data) features, the HeadOn modem offers maximum real-time performance for true, fast-action trigger-responsive voice/data game play.

HeadOn also includes standard 14.4Kbps data and fax modem features, and it readily fits into any standard PC ISA bus slot. Easy-to-use software is provided for plug-n-play installation, telephone dialing/answering, and remote gaming with simultaneous voice.

Get the most realistic interactive remote gaming experience. Get Eiger’s new HeadOn modem. For more information, call 1-800-OK-EIGER or e-mail headon@slip.net.

Includes deluxe CD-ROM with 10 popular shareware games!

HeadOn is available at major retail computer stores.

Jump to World Wide Web http://www.eigerlabs.com to find another HeadOn opponent in your area code or world.

©1995 Eiger Labs, Inc. The HeadOn and Eiger logos are registered trademarks of Eiger Labs, Inc. All others are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Circle Reader Service #88.
IMAGINATION NETWORK: FRONT PAGE SPORTS FOOTBALL PRO

We've already gushed about Sierra's magnificent award-winning football game, so you already know about this title's exceptional graphics and authentic gameplay. Now imagine playing this game on line with hundreds of other Football Pro enthusiasts and you'll understand why we're recommending this as a gift to yourself or some other fan of the ovaloid leather for the holidays.

Currently located in The Imagination Network's (version 2.4) Arena setting, this game uses the Front Page Sports Football Pro engine, which, although two generations old, is still one of the better football games around, rivaled only by the two later FPSF titles. New rules have been added, and player rosters have been updated.

Here's the get-up: you sign on the network (prices begin around $9.95 a month, with extra services costing a bit more) and start playing by going into the arena and finding an opponent to play. That's it. During the course of a game you can change camera angles, change play options (although, to prevent unfairness, your opponent has to approve them) and make full substitutions. The graphics appear just as they do in the commercial version of the game—great.

And to further extend the appeal of the game, INN's web site (http://www.inngames.com) will be heavily involved in promoting ladder tournaments and the like.

So, if your computer opponent just isn't posing enough challenge, is posing too much of a challenge, or just isn't that fun, check out INN football. Being able to play against completely random folks adds an indescribable value to the game.


TROPHY BASS

Normally, we equate fishing with a six-pack (okay, a twelve-pack) of sudsy water and a day out in the sun—not exactly computer game fare, if you know what we mean. But Amtex's release of Gone Fishin' showed us that this is one sport that could actually be made fun. Some in our office have even argued that it's more fun than computer golf. Whatever the case, Sierra's Trophy Bass fishing title caught our eye in June, and the anglers in us all have been anxiously awaiting it ever since.

Putting you in a boat on one of nine high-resolution virtual lakes and giving you a host of play options, from a simple day out to full-fledged professional tournaments, Trophy Bass is for the beginner to the true angler, and several difficulty levels ranging from beginner to tournament pro are indicative of that. Along the way, you'll learn plenty about effective fishing techniques from the pros, and there's a complete multimedia "how to" treatment. Fishin' in the wintertime. Who would have thought?

$59.95, Sierra, (800) 757-7707.
A veteran astronaut.

An adventurous reporter.

A distinguished scientist.

A mysterious asteroid.

On the surface,

nothing is what it seems.

THE DIG

THE GREATEST MYSTERY OF ALL AWAITS.

LUCASARTS ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY PRESENTS THE DIG - A DEEP SPACE ADVENTURE BY SEAN CLARK
FOR PC AND MACINTOSH CD-ROM • NEARLY 200 LOCATIONS AND HUNDREDS OF PUZZLES
WITH ROBERT PATRICK OF T2 AS THE VOICE OF BOSTON LOW • DIALOGUE BY SCI-FI AUTHOR ORSON SCOTT CARD
SPECIAL EFFECTS BY INDUSTRIAL LIGHT & MAGIC • WINDOWS 95 COMPATIBLE • NOVEL AVAILABLE FROM WARNER BOOKS
SOUNTRACK AND DEMO ON ANGEL RECORDS • STRATEGY GUIDE AVAILABLE FROM INFOTAINMENT WORLD

CHECK OUT THE DIG INTERACTIVE DEMO IN SELECT MAGAZINES AND RETAIL OUTLETS OR VISIT THE DIG HOMEPAGE AT HTTP://WWW.LUCASARTS.COM

The Dig game © 1995 LucasArts Entertainment Company. All Rights Reserved. Used under Authorization. The Dig and LucasArts are trademarks of LucasArts Entertainment Company. The LucasArts logo is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company. IBM U.S. Patent No. 3,971,007.
EF 2000

We blast through the valley, dodging a hail of AAA and waiting for the SAM radar to lock on to us. Bingo—there’s the spike. Lock and fire! I check the target on the multi-function display. Three, two, one... BOOM! A clean hit. Now the A-10s following us should be able to get a clean shot at the nuclear plant below.

Suddenly my wingman breaks in, “Contact! One-niner-five degrees! Fifteen nautical miles! Angels four!” I call back, “Engage” and jerk the stick back. Checking the MFD display, I can see from the data link that the AWACS has the bogies painted. Looks like the excitement’s not over yet.

Just a typical day in the life of the Eurofighter 2000 pilot defending Scandinavia in Ocean’s EF2000. Developer Digital Image Design gained the cooperation of British Aerospace while designing the sim, and it shows. The Eurofighter 2000 aircraft is modeled with precision detail, down to the innovative radar section on the HUD and the adjustable multi-function displays (MFDs). An innovative control scheme finally makes the instrument panel useful even in a combat situation: The panel view is divided into nine sections, each of which is accessible by pressing a key on the numeric keypad. For a quick look at the bottom-center MFD, just press the “2” key. All the other expected views are there, including paddock, external, and the best virtual cockpit yet seen in a PC sim.

The flight model has a good feel. The Eurofighter 2000 has advanced digital fly-by-wire controls, and popping to an external view shows the canards, rudder, and wing control surfaces in constant motion, just as you’d expect with a fundamentally unstable aircraft with computer-assisted control. Missions are divided into Quick Action, a series of start-in-the-air missions attacking both ground and air targets; Simulator, where you’ll find free flight, training, and full takeoff-to-landing strike missions; and a Campaign mode. You’re not up there alone, either. Up to eight players can engage in network combat.

Where EF2000 truly shines, though, is with the best graphics this side of Flight Unlimited. The effect as an island cliff begins to gain detail as you approach it through the fog is breathtaking. You’re attempting to prevent Russian forces from invading Norway and Sweden, so look forward to combat over some very scenic glaciers, mountains, and fjords. With a target-rich environment, a fluid campaign, and amazing sound and graphics, this looks to be the benchmark flight sim for some time to come.

$69.95, Ocean, (408) 289-1200.
USE YOUR BRAIN... OR LOSE YOUR MIND!

BURN:CYCLE

CD-ROM ACTION ADVENTURE GAME

The original cinematic action adventure game, where engrossing game play meets Blade Runner-style action.

Plunge into this surrealistic 3D world where dozens of characters propel you through mind expanding challenges, to one shocking conclusion!

For Macintosh and PC Windows®

http://www.burncycle.com
Underwater action is your game, but you're tired of playing the U-boat-driving bad guy. SSI dives to the rescue with Silent Hunter, an SVGA submarine simulation that puts you at the helm of a submarine fighting to help win WWII for the good old U.S. of A. You'll start your tour with the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, hunting for warships and merchant ships in the South Pacific. The goal is simple: sink as many tons of enemy hardware to a watery grave as possible.

The game uses the now-standard control room interface used by classics such as Silent Service and Aces of the Deep. Detail abounds, including a fully-functional fire-control system. (However, since real subs often used tracking parties of up to eight crewmen to handle fire-control systems in combat, SSI wisely gives you the option of letting the computer set up your targeting solutions.) Silent Hunter offers both single missions and a campaign mode. In the campaign mode, hardware improves as the war progresses, giving you the opportunity to captain Gato, Balao, Tambour, and Salmon-class boats. To train you for action, SSI includes multimedia presentations of technical and historical natures by William "Bud" Gruner, who skippered the U.S.S. Skate for three war patrols in World War II.

$55, SSI, (800) 601-PLAY.

This complete rewrite of Jaeger's Amiga classic sports runs in SVGA, but is still playable on a 486-33. Not inappropriate for a sim that concentrates only on air combat, the ground graphics are sparse—a carrier and a few islands. But the aircraft are extremely sharp and detailed, and the instrument panel is unbelievably realistic.

You can fly Fighter Duel against computer opponents, or head-to-head over a phone line or null-modem link. The computer pilots sport eight levels of AI, and you can take on up to eight opponents at a time, of any mix of Fighter Duel's 13 planes. The real fun, though, comes when you take on a friend. Single-session and tournament play are supported. The game sports a full-force flight model, but it can be toned down if you're taking on a novice opponent. If fighter-to-fighter, guns-only combat is your thing, look no further.

$49.95, Philips New Media, (301) 444-6626.

Chalk one up for the theory of evolution. From the EGA-based IndyCar Racing to the SVGA NASCAR Racing, the Papyrus racing sims have grown more intelligent—and better looking to boot. Now IndyCar Racing II takes the series a step higher, turning up and turbo-charging the game's engine in an attempt to push to the head of the racing-sim pack.

The most dramatic enhancement comes in the form of SVGA graphics. Beautifully texture-mapped tracks, cars, and scenery, along with much-improved sound effects, really pull you into the experience. The game is available in DOS, Windows 95, and Mac versions, and the Win 95 version really shows the promise of the new operating system. Papyrus says that Win 95 IndyCar II drivers can expect graphics speeds up to four times those of NASCAR Racing, thanks to Win 95's support of accelerated graphics cards.

Other improvements include enhanced AI for the computer-controlled drivers, better car handling, and updated data from the 1995 IndyCar season. And those of you who like to drive the wrong way on the oval will be happy to know that new crash sequences feature dented cars and parts flying in every direction.

$55.00, Papyrus, (800) 836-1802 or (617) 868-5440.
IT BLEEDS ACID.

IT CAN READ YOUR MIND.

IT IS A BORN KILLER.

IT IS THE LEAST OF YOUR WORRIES.

ALIENS™
A COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE

IN SPACE, EVIL WEARS MANY FACES.
If there's one way to prove there's no such thing as a perfect game, it's by taking a five-star game and making it even better. **COMMAND: Aces of the Deep** takes the classic AOD U-boat simulation, along with the Mediterranean scenario disk, ports it to Windows 95, and wraps it all up in a new high-res graphics package.

The "Command" in the name comes from the sim's newfound ability to recognize voice commands as well as keyboard and mouse input. **COMMAND: AOD** talks back as well. Digitized voices have been added, and crew members now respond to your commands. They'll acknowledge in English, or for a really authentic experience, auf Deutsch (in German). You can also set the mood with the ship's record player, enjoying tunes such as *The Road to Tipperary* via your wavetable sound card.

The high-res graphics are now fully texture-mapped, so Allied ships look all that much better as you send them down to Davy Jones' locker. Game play is essentially unchanged from the original, except for the addition of optional manual control for the deck gun. The upgraded game requires a lot of hardware compth, but if you have the requisite 12 MB of RAM needed for voice recognition, you'll enjoy plunging into this improved sim.

$55.95, Sierra, (800) 757-7707.

**FLIGHT UNLIMITED**

It's a class of aerobatic competition, and it's the feeling you get when you're flying *Flight Unlimited*. It's just you, the sky, and a plane that does just about anything you ask it to. With no guns, bombs, enemy aircraft, or navigational instruments, this is definitely a non-traditional simulation. Instead of flying combat or learning navigational skills, you'll spend your time choreographing aerial ballets, pulling off death-defying aerobatic stunts, or enjoying the sound of the wind rushing by your glider as you seek out that perfect thermal.

*Flight Unlimited* dispenses with traditional flight modeling and instead uses computational fluid dynamics, modeling the rush of air across a plane's surface. While this method isn't perfect, it does allow you to pull off maneuvers previously impossible in flight simulations—everything from hammerhead stalls to reverse Cuban Eights.

The sim includes an interactive tutorial section with 33 lessons, so beginners and aces alike should learn a few things. The computerized instructor takes you through a maneuver, then hands you the stick and gives you a go at it.

And while you're learning, you'll enjoy some beautiful sights. While the world you fly in is extremely small (12 square miles of scenery, repeated to infinity), it's absolutely the most realistic, dazzling terrain yet seen in a computer game.

$59.95, Looking Glass Technologies, (800) 874-4607.
WE’VE SEEN THE FUTURE AND IT’S NOT LOOKING GOOD FOR YOUR HONDA.

You’ve heard about defensive driving. Forget it. This is offensive driving. If someone gets in your way, take them out with a burst of machine gun fire. And if that doesn’t work, a Sidewinder missile could be more persuasive. Welcome to the world of Zone Raiders. And you thought your commute was tough.

ZONE RAIDERS

- Realistic 3-D driving created by simulation engineers
- Multiple tracks and hover cars
- Network play
- Available on PC CD-ROM
- Check out Zone Raiders contest information on http://www.vie.com

Zone Raiders™ & ©1995 Virgin Interactive Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. Portions copyright 1995 Image Space Incorporated. All rights reserved. Virgin is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises, Ltd
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SU-27 FLANKER

It's been a good year for the "bad guys." Games like Tie Fighter, Panzer General, and Aces of the Deep have put you on the dark side of combat. Now sim pilots can join in the fun with Su-27 Flanker, which puts you in the cockpit of one of Russia's hot fighters and finally gives you a chance to down some American F-16 Falcons.

If you're a newbie PC pilot, skip the rest of this entry and check out Top Gun below. Su-27 Flanker is a simulation for the experienced simulation buff. Between the top-notch flight model (you can even pull off the famed Cobra maneuver) and the deadly-accurate instrument panel (down to the Cyrillic writing on the gauges), this game should prove itself to be the spiritual heir to Falcon 3.0's throne.

You can fly combat at training, single-mission, and campaign (both squadron and theater-level) modes. A full range of air-to-air and air-to-ground weapons are included, although the Su-27 is primarily an interceptor.

The SVGA graphics exhibit an interesting dichotomy: they're primitive compared to sims such as EF2000 and Flight Unlimited, with planes and terrain being built from non-texture-mapped polygons. However, these polygon objects are amazingly detailed, and the utilitarian yet crisp graphics actually seem appropriate for a Russian fighter sim.

$55, SSI. (800) 601-PLAY.

APACHE

The first in a bumper crop of AH-64 helicopter simulations, Interactive Magic's Apache is born of a fine heritage, having been developed by Digital Integration, creator of the respected Tornado. You'll fly the Army's premier attack chopper at the Ft. Hood training grounds, and then move on to combat in the deserts of Yemen, the hills of Korea, and the island of Cyprus.

In single-player engagements, you can fly both pilot and gunner positions. Multiplayer modes support two players over a serial connection, and up to 16 via a local area network. Players can fly separate helicopters or work together as pilot/gunner teams.

Apache's control suite is fairly complete, with realistic flight controls, complete cockpit instrumentation, and the helmet-mounted Integrated Helmet and Display Sight System with its "shoot where I'm looking" link to the Apache's chain gun.

Apache's graphics are high-res, non-texture-mapped polygons that look good but aren't terribly immersive. The game's sound support, however, is top-notch. Not only do you get the requisite engine and explosion sounds (which vary in volume depending on the range to the detonation), but there's also tons of radio chatter, foreground and background.

$69.95, Interactive Magic. (919) 461-0722.
It's Doom in its original entirety along with the all new demented episode four, "The Flesh Consumed."

It's called Ultimate Doom. It's the kind of killing that makes life worth living.
Just like the real Top Gun school at Mirimar Naval Air Station, Spectrum HoloByte's Top Gun: Fire at Will is designed to build the skills of novice fighter pilots. This is the sim to check out if you're looking for a program to give a beginning sim pilot, or if you find yourself getting waxed by bogies all the time in more advanced sims.

Top Gun retains the slightly reckless, seat-of-the-pants flavor of the Tom Cruise film, yet combines it with a fairly detailed F-14 Tomcat simulation. This time around, you're Maverick, and actor James Tolkan reprises his role of Hojo, the tough-talking, cigar-chewing commanding officer.

The game has a high level of cinematic content between individual missions, where you'll interact with over 20 actors and watch CNN-style news briefs as your carrier attempts to cool down conflicts in Cuba, Korea and Libya. There are also a number of training missions for learning carrier landing skills and dogfighting techniques.

Aircraft control is geared toward beginners, with simplified instruments, but happily the game doesn't toss the laws of physics out the window. It just doesn't bombard the beginner with ultra-complicated radar systems and such.

The SVGA graphics are top-notch, and you'll fly to a rocking soundtrack that includes tunes such as a re-recording of the Kenny Loggins hit title song. Once you feel confident of your piloting skills, you can take on up to 15 opponents via network play.


U.S. NAVY FIGHTERS brought the expectations of flight sim fans up a notch last year, with SVGA graphics, digitized stereo sound, decent flight models for a wide range of aircraft, and a variety of interesting and challenging missions. The much-lauded sim, however, had its share of quirks. Electronic Arts has addressed those quirks and beefed up the sim engine with the Marine Fighters add-on disc, as well as adding an assortment of new missions and aircraft to fly.

The emphasis of Marine Fighters is vertical/short take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft. You'll fly the Marine Corps' AV-8B Harrier II, the Royal Navy's Sea Harrier, and the Russian Yak-141. There's also an AC-130 Hercules gunship tossed in, mostly for novelty value. Along with the new planes comes a much more detailed combat arena, with some four times the graphics detail of USNF.

Other improvements from USNF include better controller support, turbulence, improved flight models and better AI for enemies and wingmen, and support for the Forte VFX-1 virtual reality helmet. The fine-tuning of the original program and the uniqueness of VTOL combat make the USNF/Marine Fighters combo a worthy addition to any gamer's arsenal.

$29.95, Electronic Arts, (415) 571-7171.

Novalogic's Werewolf vs. Comanche 2.0 is the perfect gift for friend or enemy; it ships with two complete combat chopper sims on two CDs, giving you everything you need to go head-to-head in one package. Spectrum HoloByte is releasing the sequel to World Circuit Racing, called Game Puck II, under its new World Circuit Racing brand (confused yet?). The classic racing sim has been updated with texture-mapped, SVGA graphics. If you're just darned tired of realism, try Mindscapes' Air Power: Battle in the Skies, which transports you to an alternate 1930s Earth where air battles take place using dirigible-launched fighters. If you have a 3DO owner in the family, pick up a copy of Domark's Flying Nightmares, notable as the most sophisticated flight sim yet to hit the console market. The Microsoft Flight Simulator fan in the family will appreciate Flight Simulator Flight Shop, which among other things lets you design your own aircraft, and Toner, a surprisingly addictive air traffic control simulation.

Mission Studio's F-15C Eagle III won't hit stores until just after the new year, but the updated classic promises an exciting South American campaign built around accurate texture-mapped terrain created from government data.
If you can find a more realistic dogfight simulator, fly it.

"WWII air combat at its very best."
—Denny Atkin
Computer Gaming World

FIGHTER DUEL

Fifty years ago, air combat decided the fate of the world. Now it’s your turn. With Fighter Duel for PC CD-ROM, The most realistic dogfight simulator in history. Through amazing high-resolution graphics, you’ll experience real-world physics and flight modeling as you pilot Messerschmitts, Spitfires, Mustangs, Corsairs and Zeros. There’s even a rookie mode for beginners.

Can you survive seven tactical scenarios? Overcome eight bandits at once? Or outgun that second modern pilot? Without losing your lunch... Or your life? Fighter Duel. The way it is, is the way it was.

Photo-realistic, fully functional instrument panel.
Dogfight the deadly Zero or 12 other classic WWII war birds.
Scan the skies with multiple cockpit views.
Take on human opponents in two-player modern duels.

For more information call 1-800-340-7888.
Visit our Web Site at http://www.philipsmedia.com/media/games
Circle Reader Service #138
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AFTER FOUR YEARS IN THE MAKING,
A BUDGET OF OVER FIVE MILLION
AND THE TALENTS OF MORE THAN TWO HUNDRED INDIVIDUALS...
THE ADVENTURE, THE FANTASY AND
THE MAGIC IS AT HAND.

ON NOVEMBER 8, 1995
THE EXPERIENCE BEGINS.
Step into the mystery of Stonekeep and begin a quest through dark corridors, treacherous sewers and subterranean realms of fairies, magic and the living dead. You'll discover a world where darkness reigns and where you become part of an in-depth storyline that unfolds at your command. Defeat evil, reclaim your Immortal soul and experience the adventure that is Stonekeep.

It's an epic experience more powerful and realistic than anything you’ve imagined. Using innovative new technology, Stonekeep draws you into its dark reaches so completely you'll forget it's just a game. Your hands will wield weapons of metal and magic. You'll battle disembodied foes, rescue your allies from evil, liberate a massive dragon from bondage and discover an experience more realistic than anything you've ever imagined.

An epic production more than four years in the making, Stonekeep comes in a very special, limited-edition tombstone box with a hologram cover. It also includes the first chapter in the Stonekeep saga - Thera Awakening, a hard-bound novella, by Steve Jackson and David Pulver.

"By Gamers. For Gamers." is Interplay's slogan and Stonekeep is the kind of game we've always wanted to play. It looks fantastic, sounds great and tells a really good story. It's one of those games you'll stay up playing until three in the morning on a work night. Basically, it's just a whole lot of fun... and to us, that's what games are all about.
by Terry Coleman & Elliot Chin

Strategy games have always been among the favorites of CGW readers because of their depth and replay value. This year’s Christmas strategy treats break ground in challenging our desire to expand, explore, and exploit, from the comfy confines of Old Earth to the far-flung reaches of yet-uncharted galaxies. Fantasy games make a strong bid for playing time, allowing us to bash orcs (or humans, or trolls), make peace with elves, uncover insidious plots, and have fun fighting enemies with unpronounceable names. Even some of our boardgame favorites are faithfully translated to the silicon screen. Real-time and turn-based, tactical to grand strategic, it’s all here for the taking!

CIVNET

For one-third of your final grade, solve this equation. If Gamer A spends three sleepless nights a week playing Sid Meier’s Civilization, and Gamer B calls in sick to complete his Alpha Centauri expedition with the Aztecs, what effect will a multiplayer version of Civilization have on national productivity? Be sure to list specific examples supporting your thesis.

For those of us who are lifetime members of Civilization Anonymous, the impending release of CivNet has caused us to reschedule appointments, load up on non-perishable food stores, and find reasons to take vacation time which we could never otherwise justify. Are we simply living in the past, bound by loyalty to a four-year-old game design? Hardly.

Consider, in an industry where the average shelf life of a design—e.g., a good one—is three to six months, Civ is still selling reasonably well (now past the 850,000 unit mark), despite its dated graphics and sound. The new version offers SVGA graphics, MIDI sound support, and a much better interface; much of what we expected the Windows version to be is here, and more.

Settlers are now smarter, and will automatically mine, irrigate, and build roads unless you specify differently. Similarly, cities may be designated for peaceful or military expansion. Research is simplified, as the science advisor is actually helpful this time around, allowing you to see up to two advances ahead of current technology. The AI is even tougher than before, making for a much better game on levels other than Emperor.

The other tweaks include: auto-saves after each turn, and auto-backup after five turns; detailed city reports; multiple world maps; and better alert functions when you are attacked. Still, it’s the multiplayer aspect that drives the game. You may form alliances with other human players, and even eavesdrop on chat conversations of your enemies with diplomatic spies. The game flows surprisingly well in either classic turn-based or parallel play, and will support network, modem and, perhaps, even internet play. If any game is a sure winner for Christmas, this is it.

MicroProse, (410) 771-0440, $59.95.
THE UNIVERSE IS EXPANDING!

MECHWARRIOR 2 EXPANSION PACK

GHOST BEAR'S LEGACY

Rage into a whole new MechWarrior 2 experience with an all-new Clan, over a dozen un conquered missions, fourteen different 'Mechs and a variety of unexpected environments — including ice and underwater scenarios.

Available now on PC CD-ROM.

Exclusively for use with MECHWARRIOR 2

MechWarrior 2 for Windows® 95 explodes onto CD-ROM this fall. MechWarrior 3050 also available for SNES.

Plow your way to http://www.activision.com

ACTIVISION
Well, it wasn't enough that Dune II redefined real-time strategy gaming. Now, Command & Conquer, the "unofficial" follow-up from Westwood Studios, has upped the ante once again, while still retaining some similarities to the popular computer game set in Frank Herbert's world. You still command various troops and build structures to increase your productivity and power, and you also must harvest certain elements to maintain production; in this case, it's the celestial element, Tiberium, instead of spice. The game is set in the near-future, so the warfare takes place in various locales on Earth. The technology is also a mix between modern weaponry and slightly futuristic war machines like battle suits. Command & Conquer has over 30 various scenarios to battle out, and like Wing Commander, there are various possible branches toward victory; the game is refreshingly non-linear in that respect. Wrapped around the incredible real-time game engine are breathtaking 3-D graphics that complement the storyline. Command & Conquer has a much upgraded AI over Dune II, but the best opponents will be human: the game is multiplay-capable over both modem and network.

$59.95, Virgin/Westwood Studios, (800) 874-4607.

This is a real-time wargame based on the hugely popular, table-top battle system of the same name. Warhammer is not a disingenuous lift of the original, but a very strong product, an intense wargame—"in the same mold as Panzer General"—but set in the fantastic world of Warhammer.

You command a motley crew indeed, from goblins and demons to mounted knights and even werewolves. The world you inhabit is a whirlpool of demonic forces and magical creatures. As the game evolves from a loose storyline, you are left relatively free to decide your own course of action. In addition to contesting whatever scenarios you want in any order, you have the choice of fighting against or collaborating with the Ultimate Evil. Since everything is real-time, the fighting is intense and hectic, as is the magic system, which rivals Master of Magic for visual effects and complexity. This game will hook any strategy gamer, with its dazzling visual effects, a stunning and exciting combat engine, and a combination of the Warhammer world's best fantasy elements and Mindscape's innovative magic system.

$79.95, Mindscape, (415) 897-9900.
KICKIN' ASPHALT!

Grand Prix II is the latest, greatest breakthrough in racing simulators. It's as real as it gets. Real Formula One cars, real teams, real tracks. Even real sponsors. Take a good look at the incredible graphics. Now add wicked smooth motion and roaring Doppler sound effects and digital music.

Throw in full camera views from practically any angle anytime, and you're there—smack in the middle of a real Formula One race! Test drive Grand Prix II today. And you'll see why it kicks asphalt over everything else.

Spectrum HoloByte

Visit your local retailer or call 24 hours:
1-800-695-GAME
(U.S. and Canada).

ACTUAL GAME SCREENS: Experience real race cars around real tracks against real drivers!
**Master of Antares**

MicroProse's Master of Antares, the eagerly anticipated sequel to Master of Orion (MOO), should be out in time to make every strategy gamer's Christmas wishlist. This game is everything MOO was and more. It will feature more alien races and will even offer customizable aliens; you can select from a plethora of racial strengths and weaknesses and weave them into a new species. MicroProse is also bringing "Legendary Commanders," into Master of Antares, army leaders in the Master of Orion mold. Unlike MOO, there will be (finally!) modem, hotseat, and network play, so you and your friends can all vie for control of the universe. Ship-to-ship combat won't be dominated by massive, hundred-strong fleets any more (the limit should be 50); but on the plus side, players will now be able to board enemy vessels, capture ships, and salvage them for parts and resources. And casting a dark shadow across the entire game will be the mysterious aliens of Antares. Overthrown eons ago by the Orions, they now seek revenge on the entire universe, and stand between you and the conquest of a galaxy. It looks like another hit for the folks at Simentex, who always remember to put the gameplay first.

$47.99, MicroProse, (800) 879-PLAY, (410) 771-0440.

---

**Heroes of Might and Magic**

This wonderful game from New World Computing is a great wargaming/strategy hybrid with elements of role-playing as well. In Heroes of Might and Magic, you begin with control of one castle and a hero. As you gain wealth, you can upgrade your castle, raise greater armies, recruit spell-casting wizards and warlike fighters, and wage war on your three rivals.

As you send your heroes out to explore the world, they find mines and towns to add to your kingdom's production, discover artifacts, and gain experience by fighting monsters and rival heroes. The goal, though, is to conquer the world and vanquish the three other warlords in the realm. This game supports multiple players by hotseat, modem, or network play—which is good, since this game isn't nearly as fun when played alone. You can choose to play either a long campaign or single scenarios. The graphics are beautiful, and the worlds you explore are all extensive and blacked-out, waiting for discovery. This is that rare hybrid game that will appeal to first-time gamers and veterans alike.

$59.95, New World Computing, (800) 325-8898, (818) 889-5600.
AT 200 MPH NO ONE CAN SEE YOU SWEAT.

It's like having your own private racecourse. Where speed limits don't exist. Where you can take your car up to 200mph, slide it sideways around corners and shift at the redline in every gear. With Screamer you can push your driving skills and PC to the limit. With incredibly realistic real-time 3-D graphics, multiple cars, tracks, and points of view to choose from, you'll never tire of the action. Race against the clock or compete head to head with up to six players on a network. You can almost smell the rubber burning.

Available on PC CD-ROM.
Check out Screamer contest info on http://www.vie.com

Circle Reader Service #185
A conversion of the best-selling Avalon Hill board game, Advanced Civilization makes you the ruler of one of seven Mediterranean nations, including Egypt, Assyria, and even Crete. You build your civilization, using little more than stone knives and bear skins, to reach the Iron Age.

Even though the encompassing time frame is reduced (to reflect the actual evolution of those ancient civilizations), there are still hours of enjoyable gameplay packed into this title. You expand in population, explore the Mediterranean world, collect and trade commodities (symbolized by cards), and try to corner the salt, gold or other markets. In addition to the usual diplomatic aspects of a multiplayer game, each nation must deal with calamities—civil war, heresy, volcanoes, etc.—and can deal in secret to their opponents. After trades, you buy “civilization cards” representing pottery, engineering, and other technologies that will improve your civilization; the selection is varied enough to allow for many different styles of play—and offers plenty of replay value. $69.95, Avalon Hill, (800) 999-3222, (410) 254-9200.

As the latest installment in the ChessMaster lineup, ChessMaster 5000 is the best Chess program to date, offering 64 Grandmaster styles and an expansive multimedia chess tour. The volume of great tournaments and matches included in the program are numerous, but the greatest improvement of CM 5000 is in the tutorials. They are strong enough to be able to teach even the intermediate-to-advanced player a few moves.

Finally, the ChessMaster series has a reliable way to rate a human player’s progress, linking it to specific exercises on backward pawns, Queenside majority attacks, or whatever else you choose to work on. ChessMaster 5000 also makes full use of the Windows 95 capabilities. With the true 32-bit multitasking system, you can play up to five different games at once, with any combination of those being playable via modem. The program even supports three different kinds of chess clocks, including the revolutionary clock that Fischer unveiled for his 1992 rematch with Spassky. A rich, wonderful program that will challenge any player below master level. $64.95, Mindscape, (415) 897-9900.
ONLY YOU CAN STOP JACK BEFORE HE STRIKES AGAIN!

A mystery unsolved until now! Since August 31, 1888 the identity of Jack the Ripper has eluded criminologists. Using the actual clues & evidence assembled from years of painstaking research, now you can solve the mystery. Travel around authentic Victorian London locations in search of clues and interview over one hundred actual persons & suspects.

Only logic and deduction can save you! No complicated & frustrating parsers or sentence typing are used to solve the mystery. Use a click & drag interface to arrange the facts that you uncover. Be forewarned because the facts may just not take you where you expect. Three levels of difficulty & multiple solutions will keep you thinking for a long, long time.

Alone in the alleyways of Whitechapel! Artists have painstakingly reconstructed the actual murder locations & haunts of Jack the Ripper from long lost photographs & blueprints to authentically recreate the eerie ambiance of Whitechapel in 1888.

For more information visit your local retailer or call 1-800-GameTek
Once again, orcs and humans will engage in endless warfare in Blizzard's Warcraft II. This time around, the venue has changed. There are large-scale naval battles, with sub marines, frigates, and carriers. To create an even more fantas-

tic feel, new monster troops have been added, such as trolls.
Like the original Warcraft, you can choose either the orc or human side and battle it out with your opponent over a semi-linked campaign. There is the requisite multiplayer option, with support for up to seven players. You will still have to harvest lumber, gold, and ore to maintain your war production, but now you'll also have to find oil to keep those massive fleets going. Those seeking a challenging opponent shouldn't be too disappointed; the AI has been given a major upgrade, and will not be so foolish or rigid this time around. Warcraft II is a much bigger and more extensive improvement over the original, and should provide players with great fun bashing orcs (or humans).
$39.95, Blizzard, (800) 593-SNOW.

ASCENDANCY is similar to other space strategies like Master of Orion, but it has more going for it than just its tried-and-true concept. It delivers great SVGA graphics, a very Star Trek-like soundtrack, and an incredibly extensive universe. You start out on a single planet, building structures that increase your production, research, or industry. As your re-

search increases, you will gain the technology to colonize other star systems and meet the other alien races in the universe. The diplomacy in this game is not as extensive as in Master of Orion, but the aliens all have unique personalities, to say the least. It does look like the Logic Factory put a great deal of effort into creating realistic, scientifically viable aliens with unique qualities and perspectives on life. They are amazingly successful, and manage to create a very engrossing universe. One setback is the less-than-intuitive interface. Also, when researching new technologies, the computer doesn't tell you beforehand what the benefits of each technology are. In general, though, the breadth of strategic options outweigh the faults of this game.
$49.95, Logic Factory/Broderbund, (800) 521-6263, (415) 382-4700.

It seems that the galaxies of gaming are teeming with all sorts of intelligent life. The grandest of scales belongs to the long-awaited strategic empire-builder Pax Ivora II. Resurrected by Blizzard, this game has graphics and an interface that could leave Master Of Orion in the galactic dust, but now it looks as if Master Of Antares will be out first. Still, if the ship-building in MOO was too simple for you, try out this complex affair—playable either in real-time or turn-based with network support. A more fun alien romp may be had with Green Things From Outer Space. Tom Wham's comic masterpiece for Steve Jackson Games comes to a computer nebula near you courtesy of QQP. As aliens—more funny than scary—proliferate on your already-crowded spaceship, you turn to everything from zap guns to fire extinguishers in an attempt to stay the otherworldly menace. Given QQP's tendency to produce balanced, enjoyable games, it seems that the Znutar will bring a lot of enjoyment to earth-bound gamers—whenever QQP manages to finish the campaign game.
It also seems that the litigation between FASA and New World Computing has died down a bit. As a result, Metal Lords (formerly McMillan's) may finally get published. A rich blend of politics and corruption, 'bout combat and maneuver on a grand scale, this game could be to strategic mech combat what MecWarrior II was to tactical. Then again, SimTek has to finish Master Of Antares first...
Based upon the fantastic artwork of H. R. GIGER

MIKE DAWSON'S LIVING NIGHTMARE CONTINUES AS HE AGAIN BATTLES THE DARK POWERS ASSAULTING HIS MIND. THIS TIME, MORE THAN HIS SANITY IS AT STAKE.

THE FATE OF THE ENTIRE WORLD NOW RESTS ON WHETHER MIKE CAN MAINTAIN HIS GRIP ON REALITY.

SUSPECTED OF HIS HIGH SCHOOL SWEETHEART'S BRUTAL MURDER, MIKE IS DESPERATE TO FIND HER TRUE KILLER. WHILE DIGGING UP THE DIRTY LITTLE SECRETS OF HIS NEIGHBORS, MIKE UNWITTINGLY CROSSES INTO THE DARK WORLD, A GHASTLY PARALLEL UNIVERSE WHERE MADNESS AND DEPRAVITY REIGN. HE DISCOVERS THAT HIS OLD NEMESIS, THE ANCIENTS, HAVE ORCHESTRATED THE MURDER AS PART OF A FIENDISHLY COMPLEX PLOT THAT NOT ONLY EXACTS REVENGE ON MIKE, BUT ALSO WILL UNLEASH AN UNSPEAKABLY EVIL HORROR INTO OUR WORLD.

RICHLY TEXTURED 3-D GRAPHICS • PSYCHO-THRILLER ADVENTURE • H.R. GIGER ARTWORK • DIGITIZED SPEECH AND CONVERSATIONS WITH OVER 30 CHARACTERS • CINEMATIC SEQUENCES

FALL 1995 ON CD ROM

For Windows™ and Macintosh
A cigarette flickers in the darkness, the ash stretching as if to defy gravity. Removing it from its hiding place (a three-day growth of beard), the duty Sergeant absentmindedly flicks the butt into the cold, damp ground. Looking over his list, he checks off each item: SVGA graphics; Windows 95 interface (he pulls a bit over that one); new Allied weapons and unit loadouts; new campaigns; even laughter at "What'll they think of next?" he muses, as he signs the list—everything was ready for the invasion, which had been given the code name of Allied General.

men and material—although the relative inexperience of the GIs makes for a pretty balanced contest versus the seasoned Wehrmacht. The greatest challenge, however, comes from playing the Soviets. Here, you must survive the whirlwind onslaught of the Germans and stop them before they reach the gates of Moscow. And even though you have wave upon wave of troops and wonderful artillery to aid your patriotic cause, there is still a sense of urgency as each battle unfolds.

From set-piece assaults and amphibious invasions to wild attacks and desperate defenses, it's all here, with the AI—already among the best of any wargame—improved from Panzer General. Other welcome additions make it harder to cheat during e-mail play and add more slots for saved games (for those generals with multiple human adversaries). The Win 95 engine runs smooth as silk and saves time by letting you keep several windows open at once. While it may not be the genre-buster that CGW's Allied General is proof that sequels; when done right, are often the best that the industry has to offer. It's hard to imagine a better gift for a wargamer this Christmas.

by Terry Coleman

In 1995, sumptuous graphics burst into wargames like a Russian artillery barrage at the Battle of Kursk. But the wargames available for this holiday season offer much more than pretty situation maps and finely-detailed tanks. They bring smoother interfaces, stronger computer opponents, and a greater sense of realism than ever before. And, while WWII is still a fertile field, designers are letting us explore other theaters of war, from knights clashing in medieval castles to proud frigates lobbing carraones fly on the high seas. There is even—finally—a good Civil War game. So, strap those bayonets on your muskets, and get ready for the best "historical" holiday we've seen in quite a while!
Prepare Yourself for Battle!

THE RAGE
Max. Atmospheric Speed: Mach 2
Max. Vacuum Speed: Mach 2
Atmospheric Acceleration: 150 m/s^2
Vacuum Acceleration: 300 m/s^2
Mass: 25kT
Max Load: 12 kT

A much-maligned ship, The Rage is the choice of craft for those who care to sacrifice speed for sheer fire power. Fully loaded, The Rage can take on superior numbers and still survive intact. Of course, retreat in The Rage is never an option.

DEMON SPEED
Many Mercy Pilots swear by the Demon Speed. Its speed and maneuverability are almost unmatched by any manmade craft in Known Space. While its payload is limited, a little strategy in weapons and shield selection can make the Demon Speed a ship to be reckoned with.

ROMERO INFILTRATOR
The Romero Infiltrator strikes a good balance between speed and payload. For this reason, however, many pilots tend to ignore this workhorse of the Guild - Mercy Pilots seem to like extremes. Nevertheless, don't overlook the Infiltrator as an option. While it cannot outrun a Demon Speed, it can sure as hell beat the stuffing out of one.

DAGGER'S RAGE™
The ultimate, intergalactic battleship game, Dagger's Rage offers 3D effects, and state-of-the-art animation including stunning explosions. Put your strategic skills to the test against intelligent enemies and intergalactic battleships! Dagger's Rage lets you fly over beautifully rendered 3D worlds and planets, fight against the most advanced battleships in the galaxy and experience the thrills of intergalactic war.

Available at computer stores everywhere or to order direct call 1-800-465-2323
**Cynics would have you believe that the wargaming in the post-Panzer General era is fun, but lacking in substance. Steel Panthers shows that, quite to the contrary, you can have accessibility right alongside a hefty dose of realism. The newfound SSI love for elegant interfaces is readily apparent, but it can’t disguise the Gary Grigsby touch: every small-arms weapon and armor type is painstakingly researched; the use of combined arms tactics is rewarded; and the game faithfully recreates the smoke-filled chaos of the WWII battlefield. The graphics are so stunning that it’s hard to believe this is a wargame, and the sounds capture both the screaming velocity of mortar shells and the “chink” of near-misses more than adequately. The game plays briskly, even in two-player mode, and the campaigns are varied and challenging. While one could wish for a better computer opponent, and there are a few bugs (seemingly inevitable these days), it’s obvious that Steel Panthers bridges the gap between realism and playability better than any computer wargame has for a very long time. $64.95, SSI, (800) 601-7529.**

**Empire II**

If you expect this game to be a facelift of the popular Empire Deluxe, think again. Eschewing the strategic scope of its predecessor, Empire II attempts to portray battles from prehistory to the modern age and beyond, using a grand-tactical scale. Whereas most games covering multiple historical eras fail, Empire II somehow manages to inject enough period flavor into the battles that Gettysburg, for example, has a different feel than the Battle of Waterloo. In addition to the 30-plus battles included, the easy-to-use editor makes it a breeze to whip up battles as famous or obscure as your campaigning tastes require. Morale, supply and logistical factors are handled simply but cleanly, and the game lets you get right to the heart of the fighting without having to worry about “all that boring stuff.” A package greater than the sum of its parts, this is both a fine introduction to wargaming and a guilty pleasure for any veteran gamer, with the latter likely to get the most out of the “design your own” features. $49.95, New World, (800) 325-8888.

**Wooden Ships & Iron Men**

One of the most valuable lessons that Stanley Associates learned from designing 5th fleet for Avalon Hill was that they had remained perhaps too faithful to the board game. However, all traces of board game awkwardness are notably absent from the computer version of Wooden Ships & Iron Men (WS&IM). The cardboard counters and hexagons have been replaced with an eight-point movement system and 3-D studio-rendered ships-of-the-line. The details that made the board game great, however, are still here. Would-be sea captains must select from solid, double and chain shot; form boarding parties; put out fires, blast away enemy rigging, and juggle between battle, full and mid-sail. Noted designer Joe Balski has worked with the design team to include options not even included in the paper version, making WS&IM the most accurate high seas simulation yet seen on the computer, without the tedium of charts and excessive die-rolling. $59.95, Avalon Hill, (800) 999-3222.
The Most Popular Fantasy Series in the World is Coming to Your PC.

A multimedia spectacular complete with sophisticated 3D modeled images, incredible animation and over 40 speaking characters.

Based on the NY Times best selling novels by Terry Brooks. FREE Shannara novel packed in every box!

Brona, the ancient Warlock King has returned! Slain decades ago by the Sword of Shannara, Brona’s evil spirit now roams free as the legendary Sword lies shattered in pieces. It is your destiny to restore the ancient weapon and imprison Brona forever...but destiny has its price and it is far higher than you could ever imagine.

An original story guaranteed to thrill any adventure fan!
BATTLEGROUN D: GETTYSBURG

It doesn't seem that long ago that CGW (and our readers) was complaining loudly about the lack of good American Civil War games. It seems that our prayers have finally been answered with this second in Talonsoft's BATTLEGROUN D series, a rousing rendition of the greatest battle in The War Between The States. The game system does a nice job of differentiating between melee and fire combat; and emphasizes morale, always a must for a good Civil War game. The maps, created by former Avalon Hill artist Charlie Kibler, give Rand McNally a run for the money, and they are functional. Even at the early beta stage when we saw the game, the computer opponent seems to have improved upon that of BATTLEGROUN D: ARIENNES; the question will be how well it carries out a sustained plan in the campaign scenario, where you fight through all three days of Gettysburg. From the miniatures-style formations of soldiers to the more subtle modeling of line and column, artillery and rifled muskets, this game has something for the General Lee in all of us.

$49.95, Talonsoft, (410) 821-7282.

PERFECT GENERAL II

QP, like most companies, has had its share of disappointments, but when the folks from Jersey are on target, it's hard to find games that are more enjoyable. Such is the case with PERFECT GENERAL II, a game that offers a fun, if only passingly historical, view of 20th-century warfare. Any game trying to replay both Stalingrad and Desert Storm with the same system is bound to elicit howls from realism-minded gamers, but PG II blithely rolls along, confident that its tried-and-true, turn-based system will see it through. Artillery is king of the battlefield, and air power is pretty limited, but the game does reward combined arms, and also encourages flank, rather than frontal attacks. A riot for two-player contests, this is not up to the sustained brilliance of PANZER GENERAL, but it is a nice, light wargame.

$69.95, QQP, (908) 788-2799.
THE HARD WAY.

Bring Home Real Pinball Action

THE EASY WAY.

THE HEFTY ONE
ABOVE WILL GIVE YOU THE REAL
ARCADE EXPERIENCE AT HOME—AND A QUICK TRIP
TO THE CHIROPRACTOR. THE SLEEK, LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL BELOW—
FULL TILT PINBALL—ALSO DELIVERS THE 3-D, MULTI-BALL PINBALL ACTION YOU
CRAVE, while saving your back (and a pocketful of quarters). With Full Tilt!, new
for Windows® 95, you’re bringing home three different tables—all with real ball
movement, real sounds, and really cool zipper flippers. So pick up Full Tilt!,
real, tournament-style pinball made easy. (Weight belt not required.)

Available for Windows 95. Coming for Macintosh. © 1995 Maxis, Inc. All rights reserved. Full Tilt! is a trademark
and Maxis is a registered trademark of Maxis, Inc. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. For product or ordering information, contact your local retailer or call 800-33-MAXIS. Visit

Circle Reader Service #130
PANTHERS IN THE SHADOWS

"The answer is: It figures shell velocity, allowing for angle of deflection, type of ammunition, thickness of target armor and differences in pockets of air pressure between the firing unit and its target." Well, Alex, the question must be, "What is the new game from HPS Simulations?" Yes, the last bastion of realistic-to-the-extreme wargames scores another hit, with even more number-crunching data with which to wow the tred-heads. The good news for normal wargamers is that Panthers shows a lot of improvements over its sibling, Tigers on the Prowl. First, the graphics, while no threat to Steel Panthers, are certainly clearer and less of an eyesore. Plus, the already competent AI is better this time around, especially when counter-punching—and HPS' AIs never cheat. Not for the faint of heart, but if you want a powerful game engine that will challenge both your knowledge of history and your abilities as an armchair general, look no further.

$69.95, HPS Simulations, (408) 554-8381.

CONQUEROR: 1086 AD

Some 20 years after the Norman victory at Hastings, you become the next in a line of conquerors. Our first question upon seeing this game was: why? After all, Lords of the Realm had already managed to make medieval husbandry fun. But what Software Sorcery has done is to focus less on the realistic aspects of Dark Ages England, and more on the enjoyable aspects of being a knightly lord. Conqueror is an Errol Flynn romp, filled with valiant defenses, jousting for the honor of fair maidens, and sword fights everywhere you turn. The most disappointing aspect of the combat is that the sieges are fairly realistic, so that you can't use those catapults in Defender of the Crown-style fashion to shatter your enemy's ramparts. Regardless, this is an enjoyable game on a neglected period of history.

$54.95, Software Sorcery, (619) 452-9901.
COREL

ALL-MOVIE GUIDE

The Ultimate Guide to the Movies

COMPARE THE COREL VALUE!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Films, Video and TV Movies</th>
<th>All Movie Guide</th>
<th>Cinemania '95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>19,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Information on Cast and Performers | 150,000 | 4,100 |

| Foreign Films and Videos           | 12,000  | 6,400 |

| Makes Recommendations Based on Your Movie Preferences | Yes | No |

| Videos Available for Online Purchasing | Yes | No |

From anywhere within the United States or Canada.

90,000 movie and video listings

This multimedia movie expert gives you interactive access to the world's largest movie database on CD-ROM plus online video purchasing. You will enjoy hours and hours of entertainment exploring the glamorous world of movie stars, directors and behind-the-scenes cast and crew.

For Windows® and Macintosh®

$24.95

More multimedia fun from Corel:

Bernard of Hollywood's™ Marilyn
A multimedia journey through the life of Marilyn Monroe

$24.95

Arcade Mania™
Three awesome arcade action games on CD-ROM

$24.95

Wild Board Games™
The fun way to learn popular board games

$24.95

Adventures with Edison™
Become a Renaissance Kid!

$24.95

Wild Cards™
The fun way to learn popular card games

$24.95

Creative Computer PC Mall

1-800-555-6255

http://www.corel.com

Call now for faxed literature!

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-728-0226 ext. 3080

Suggested list price plus applicable taxes in US$. Dealer may sell for less.

Circle Reader Service #88
BATTLEGROUND: ARDENNES

It's rare that a new wargame company makes much of a splash in terms of units sold, but Talonsoft is off to a solid start with this title. The scale is more than tactical, less than operational, but it seems to work reasonably well in recreating the Battle of the Bulge. The less-experienced U.S. units still have good morale, and tend to hold out in places like St. Vith and Bastogne, as they did historically. The Germans have all the wonderful hardware, but rarely do they get enough fuel for their needs. The road network is a maze in the winter—as well it should be—yet the game system keeps the flow of play moving well enough to avoid tedium. This game pioneers a "cutaway stacked hexagon" side-view, which gives the old hex grid a new lease on life, familiar and fresh simultaneously. BATTLEGROUND: ARDENNES might not satisfy the purist, but it's a good challenge for those who prefer more traditional wargaming fare.

$49.95, Talonsoft, (410) 821-7282.

BATTLES IN TIME

It seems that in the far future, the human race has eliminated poverty, sickness and war. All well and good, until a militaristic alien race shows up to crash the party. Your mission—and you have no choice but to accept it—is to travel back through time, re-learning the lessons of war, so that you may return and defeat the menace from the stars. On the Hokey Scale, this premise definitely ranks up near the summit, but once begun, the game has more than a little of that QQP play-balance and charm. The graphics build on the SVGA palette of THE PERFECT GENERAL II, and the interface is better than a lot of QQP titles (I'm still holding out on the manual, however). Since the game covers all of history, the potential variety is incredible. Our main complaint with the beta version we saw was that the units of each era had not yet been tweaked so that they had distinct flavors. If this "vanilla" problem is rendered moot through additional spice, the game should appeal to a wide audience. For a "move, fight and be damned" wargame with few frills but many hours of gameplay, this game should deliver.

$59.95, QQP, (908) 788-2799.

COMING DOWN THE WARPATH

It probably won't make Christmas, but THE LAST BULGE looks to be a winner for SSG regardless of when it ships. Roger Keating and Ian Trout always develop some of the best AIs in the business, and this game should build on the lessons learned from the already tough computer opponents of WARLORDS II. What our friends from Australia are striving for is a game with the playability of WARLORDS and even more realism than their old BATTLEFRONT system.

Of course, there are WWII games designed on the home front as well. By the time you read this, D-DAY, evidently the last of the WORLD AT WAR series, Atomic Games is doing for Avalon Hill, should be released. This is not a computer version of the AH boardgame, but sort of an update and expansion of the old Omaha Beach title, with obviously better AI and the newer Atomic interface.

Speaking of Atomic, they have officially signed with Microsoft, with whom they plan to publish a WWII tactical real-time game, formerly known as BEYOND SQUAD LEADER, with a different name.
He's the Gatekeeper and he wants to make your life a misery as you venture through this fractured race of frightening fun. Experience the best of all worlds in a game of speed, strategy, skill, suspense and stunning graphics as you journey through a land somewhere between nowhere and forever called The Other Side. Become one of the infamous Harbingers, then explore the six Provinces on a quest for the six keys needed to unlock the gates and unleash your powers. But be quick because time and the Gatekeeper are against you and everybody else is out to get you in this CD-ROM game of betrayal, Black Holes and blind trails.

ATMOSFEAR YOU CAN'T SAY YOU WEREN'T WARNED.
CHIPS & BITS INC.

*OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US $5 per order. Mail to Canada, P.O. Box 10510, Rochester, VT 05767.

PO BOX 234 DEPT 10510
ROCHESTER, VT 05767
INTL 802-767-3033 FAX 802-767-3382

"OLD TIME BASEBALL" is the only product that lets you play every player, every game and every stat from 110 years of baseball history in 3-D modeled stadiums of yesterday. Included is an exclusive baseball Time Machine feature that lets you play games under the conditions of any baseball era. CD $40

"UNDER A KILLING MOON" Transports you to the virtual world of the deadly detective Tex Murphy. News features allow you to solve riddles and scenes on your own. An amazing array of detail & freedom of movement allows you to visually & spatially immerse yourself. CD $39

"TEKWAR" is a cutting edge, 3-D action adventure. Featuring an exclusively licensed advanced 3-D engine, Tekwar places players inside an ultra-realistic virtuality, with a true to scale, 3-D environment in which there is a high degree of freedom in movement, perspective and all directions. CD $46

"JOSYSWITCH" Now you can jump from joystick to joystick, game to game with the speed and ease of turning a switch. No more matching between your computer to joystick cable on the game port! $38

IBM HINT BOOKS

7th Guest 2: 11th Hour $16
AH 64-D Longbow $16
Acoss the Deep $16
Alone in the Dark 3 $16
Bifrost $17
Civilization $16
Colonelization $16
Crusader: No Remorse $16
Cybermage $16
Dark Forces $16
Dark Sun 1 and 2 $16
Day of the Tentacle $16
Descent $16
Frankenstein $16
Front Page Baseball $16
Front Page Football 95 $16
Full Throttle $16
Gabriel Knight $16
Geno Wars $16
Harpoon 2 $16
Heart of Darkness $16
Hotline $16
Horace $16
Inferno Earth $16
Jagged Alliance $16
JetFighter 3 $16
Journeyman Project 2 $16
King's Quest 7 $16
Lunar Ledge $16
Legend of Kyrandia 3 $16
Leisure Suit Larry 5 or 6 $16
Legends Chronicles $16
Lode Runner $16
Machete: 誰もだれか $16
Elder Scrolls $16
SimCity 2000 $16
Skin Earth $16
Sim Farm Guide $16
Simulacrum $16
SimTower $16
SimToons $16
Simon the Sorcerer $16
Skyrealms of Jorune $16
Space Quest IV $16
Star Crusader $16
Star Quest $16
Star Trek: TNG - The Unity $16
Star Trek: 20th Anniversary $16
Star Clusters: Radagast $16
Stonekeep $16
Strike Commander $16
Subdue $16
System Shock $16
TelFone $16
Terminal Velocity $16
Terra Nova $16
The Darkening $16
The Screamers: Savage Front $16
Ultra $16
Ultima Underworld or $16
Under A Killing Moon $16
Wing Commander 3 $16
Wing Commander 4 $16
Wings of Glory $16
Wizards and Warriors $16
X-COM: UFO Defense $16
X-Wing: Alliance $16
F个小时's Fantasy First & $16
Stalingrad $16
Empires: Dawn of War: Ultimate Editions $16
Star Control (2D) $16
StarCraft: Freedom $16
Tie Fighter $16
Dagger of AmonRa, Evasive Action, Cookbook USA $16
NIGHTMARE $16
Tie Fighter III $16
Test Pilot $16
Three Worlds: Invasions $16
Tides of Gold $16
Tie Fighter: Starfighter $16
Ultra Space Control $16
Laser Combat $16
Air Combat Chronicles $16
LucasArts Combat Collect $16
Battle Hawks 1942, Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe, Their Finest Hour $16
Award Winning Wages $16
Carrier Strike, Cryptigy's $16
Pacific War, Clash of Steel, Cryptigy War in Russia $16
King's Quest Anthology $16

IBM BUNDLES

- Air Combat Chronicles $19
- LucasArts Combat Collect $19
- Battle Hawks 1942, Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe, Their Finest Hour $19
- Award Winning Wages $19
- Carrier Strike, Cryptigy's $19
- Pacific War, Clash of Steel, Cryptigy War in Russia $19
- King's Quest Anthology $16
- Air Combat Chronicles $19
- LucasArts Combat Collect $19
- Battle Hawks 1942, Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe, Their Finest Hour $19
- Award Winning Wages $19
- Carrier Strike, Cryptigy's $19
- Pacific War, Clash of Steel, Cryptigy War in Russia $19
- King's Quest Anthology $16

IBM BUNDLES

Lost Treasure Incognito $25
Border Zone, Mind Forever $25
Voyaging, Plundered $25
Hearts, Buccaneer's Cutthroat, Hollywood Hills, Hit List, Seafarers: Shorebound (Swift $25)
Whipping, Round & Bart $25
Lucas Classic Adventures $19
Indi Jones, Secret Monkey Island $19
Island Mysteries: Masterpiece Collection $19
Perfect General $19
Perfect General, Cut Throat $19
Count of Monte Christo $19
Cosmetics, Video Games $31
Super Tetris, Spytech $19
F-15 Strike Eagle 3 $19
SS's Fantasy First $18
Stalingrad, Fantasy $19
Empires: Dawn of War: Ultimate Editions $19
Star Control (2D) $19
StarCraft: Freedom $19
Tie Fighter $19
Dagger of AmonRa, Evasive Action, Cookbook USA $19
NIGHTMARE $19
Tie Fighter III $19
Test Pilot $19
Three Worlds: Invasions $19
Tides of Gold $19
Tie Fighter: Starfighter $19
Ultra Space Control $19
Laser Combat $19
Air Combat Chronicles $19
LucasArts Combat Collect $19
Battle Hawks 1942, Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe, Their Finest Hour $19
Award Winning Wages $19
Carrier Strike, Cryptigy's $19
Pacific War, Clash of Steel, Cryptigy War in Russia $19
King's Quest Anthology $16

FREE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Receive an episode of Interactive Entertainment CD-ROM magazine FREE with any in stock software order. Offer subject to change or cancellation without notice. Valid from 11/15/95 to 12/31/95 or while supplies last. Quantities limited.

FREE SHIPPING

Place an order for an out of stock software item and receive FREE overnight shipping when the product becomes available. Handling $5 per order.
Call NOW to Order
SOURCE 10510
800-699-4263

Check out the new Jet Ski Race, a wave-pounding 360° 3-D fun for all combat game! Race through the factory and collect points while taking on acoustic arsenals, jumping shark pits, and dodging floating mine fields. Jet Ski Race features real-time network play. CD $39

‘DUNGEON KEEPER’ as an evil sorcerer who has collected a hoard of treasure over decades of their adventure. You now fight in your dungeon to impress your unholy master. CD $48

‘BATTLECRUISER-ER 3000 AD’ DA a spaceship simulator, conquer and explore your universe. Battlecruiser combines strategy, space combat, simulation, and management in an exquisitely detailed and expansive 3-D universe. CD $48

‘MISSION CRITICAL’ The earth is in a war, but nothing comes cheap in a permanent state of international war. The United Nations has degenerated into an evil, repressive regime that is squandering the life out of the planet. CD $34

FREE GAME OFFER

SPEND $60
Airborne Ranger 5.25, Captain Blood 3.5, Conquered Kingdoms 1.25, Flash Gordon 5.25, Mercenaries 5.25, Not Dead On Arrival 5.25

SPEND $100

SPEND $160

SPEND $200

Circle Reader Service #68
How do you spell disappointment? Try loading up a hot new game on your advanced desktop PC and hearing music that sounds like it's coming from a kid's toy. While digital audio (i.e. sound effects and voices) has become standard on many new multimedia systems, the equipment you need for quality music playback — wavetable synthesis — is just now coming into age. Old-style FM synthesizers — the common denominator for music playback on soundcards — is proving to be the Achilles heel for game music composers. Storing music data in a MIDI file (like a player piano scroll) takes up very little space on a game's CD or on your hard disk, but there's no guarantee that you'll hear the music as intended by the composer unless you have a good wavetable sound card. (Music can also be digitally recorded so that it plays back like an audio CD, but that takes up considerable storage space.) Wavetable sound cards actually record samples of real instruments, so a piano sounds like a piano instead of some weird electronic device.

Most wavetable sound cards are General MIDI compatible; this is a standard that allows wavetable synthesizers to be compatible so that a file created on one General MIDI synthesizer will play back on another company's synthesizer.

This year, we highlight the Roland Sound Canvas — if any sound product is king of the hill, this is the one. This mighty daughter card (a device which snaps onto sound cards with the Wave Blaster feature connector, like Creative Labs' AWE32) is all you need to really get the rich music out of your games — music that's just waiting for you to let it out of the bottle. Several of the developers we talk to actually compose game music on the Sound Canvas, so when you use one of these cards, you hear the music as the artists did when they composed it. Instruments don't drown each other out — it's unlikely that you'll hear a baseline overpowering the melody of a given song. There are two models of the Sound Canvas: the SCD-10 and the SCD-15. The difference between the two is that the latter has the entire 354-sound GS patch set (an extended version of General MIDI, which has only 128 sounds). If GS ever takes off, it may behoove you to be compatible.

Additionally, the Roland Sound Canvas is available as a standalone ISA card, the SCC-1, which is great for those of you who don't have a sound card with the necessary feature connector. Also, standalone external modules that plug into your sound card's MIDI port, as well as a PC Card (the new name for PCMCIA) variant, are available.

The Sound Canvas was Computer Gaming World's Editor's Choice for daughtercard and stand-alone General MIDI sound card for gamers from our October Sound Card Roundup.

Daughtercards: SCD-10 $259, SCD-15 $329; ISA Card: SCC-1 $399; Roland: (213) 685-5141.
TO CREATE THE ULTIMATE
STAR WARS EXPERIENCE WE HAD TO
SET OUR SIGHTS A LITTLE HIGHER.

DARK FORCES™
FIRST PERSON FIREPOWER IN THE STAR WARS UNIVERSE. AVAILABLE NOW ON CD-ROM.
If there's any certainty in the computer biz, it's that over time software will need more of everything—more CPU, more memory and more disk space. One of the best Christmas presents a game player can get is a big hard disk—the bigger the better. Last Christmas, a one-gigabyte hard disk was an expensive luxury, but drive prices have been dropping at a feverish rate.

But size isn't everything; performance counts as well. One of the faster hard disks on the market is the Quantum Fireball 1080. At a street price of $220 for the EIDE version and $300 for the SCSI drive, it's also a good choice for the cost-conscious. The one gigabyte Fireball gets its fast speed from its 12-millisecond access time, 5400-RPM rotational speed and magneto-resistive (MR) heads (there's a word for your next cocktail party.) Don't expect a slick package at this price, but if you're interested in a big, fast drive at a great price, don't overlook the Fireball.

$220 (street price), Quantum, (800) 624-5545.

The Plexor drive was the first six-speed drive to hit the market, and is still one of the fastest, sporting an average access time of 145 milliseconds. Although a number of other six-speed (and one eight-speed) drives have hit the market, the Plexor is still a quick, reliable performer. The 6-Plex is a SCSI drive, so you'll need a SCSI interface, and the drive uses caddies for the CDs. (However, this allows the drive to be mounted sideways if necessary.)

We used the 6-Plex for several months, and it rapidly became one of our favorites. Plexor's parent company manufactures industrial CD drives (you know, music for dentist's offices...), so we anticipate long service from this drive. The 6-Plex is a little on the pricey side, but in this case, you certainly get what you pay for.

$509 (internal), $549 (with 16-bit SCSI host adapter), Plexor, (800) 886-3935.

You're ready to upgrade, but you don't want to sink $2,000 into a new system. Enter Intel's 83-MHz Pentium OverDrive processor upgrade. This chip features the same core technology as the Pentium processor, including superscalar architecture, branch prediction, and a faster math co-processor. With a suggested list price of $299, the Pentium OverDrive becomes a viable upgrade alternative to the 100-MHz DX4 chip (which it outperforms by 15 to 40 percent, and even more when running Pentium-optimized code). It will bring your older 486 system into the same processor performance class as a 60-MHz Pentium. Your 486 system will need a 237- or 238-pin OverDrive socket (look for an extra set of holes surrounding your current processor chip) to use this chip; if it has an older 486-only socket you should check out the DX4 OverDrive chips.

$299, Intel, (800) 548-4725.
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don't play mind games

Go head-to-head instead

Free Six-Button Controller for authentic arcade play!

on CAPCOM's Super Street Fighter II PC CD-ROM Bonus Pack. Fight via modem or punch a punk across the country using Catapult's x'BAND! Go on-line and your brain will thank you.

CAPCOM

Circle Reader Service #54
SPORTSTER 28.8 DATA/FAX V.34

If we could give any advice to all the gamers out there, it's three words (read in your best Denis Leary voice): GET A MODEM! Find multiplayer opponents, get technical support, hang out with game developers, and even browse the web. But, if you want to cruise the info highway, you need a ride. The Sportster V.34 (U.S. Robotics, not Harley-Davidson) is a 28.8 V.34 data/fax modem that's fast, easy to use, and ships with software that will get you on line without much fuss.

While it's hard to get too excited about a modem, the Sportster V.34 really has some features to peak your interest. At 28,800 bits per second, World Wide Web pages actually load at a bearable speed. The external version (and external modems in general) has LEDs on the unit so you can keep an eye on the status of your connection. Another really useful feature is the volume knob on the side of the external unit—at last, you can listen in on your session without your non-computer-using neighbors thinking you're firing phasers in your living room. Finally, all the settings you need to make are right on the back of the modem via a few DIP switches (the settings info is printed right on the bottom of the modem). Perhaps the most pleasing feature of the Sportster V.34 is that Windows 95 recognizes and automatically configures it. Whether you need a new modem or your old modem is running out of gas, the Sportster V.34 is worth a close look.

$279 (external), $249 (internal), U.S. Robotics, (800) 342-5877, (708) 676-7010.

STINGRAY 64 VIDEO

Over the past couple of years, Hercules garnered the reputation of having the fastest DOS video card around in the Hercules Dynamite Pro. This year, the Dynamite has been eclipsed by another, even hotter DOS performer from Hercules: the Stingray 64 Video, which posted the fastest DOS benchmarks we'd ever seen. Windows performance is respectable as well. Hercules has had some teething problems with its digital video support, but they seem to be in the past now.

The Stingray 64 Video, available in PCI only, is based on the ARK 2000PV graphics controller, and comes with either one or two megabytes of memory. Windows 95 is supported with the ARK 2000PV drivers, but by the time you read this, Hercules will probably have shipped its native Windows 95 drivers and tools.

$299, Hercules, (800) 532-0600, (510) 623-6030.
WE'VE CREATED SOMETHING FOR WINDOWS 95 THAT'LL MAKE YOU WORK LESS EFFICIENTLY.

Your "In Box" is piled so high it's been declared a fire hazard. Who cares?

With Shockwave Assault, the first ground-level action shooter native for Windows 95, you're busy saving the earth.


And other real-world locations are at risk of being swallowed by hostile alien forces.

Luckily, Shockwave Assault is fully auto play. So you just load the CD and go. Blast away with arcade-style graphics and action. It's your job to save the world.

Which beats the hell out of whatever you do now.

SHOCKWAVE ASSAULT

Check out the action at http://www.ce.com/shockwave.html

Shockwave and the Electronic Arts logos are trademarks of Electronic Arts. Electronic Arts is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Altec Lansing Multimedia's ACS-500 speakers not only feature crisp sound and a booming subwoofer, but also genuine Dolby Pro-Logic surround sound. Imagine sound that seems to not only come from behind your ears, but also from a center channel speaker that really isn't there, while bass thunders forth from the 6.5-inch, 40-watt subwoofer. The huge, 18-inch tall ACS-500 satellites offer superior stereo separation, and the system can be expanded to use rear-sound speakers and a center channel speaker.

The only drawback we could find is that the power switch is awkwardly located in the rear of one of the satellite speakers. Additionally, there is no tone control; however, there are controls for both centering and surround levels, as well as separate volume controls for the subwoofer and the satellites.

While there are no games that we know of that are encoded for Dolby Pro-Logic, if you play your audio CDs on your computer's CD-ROM drive and you are looking for good sound with rich bass response, then this system is definitely worth considering. Altec Lansing claims the system's frequency response is 32Hz—20 kHz. $450 (ACS-250 Subwoofer, $150), Altec Lansing, (800) 648-6663, (717) 295-2818.

CH THROTTLE

We all know how frustrating it is to try enjoying complex simulation and action games when you only have one free hand with which to type myriad key commands. Following Thrustmaster's lead in the programmable throttle genre, CH Products has started shipping the CH Throttle.

Setting it up is a snap. Plug your joystick into the CH Throttle, attach a small adapter between your keyboard plug and and computer, and plug the throttle into your PC's joystick port.

The CH Throttle features a programmable four-way "hat" switch, a programmable two-way switch, and six programmable push buttons—enough to keep your hands off the keyboard in mission-critical situations.

This analog device can program buttons to execute a single keystroke or a complete macro (like a message for network play). Additionally, the CH Throttle, like most products from CH, is study and suited for more general purpose use (like space and action games) than offerings from the competition.

For those who need even more programmable functions, CH products will be shipping the Pro Throttle early next year. The Pro Throttle will have 20 programmable functions, both analog and digital throttle modes, and is expected to allow you to reprogram the buttons of any joystick that you plug into it. $99.95, CH Products, (619) 595-2518.
A Curse.

A Mad King.

A Killer On The Loose.

A Mystery That Spans Centuries Is About To Unfold.

Gabriel Knight must find the killer.

Before it finds him.

A Gabriel Knight Mystery

THE BEAST WITHIN™

Jane Jensen, creator of the Gabriel Knight™ Mystery: Sins of The Fathers has created another masterpiece of suspense and intrigue. Gabriel Knight is commissioned to Munich to investigate a series of mutilation murders thought to be the work of werewolves. The story unfolds over multiple CD’s, more than a 1000 hyper-realistic backgrounds and several centuries. It features two separate story lines, a hauntingly beautiful score and a terrifying supernatural twist. For more information, call 1-800-757-7707 or see your local software dealer. Rest well before you call. It may be the last good night sleep you get.
**ZIP DRIVE**

The first thing you'll probably mutter to yourself when you open the package and see the compact purple plastic case is “cute.” The Zip Drive is essentially a 100-megabyte floppy, using a modified version of Iomega's patented Bernoulli technology. It's actually much faster than a floppy, running at about half the speed of modern hard disks. The disks even look like 3-inch floppies on steroids.

This is an amazingly simple device to use. Available in either SCSI or parallel port versions, it uses the same drivers and utilities for both versions. The SCSI version can also be used with a Macintosh. There is no power switch; simply plug it in. Run the Guest driver program, insert the disk, and off you go. Having 100 megabytes of portable storage is amazingly liberating. The parallel version of the Zip drive, in particular, can easily attach to any PC, just carry along a floppy with the driver software. Now you can carry those big shareware games or other demos with you when you go to a friend's house.

$199, Iomega, (800) 697-8833.

---

**CD-FM**

Okay, if your desk is like ours, there's an incredible clutter of wires, cables, connectors and power cords lying in a tangled heap under it. Wouldn't it be great if you could remove even one set of wires?

H45 Technology's CD-FM is a twinnie-shaped, $40 device that attaches to your sound card's output jack and transmits the sound on an FM frequency. It can also be used with portable CD-ROM drives and cassette players. Since it only has about a 50-foot range, it won't interfere with your neighbors' radio reception. You can set the CD-FM to transmit on any legitimate frequency between 87.9 and 90.1 MHz. You then tune a nearby stereo receiver to the same frequency, and voila—sound card audio from your stereo speakers. This is worth checking out if you have a stereo near your computer, but not a lot of space for speakers or cabling. Chances are the audio fidelity from your home stereo speakers will blow away the cheesebox multimedia speakers that came with your sound card. But be sure not to set the same frequency as your significant other's favorite station, or you might treat them to Crusader's agonizing screams over the clock radio.

$39.95, H45 Technology, (415) 961-9114.

---

**A LOOK INTO THE 72-HZ CRYSTAL BALL**

Here's a brief sampling of some other game-related hardware products that will hit the shelves by or soon after this holiday season.

Keep your eyes out for the first wave of 3-D graphics adapters, coming from Diamond (Firestorm, Creative Labs (3-D Blaster), Paradigm (Tasman 3D), and Matrox (Millenium).

You'll want to listen for the new wavetable sound cards, coming from Creative Labs and Plug 'n Play versions of its popular sound cards such as the AWE32, Orchid has the NuSound Plug 'n Play and a wavetable sound card (with Spatializer 3-D audio); Mediatone will ship the Audiotrac Pro wavetable sound card with SRS 3-D audio; and Advanced Gravis has a new Windows 95 plug 'n play version of the Ultrasound.

With game demos weighing in at up to 60 MB, you should look for the following storage solutions for stashing your holiday game booty. Iomega's Jazz drive, a removable hard disk with 1-gigabyte cartridges, and ComBox's DoublePlay tape drive with double-speed floppy drive—are great for installing any games that still ship on 3.5-inch floppies. For those CD-ROM games, you might want to check out Plextronics' low-cost, high-performance quad-speed CD-ROM, the Apex Plus.

Finally, if you're out of control, reach for CH Products new F-16 line of programmable joysticks; Thurstmaster's Limited Edition F-16 FCS joystick, F2 Dining System, and Wizzard Pinball Controller; the Advanced Gravis CRIP joystick controller (enables more than two joysticks on one system); or Interact's Flight Force Joystick line.
Unearth an entertainment treasure without digging up your savings. Introducing The LucasArts Archives™ for CD-ROM. Four award-winning games, one unique screen saver, one bonus sampler — all at one incredibly low price. Each premium title was hand-picked: Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis™, Sam & Max Hit the Road™, Rebel Assault™ Special Edition, Day of the Tentacle™ and Star Wars™ Screen Entertainment for Windows™. Plus, another rare find; a Super Sampler® CD that includes playable demos of other hot LucasArts titles. Seek out The LucasArts Archives. It's like finding the Holy Grail at a "Holy Cow!" price.
Vince Magnotta

A veteran police detective operating on the fringes of the law, Detective Vince Magnotta leads the Ripper investigation and spars with Quinlan, the player's character. With a deadly temper and a secretive past, Magnotta becomes a suspect in the Ripper killings.
Starring
Christopher Walken
Karen Allen
Burgess Meredith
John Rhys-Davies

RIPPER
You're next.
by Kate Hedstrom

Don’t be surprised if this cartoonish game keeps you up long after the kids have gone to bed. In FREDDI FISH and THE CASE OF THE MISSING KELP SEEDS, someone has stolen Grandma Grouper’s stash of kelp seeds, and the neighborhood food supply is running low. Freddi and her friend Luther swim around collecting objects to trade for clues that will bring them closer to finding the missing seeds. Along the way they meet several colorful characters who either aid or hinder their progress, including the Squidfather, who looks suspiciously like Marlon Brando, and a stingray who’s willing to make deals in exchange for clues. A few people just need a helping hand—or fin, rather—which Freddi and Luther are more than willing to lend.

Every scene provides numerous clickable hot spots, and the number of places to visit encourages children to practice their map-drawing skills, in order to keep track of where they’ve been. There’s a lot to do and see, and if you spend too much time wandering around clicking on things, you’ll be gently reminded of the task at hand. (You wouldn’t want kids to lose track of the purpose of the quest.)

Freddi’s underwater environment is colorfully portrayed in high-quality graphics that look better than most animated TV programs, and the low-key jazzy soundtrack is actually pleasant to listen to. Once the mystery is solved, kids may choose to play again with the clues randomly scattered in different places. The game allows for up to 12 saved game slots, which is great when multiple family members want to try their hands at the game. When you save, the game saves a thumbnail-size screen shot of where you are, in addition to letting you type in a name or keyword, so even pre-readers should be able to figure out which game to restore.

If Freddi Fish has a weakness, it’s the two unrelated games tucked within the main adventure. One is an exceedingly simple arcade game in which players must toss jellyfish into the mouths of advancing zombielike turtles and fish, and the other is an uninspired and repetitious counting game. Ages 3-8.

$39.95, Humongous Entertainment, 800-499-8366 or 205-486-1212.
Deploy. Destroy. Enjoy!

Command a single squad or an entire battalion as any Allied or Axis nation — and get ready to rumble! Game play is fun, easy and gorgeous! Explosive SVGA graphics and intense animation help you feel the destruction as buildings burn and tanks explode! All this plus digitized photos of over 200 tanks make Steel Panthers as exciting to watch as it is to play. Add digitized sound effects and this WW II blockbuster will have you running for cover!

To Order: Visit your retailer or call 1-800-601-PLAY with Visa/MasterCard (North America only, please).

Steel Panthers

On PC DOS CD-ROM for IBM and Compatsibles

Screens shown: 256-color SVGA.
SIMILE: MISSIONS IN THE RAINFOREST

The most recent entry in the Sim-lineup puts players in charge of a scenic little tropical paradise with grand possibilities. Backed by a crack staff of scientists and specialists, you must preserve endangered species and develop tourism, all while keeping the natives content and world opinion benign. Players may choose to fulfill a specific mission selected at the beginning of the game, or they can play in the classic "build 'til it gets boring" mode. The political nature of many of the missions—including scenarios that deal with the United Nations and drug lords—will make the game appealing to gamers tired of the pollution/population dilemmas. One scenario even has you hunting for UFOs.

The secret to success in any of the Sim games is learning to use the interface to get the latest news on how your little world is coming along, and Simile provides an in-depth tutorial to help you get used to the various charts, views, and game controls. The manual is detailed and well-written, with lots of useful reference information. The limited scope of an island scenario provides a distilled arena to explore the problems of balancing commerce and politics with environmental concerns, minus the endless variables of SimEarth.

$39.95, Maxis, (800) 526-2947, (510) 933-5630.

ALIEN TALES

This title from Brodertbund beams you to outer space to participate in an interstellar game show complete with snarky host and big prizes. Your alien opponents each claim to have authored a classic children's novel, and it's your job to read excerpts from the chosen book and then answer enough questions about the book and its real author to prove your opponent wrong. An impressive selection of children's literature is represented in the program, ranging from old standards like Treasure Island to more recent works such as Hatchet. The program requires that players learn something about each book's author as well, and provides short biographical passages that are detailed and interesting. Children may either read the passages themselves, or the program will read aloud to them, highlighting each sentence as it is spoken.

Reading snippets of books on the computer screen is no substitute for turning real pages, however, so it's advisable for children to pick up the actual book before playing the corresponding section of ALIEN TALES. Even if the child has only read the excerpts included in the program, this game is a good way for them to sample stories they may not have thought sounded interesting before. Ages 9-13.

$45, Brodertbund, (800) 521-6263, (415) 382-4700.

PUTT PUTT SAVES THE ZOO

The third installment of the popular Putt Putt series finds the little purple car anxious to locate six missing baby animals in time for the Cartown Zoo's grand opening. The animals are not difficult to locate, but each is stuck in some precarious situation that prevents him or her from returning to his or her distraught parents. Putt Putt must figure out how to help them using various objects collected in his travels around the zoo. As players wander around they can click on dozens of hot spots that reveal amusing animated sequences. Putt Putt can pick up a camera from the souvenir stand and take pictures around the zoo, which can be printed out (though Putt Putt's sense of the "Kodak Moment" is a little bizarre). Speakers located throughout the park impart facts about animals, but these are not necessary for solving the puzzles.

Regardless of whether children actually learn anything from Putt Putt, the game is great fun. It presents a decent challenge for younger children, as they must figure out which of the objects Putt Putt has collected will be useful in saving each baby animal. The graphics and sound are much-improved over previous Putt Putt adventures, and the program provides enough quirky humor to keep adults interested, too. Ages 3-8.

$39.95, Humongous Entertainment, (800) 459-8386, (206) 485-1212.
First they rocked the world with the most successful tour in history. Now they rock your imagination.

ROLLING STONES
VOODOO LOUNGE CD ROM

16 rooms of music, decadence and desire for those who like their pleasures wicked, their atmospheres exotic. And their company erotic.

- Navigable 3-D environments
- Acoustic jam sessions
- Full length songs
- Rare remixes
- Live footage
- Scrapbook photos
- Official Rolling Stones’ animations
- All new and exclusive

You've never experienced a rock ‘n’ roll CD-ROM quite like it. But then, there’s never been a band like The Rolling Stones. THE ROLLING STONES’ VOODOO LOUNGE CD-ROM. Available this Fall. Windows™ and Macintosh® on the same CD. Windows '95 compatible.
Introducing new!

HARDBALL 5

in a league by itself.

The all-time best-selling simulation of baseball! With a new, "closest-to-the-plate" camera view. You're twice as close to the action, with the largest strike zone in the game.

Our complete "stats construction set" instantly puts every stat and rating under the sun at your fingertips. Create unlimited custom stats displays for the ultimate managerial thrill!
New player animations are smoother and more detailed, letting you aim for the inside corners. "Zoom in" baserunner windows let you make your best pick-off move to the bag.

**PLAYER EDITOR**

Create your own players from scratch, or modify any player's ratings, or even their physical attributes! The resulting player will be true-to-life, on-field and off.

Optional wide-angle pitcher and batter views recreate the traditional look of a broadcast baseball game in beautiful 256-color SVGA graphics!

**TEAM EDITOR**

For maximum variety in gameplay, change any manager's tendencies on any team and see the results play out on the field and in the stats.

Hot new user interface gives you instant access to any feature. View and manage your team from the field, from the dugout, and from the General Manager's office!

This "fifth generation" fielding simulation has additional play animations, baseball plays, and graphics realism, resulting in true-life baseball gameplay.

It's all here: pick-off plays, hit-and-run, suicide squeeze, towering pop-ups, and more. The ultimate simulation of baseball, for everyone who loves the game!

Watch your best reliever warming up in the bullpen, and analyze your starter's fatigue, pitch count, and performance. When he's ready to go, you're ready to go!

Experience the best of baseball history with the bonus "Legends" League—12 great legendary teams from history, come to life in 12 beautifully rendered old-time studiums.

Sony PlayStation®
PC CD-ROM

See for yourself!
For demo:
http://www.MindsSpan.com/
MindsSpan/hb5.html
BOBBY FISCHER TEACHES CHESS

One of the best things about a computer is that it never gets bored or tired of doing the same thing over and over. What more could someone ask for in a chess teacher than infinite patience, coupled with a vast store of information on the game?

For anyone just learning chess, or for more experienced players who want to study a pro's moves, this title suits a wide range of playing levels. The documentation is concise and thorough, and includes a glossary of chess terms. Step-by-step lessons and 500 of Bobby Fischer's games for reference allow players to customize instruction to fit their own needs. The program also includes a flexible bookmark utility—valuable in jumping from lessons to gameplay.

After finishing a lesson, fire up the Chess Engine to start the action. The Engine allows you to play a game from the beginning against the computer, or to set up the pieces in any legal situation to play out. In Demonstration mode, you can just set up the pieces and let the computer work it out by playing against itself. While other chess programs may have slicker graphics or a sharper AI, there simply isn't a better program for teaching the basics. A multimedia history of chess rounds out the program by providing some background and context. $49.95, Mission Studios, (708) 991-0598.

THE LOST MIND OF DR. BRAIN

Anyone who thinks they'd prefer to walk over hot coals rather than subject themselves to the deadly tedium of logic and intelligence puzzles hasn't met up with Dr. Brain. It seems that in his latest ill-advised experiment, the good doctor has drained his own smarts into the gray matter of his lab rat, Rathbone. With the assistance of the lovely Dr. Elaina, you must solve all puzzles in ten separate areas to restore Dr. Brain to his former faculties.

Presented in a humorous and creative way, the puzzles range from programming a figure to move through a maze and pick up objects, to unscrambling staffs of music to match a familiar melody, to the final puzzle where you must guide a marble safely home (harder than it sounds). Players may jump around from puzzle to puzzle, saving their progress as they go, and Dr. Elaina provides hints if asked. The puzzles are simple to learn, and three difficulty levels keep the challenges fresh. The digitized voices provide an endless supply of corny jokes, and if you pause too long, Dr. Brain will yell at you. Even the manual is an interesting read, providing background on the Multiple Intelligences Theory around which the game is organized. Ages 12-adult. $49.95, Sierra On-Line, (800) 757-7707, (206) 649-9800.
COULD ZILLIONS OF DROOLING PYTHON ZEALOTS BE WRONG?

ABSOLUTELY.

SO, LISTEN TO THE EXPERTS INSTEAD.

Best CD-ROM
-PC WORLD
Best Game Special Award
-COMPUTER GAME REVIEW

Best Product
-PC MAGAZINE
Best Top Ten Multimedia Products
-ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

Best Strategy Program
-SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION
Best Of Everything
-COMPUTER LIFE

Monty Python's Complete Waste of Time.
Check out this ground breaking CD-ROM featuring a stupendous strategy game, classic clips, archetypal arcade games, silly songs, strange screen savers, sick system sounds and iconoclastic icons.

And for all of you who refuse to sell your souls to WINDOWS, we now have a MAC version.

Download a little Monty Python madness on AOL (keyword: SEVENTH) or CompuServe (GO: SEVENTH) or on the web WWW.7thLevel.com. For more information or to order, call 1-800-9PYTHON ext. 114.
MADELINE AND THE MAGNIFICENT PUPPET SHOW

Many adults loved the Madeline books as children, and even now they don’t need much of an excuse to watch the animated series on television. The bubbly little orphan now turns up in an adventure game, one that also teaches a few words of French and Spanish. Madeline and her friends want to stage a puppet show to save neighbor Monsieur Benet and his animals, but first she must find all the things she needs to put on the show. Gameplay is very similar to the Freeez Fox and Putt Putt adventures, where hot spots set off quirky animations or reveal objects needed to get on with the game. When all the pieces are gathered, you participate in staging the show by assembling the puppets, painting the backdrop, and designing the invitations. Players direct the show by choosing a course of action for the puppets to follow at key decision points, thereby creating a different show each time the game is played.

Adventurers may also stop by the classroom, where Miss Clavel teaches French or Spanish through a series of concentration-type matching games. The program is gorgeous to look at, with graphics faithful to Ludwig Bemelmans’ books, but the background music is tinny and annoying, even pinking away right over the music that accompanies animated sequences. Thankfully, it can be turned off. The cast from the television show supplies voices, with Christopher Plummer providing flawless narration.

$39.95, Creative Wonders, (800) 543-9778, (415) 513-7555.

ELROY GOES BUGZERK

The first entry in a new series of adventure games from Headbone Interactive, Elroy Goes Bugzerk introduces our hero and his hound dog Blue. They must capture a rare bug, the elusive Technoloptera, in order to keep the nefarious Gordon Smugs from winning this year’s insectathon.

Elroy’s problems are compounded when his parents send him to stay with an uncle who lives on a farm, and chaos ensues when Blue eats a birthday cake meant for Elroy’s aunt. Players must help Elroy and Blue bake a new cake and capture the bug in time for the contest. Along the way they’ll pick up interesting facts about bugs, which must be used later to solve puzzles. These aren’t just a dry collection of textbook yawners, either. Elroy enlightens us, for instance, as to how a swarm of locusts once covered a 75-square-mile area in an inch of dung in a matter of hours.

The game suffers from a lack of interaction—players must watch several long animated sequences without manipulating the action at all—and some may be frustrated by the way a wrong decision will suddenly land them back at the beginning of the game. (Save often to avoid tearing your hair out.) Despite these flaws, Elroy and Blue are likable characters that won’t insult children or parents, and the story is excellent, with a sly, rapid-fire style reminiscent of Bullwinkle cartoons. Remarkable, too, is the sophisticated graphic style, which places retro-60s animation over sepia-toned photographic backgrounds. Ages 7-12.

$49.95, Headbone Interactive, (300) 267-4709.
JOURNEY INTO A LOST SOUL.

bad mojo

From the creators of the award winning game "Iron Helix".

YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS...
with a mysterious and complex CD-ROM exploration of a world filled with challenging puzzles set within an unfolding story.

3D rendered environments, beautiful photo-realistic imagery, and over thirty-five minutes of live action video pulls you into the spine-tingling storyline of multiple plot paths and eerie twists.

Breakthrough navigation technology immerses you in the game, while an original score soundtrack enhances the environment's disturbing and gritty atmosphere.

bad mojo

An interactive adventure for Windows® and Mac® CD-ROM.

for more information: call direct at 310.264.5579

Circle Reader Service #148
David A. Carter’s popular pop-up counting book comes to life on the computer, and as soon as those tiny fingers can press a mouse button, younger children will enjoy counting all those big colorful friendly bugs. Players have the option of reading an animated version of the book, playing eight games that strengthen basic skills such as counting, reading and color-recognition, or hanging out in the Juice Bar.

Each section has a difficulty setting that can be raised as children master each level. The host bugs give lots of guidance and cheerful encouragement, and a clean, simple interface makes navigation very easy. Lots of purty songs and animations keep things jumping. Be warned, though, that the Juice Box in the Juice Bar plays songs over and over and over... Ages 3-6.

$49.95, Simon & Schuster, (800) 233-2336, (201) 767-5000.

**NEW FOR THE KIDS**

There are a couple of other good picks coming out of Santa’s workshop this winter. As any bookstore owner will tell you, teenagers love a good scare, so Sierra Online is releasing Siweers, an adventure set in an abandoned museum, for the Fear Street crowd. Like the much-hyped Phantasmagoria, emphasis is on the spooky story rather than puzzle-solving, but unlike that adult game, Siweers allows for replayability by changing the puzzles once they are solved, and the first-person perspective adds to the chill factor by putting the player right in the story. Creepy visuals and haunting music complete the package for what looks to be good shivery fun.

If the idea of Junior toddling up to your beautiful new Pentium and putting his zowieback-coated fingers all over that shiny mouse makes you cringe, Maxis is working on a new title that will let you breathe easier. Marty and the Trouble with Cheese is a voice-controlled children’s title that allows players to interact through a microphone. More storybook than game, the version we looked at did not truly allow players to make decisions for Marty; what a player says has little effect on Marty’s course of action. Freed from the necessity to push a mouse button, or to recognize letters on a keyboard, toddlers will get a kick out of finally being able to use a computer like the big kids, even if only in a very limited way.
You're standing over a 20-foot putt, and as an expectant hush falls over the crowd this huge 8-foot-tall guy with bionic arms walks out onto the green and does this like, windmill kick that shatters your jaw in 3 or 7 places and you're running low on lives so you jump in your T-80 tank and do 65 mph heading for the trees (slowing to 55 for the sand traps) wasting spectators and oops your caddie along the way and you're racking up the points and feeling pretty good when all of a sudden you hear this beep-beep-beep-alarm go off and you've got a bogey on your tail so you drop some chaff and try some evasive maneuvers but to no avail and this explosion rocks you hard and both engines are out so you hit the eject button and suddenly you're floating and down below you see these trees start to materialize and your caddie, somehow miraculously back alive, says "bogey" and you look up but he just means you missed the putt and you missed it bad.

It's sort of like that, but with more colors. And faster.

The RISC chip endows the Power Macintosh® with processing speeds up to four times faster than your average PC, resulting in unparalleled speed, smoother action, way-cool graphics—all without "dip" switches or goofy key commands. Myth-Explorer Statement #2: there are plenty o' killer games to choose from, and more coming every day. To find out what else you could do if this power were in your hands, check out our web site: www.apple.com/games/You, a Mac, the world.

*When comparing to Power Macintosh® IIci is a 300-MHz Apple PowerPC® processor in a 32-bit RISC design. ©1995. Apple Computer Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and Power Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. Mac, Power Mac, and "You, a Mac, the world" are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. All other product names are trademarks of their respective companies. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disabilities. To learn more, (17 years old), call 800-666-7660 or (1011) 775-2460.
Play with thousands of gamers on the Information Super Highway and lose yourself in the graphic adventures and traditional games offered on the Multi-Player Games Network.

MPG-NET gives you something you just can’t find on a floppy disk...another human mind. Whether you like fantasy role-playing, 3D action, war simulation or card games, MPG-NET offers games 24 hours a day, seven days a week with players from all over the globe.

ACCESS THROUGH INTERNET FOR ONLY $200 per hour
Now, MPG-NET goes all graphic!
No more text menus. No headaches trying to log on. It's never been easier to be on-line!

Here's what else you'll find:
• Electronic Bulletin Boards filled with the latest adventure reports and discussions by gamers from all over the world!
• Electronic Mail—send and receive messages with all your friends and plan when to meet and play your favorite game!
• Download files from our database and read the latest in gaming news, updates and stories from other members. It's as easy as visiting your hometown library!
• The Persona Creation Room—lets you generate a face to match your on-line personality!
• Conference Rooms—have real-time conversations with people all over the world and see more than just their words, you'll get a chance to see what they look like!
• More games than you've ever seen before!

MPG-NET can be accessed with a local phone call from over 600 cities in the USA and 40 nations worldwide. All you need is a modem, a phone line and a computer to join the fun! Call our 800 number from 9am to 8pm Eastern time on weekdays to receive our free starter kit.

MPG-NET—twenty four hours a day, seven days a week, bringing you games that will take you out of this world!

Call now: 1-800-GET-GAME.
by Keith Hunter

There's more to life than computer games. At least, that's what someone told us once; we're still not sure about that. But in case you do spend some of your time hacking around with your computer, optimizing its performance, or gazing at full-motion video, we decided to take a look at some of the better products out there that aren't games. (Although if you tried to install Windows 95 over your old Win 3.1 setup, you might have gotten that "You're in a maze of twisty little passages, all alike" feeling that made you think you were in an adventure game all over again.)

An operating system as a stocking-stuffer? Certainly, especially when it will avoid that sad, Christmas-morning realization of "batteries not included" when one of the gifts under the tree is a hot new game that requires Windows 95 to run. If you're running a 486 with 8 MB or more, you'll find Win 95 useful right out of the box. It's packed with features that will help you when you're using your PC for the "serious" stuff—it's got Internet connectivity, a better user interface, and a set of utility applets that are much more useful than their Win 3.1 predecessors. More important than what's in the box, though, is the potential that it gives your PC. Win 95 games support AutoPlay, so installing a CD and running it is a simple matter of sliding it into the drive. The DirectX drivers in Microsoft's Game SDK promise games with amazingly fast graphics—faster than their DOS predecessors even—as well as improved digital sound, easy controller setup, and powerful networking capabilities. And perhaps the biggest panacea is the Win 95 memory architecture. Once you're running primarily Win 95 games, you'll no longer have to deal with multiple configurations and stacks of boot disks.

Although you may hesitate to upgrade until the first set of bug-fix patches ships, it turns out that Win 95 is a remarkably stable operat-

"some assembly required." It will run almost all your old Win 3.1 applications and Windows games with no problem, but running your DOS games is going to require you to set up properties dialog boxes for each game, or to configure your system so you can boot back into MS-DOS mode for playing games. This initial hassle should pass quickly, though, as more games are designed specifically for Win 95, or at least tested for compatibility with the new operating system.

If you plan to surf the Internet or if you're cramped for hard drive space, you might also check out the Pust! add-on, which adds DoubleSpace 3 disk compression, better TCP/IP Internet support, and loads of graphics, sounds, and pointers for your desktop.

$209 (stand-alone), $109 (upgrade), Microsoft, (206) 882-8080.

MICROSOFT
WINDOWS 95

STOCKING STUFFERS
EXPECT NO MERCY

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR VIRTUAL FIGHTING TERROR!

The Virtual Arts Fighting Academy is the latest way of teaching deadly martial arts. Students are put through ruthless training using the most advanced Virtual Reality gear. They train and fight in virtual worlds with Virtual Reality opponents yet the pain is real. The academy is also a cover for a deadly group of mercenary assassins willing to kill for a price. You are an undercover agent for the covert government agency known as the Federal Security Bureau. Your mission is to destroy the Virtual Arts Fighting Academy and bring down its leader.

But the mission is not as simple as it seems. Expect the most brutal fights ever seen, virtual masters, intoxicating virtual reality worlds and the most explosive visual effects ever seen in a fighting game. Based on the feature film "EXPECT NO MERCY."

THE EXPLOSIVE REALITY FIGHTING GAME
HOLIDAY 100 STOCKING STUFFERS

#2

HEAD-2-HEAD GAME KIT

The guy in the next dorm room has been getting on your nerves, and you're all fired up for a DOOM showdown. Right at the moment of truth—when you are about to link up for your battle-royale, you realize that your cable's too short to reach through the communal bathroom to his machine. Check out Formgen's HEAD-2-HEAD Game Kit, and you'll never be caught short again. The centerpiece of this Swiss army knife of multiplayer PC gaming is a 30-foot-long serial cable, which has both 25-pin and 9-pin connectors on each end for sure-fire adaptability. HEAD-HEAD also comes with a CD-ROM containing shareware versions of multiplayer favorites DOOM, Rise of the Tuaidh, and Worldcraft, as well as LeLink XL, a DOS and Windows-compatible high-speed file transfer utility. Whether you want to blow away the guy in the next cubicle in a DOOM deathmatch or link your laptop to your PC for a game of Fighter Duel, this kit should get you connected. $39.95, FormGen, (800) 263-2390, (602) 443-4109.

#3

CLEAN SWEEP 95

If your hard disk is packed to the gills with leftover remnants of long-deleted applications and you're running out of room, or if you just want to get that spreadsheet out of the way to play a few rounds of X-COM while the boss is out, then CLEAN SWEEP 95 is a must. CLEAN SWEEP 95 is a 32-bit uninstaller and system clean-up utility designed specifically for Windows 95.

CLEAN SWEEP 95 enhances the Windows 95 Add/Remove function by allowing you to archive and back-up unneeded programs; you can later reactivate them with all custom settings intact. The program also lets you safely remove unused system files, fonts and programs, cleaning up disk space and increasing performance.

If you upgraded your Win 3.1 system to Win 95 by installing over the old version, chances are you'll have lots of unnecessary files in your Windows directory hogging space; once you start replacing your 16-bit apps with 32-bit versions, this situation will get even worse. CLEAN SWEEP 95 will track down system files that are no longer being used, and it'll also hunt down duplicate files. You can remove these files on an individual basis, or compress them in an archive directory in case it turns out you need one later. One particularly neat feature is the ability to take an application and all its associated files and archive them in a form where they can be restored with all settings intact, either on the original machine or a new one; this feature could turn out useful, for instance, in moving games that install from a CD to your laptop.

$29.95, Quarterdeck, (800) 683-6696

TRICKS OF THE DOOM GURUS

Look on any game-related FTP site and you'll likely come across hundreds of levels for id Software's DOOM, DOOM II, and Raven Software's Heretic. id Software was gracious enough to allow end users to modify the level data (stored in a "Wad" file) and distribute their own levels (called "Pwad" or Patch Wad files) for other gamers to enjoy.

While there are several CD-ROMs on the market that offer, in some cases, up to a thousand Pwad files for your devilish endeavors, Sams Publishing's THE DOOM COMPANION offers a CD-ROM full of Pwads, editors and utilities. Most importantly, it includes a huge 900-page Tricks Of The DOOM Programming GURUS book written by some of the programmers who actually created many of the most popular DOOM hacking utilities. Under their expert guidance, and with many sound and graphic resources that accompany this sacred tome of DOOM hacking, you'll be makign your own custom levels from scratch in no time. At the very least you'll be able to expertly modify existing levels into variations on a theme. This book will save you the hours of downloading and obligatory poring over of README.TXT files and let you concentrate on the fun stuff.

Of all the utilities that ship on the The Doom Companion CD-ROM, we think you'll be especially amazed with the DOOM CONSTRUCTION Kit, a complete editing suite for DOOM, DOOM II, and Heretic. This is the perfect gift for anyone who likes to play DOOM. $39.95, For ordering information, call (800) 910-0999 and specify part number 0672308274.
X, Thugs, Rock & Roll

BETHESDA SOFTWORKS™

Interactive demos are available at your local retailer or downloadable at:
Website: http://www.bethsoft.com • BBS: 301 990-7532

powered by X²EINE™
NN 'n N Toy Makers™ is the story of two friends, Nikolai™ and his toy cat Neow-Neow™, who set up their own toy making company. Their greatest advantage in the competitive toy market is their location—the North Pole! Enjoy the antics of these entrepreneurs as they try to meet Santa's Christmas demand. This captivating story will offer both children and adults endless hours of education and enjoyment.

For Windows® and Macintosh®

Ages 4 to 10

$19.00*

More multimedia fun from Corel:

**Nikolai's Trains**
An interactive storybook on CD-ROM

$19.00

**Blue Tortoise™**
Endless hours of fun, learning and creativity

$19.00

**Red Rhino™**
Endless hours of fun, learning and creativity

$19.00

**All-Movie Guide™**
The ultimate guide to the movies

$19.00

**Bernard of Hollywood's™ Marilyn**
A multimedia journey through the life of Marilyn Monroe

$19.00

Suggested list prices plus applicable taxes in U.S.A. Dealer may sell for less.

Call Now!
1-800-554-1635
**KEYBOARDERS**

Are aching wrists and numb fingers cramping your gaming enjoyment and affecting work performance? MouseMitt International developed KeyKovers to specifically alleviate stress and pain associated with Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Repetitive Stress Injury, arthritis and tendinitis. However effective they are at this, they definitely make your

ions the carpal bones from the weight of your hand, and keeps your wrist in a neutral position to relieve pressure on the median nerve. The pad's durable nylon/hyde material slides smoothly over desk and keyboard terrain. KeyKovers make for a fool-proof gift idea and perfect desk accessory for frequent computer users: they're compatible with keyboard, trackball, mouse and tablet use, they augment the

hands more comfortable; at least one CGW editor is never at his keyboard without the KeyKovers on his wrists.

KeyKovers' pliable and lightweight Lycra body material allows for complete freedom of movement. The fingerless design warms and supports your wrist, leaving your palm free for increased movement and comfort. A pad cushion longevity of your irreplaceable wrists, and they are the latest in hip office couture. Also, they will actually fit in a stacking. KeyKovers come in five sizes (X-small to X-large) and a variety of solid colors and patterns.

$19.95, MouseMitt International, (800) 489-6486, (408) 335-9599.

---

**STAR TREK OMNIPEDIA**

The Omniverse, as the title suggests, is the quintessential Star Trek new-media reference tool. Hardcore Trekkies may sit glued to their screens for weeks, as this CD-ROM, based on Okuda and Sternbach's best selling Stars Trek encyclopedia and chronology books, boasts tons of info on everything from Gorn to Tribbles, from Harry Mudd to Q.

The Omniverse's database includes 6,000 indexed, cross-referenced entries, 2,000 color photos and illustrations, and over 100 Quicktime movies. Voice-recognition lets you access the Omniverse database through 600 spoken-word commands. The Omniverse covers the original series in its entirety, as well as current information on The Next Generation, Deep Space Nine and six of the Paramount feature films. (An update is planned that will feature Generations and Voyager.) You can browse the Omniverse through dif-

---

**SIM CITY 2000**

MAXIS.

Available for DOS, Mac/PowerMac, and Win/Win 95. CD-ROM only.
In ESCALATION, two leading World Powers engage in an arms race for World Domination. Only one will survive by pushing technology to its limits... and beyond!

Your mission in this multi-player strategy/domination game is to survive. To do so, you must control all territories and use your resources to develop the ultimate weapon to conquer and destroy your opponent! Ultimately, World Domination will be attained by those who successfully balance between aggressively conquering new territory, and dominantly defending your own.

ESCALATION - pushing technology to its limits... and beyond - for World Domination!

For more information visit your local retailer or call 1-800-GAMETEK.
different database search engine modes to find information sorted under Topic, Chronology, Resource, and Episode and Encyclopedia sections. Individual entries also feature hypertext-linking for immediate cross-reference.

Majel Barrett, the official voice for all Federation computer systems, is the featured Omnipedia voice, and Mark Lenard (who played Sarek, Spock's father) narrates five historical multimedia overview sections. Simon & Schuster plans on releasing periodic updates to keep the Omnipedia's information current.

$69.95, Simon & Schuster Interactive, (800) 910-0099, (212) 698-7000.

---

**THE IMPROV PRESENTS WINDOWS 95 FOR THE TECHNICALLY CHALLENGED**

The perfect choice for computer novices who would rather keep Windows 95 in the box than, as they say, RTFM. The Improv Presents interactive CD-ROM tutorial breaks down Win 95 basics into 17 easy lessons taught by 16 different Improv comic characters. The "Warm-Up" section teaches basic computer skills such as cut and paste and back-up methods, while the "Headliners" section profiles Windows 95 features like the Explorer, Network Neighborhood, and property sheets. Lesson titles such as "How to Achieve the Perfect State of Windows with Guru Rom Doo" and "Using Windows Help...as a Flotation Device" are typical of The Improv's appealing, corny, style of presentation. The non-intimidating interface includes an easy-to-use glossary, index, and bookmark system that make browsing through different lessons and locating a subject convenient and quick. Other perks include bundled AOL starter software, 95 tips for Win 95 from the author of Voozoo Windows, and on-line links that wired users can use to get additional information.

Like the comedy traffic schools popular in California, The Improv recognizes that learning can sometimes be a painful and tedious experience, and that comedy is an effective medium for making it all more palatable.

$39.95, Graphix Zone, (800) 828-3838, (714) 833-3838.

---

**2ND FLOOR STARLIGHT ROOM CLASS OF '76 REUNION 27TH FLOOR GRAND BALLROOM AXELROD WEDDING PENTHOUSE SUITES 50 MILLION COCKROACHES**

---

**SIM TOWER**

Available for Mac/PowerMac and Win. By Maxis and 10T Entertainment.
INTERACTIVE MAGIC PRESENTS

STAR RANGERS

You've Got Just Enough Time To Save The Galaxy . . . If You Play Smart!

- Your elite ranger force is on a critical mission: patrolling the outer reaches of the galaxy. Like rangers of the old west, your primary responsibilities are upholding law and order, and protecting the galactic citizens. You're armed with the latest weaponry and flying the finest 23rd century starships. But time is not on your side!

- You're thrust into one life or death mission after another and you've got quick decisions to make. You can hyperspace across the galaxy to protect a distant base . . . but will you have enough fuel to return to protect the closer ones? And how many enemy ships are attacking your other bases? Can you get there in time?

- A detailed galactic map helps you ID enemy strength and positions, as well as navigate through the galaxy to engage the enemy in one heart-pounding battle after another. But in Star Rangers, you've got to shoot straight and think smart. The citizens are looking for a hero . . . could it be you?

PC CD-ROM

To reach us:
E-mail - 75162.1202@CompuServe.Com
On Line - On CompuServe, GO GAMBPUB (Library 17)
MICROSOFT WINDOWS 95 RESOURCE KIT

The Win 95 Bible, bar-none. If you are an infomaniac who needs to know the ins and outs of your new operating system, this dictionary-size tome is the most preeminent source of information for all resource for support pros. Although Microsoft bills this as the resource guide for professional use, gamers and home users will find it indispensable for trouble-shooting and tweaking the home system for maximum performance. If you're the local guru that all your friends come to when they have a computer problem, or if you just want to learn more about the workings of Win 95 than is included in the skimpy booklet that ships with the disk, you'll find this tome invaluable.

The Resource Kit also comes with three floppy utility disks containing an online version of The Resource Kit in Help file format and some of the utilities and network tools included on the CD-ROM version of Win 95. No matter what your Win 95 question is, you'll be able to find the answer in here.

$49.95, Microsoft Press, 800-MSPRESS.

THE BEERHUNTER

Does that row of 30 looming taps get you flustered when you step up to order a cold one? Now there's a CD-ROM reference tool to assist you in your quest to figure out the difference between a dark wheat and a porter. The BEERHUNTER will help you bone-up on your brew knowledge so that you're better prepared to handle the American beer renaissance. The BEERHUNTER shares the knowledge of celebrated brau-meister Michael Jackson (no, not that Michael Jackson) to help guide you in the search for the perfect brew. You can learn what Jackson thinks of your favorite beer, as well as his list of the top 24 beers and ales in America.

The BEERHUNTER will help you make sense of the recent rise of the now-ubiquitous micro-brewery, detailing brews by history, region, style, fermentation, color and taste. You can also learn the art of home brewing, with tips on ingredients, equipment and procedures. The Resource section lists up-to-date information...
GET DISTORTED.

“TOTAL DISTORTION doesn’t have to prove it’s cool; it knows it’s cool.”
-Next 100, Guide to the Hottest CD’s

“TOTAL DISTORTION is a knock out—far surpassing not only most other CD-ROM’s but also most rock videos in visual style and wit.”
-LA Times

“You are dead! Life is a game where you die even more than you live.”
-Electronic Entertainment

“...TOTAL DISTORTION is a blast to play.”
-Multimedia World

“Take command of the fun-packed personal media tower!”

CREATE MUSIC VIDEOS AND SELL THEM TO INTERNATIONAL TV SHOWS!

EDGAR DEATH PLAYS THE SONIC GUITAR—YOU DIRECT!

GET TOTAL DISTORTION!
The first and only “Music Video Adventure Game” is unlike any game you’ve ever played. Achieve fame and fortune—or die trying. Integrating adventure, music video production, capitalism, rock ’n’ roll, battles, puzzles, mazes, arcade games, supernatural stage shows... and more, TOTAL DISTORTION will endlessly entertain you. See for yourself why the critics are calling TOTAL DISTORTION one of the all time great CD-ROMS.

TOTAL DISTORTION AVAILABLE NOW FOR MAC AND WINDOWS CD-ROM

You are dead! Life is a game where you die even more than you live.

SO MANY WAYS TO DIE! THE DISTORTION DIMENSION IS A DEADLY PLACE.

SOLVE PUZZLES: AVOID TRAPS & FIGHT BATTLES IN A DANGEROUS WORLD.

Circle Reader Service #85
on beer events, periodicals, and purveyors of brewing equipment. With the current profusion of multimedia titles, we wouldn't be surprised to see a "Beer Goggle" VR accessory soon. $39.95, Discovery Interactive, (800) 762-2189, (317) 579-0400

**COMPUTER GAMING WORLD**

The definitive guide to computer gaming with the accuracy of a laser and the punch of a million-pound piledriver. A hefty digest written and edited by game players who prefer writing for an intelligent, discriminating reader. The only magazine that reviews and rates games when they are finished, not while still in development, and that evaluates games based on gameplay, not just graphics.

In addition to Sneak Previews and Reviews, *Computer Gaming World* offers strategy articles on how to win, technical advice and information for getting the most from your PC, feature articles on sound cards, video games, joystick and other neat things; game news; game cheats; the Top 100 poll of the best plays in gaming (rated by readers); insight, analysis, and a bewildering cascade of advertisements. The magazine does take some time to read and digest. And there is the annoyance of all those cards that fall around your feet at the magazine rack. But if you are a serious gamer who needs a trustworthy resource for gaming information, a novice looking for reliable information to help you save money, or if you're just shopping for a gift for the game player in your life, this is it.

Oh, and of course there's always the shameless self-promotion that we indulge in once a year in the Holiday Buyer's Guide...

$4.95 each, 12 for $27.94, Ziff-Davis, (303) 665-8930.

It's a SimWorld. Get lost in it.

With Maxis as your travel agent, you never know where you'll land next. The SimCity 2000 CD Collection puts you in the Mayor's Mansion—just in time to face disasters like Hurricane Hugo. SimTower offers a breathtaking view atop your financial empire—too bad there's a five-alarm inferno in progress. And our newest locale, SimIsle, lets you rule a rainforest—where it's the wildlife vs. the warlords. The Sim games. No restrictions apply.
**Grey Wolf**
Hunted of the North Atlantic
As Captain of U-boat Grey Wolf, patrol the Atlantic, stop convoys and avoid destroyers, depth charges, battleship!
IBM CD #09055
$41

**SAIL 95**
Sell on IACC racing yacht in America's Cup 1995. Sophisticated AI, sound and fully animated 3D graphics!
IBM CD #40095
$42

**ALLIED GENERAL**
Fiercely battle Germany's army as an American, British or Russian General in the Desert. And Western Fronts!
IBM CD #40875
$42

**WING COMMANDER V**
When new enemies threaten the Terran government, Colonel Blair is recalled to help. Features Mark Hamill!
IBM CD #40702
$51

**EARTH WORM JIM**
The hit video game blasts onto Windows 95! All the action of an arcade game the challenges of a computer game.
Win 95 CD #41027
$41

**BATTLECRUISER**
Space planetary flight simulator AND combat strategy game-all in one! Huge 3D galaxy, 12 alien species, 25 planets!
IBM CD #37205
$46

---

**CD ENTERTAINMENT**

37402 King's Quest Anthology 1009.95
13281 King's Quest VI 99.95
17202 Kingdom of the Four Faces 99.95
33201 Volf 22 49.95
20161 Knight Moves WIN95 5.42
33209 Knight of Amont 39.95
13286 Let's Go Fly A Kite 59.95
59012 Last Bounty Hunter 39.95
16531 Legend of Kyrandia II 79.95
41125 Legacy of Empire 39.95
13282 Senators of the Republic Anthology 45.95
53741 Apprentices Chronicles 39.95
37754 Lark and the Po 19.95
20793 Sins of the North 21.95
40233 Litle People 29.95
40234 Live Action Baseball 49.95
21629 Live Action Football 49.95
52721 Loadmaster 29.95
14117 Loco 49.95
41997 Loco WIN95 49.95
53322 Lode Racer 39.95
52771 Lords of Midnight 49.95
52772 Lords of the West 49.95
52773 Lords of the Rising Sun 49.95
36858 Last Flight of Sherlock Holmes 19.95
30291 Master 39.95
40301 Mag Ball 29.95
56833 Magic Carpet 39.95
30038 Magic Carpet II 39.95
30039 Magic Carpet II Plus 39.95
34277 Magic Carpet Hidden Worlds 39.95
37128 Magic: The Gathering 39.95
40107 Monte Polo 39.95
59400 Marine Fighters 39.95
30234 Master of Asthon 29.95
37367 Master of Magic 49.95
42426 Mace of the Thousand 49.95
80480 Maximum Surf 49.95
34155 Mech Warrior 2 22.95
39797 Mech Warrior 2 Add On 21.95
41335 Mech Warrior 2 NEW/ENG 21.95
51155 Mech Warrior II WIN95 41.95
37284 Mega Man X 49.95
24863 Metroid - Other M 49.95
31850 Microsoft Golf 49.95
91955 NBA High Club & Park 29.95
49275 All Things Anthology 49.95
40118 Mongol 49.95
24439 Monte Carlo Code: Millennium 29.95
36598 Movie-Craft Creator 39.95
39148 Modern Air Combat 49.95
40276 Monopoly 49.95
38898 Movie-Craft Creator II 29.95
40064 No Man's Land 49.95
40324 Psychotic Detective 29.95
89271 Peter Winnie 39.95
39240 Power Power 39.95
41126 Queens of等方式 39.95
49848 R 95 39.95
39875 Renegade: Terror of the North 49.95
39794 Rapid Assault 49.95

---

**800-228-7449**

CUSTOMER SERVICE, CALL 508-443-6125 9am - 5pm EST

NOW ORDER 24 HOURS ext. 370

Complete on-line catalog with over 5000 software and hardware titles.

- Prodigy - Computer Express
- Internet - Info@compexrex.com
- CompuServe - GO Express
- AOL - Computer Express
- eWorld - compexrex.com

No service is added to credit card orders. PO's, wire transfers, personal and cashiers checks accepted. Some items are not returnable. Returns require authorization if and are subject to 15% restocking fee. All items offered are subject to availability. We are not responsible for typographical errors. Shipping and handling charges apply. Worldwide shipping. All prices are subject to change without notice.

**COMPUTER EXPRESS**
31 Union Ave. Sudbury, MA 01776

Circle Reader Service #74
The Upgrade Strategy That's Right For You

Whether you have an old war-horse PC or a hot showroom-stock Pentium, you can squeeze more performance out of it with some key upgrades. Loyd Case explains the issues related to each major component, to help give you the Big Picture before you start buying the parts.

by Loyd Case

When Falcon 3.0 arrived on the scene, most game players were shocked to discover that the game wouldn't perform well unless they had a 33-megahertz 386. One of Falcon's modes even used a floating-point co-processor. Falcon 3.0 also consumed a then-massive 10+ megabytes of disk space. That was in 1991. Since then, the average system requirement for computer games has been ratcheting up steadily. Until recently, the rate of change has been somewhat predictable, but in the last few months, large numbers of games have shipped that have seemingly staggering system requirements. There are some games today that require 16 megabytes of RAM to run at high resolution, and others that will gladly eat up all the CPU cycles a 133-MHz Pentium can throw at it and then grab you by the throat and demand more.

This has left many gamers with the dilemma of upgrading. Do I go out and buy a new system? Will more memory be enough? Just how much can I get for my money? Some gamers no doubt believe that a PC is a black hole on your desk into which you throw money.

Nonetheless, there are strategies you can pursue to upgrade your system. Your strategy for upgrading depends a lot on what equipment you have. If your PC is an old 386, your best bet is to throw it out and buy a new system. On the other hand, you may have a fairly new Pentium that doesn't offer quite the performance you expected. First, we'll look at three "typical" systems, and suggest upgrade strategies for each. Then we'll look closer at the components and discuss performance issues in more detail.
THE MODEL T

Okay, so you have a 386 or old 486 system. If you're lucky, you've got a VESA local bus graphics card. Your 486 probably runs at 33 MHz, maybe 66. It's likely you've got an IDE hard disk and 4 to 8 megabytes of RAM in 30-pin SIMMs.

The best thing to do is buy a new system. You can keep the old system for multi-player games, for your kids, or sell it off (although don't expect much in the way of resale value.) If you're budget constrained, we'd suggest a short-term strategy of upgrading to a faster CPU, if your system can handle it. If there's an overdrive socket, you can add a faster 486, such as a 100 MHz DX4. If you have a P2AT (Pentium Overdrive) socket (look for an empty row of holes encircling your 486 chip), then you can add a Pentium overdrive. The faster CPU will run most current games adequately, although you might need to turn the detail level down. In other words, if you have a 386 or slow 486 with slow parts, stop and save your money until you can get a whole new system.

THE FAMILY CAR

Let's say you have a fast 100 MHz 486 or a midrange Pentium, say a 75 MHz system. The trick here is to take an inventory of the capabilities of the different components of the system. Do you have a slow graphics card? What kind of hard disk does it have? How much memory?

The best short-term trick is to add more memory, particularly if you have 8 megabytes or less. Adding RAM to get to 16 megabytes is about the best performance kicker you can get in the short term. Next, look at your graphics card—if it's a slow performer, move up to a faster card. Third comes mass storage—a fast hard disk, then a quad-speed CD-ROM drive or better.

One point about the newer Pentium systems is that the motherboard is very likely capable of handling multiple clock rates. If you're running a 75 MHz Pentium and you feel comfortable popping open the hood, or know somebody who can, then you can buy a faster processor. Most 75 MHz-capable systems can handle at least 100 MHz chips, and many can handle 120 or 133 MHz Pentiums.

If you have one of the newer, high-speed 486 systems, then there's still hope. It's highly likely that a newer 486, say a 100 MHz DX4 system, has some pretty good components, 72-pin SIMM memory and PCI graphics. In that case, you can go to your local clone shop and have them swap the motherboard for a fast Pentium board. If you want to do this, don't get anything less than a 90 MHz Pentium, or you might not see much in the way of performance improvement. If you're inclined, you can do the swap houses will let you change the configuration a bit, but only if they carry an item in stock. If you buy a pre-built system at a retail store like Circuit City, you're out of luck—you'll just have to upgrade later.

Don't underestimate the local clone vendor—they can usually build you a system to your specifications, but it will be more expensive than an off-the-shelf system.

SUM OF ITS PARTS

So you're ready to upgrade. Where do you start, and what's the highest-priority replacement? Let's take a look at the various pieces to the puzzle, discuss what they each do, and give you some tips on what you should look for in performance upgrades.

THE PROCESSOR

The microprocessor in that box on the desk is the brains of the system. The best set of peripherals is the world won't make up for a lack of CPU horsepower. As recently as 15 months ago, the choices were fairly simple: do you get a 486 or a Pentium? Pentium systems were pretty pricey, and games hadn't gotten to the point where they would overwhelm a 486, so a lot of people opted for a fast 486, usually running at 66 megahertz.

Now Pentium prices are dropping faster than the stock market in 1929, and the number of different Pentium variants is staggering. You can now buy Pentium systems that run at six different speeds: 60, 75, 90, 100, and 133 megahertz. Soon, Intel will be shipping 150 and 166 megahertz variants, but they'll likely be dropping the 60 and 90 megahertz chips.

On top of that, there are a variety of 486s out there. There's still the venerable 486-66, now the bottom of the barrel in performance. A lot of today's games specify the 486-66 as a minimum requirement to run the game. In addition, there's the DX/4 75 megahertz (although you almost never see those in desktop systems—they appear mostly in portables) and DX/4 100 megahertz 486s. Now add into the mix the Overdrive chips, which include DX4s and Pentium Overdrives. These are chips that plug into a special

INTEL PENTIUM OVERDRIVE PROCESSOR

yourself (see this month's "Under the Hood" on page 422).

THE SHOWROOM STOCK

Okay, so you've dropped three or four grand on the hottest retail rig you can find from Dell, HP, Micron or any of a host of vendors. What's next?

Most of the high-end systems have some minor flaws. It might be the graphics card, it could be the amount of memory, or the monitor. Often, the sound card is problematic. If you're shopping for a system like this, most of the mail order
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the only fun you’ll have with Windows 95.

Introducing the real reason people are installing Windows 95: Addictive, obsessive games.

Call 1-800-304-GAME to get hooked—or drop in at www.starhill.com
GADGET

INVENTION, TRAVEL & ADVENTURE

A compelling interactive story discovered through your eyes

"...as an interactive experience, GADGET is a luscious example of the art so far."

- Los Angeles Times

"...it breaks new ground with a refreshingly linear plot and a fully integrated movie environment..."

- Computer Life

© 1995 Synergy - All Rights reserved

For Information call 1-800-734-9466

Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Circle Reader Service #208
What Would You Give To Have All Her Best Moments On One 10 Minute Videotape?

It's easy to see why your favorite home video moments are so special. And now it's easy to share them, thanks to VideoDirector—the software that trims unwanted footage from your videotapes, turning them into truly wonderful memories.

VideoDirector makes home videos more exciting, more watchable. Videos of holidays, vacations, birthdays, weddings, and more.

VideoDirector is so simple to use, it's almost unbelievable!

All you need is the camcorder, the VCR, and the PC or Macintosh computer you already own. Connect them with the included SmartCable. Then choose the shots you want. Put them in the order you desire. Press "make tape." That's it!

Everything you need is included. The result is engaging highlight tapes from any camcorder videos you have now.

VideoDirector even does tape labels for you. More than 100,000 people are already creating highlight videos with Video Director. Now it's your turn.

Call us today at 1-800-982-9888 for more information or a dealer near you. Then sit down with your loved ones and give them the best moments of their lives, all on one videotape.

VideoDirector
The Easiest Way to Make Great Videotapes!
Call 1-800-982-9888 Today!

© 1993 Gold Disk Inc. Gold Disk and VideoDirector are registered trademarks of Gold Disk Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
socket in your computer and effectively replace the existing CPU.

There are also Intel alternatives. Cyrix makes a line of 486 compatible chips, but they lack a floating point co-processor (see below), although you can add one externally. Additionally, their performance hasn't been as good as the equivalent Intel chip. Some software developers have reported minor incompatibilities.

AMD makes a line of 486 chips as well—these are much closer to the Intel 486 in performance and compatibility. AMD ships 66 and 80 megahertz DX2 variants, as well as 100 and 120 megahertz DX/4. (The "DX/2" and "DX/4" refers to the internal speed of the processor. A DX/2 always runs at twice the speed of the external clock; for example, a 66 MHz will talk to the outside world at 33 MHz. The DX/4 nomenclature is more confusing; suffice it to say, it runs faster than the DX/2.)

Then there are the Pentium clones. The only one actually on the market is the NexGen Nx586. There have been reported compatibility problems with some games, and the Nx586 doesn't have the juice of the equivalent Pentium—and it doesn't have floating point.

This brings up an interesting question: what good is floating point hardware? The floating point co-processor is the part of the microprocessor that deals with fractional numbers, such as 3.42. A CPU without floating point acceleration can do floating point, but very slowly. Still, does it matter with games?

To date, only a few games use floating point. However, Intel has stated flatly that all future versions of the Pentium and beyond will have floating point hardware, so it's possible that future games might use the floating point hardware, particularly games like flight simulations.

THE MOTHERBOARD

The main system board in your PC is usually called the motherboard, but you'll also see references to "mainboard" occasionally. This board contains all the support circuitry necessary to have a working system. Some motherboards even have graphics and sound hardware right on them.

Unless you're technically inclined, you'll only see a motherboard when you pop the case open to install a memory, a graphics card or maybe a hard disk. Still, it behooves you to know a bit about what's out there, only because the ads for systems are designed to confuse people (or so it seems).

One issue to be particularly wary of these days is cache memory. Cache memory is a small amount of very fast memory, ranging from 64 KB to 512 KB, that sits between the CPU and normal RAM. The RAM in your computer runs at a much slower speed than your microprocessor; cache RAM can keep up with the processor, so data sitting in the presence of a local bus. Most systems today have some form of local bus. There are two main types, VESA local bus (usually abbreviated VLB) and the Intel-designed PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) bus. The safe bet today, even in 486s, is the PCI bus. There are a few systems that have both PCI and VLB slots; avoid these if possible. Because of the compromises inherent in trying to support two different local bus architectures, performance suffers.

Also, be sure that there are at least three ISA (Industry Standard Architecture) slots on the bus, which is also called the PC-AT bus by oldtimers. Why at least three? You need one slot for a sound card, one slot for a speed-compensated joystick card and one for an internal modem. While you might have an external modem, it never hurts to have an extra slot; you never know when you might add something else, such as a network adapter for multi-player games. Some motherboards have shared slots, which means that you can either have an ISA board or a local bus board in a given location, but not both.

The next piece of the motherboard is the core logic chipset, usually just referred to as the chipset. The chipset consists of two to five chips that handle the transfer of data within the system—these are the all-important traffic cops of your system. The current hot chipset is the Intel Triton chipset; another good choice is the SIS chipset used on some Pentium motherboards.

Most of the newer motherboards have build-in I/O (input/output), usually including at least one floppy connector, two serial ports and one parallel port. These often have a pair of IDE connectors, at least one of which is a PCI enhanced IDE port (EIDE) for hard disks, with the other available for IDE CD-ROM and tape drives. This feature is a real slot-saver, but if the experience of actually connecting the cables can be nerve-wracking if you've never done it before.

Finally, we'd recommend avoiding on-board graphics and sound. These technologies are still changing rapidly, and almost anything that shows up on a motherboard is obsolete by the
GRAB YOURSELF

“I’m astounded... get one, you'll love it.”
John Deorak, PC Magazine

SNAPPY Brings Stunning Pictures From Video Into Your PC

Snappy lets you grab sensational stills from any camcorder, VCR or TV right into your PC. It's easy! Just plug Snappy into the printer port on the back of your desktop or laptop PC running Windows 95 or 3.1. Then connect any video source to Snappy with the included cable. Watch the on-screen moving preview and when you see the picture you want, click Snap.

Snappy is guaranteed to grab the highest quality video stills you've ever seen on any computer at any price. Play's engineers developed a sophisticated new chip called the HD-1500 that captures sensational images in 16.8 million vibrant colors at breathtaking resolutions up to 1500 x 1125. It’s perfect for thousands of uses from desktop publishing, presentations, databases, and Internet images, all the way to PC photo albums, school reports, real estate imaging or just morphing your friends into your favorite celebrities grabbed from TV.

FREE Demo Disk
Call 800.306.PLAY or get the demo right now from http://www.play.com

Includes Award Winning Software
Each Snappy includes Fauve® Matissé SE, the outstanding paint, retouching and titiling program. You also get Gryphon Morph™ 2.5, the same morphing, warping and special effects software used on the cover of Time Magazine.

Only $199.95
Average Selling Price

PLAY INCORPORATED
2890 Kilgore Road
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670-6133
916.851.0800 • FAX 916.851.0801
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Out of the box and...  ON TO THE NET IN MINUTES.

With a Supra 28,800 bps Plug and Play™ modem, Laura LaMarsh was on the net in 3 1/2 minutes.*

What does a teacher from Hillsboro, Oregon know that you don't? Quite honestly, when it comes to installing a modem from Supra, there's not much to know. Because Supra's new Plug and Play faxmodems virtually install themselves. Which means no more jumper hassles, device conflicts, or time-consuming diagnostics. Whether you're running Windows 3.1 or Windows 95—the net can finally be yours in minutes! In fact, here's what PC World had to say about Supra's easy installation: "Within four minutes of taking Supra's new 144i PnP modem out of the box, we were up and cruising the Microsoft Network—and that includes the time it took to walk across the lab to get a phone cord."

While we welcome reviews like these, our primary goal is to impress real people like you. People like Laura LaMarsh who are interested in using online resources to get ahead. To advance their careers. And to stay on top of today's rapidly changing communications. We make modems for PC users who want sophisticated communications without the usual set-up and configuration hassles.

If you want to be on the net in minutes without the hassle, get the faxmodem with true Plug and Play installation.

Call 1-800-727-3658 for the Supra reseller nearest you.

Whether you're looking to get on the Internet for the first time, or upgrade to the best faxmodems in the industry, Supra has the right product for you. From Supra Simple Internet which includes a Supra 28,800 bps faxmodem and Supra Mosaic™ software, to a variety of Plug and Play faxmodems with the latest operational features you need most—only Supra makes it simple.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SupraFAXModem™ 288i PnP</th>
<th>$219.95 MSRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full-featured, high-speed faxmodem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28,800 bps data/14,400 bps fax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supra Simple Internet™</th>
<th>$189.95 MSRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete Internet solution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes 28,800 bps Plug and Play modem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SupraExpress™ 288i PnP</th>
<th>$169.95 MSRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affordable, high-speed faxmodem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28,800 bps data/14,400 bps fax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Requires the installation of Windows 95 and an established account with Microsoft® Network.

Circle Reader Service #286

Supra Corporation
A Diamond Multimedia Company
WEBPHONE
FOR THE INTERNET. IT'S WORTH SCREAMING, SHOUTING, TALKING AND WHISPERING ABOUT.

Why type when you can talk? Quarterdeck WebPhone brings your voice to the Internet by letting you use your PC just like a phone. You can call anywhere in the world for no more than what you're already paying for your Internet connection. $50 or so (the price of two licenses) gets you unlimited talk. Call to find out more about WebPhone and other top-rated Internet products from Quarterdeck.

1-800-683-6696. WebPhone. It's got everybody talking.
time it ships. Although they can usually be disabled if you want to add newer cards, why incur the expense?

To learn more about the components and inner workings of a motherboard, see this month’s "Hex, Bugs 'n Rock & Roll" on page 392.

MEMORY

Memory used to be simple: just add more, please. Unfortunately, while the price of every other PC peripheral or component has been falling fast, memory prices have actually increased a bit. There is currently a worldwide shortage of memory that will probably last well into 1996.

In addition to the expense, there are now two kinds of memory: regular DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) and EDO (Extended Data Out) RAM. EDO memory is slightly faster, but also slightly more expensive. In addition, the system must specifically be able to support EDO memory, and only the latest systems do so. Also important is the memory speed. At a minimum, specify 70-nanosecond memory, which is the minimum requirement for most systems these days.

Then there’s the issue of the type of SIMM (Single In-line Memory Module). The SIMM is a tiny printed circuit board which holds the RAM chips. There are currently two types of SIMMs in common usage: 30 pin SIMMs, usually found in 486 systems, and 72-pin SIMMs, found in newer 486 and all Pentium systems. You typically need four identical 30 pin SIMMs before you can install them in a 486, or a single 72-pin SIMM. Since the data bus is twice as wide in a Pentium system, you need to buy a pair of 72-pin SIMMs at a time.

The different SIMM types create a real problem if you’re moving from an older 486 to a Pentium system. Suddenly, your old memory is useless. Luckily, market forces have been at work, and there are now a number of companies that will take older memory as a trade-in on newer memory. You lose some money in the process, but if you’re careful, it’s really a minimal loss.

Looming on the horizon is the DIMM (Dual In-line Memory Module), commonly used in workstations and the newer Power Macintosh systems. There aren’t any PCs that use DIMMs currently, but that will likely change because of the convenience factor; you’ll be able to add a single DIMM to a Pentium system to upgrade memory, instead of a pair of modules.

There’s one last issue. If you are contemplating a motherboard that uses Intel’s Triton chipset, consider buying 32-bit, non-parity SIMMs. Traditionally, PCs have used 36-bit SIMMs, which access memory in 9-bit wide chunks. The ninth bit was used for parity checking, which is a method of detecting a memory error. The Triton chipset doesn’t support parity checking, so you can save yourself a few bucks by buying 32-bit SIMMs instead. If the clerk at your local computer store or catalog outlet is confused, tell them you want 72-pin SIMMs for the Macintosh.

In a nutshell, memory can be somewhat confusing, but the rule of thumb is to buy as much as you can afford. If you’re running Windows 95, get at least 16 megabytes (your wallet will scream in pain, but your computer will thank you).

HARD DISKS

The design and manufacture of hard disks is an arcane physical art, even more so than chip design. Hard disk designers live in a world of magnetic domains, flying heads and rotation speeds. One key performance spec out of which means the entire hard disk performance suffers.

Disk performance is important because of the increasing storage requirements of modern computer games and operating systems such as Windows 95. While many games allow you to run completely off of a CD, the best performance is obtained by loading frequently-used files onto the hard drive. A full install of Access the Rhino takes 90 megabytes; games which require 20 or more megabytes of disk space are quite common. With cost per megabyte at an all-time low, you should expect to purchase a 1.6 gigabyte hard disk such as the Western Digital CAVAN AC31600 or the Maxtor DURANDO 7000 for under $500. Some games which use DOS extender technology create swap files, areas on the hard disk that the game uses to store temporary data. The difference in perception of game speed in these games can vary radically between systems which are identical except for hard disk performance.

What are some of the key performance parameters to look for? The list can be pretty long, but there are a few key ones: access time, rotational speed, data density, cache size and interface type. Access time (also referred to as average access time or occasionally, average seek time) is simply the time it takes the drive head to move from one part of the disk to another. Since hard disk heads are mechanical devices, there’s always a delay as the head is moved to a different part of the disk. Access time is usually quoted in milliseconds. A few years ago, this performance spec was abused by some drive makers, but these days it’s become fairly standardized. Look for access times faster than 12 milliseconds for good performance. High-performance drives have access times lower than nine milliseconds.

Rotational speed is simply how fast the disk spins, in revolutions per minute (RPM). This actually varies all over the map, ranging from 3600 RPM to 7200 RPM. You’ll see drives with interme-
Missing Something from Windows 95...

An ATI GRAPHICS XPRESSION, WINTURBO, or GRAPHICS PRO TURBO plug and play graphics card gives you the advanced graphics features Microsoft left out.

Get incredible full motion MPEG video without expensive MPEG hardware for TV-like video. Play awesome arcade action games using ATI's accelerated DirectDraw™ drivers, that will make you forget Nintendo and Sega consoles.

Ultra fast Windows 95 performance is built in, along with ATI's extended utilities like easy monitor control, virtual desktop and complete on-line help.

And getting started is the easiest part, because ATI has worked closely with Microsoft to ensure the most stable and complete Windows 95 drivers in the industry.

Count on ATI's total support right from the start. Our Windows 95 trained representatives will give you fast, friendly and knowledgeable support.

...it's an ATI Graphics Accelerator!

For more info:
CompuServe: GO ATITECH
Internet: http://www.atitech.ca
Fax/Info: (905) 882-2600 - press 2 for brochures
Telephone: (905) 882-2600 - press 1 for Sales
Facsimile: (905) 882-2620

Copyright © ATI Technologies Inc., 1995. ATI, GRAPHICS PRO TURBO, GRAPHICS XPRESSION and WINTURBO are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of ATI Technologies Inc. All other company and/or product names are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers. Pricing, availability, features, performance and specifications may vary by operating environment and are subject to change without notice. Prices are suggested retail, dealer may sell for less. *PC versions only. **Performance may vary depending on system configuration. *Tested with 2MB graphics memory on a PS-133, 16MB RAM, 640x480 resolution. *As reported by STB's diagnostic video test.
Hey! Watch your mouth! Anything you gotta say, say it to my Cardinal 28.8 modem!

That's right. This highly recommended 28.8 modem can play custom greetings for your incoming phone calls, and record callers' messages and faxes. The computer will display a full log (including the callers' phone number if you have Caller ID) to make it easy to sort through the ones you need to hear or read. And when you're on a call, you can switch between voice, data, or image transmissions all on the same phone line without disconnecting the call – great for discussing document changes over the phone.

KEY FEATURES

- Designed for Windows 95® and works with Windows 3.x®
- Plug and Play for easy installation
- Compatible with Radish VoiceView®
- Connect worldwide with industry-standard V.34 data transmission and V.42 error-correction
- Up to 115,200 bps throughput with V.42bis data compression in hardware
- Supports Caller ID
- Organize your communication needs with over 1,000 voicemail boxes

So put up, but don't shut up. Because with a limited lifetime warranty, extended hours for customer support, and a price everyone can afford, the fact remains—nobody ups the ante on the Cardinal...nobody. Still haven't heard enough? For a dealer near you and more information, via fax or mail, call us at 1-800-775-0899, extension 621.

(International: 1-717-293-3000)

Cardinal®
diates speeds: 4500 and 5400 RPM are typical. You might think the faster the rotational velocity, the faster data can be streamed off the disk. To a degree, that's true, but another performance spec is related to rotation speed: data density. This is usually stated as track density, in tracks per inch or recording density (bits per inch). This is a pretty arcane parameter, but a good rule of thumb is the fewer the platters, the higher the data density.

Data density is important because the more densely packed the bits, the faster the disk can be read at a given speed. Thus, if all other parameters are equal, a disk with fewer platters will move data off the disk faster. (The current champion in this category, by the way, is IBM's Ultrastar series, which packs two gigabytes of data into two platters; expect to pay a serious price premium, however.) Cache size, also referred to as buffer size, is another important parameter. Within limits, the larger the cache, the better, although for most desktop PC systems, the point of diminishing returns occurs at around one megabyte; very few PC drives have buffers greater than 512 KB. Some disk drives load up their onboard control programs into part of the buffer, effectively reducing the real size of the cache. This onboard cache is different from an operating system disk cache, such as Microsoft's Smart Drive. For one thing, it operates at the speed of the hard disk; there's no computer between the disk and the cache. For another, it's always there, even when Smartdrive is off.) The faster drives have cache sizes of at least 128 KB.

Finally, you should consider what interface type (SCSI v. EIDE) to get (see sidebar).

**CD-ROM Drives**

What about CD-ROM performance? This is a little tricky, because CD-ROM drives behave a little differently than hard disks. For example, data density is fixed. There are other important parameters, such as CPU utilization, that are almost never quoted.

Until recently, access time wasn't considered to be too significant. Since the MPC level 2 specification called for an average seek time of less than 400 milliseconds, most CD drives would simply quote "meets MPC level 2." Average access time in CD drives is an under-rated parameter. Look for access times under 250 milliseconds. Some fast SCSI CD-ROM drives have access times under 150 milliseconds.

There's a lot of hype about fast rotation speeds, i.e., "quad speed," "six speed," and most recently "eight speed" drives have hit the market.

The problem is that this doesn't always have the impact you might expect. For example, a lot of the digital video embedded in some computer games is tuned to stream off the disk at 300 kilobytes per second. This means your quad speed drive is behaving like a double speed drive. Still, more games are using fast CD drives into account, and it's always great to see how quickly a big install can go on a fast CD drive like the Plextor 6 Plex or the NEC Multispin 6x.

A more useful parameter is CPU utilization. Take quad-speed drives, for example. Quad speed drives, at 100% CPU utilization, will all pretty much behave the same—they'll transfer data at their maximum speed of around 600 kilobytes per second. However, if the CPU is only 40% used for CD transfers, the data rate varies quite a bit from drive to drive, and is always less than the maximum 600 KB per second. This means that if your game streams data off the CD while you're playing, the CPU utilization will have an impact on how fast the data is loaded.

**Graphics Adapters**

The final puzzle piece in our performance conundrum is graphics performance. DOS games are still king, so you want to have the fastest DOS performance you can get. It's smart, though, to plan for the Windows 95 future, so good Windows performance is important. These days, you can have both, so the picture looks pretty good here.

(For the latest information on graphics controller performance, check out CGW's October issue, or see the results on the Computer Gaming World web page, http://www.zd.com/~gaming.)

What about graphics memory? There's a lot of conflict-
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Open the Door to THE INTERNET!

"THE SERVICE... A STORY SO FABULOUS IT'LL MAKE YER TAIL SPIN AND LEAVE YOU SINGING HALLELUJAH."

RATED A.

—The Net magazine 9/95

Open the door to the Internet!

TOTAL INTERNET ACCESS

Everything You Need to Get On the Internet... Today!

This software is your key to the Internet!
Call our BBS and get it right now FREE!
Or call us and we'll send it to you.

TotalAccess to the Internet is just minutes away!

EarthLink Network™ is proud to announce the release of TotalAccess, a complete software and Internet connection package for Windows, Windows 95 and Macintosh. TotalAccess makes accessing the Internet easier than ever!

TotalAccess includes Netscape Navigator®, award-winning Internet access software, Eudora®, the most popular Internet e-mail software in the world, and everything you need to register for complete Internet access in 5 minutes. Best of all, the software is FREE with your registration! We even include a free 100k home page with your account!

TotalAccess offers inexpensive dial-up access for as little as $19.95 per month from most major cities in the United States. Access with speeds of up to 28.8k bps!

TotalAccess also includes the least expensive national toll-free 800 access in the world.

CALL NOW! 1-800-395-8425

EarthLink Network, Inc. 3171 Los Feliz Boulevard, Suite 201, Los Angeles, CA 90039 Fax: 213-644-9510
Info via e-mail: info@earthlink.net Live human via e-mail: sales@earthlink.net http://www.earthlink.net
EarthLink provides dial up Internet access to over 150 cities in the U.S., ISDN, Frame Relay and T1 service. We are also one of the largest Web space providers in the United States.

©1995 EarthLink Network, Inc. Trademarks are property of their respective owners. Netscape Communications, N etscape Navigator and the Netscape Communications logo are trademarks of Netscape Communications Corporation.
Let's face it. Life's full of mysteries. Some just have better plots. Take Double Switch, for example. It's a mystery adventure that features over 20 twisted characters who you follow through an even more twisted plot. By controlling the action throughout the game, you carry out your mission to save the main character, Eddie, who's trapped in the basement. Only with his help can you find the hidden treasure that shrouds the mansion in intrigue. And only then will you uncover other spell-binding mysteries of Double Switch. Like, whatever happened to Corey Haim, for instance.

Available on Windows® 95 CD-ROM, Macintosh CD-ROM and Sega Saturn. See your local retailer. 1-800-332-0032
HTTP://WWW.DIGIPIX.COM  Double Switch is a trademark of Digital Pictures, Inc. © 1993, 1994, 1995 Digital Pictures, Inc. All rights reserved. All other brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks and are the property of their respective owners.
If you had $40,000 and 1000 hours to spare, you could choose the perfect software for your kids without us.

After all, it took thirty Newsweek writers and editors over six months to do it. We clicked through nearly three hundred children’s software titles selected from the thousands available, graded each one and awarded the top fifty the Newsweek Editors’ Choice award.

Before you shop for children’s software, you need the Newsweek Parent’s Guide to Children’s Software 96. It’s the fun and easy-to-use CD-ROM that contains the world’s first multimedia reviews of all fifty top titles — letting you experience the sound, video, animation and interactivity that makes each one work. (You’ll also hear a lot more from those twelve smart kids.)

There’s a special section for your children as well, with games, activities and a terrific nine-year-old host named Jazzy. There’s also a 184-page book about children’s software, packed with hundreds of report cards on all the titles we reviewed, presented with the crisp graphics and straightforward writing you expect from Newsweek. There’s even an envelope filled with coupons worth more than six hundred dollars off top-name children’s software.

So what are you waiting for? Call the number on this page. Unless you really are looking for a way to kill 1000 hours.

Save $10 Call for our special $29.95 Price.

For AMEX, Master Card and Visa orders call 8:30 AM-8:00 PM EST Monday—Friday

1-800-634-3002 Operator #14
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or OS/2.

Our advice: get one of the fast DOS performers, but also look for good Windows performance. If you can afford it, get two megabytes of graphics memory; it's not really used for games currently, but this will change soon.

What about 3-D? There's been a lot of hype about 3-D accelerators lately. Accelerated 3-D graphics is the holy grail of graphics performance, and is a very fast moving target. Companies shipping 3-D accelerators include Diamond, Matrox and Creative Labs. However, there are very few games which support 3-D acceleration currently, and the state of the art is shifting so quickly that we'd suggest waiting, unless the card in question fills the bill in other ways (such as fast DOS and Windows performance.)

Finally, make sure your monitor and graphics card combo can handle a high refresh rate—70 Hz is the absolute minimum. Your eyes will be grateful. We'd also recommend getting a monitor no smaller than 15 inches (as measured diagonally); 17-inch monitors are starting to be available for less than $700 with a small dot pitch. Dot pitch refers to the size of the phosphor dot as painted by the electron gun inside the picture tube. There are a lot of arcane monitor specifications, but dot pitch and refresh rates are the two key ones. You should avoid buying any monitor you haven't seen.

**SOUND AND COMMUNICATIONS ISSUES**

Most game players already have sound cards, but if you've got an older card, such as the Sound Blaster Pro, you might look at the newer wavetable-capable sound cards. Some, such as the Turtle Beach Trope and wavetable built-in. Others, such as the Sound Blaster 16 Value Edition have a connector for a wavetable daughterboard. Moving up to a sound card capable of 16-bit digital audio is a good idea at any rate, because more games are supporting 16-bit stereo sound.

If you're interested in multi-player gaming, a good modem is important. Look for 28.8 kilobaud, V.34 modems—they're under $200 on the street and getting cheaper. The neat new thing is DSVD (Digital Simultaneous Voice and Data) modems, which allow you to talk to your gaming partner while connected via modem. (This is not to be confused with VoiceView modems, which allow you to alternate between voice and data.)

If you have an external modem, or connect two computers via a head-to-head serial cable, make sure your system has a 16550 UART. This arcane term refers to a type of serial controller chip that has a small buffer and can transfer data more efficiently than older serial ports.

Finally, for the ultimate in multi-player games, add in a network adapter. There are many of these, and most are at least adequate for gaming. If you and your buddies get together for network games, just make sure you all have the same type of network card. Ethernet combo cards, capable of handling both twisted pair and coax cables, can be found for as little as $75.

**THE WHOLE PICTURE**

Upgrading a PC can be a real challenge. Part of the challenge is technical—learning the lingo and the technical issues will take some time. Part of the challenge is the incredible rate of change in the PC industry and the game busines. Last year's state-of-the-art PC chokes on this year's bleeding-edge game. It's worthwhile subscribing to one or two general purpose-computer magazines to begin the learning process. There are a lot of good books, too. And don't forget your local expert—usually they love to share their knowledge and opinions.

But it is possible to keep up with the pace, and within a reasonable budget, if you develop a consistent strategy for upgrades. You'll be rewarded by richer and more immersive gaming experiences.
LOADSTAR

AND YOU THOUGHT YOUR COMMUTE WAS BAD.

THIS ACTION GAME MAKES SITTING IN FRONT OF YOUR PC A BLAST.

Windows 95 READY

Order now.
1-800-98ROCKET, ext. 601

www.rocketsci.com
EARTHWORM JIM

The hit video game - Earthworm Jim - new and improved for Windows® 95.
Twenty potent levels. Pumping 256-color graphics. Heart-racing CD soundtrack.
It can get distracting.

ACTIVISION

Worm your way to http://www.activision.com and win!
“I didn’t play with your worm so much...”
Interface Wars:
IDE vs SCSI

Other than a few rare portable devices that attach to the parallel port, most storage devices use either an IDE or SCSI interface. Which is best for your application?

IDE is the easiest to set up and configure. Until recently, IDE drives have been limited to 528 megabytes, and you could only have two total drives on a system. The newer Enhanced IDE (EIDE) spec has pushed the limit up to four drives of up to 8.4 gigabytes each; conversely, you can attach CD-ROM drives and tape drives to EIDE interfaces. The interface is much faster than the old IDE as well, supporting transfer rates in excess of 16 megabytes per second. Finally, EIDE is inexpensive; most newer systems have PCI bus IDE controllers built into the motherboard, and IDE drives are less expensive than their SCSI counterparts.

One important parameter when considering EIDE drives is the data transfer mode. Most newer drives support mode 3 PIO (programmed I/O) or mode 4 PIO transfers. Mode 3 has an upper limit of around 13 megabytes per second, while mode 4 allows transfers of greater than 16 megabytes per second.

Still, SCSI is the performance leader. SCSI, which stands for Small Computer Systems Interface, allows for the connection of up to seven devices for standard SCSI 2 interfaces, including scanners, tape drives, disk drives and even the oddball printer or two. It's also much easier to connect external devices to a SCSI chain, which is quite useful if you're limited by the number of drive bays in your computer case.

Although SCSI has come a long way, it's still harder to configure. With EIDE drives, you only have to worry about which drive is the master and which one the slave. With SCSI, you have up to seven IDs to set, as well as having to worry about terminating the SCSI chain. (Termination identifies the ends of the SCSI chain of peripherals.)

You can add multiple SCSI controllers to a system, as long as you have free slots and IRQs.

What about performance? SCSI 2 can handle 10 megabytes per second, while the more expensive wide SCSI variant can move data at 20 megabytes per second. SCSI is a better solution for multi-tasking, making it a more efficient solution for Windows 95. The newly emerging ultra SCSI standard can handle 40 megabytes per second.

Note, though, that SCSI performance does come at a price premium. You usually need to add a SCSI host adapter to your system, and SCSI drives cost more than the same drive with an EIDE interface. Finally, the fastest SCSI hard disks and CD drives are typically faster than the fastest EIDE drives. —Lloyd Case
GET FLAT!

UNLIMITED INTERNET AND WEB ACCESS FOR 66¢ A DAY!

UNIQUE FLAT RATE
It's a first. Unlimited Internet access for the flat rate of $19.95 per month from a major national access provider... no other charges.

14 DAYS FREE
Call now for your free software and we'll give you 14 days to use Pipeline USA absolutely free.

EASIEST SOFTWARE
Leading publications have applauded Pipeline software for being the easiest available. You will, too.

PIPELINE USA
a PSINet Company

1-800-453-7473 DEPT. 441
http://www.usa.pipeline.com
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So what's your favorite new feature?

I have to confess:

My favorite is the automatic CD-Player. Whenever I pop in a music CD now, Windows® just plays it. I don't have to fuss around with launching a program to do it. The CD Player does allow me to program the running order and skip tracks I don't want to hear. And the system remembers it every time.

Matt Lake
Co-author, Windows 95, Making It Work For You

Matt Lake and Yael Li-Ron believe that Windows 95 is a system to intimidate, not to be intimidated by. Their book, Windows 95: Making It Work For You includes a comprehensive approach to Windows 95, incorporating a look at its technical structure with illustrations and a guided tour, plus a Windows Fixer section with techniques and tips for making Windows 95 do stuff it doesn't want to do!

Windows® 95: Making It Work For You
1-56276-288-5
$24.95

Ziff-Davis Press books are available at fine bookstores, or call 1-800-688-0448, ext. 372.
Doubling RAM doesn't have to be hard. Install SoftRAM® and instantly speed up Windows 95 and Windows 3.0 and higher. Run multimedia and RAM hungry applications. Open more applications simultaneously. Say good-bye to "Out-of-Memory" messages. 4MB becomes at least 8MB. 8MB becomes at least 16MB. Get the idea? (In fact, you can get up to 5 times more memory.) SoftRAM® works with all 386 and higher desktops and laptops. PC Novice calls SoftRAM the "real RAM doubler for Windows." Executive Summary: Don't Run Windows Without It.®

SoftRAM® is now at resellers everywhere or direct from 1-800-691-7981.

© 1993 Synchrony Software. All rights reserved. Synchrony Software, the Synchrony logo, SoftRAM, SoftRAM®, and "Don't Run Windows Without It" are trademarks of Synchrony Software. US Patent Pending. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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Head Games
A Head-To-Head Comparison Of The Virtual IO i-Glasses vs. Forte's VFX-1
by Loyd Case

You stick your head around the corner, then jerk it back as a tracer passes within inches of your face. You drop to a crouch and click the safety of the smartgun off. After a moment, you pop around the corner in a crouch, firing measured, three-round bursts into the packed horde of mutants. The crosshair in your targeting monocle snaps from target to target. You sense, rather than feel, hits from a couple of slugs, but your Kevlar vest soaks up the impact. After several frantic moments, the last of the enemies goes down. You breathe a sigh of relief, safe the smartgun and reach up to remove your helmet.

After blinking for a moment, reality sets in and you find yourself staring at the monitor.

Sound too good to be true? Well, it is, but an experience such as the one described here is getting closer. Only a scant three years ago, a virtual reality (VR) helmet with very limited color depth and resolution cost thousands of dollars—and that didn't include the Silicon Graphics workstation. Now there are two competitors shipping VR gear for just under a thousand dollars that work on a home PC. That's still quite a pocketful of loose change, though. Are they worth it? This month, we'll take a look at the VFX-1 helmet from Forte Technologies and the i-Glasses from Virtual IO (VIO).

THE VIO I-GASSES
At first blush, the i-Glasses appear to be industrial strength welding goggles. A closer look reveals some interesting details. The i-Glasses don't stay on like normal glasses, despite the hefty-looking earpieces. Instead, you need a strap around the back of your head to support the set of color, backlit, liquid-crystal displays. There are roughly 180,000 pixels in each eyepiece. This is slightly more than half the number of pixels used in the 640x480 display of Super VGA games, but more than twice the 320x200 resolutions of most VGA games. However, the number is a bit deceptive, be-
cause the display is interlaced. Ultimately, the display appears to be a pixelated 320x200.

Why is the display interlaced? This is because the i-Glasses were specifically designed to work with television displays. Television is interlaced, meaning that every other line of the display is painted during each refresh cycle—first the even ones, then the odd-numbered lines. This gives the product a somewhat broader appeal than something that’s strictly designed to work with a PC. For example, you could play a console game attached to your TV with the i-Glasses. However, because of the interlaced nature of the display, normal on-screen text is impossible to read. One interesting feature is the implementation of 3-D technology, enabling you to watch 3-D enhanced movies (remember those flimsy red/blue glasses?) A few games, such as Descent and Magic Carpet, use this form of 3-D as well.

**OCTOPUS TIME**

Setup is somewhat complicated. Since the i-Glasses require an NTSC television signal, a scan converter needs to be plugged in between your monitor and the VGA graphics card. Virtual IO supplies all the cables and connectors needed, and the documentation is clear. It comes with two small power bricks: one to power the unit when the scan converter is used, the other for those occasions when you might watch television, and hence don’t require the scan converter or the head tracker.

In addition to the VGA cable and the power cord, the unit needs an audio cable, so sound can be fed to the headphones from your sound card, and an optional microphone cable. Finally, there’s a nine-pin serial cable used to feed data from the head tracker to the computer, which necessitates an available COM port on your computer.

**A HEAVY EXPERIENCE**

The head tracker is the key to any VR device. It’s the head tracker that detects the motion of your head and feeds signals to the game to translate your...
head's motion into game motion. Not many games are set up to implement a head tracker correctly. Virtual IO supplies a driver for Heretic, as well as a copy of the shareware version. The i-Glasses also come with the shareware version of Descent and a mildly interesting 3-D game called Ascent (not to be confused with Descent...). Magic Carpet and Descent both have head-tracking drivers built into the games. There is also a driver for Dark Forces from LucasArts.

In Heretic, when you turn your head, the game display turns. When you look up or down, the game viewpoint looks up and down. Unfortunately, it's not quite like turning your entire body. The result is somewhat frustrating in combat. Dark Forces, on the other hand, gave me the ability to get tangled up in the heat of combat. Descent worked the best with the i-Glasses. Not only did we have full freedom of motion, but the 3-D effect was quite startling. The experience of watching an enemy fighter seem to literally float in the air gives new meaning to the phrase "immersive experience."

The i-Glasses are relatively comfortable to wear and fairly light. However, we found the forehead pad to be a bit wearing after a short while. The unit adjusts for a wide variety of head sizes with a simple turn of a knob attached to the head-tracking unit.

The i-Glasses still have some teething problems. The connectors from the video inputs are not well aligned with the pins inside the i-Glasses, and it was very easy to bend the pins, even when we were careful. CGW tried out five sets, of which several needed to be replaced. A lot of care needs to be taken to keep the i-Glasses functional.

The displays themselves are semi-transparent, meaning you can see through the video image. This is useful for watching TV, but annoying when trying to immerse yourself in a virtual world, so the i-Glasses ship with an opaque shield that snaps over the outside of the lenses. There is no adjustment for interpupillary distance (the gap between the pupils of your eyes). Normally, this can cause some people to have problems focusing, but the i-Glasses have a fairly narrow field of view, which compensates for the lack of this adjustment. The i-Glasses also fit reasonably comfortably over corrective lenses.

Overall, the i-Glasses are designed with versatility in mind. While the wide variety of uses will broaden the market for the i-Glasses, the inevitable compromises make the i-Glasses a less-than-perfect solution for an immersive gaming experience.

Virtual IO offers technical support by telephone (not toll-free) and a World Wide Web page; the URL is http://www.vio.com.

THE FORTE VFX-1

Given that Forte designed the Gravis Ultrasound audio card, we approached the VFX-1 headset with some trepidation. The Ultrasound's quirky behavior has frustrated more than a few game players. However, the Forte headset proved to be well-designed, although still suffering from a few flaws that are simply the result of pushing the technology envelope.

The VFX-1 is a one-piece, injection-molded, black plastic helmet with a flip up visor. It somehow manages to look incredibly cool and quite geeky at the same time. Unlike the i-Glasses, the VFX-1 attaches to the computer with a single cable. The tradeoff is that it requires a free ISA slot for a custom interface card. Another compromise is the use of the VGA feature connector for driving the display, rather than a VAX pass-through like the i-Glasses. The feature connector is two rows of pins on a graphics card used to pass VGA information to another device. Using the feature connector can be problematic, as various display cards implement the feature connector differently. Some cards even have the two rows of pins, but no circuitry to drive them! Needless to say, if the VFX-1 appeals to you, you should give Forte a call and check to make sure your card is supported. Our Matrox Millenium seemed to work without any problems, but we did lose head tracking occasionally.

HOPPING THE BUS

The VFX-1 interface card is an ACCESS.BUS card, meaning you can connect (daisy chain) multiple peripherals that support this emerging standard. In addition to the helmet, Forte supplies the Puck, a device resembling a hockey puck with three buttons. The puck plugs into an ACCESS.BUS connector on the helmet itself, and acts as a kind of 3-D mouse. The cable seems to be fairly long, but it's not long enough to stand up and spin around, and like the i-Glasses, it's easy to get tan-
OK, so the NEW F-16 Series costs a little more than the cheap stuff. But this is war. Program all the functions you want. ADD a throttle and fight with both hands. Get a grip on the most advanced, sensitive flight instruments you'll ever use. Or get accustomed to getting missiles up your tailpipe.

And there's even a three year warranty.
gled up if you do try standing.

The VFX-1 ships with the usual complement of shareware games, as well as drivers for some commercial games. U.S. Navy Flighter works with the VFX-1, although only in the low-res mode. There's nothing quite like being able to turn your head to follow an enemy plane while in a turball.

One of the more interesting games supported is MechWarrior 2. It was a very stirring experience to be thundering along in a battletech, turn my head, look at the enemy and pull the trigger. The head tracker on the Forte also handles torso movement in MechWarrior 2, but it needs to run at low resolution to work. We found the puck to be nearly useless in most games.

The display on the VFX-1 has roughly the same resolution as the i-Glasses, but the images viewed seemed sharper and brighter. This was partly because the display is not interfaced and partly because the helmet completely shuts out the outside world when the visor is down. The lenses focus independently, which is a good thing, because unless you like the feeling that the bridge of your nose is going to be pushed into your skull, glasses are a no-no. Also, the fit isn't as adjustable as the i-Glasses, but it seemed to fit a large head fairly well, albeit snugly. Also, the interpupillary distance is adjustable by reaching inside and putting or pulling the lenses apart.

The eyepeices also support bicolor 3-D modes like the i-Glasses. There seems to be a slightly wider range of games supported, but there are still only a handful of supported games. The headphones in the VFX-1 are awesome, pumping out high-quality audio with good depth. They reminded us of the old Koss headphones that completely sealed over your ears.

Surprisingly, although the VFX-1 is heavier than the i-Glasses, we found we could use them for extended periods (up to a half hour) without noticing the weight. Forte recommends taking the helmet every 15 minutes or so to rest your eyes.

Overall, we thought the VFX-1 was a better immersive gaming experience, but buyers need to be aware of the potential compatibility issues with their graphics boards. Also, the VFX-1 lacks the versatility of the i-Glasses—you can't use it with your television or console games.

CONCLUSIONS

Virtual reality is still in its infancy, but the availability of decent VR gear for the PC signals an emerging trend. There are still problems with both the displays we tested, so we can't give an unqualified recommendation. If you want to watch television and play console games in a VR mode, then the i-Glasses are an interesting choice. The Forte VFX-1 is more immersive, but requires an ISA slot, which means popping open the case and installing a card. Overall, as game players, we'd give a nod to the VFX-1.

But are they worth the cost? At $799 for the i-Glasses and $995 for the Forte set, the price is steep. You'll have to determine if having a head-tracking headset that works at pretty low resolution works for you.

Both companies are feverishly working on higher-res models, but it's going to be a few months before the display technology catches up. Perhaps by then, there will be wider support in games as well.

### How They Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Virtual iD i-Glasses</th>
<th>Forte VFX-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setup</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Quality</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>3 1/2</td>
<td>3 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Quality</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**THUNDERSEAT**

Feedback System Used in Real F-16 Simulators

Now Available to the Public

**"VIRTUAL UTOPIA!"**

Marc Dultz, STRATEGY PLUS

HOW IT WORKS

A 100 watt subwoofer built into the base generates low frequency sound that resonates through the wave chamber hidden inside the chair. Thus you not only hear but FEEL your simulation. Paired with your amplifier, the ThunderSeat makes your favorite flight sim as realistic as it can be without a motion simulator!

OPTIONAL SIDE CONSOLES

Put your favorite joystick controls and mouse at a convenient position. Add a keyboard holder and you have the perfect setup for both flight simulation and office work.

Shake Rattle and Roll for as little as $159.95!

For a FREE CATALOGUE CALL

1 • 800 • 8-THUNDER

ThunderSeat Technologies
6530 Arizona Circle • Los Angeles, CA 90045
310 • 410-0022 FAX: 310 • 410-1569

Whether its the rumble of your NASCAR or recoil of your Chain Gun, the ThunderSeat lets you blast off to a new level of realism.
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BEFORE YOU PLAY
FOOTBALL PRO '96
YOU'D BETTER PUT ON
ONE OF THESE.

Computer Gaming World's BEST Sports Simulation
Game Three Years Running, Passing and Punting.

HOW do you think Barry Sanders would do against the
Eagles' FOUR MAN FRONT in
a short yardage situation? After
FIVE straight carries? In a driving
snowstorm? Sierra's Football
Pro '96 knows.

ALL new for '96. You get new
players. UPDATED teams. All new
STATS. More than 10,000 plays.
Multiple player and league play.
VIEWS from all over the field.
Awesome SVGA motion captured
3-D animation. And the best
artificial INTELLIGENCE ever.
So STRAP yourself in and
play Front Page Sports®:
Football Pro '96. GET it
at YOUR local software
retailer. Or order DIRECT
24 hours a day, 7 days
a week by calling
1-800-757-7707.

Visit us at:
http://www.sierra.com,
AOL, or CompuServe.
Cthulhu's Frozen Tomb

The game begins with Ryan, temporarily attached to the British Navy, on board the submarine \textit{HMS Victoria}. The \textit{Victoria} has just completed a covert mission, infiltrating a secret Nazi base at the South Pole and making off with two mysterious crates, as well as archeologist Bjorn Hamsun, who was a prisoner of the Nazis.

**DEFROSTED MYSTERY MEAT**

It isn't long before all hell breaks loose on the sub. A pursuing German ship drops some depth charges on the \textit{Victoria}—not enough to cause serious damage, but enough to start some fires in the hold. Because of the flames, the contents of the crates begin to defrost. As you might expect, there's Something Alive in those crates, and one of them gets out.

Before any time has passed, the captain is dead, Hamsun has vanished, and the sub is taking on water. It's up to Ryan to save the day, and see to it that the submarine makes it to the British base in the Falkland Islands.

Life is no easier at Edwards Base, where more strange things happen, including a message from Washington that tells Ryan to look out for a traitor among the base personnel. After cleaning all that up (the traitor is uncovered but gets away), it's off to Buenos Aires, on the trail of Prof. Parker (yes, the same Parker from \textit{Shadow of The Comet}; events here are connected in strange ways to what went before).

Eventually, Ryan ends up back at Schlossadler Base, that secret installation at the South Pole, in the hands of the Nazis. Matters look a bit grim, but our hero escapes and, by magical means, pays a brief visit to the future, be-

by Scorpia

---

**SCorpIA'S SEARCH FOR LOVECRAFT EXPOSES A PRISONER OF ICE**

**SCRy SIGHT**

Legend Entertainment's \textit{Callahan's Crottime Saloon} project is coming along at a fairly fast pace. All of the action takes place on Punday Night (Callahan fans know, the rest of you will have to find out), and the game will feature something which the famous anthology of short stories do not—action outside of the bar. The game will feature nine modular games, built to reflect the stories, and all will start in the bar. Designer Josh Mandel's intent is to both keep the mature slant of the Spider Robinson books and up the ante on animation and artwork from previous Legend efforts.

\textit{Sanz Cry} will be a visually lush 1996 offering from Merit Studios. After suffering through the ones and zeroes of outrageous fortune with domestic game developers (late ships on \textit{Harvesters} and \textit{Creedons}), Merit seems to have found a new look with their European subsidiary. Sanz Cry, a 3-D rendered urban future, puts gamers in the role of a cyberpunk detective, and allows the futuristic city to be explored by point and click navigation. Although the game will have an action component, the mystery is puzzle-driven in the true tradition of adventure games.
before heading off to the finale at Illsmouth, where Dietrich is about to open the gate for the Great Old Ones.

Like many adventure games these days, Prisoner's interface is a simple one. Ryan is maneuvered around the screen by point and click. Holding an inventory item over another object and left-clicking causes Ryan to take the appropriate action, if there is one; otherwise, nothing happens. Right-clicking on an item with the cursor puts it into the inventory; there is no way to drop anything, unless it's meant to be dropped in a particular location. The game has no auto-map, but the number of locations in each section is small. You really can't become lost, so there's no need to drag out the graph paper.

Conversation is handled very simply: left-clicking on a person brings up a box with one or more topics in it. Clicking on the topic starts the actual exchange. New topics may appear as the conversation progresses, or if you talk to someone again after certain events have occurred. Sometimes, conversations happen spontaneously, based on events in the game.

You can save and restore at almost any time. There seems to be no limit, aside from hard drive space, to how many saves you can make. Each one is accompanied by a small "snapshot" of Ryan's position, which is quite handy for determining exactly where the save was made.

In addition, the game makes an automatic save any time Ryan is about to head into a potentially deadly situation. This special save comes under the heading of "Trouble-joker." If Ryan bites the dust, you can go right back to that moment and try again. However, there's only one Trouble-joker; each new autosave overwrites the previous one, so you should be making your own saves as you go along anyway, just in case.

NO GOING BACK

As you've probably figured out, Prisoner is a linear game: once you're done with a section, there is no going back. This isn't a problem, as you can't progress to the next sequence until everything is done in the current one. Therefore, you don't have the problem of overlooking some important item early on that you need later in the game. Besides which, most of the time the necessary objects will be found in the current section of play.

Events are usually triggered by Ryan's actions; until he has done certain things, others won't happen. So, usually, it doesn't matter how long it takes to figure out a particular puzzle, as time isn't really passing in the game.

The one exception is when the autosave kicks in. This is often the herald of a real-time sequence coming up, where Ryan has only a short while to figure out what he has to do. These moments are not action/arcade stuff. Rather, they depend mainly on using the right object in the right place to overcome the problem. Fast thinking, not fast reflexes, are what's needed at these times.

Prisoner can be installed to hard disk or played directly from the CD. Because my drive space was limited, I ran the game off the CD. For the most part, it ran well, although there were perceptible pauses in some of the cut scenes, where the action was very much stop-and-go. In the game proper, however, everything went smoothly.

Happily, the game has subtitles in addition to sound. Since your sound card is not supported, or you're playing late at night, or you have hearing difficulties, or you just prefer to read, you can turn on the text and not miss anything. Text and voice can be on together, too.

Prisoner does support the Gravis Ultrasound, but you have to run the GRAVIS.BAT file before running the game, so the MIDI patches will be loaded in. Otherwise, you will have sound but no music. This, unfortunately, is not noted in either the documentation or the Readme file. If you have a Gravis, keep this in mind. I had some aggravating moments until I checked the CD directory and found GRAVIS.BAT.

DOS Boot

This is a DOS-based game (5.0 or higher); while you can run it from Windows under the Program Manager (it doesn't install to Windows), you are probably better off running it straight from DOS, as

---

**Prisoner of Ice**

*Price:* $59.95
*System:* 486-33 or better (486-66 recommended), 4 MB RAM (8 MB for SVGA graphics)
*VGA/SVGA graphics, 2x CD-ROM drive; supports Sound Blaster compatible sound cards*
*# of Players:* 1
*Protection:* None (CD must be in drive)
*Designer:* Bruno Bonnell
*Producer:* I Moton
*Santa Monica, CA (800) 443-3386, (310) 665-2688*
YOU'VE BEEN TO MYST...NOW DISCOVER MARS

Ray Bradbury's The Martian Chronicles, the most popular science-fiction novel ever written, comes alive in a non-linear, fully interactive adventure filled with out-of-this-world mystery and intrigue. Journey to the red planet and walk the treacherous line between reality and illusion in this unique new interactive game, complete with eye-popping 3-D graphics and animation, mind-bending puzzles, and exclusive video interviews with science-fiction master Ray Bradbury himself. To aid in your survival, the package includes free gamer's hints and an address for on-line advice.

"RAY BRADBURY’S THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES is a hard-core puzzle lover’s dream."
—Electronic Entertainment

CD-ROM for Windows® 95, and Macintosh®

©Myst is a trademark of Cyan, Inc. Copyright 1993, Broderbund Software and Cyan, Inc. All rights reserved.
ALTAR EGO: Fail to stop the evil Nazi mastermind and he'll summon things to Earth that make Nazis look like Boy Scouts.

particularly hard game. Most of the puzzles have fairly obvious solutions, once you've found the right item or items. However, finding an item can, on occasion, be a problem. For instance, early on in the sub, I looked at a desk drawer and was told it was locked. I spent a lot of fruitless time looking for a key or other means to open it, which wasn't necessary: the drawer wasn't locked at all, and just left-clicking opened it.

There are a couple of other times where finding an object isn't easy, but fortunately, these annoyances are few. It is always a wise idea to run the cursor slowly over the screen to make sure you don't miss any "hot spots" (especially in the doctor's office, after the critter is on the loose in the Infirmary).

WHERE HAS THE LOVECRAFT GONE?

What disappointed me most was the lack of atmosphere. SHADOW OF THE COMET had a good, Lovecraftian feel to it, a sense of growing eeriness and terror, where PRISONER just seems to be rather matter-of-fact. Despite references to Cthulhu and the Great Old Ones, old books and mysterious chants, the game simply doesn't have the authentic Lovecraft aura. Perhaps there were too many monsters running around, or possibly all the time-travel business struck a wrong note. Whatever, as an addition to the Cthulhu mythos, this one isn't up to par.

Overall, PRISONER OF ICE is an easy-to-modern adventure game, with a few annoying moments. Veteran gamers will likely whip through this in a short time. Those looking for something less demanding than, say, DISCWORLD, or who want a couple afternoons' diversion, could have a good time with it.

"I don't want to read the manual!"

As seen on PBS's "Computer Chronicles"

the

GAME

DOCTOR

TM

NEVER USE A BOOT DISK AGAIN.

Look familiar? You bought your PC. You paid extra for all that important RAM. Now your new games say, "INSUFFICIENT MEMORY!" Wrong! You have plenty of memory -- it just needs to be configured properly. You have three choices: study your DOS manual for two days, try to make a boot disk that works, OR BUY THE GAME DOCTOR AND START PLAYING IN TWO MINUTES!

- EASY TO INSTALL
  Type 'install' and you're done. The Game Doctor scans your system for information about your hardware and uses it to build effective startup files.

- COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
  After The Game Doctor is installed, every time you start your computer you will be presented with a menu of configuration choices (e.g. Windows, DOS, Games, or Custom). You just pick the configuration that fits what you want to do and you're set!

- INCLUDES CUSTOM CONFIGURATION BUILDER
  The Game Doctor's custom configuration builder has easy switches which allow you to construct your own configurations. These custom configurations can automatically launch programs right from startup -- all you do is pick the item from a menu!

Windows 95 Version
Available NOW!

The Game Doctor
P.O. Box 611764
Port Huron, Michigan
48061-1764

Only $19.95 ORDER NOW!: 1-800-558-6674

Circle Reader Service #220
POWER UP!

Play to win.
Subscribe to save.

Here's the move that'll blow'em away:

Call 1-800-827-4450

And grab the rock-bottom rate other gamers would virtually die for!
"They say there's a parallel universe. Pray it isn't mine."
It's a gut-wrenching 75% faster than its award-winning predecessor. With new monsters (hydros, spiders, demons) and 30 fresh spells (like whirlwinds and thunderbolts) each with seven levels of power. It's got 25 never-seen-before worlds with sub-worlds and new terrain (caverns, tunnels, etc.). And it's available for modem and network play. This isn't a sequel. It's an epoch.
Scorpio Spells Relief

Take These Hints And You’ll Feel Better Fast

Well, here we are on the verge of Christmas, with not all that much to look forward to. There hasn’t been all that much in the past, either. The mail room, which used to be piled high with sacks, has some empty space these days. It seems that either players are skipping a lot of new product that have come out, or they’re finding most of the newer games easy enough to get through without help…when there are new games to play, that is.

Just take a look at the Top 100 Games in the October CGW. Menzoberranzan is #10 on the top 10 CRPG list, yet its score is too low to make the Top 100. Veil of Darkness, also on the top ten role-playing list, is several years old now, and not even a CRPG (I’m still wondering how it got in that section). Out of 100 games, only eight are CRPGs, and adventure games aren’t in much better shape either. Ouch!

So it’s not surprising that the mail reflects this situation, especially as the ratings come from the gamers themselves. Sigh. Anyway, let’s get on to the letters.

Star Trek: A Final Unity: In my review of this game, I mentioned the problems I (and others) had with the sound, which was causing game crashes and hang-ups. If you have a Gravis ULTRASOUND MAX (and only the MAX, not the regular GUS), you can get around that by using MaxBos. MaxBos is a special SOUND BLASTER emulation, only for the MAX. I tried it, and the game ran fine with both music and voice. If you don’t have MaxBos, you should be able to find it on many online services, or you can write or call Gravis for it. And kudos to Spectrum HoloByte for sticking with this one and coming up with the solution!

Meanwhile, a few adventurers are experiencing another kind of problem—not being able to get off Allanor. That mention of a shuttle dock on the way in has them looking for non-existent exits. Nope, that’s not it. The only way out from the computer room is the same way you came in. The party has to go all the way back to the entry room and transport to the Enterprise from there.

Thunderscape: There are a couple of undocumented commands that may make your life easier when jumping or walking around dangerous areas. You can look up or down by using the Page Up and Page Down keys. Not the ones on the keypad, the Page Up and Down that are in a separate group on the keyboard. Many jumps require you to be right on the edge, and it’s almost impossible to judge where you’re standing when you have only the forward view, even crouched down. By using these keys, you will have a better idea of your position, and some of those jumps, at least, may not require too many tries to complete.

Discworld: By far, this seems to be the game of choice lately; many questions are coming in about it (not surprising, as it is tough). One spot that a lot of people find tricky is picking the barber’s pocket. Well, every good pickpocket knows that, before slipping one’s hand in, it’s a good idea to make sure there is something in that pocket to scarf in the first place. So you may want to have a little chat with the customer before proceeding with any larcenous acts.

If Rincewind is having a hard time getting the monk’s robe into his hot little hands, don’t be too surprised. This puzzle is somewhat on the obscure side. The solution requires using the butterfly (you did get the butterfly from the park, yes?) in the right place on the right side, so Rincewind can pick up the robe back in the present (future?). Don’t let yourself feel cornered here.

Bureau 13: Some gamers are having a little trouble with the end game section, especially in regard to the computer.

Enterprise, do you read me? They probably can’t if you have a Gravis ULTRASOUND Max. Have Geordi redirect your sound card to the MaxBos setting to emulate the Sound Blaster.
Your Catalog Superstore for Games and Accessories!

Full line of games, complete systems, monitors, memory upgrades, video cards, multimedia kits and more!

**Ultimate Game System**
- 32-Bit
- MPEG Ready
- 16-Bit Sound
- Full-Motion Video
- 3D Surround Sound

**Mile High Club**
Eight great flight simulators including F-16 Falcon & F-14 Tomcat Velocity #25247

$26.98

**IBM Aptiva M41 w/Monitor & Joystick**
The Aptiva M41 is fully loaded, combining serious Pentium 75MHz processing power with the latest multimedia features. It includes a 17" DX1-T color monitor from MAG Innovision, plus an AMD PC Raider joystick. And it comes in a tower design that gives you all the benefits of expandability.

Only $2549

**YST-M10 Speakers**
Sensational sound and music reproduction! 10 watts/channel.

$59.98

**The Hive for Win 95**
As an agent for the Galactic Federation, you must battle the sinister Black Nexus Mob and destroy the Hive - before it destroys the universe! This stunningly realistic, 3D rendered action arcade game takes you through 16 levels of heart-pounding gameplay and gut-wrenching excitement. Trimmack Interactive

Only $44.98

**Home Entertainment Cube I**
Includes Doom, Duke Nukem II, F17A and more! Atec New Media #24762

$19.98

**Call the PC Zone**
1-800-419-9663
24 hours 7 days a week

Credit cards are not charged until the order is shipped. Most orders ship the same day for overnight delivery. Packages shipped overnight at $6 for the first 7 pounds and $1 for each additional pound over 7 pounds. Call for express delivery rates. Packaging and handling $4 per order. Returns subject to a restocking fee. Prices and product availability subject to change without notice. Speeds and promotions may be limited to stock on hand. Not responsible for typographical errors.

**MechWarrior 2**
Awesome 3D graphics!
Activision #25218

$46.89

**IndyCar Racing II**
The 1995 IndyCar season is in your hands!
Virgin Games #26058

$39.98

Circle Reader Service #133
Keep in mind that the EMP device must be fully charged in order to be useful. If you charged up and didn’t get the “fully charged” message, the EMP won’t do a lot for you, and you do need to use this thing twice during the end game (yes, that means a second trip to the lab after you’ve activated the EMP once; sorry about that).

**Stone Prophet:** Adventuring in the desert has its drawbacks, especially when you don’t know where to go at the start. A number of sunburned gamers took off in the wrong direction, going hither and yon, and wondering how they’re supposed to enter the Obelisk. You can’t do that until you’ve talked to Min Deir, the blind woman about due east of where you begin the game. She’s easy to miss if you decide to go north or south, and that’s a big desert out there. Since the Obelisk holds an important item, you don’t want to skip it. By the way, remember that the automap works on line of sight, so every once in awhile, stop and look around, then check the map, to make sure you don’t miss something.

Once you’ve finished with the Shrine of Nefertiti and the Obelisk, the best place to go next is the Harvest Temple. This is a key location, and completing it (the underground chambers, that is) will go a long way towards helping with the other dungeons. You really want to leave Pharaoh’s Rest alone for awhile. This is part of the endgame, and it will be some time before you’re ready for that.

**Return to Zork:** Yep, folks are still playing this one, too. One of the things that is giving some of them gray hairs is how to get to the Bel Nair temple. First, you need to hitch a ride on Scavenger Airways back to the lighthouse (if you don’t have the means to do this, you’re not ready for the temple yet). Then you need to (ahem) hitch a ride on something else, as it were. This is one of those times when being roped in is not a bad thing.

**Lands of Lore:** Another oldie with staying power. Of the many places to become stuck in this one, the pit room sans map is a favorite (heh). This is one time where having some graph paper and drawing your own map is necessary. While the area is actually quite small, the spinners can drive you crazy. Just take it very slow, wait for the compass to settle down (it will, eventually), and go carefully. The game map will return when you make it to the second level. And when you do finally make it past the pits, keep an eye out, because there’s a statue lurking around somewhere nearby.

Another question that pops up a lot in this game is how to get past Scotia’s Gate. This comes later, after you’ve done with the Urbish Mines. Only Paulsen (who is hiding there) has the item you need to destroy the gate. So the sooner you go through the mines and find him, the sooner you’ll be on your way to Yvel City.

**Pagan:** Yeah, some stalwart gamers are still suffering through this one. It’s amazing what people can put up with when they’re desperate (heh). The Sorcerer’s Test, for instance, which is certainly an aggravation in itself. It can be even more so for players who finally do all the enchantments, only in the wrong place. Regardless of whom you chose as your mentor, all the enchantments have to be done in one character’s presence, or you’ve wasted your time. Remember, your teacher has to see you do the spells yourself (after all, you might be tempted to cheat otherwise!).

**Ultima Underworld 2:** One of the most difficult parts for many is the Void, in particular the pyramid. There is no way around it; you have to follow the colored paths (one at a time, of course) to the pyramid, then hop all over it until the whole thing is the same color as the path that brought you there, making sure you end up at the top so you can jump through the moongate. This is, alas, a dreary exercise, but you have to go through with it to reach the Shrine of Spirituality.

And that’s about it for this look into the mailbag. In the meanwhile, if you have a question about an adventure game, you can reach me in the following ways:

- On Delphi—Visit the GameSIG (under the Groups & Clubs menu).
- On GEnie—Stop by the Games Round-Table (type: Scorpia to reach the Games RT).


Until next time, happy adventuring! 😊
Confessions
OF A GAME ADDICT:

Day 1: I was driving down the freeway eating a chili dog, shifting into fifth, balancing a copy of WIRED® on my lap, when the cellular rang. It was Bob from Sierra. He wanted to know if I could write reviews for a bunch of new CD games they had coming out. I had 40 days, 15 games, and a closet full of sunflower seeds, instant coffee and Pop Tarts®. HOW COULD I SAY NO?
Day 5: I'm not sure

Chapter 6 of Phantasmagoria

Gabriel Knight: The Beast Within

The top two computer gaming magazines both named the first Gabriel Knight mystery the best adventure game of the year in 1994. Creator Jane Jensen might want to start dusting off her awards shelf again, as The Beast Within mixes a strange, new brew of mutilation murders, a centuries-old curse, and criminal misdeeds on multiple CDs.

Gabriel Knight, a detective of the supernatural, is summoned to Munich to investigate a series of murders blamed on werewolves. The edge-of-your-seat tale unfolds to implicate the mad King Ludwig II, a lost Wagner opera, and Gabriel's own dark past.

Shrewd thinking and paying attention to details are rewarded as players unravel clues while taking on the role of Gabriel and his partner, Grace Nakamura. Shot on location in Germany and the U.S. with more than 40 surprisingly talented actors, The Beast Within is possibly the most visually stunning, realistic adventure game to come out on CD this year. Even the photo on the box is enough to induce a minor heart palpitation.

Interactive Cinema: The rich, realistic movie-like look of The Beast Within came from shooting more than 1,000 backgrounds here and in Germany.

Interactive Nightmare: The most film footage ever shot for a CD game lends Phantasmagoria the sinister qualities of a great horror feature film.

Sierra® Buy Two Sierra Games and Get a Third Free.
what's more frightening:
or my face.

SMAGORIA
ON 7 CDs

many wives. An evil force still inhabits the maze of
rooms, and its effect on Don is disturbing, terrifying,
and deadly.

With perseverance and wit, you can discover the
clues that save Adrienne from Don, and Don from him-
self. This is truly the kind of game you'll find yourself
staying up all night to play. And, with its decidedly
macabre storyline, the middle of the night may be
Phantasmagoria's finest hour.

HORROR ON 7 CDs Players control every movement of Adrienne—
and this game doesn't "show" you anything. You have to find it.

DARYL F. GATES
POLICE QUEST: SWAT

When he headed the L.A.P.D.,
Chief Daryl F. Gates founded SWAT,
the first Special Weapons And Tactics
SWAT team. Now these highly trained forces
are the elite of law enforcement, while
Gates' Police Quest: SWAT stands as
the elite in tactical simulation games.

In this, the fifth installment of
the successful PQ series, you join a
SWAT team, take intensive training, and learn to handle
advanced class 3 weaponry, like an MP5, Benelli tactical shot-
gun, M16 and LASH radio. After a few hours on the shooting
range comes the "fun" part. That is, if you consider getting
nearly blown away in a real-life crisis fun. Work with your
team, make the right split-second decisions, fire accurately and
you could advance through the ranks to become an Element
Leader. Mess up, and it could cost you your on-screen life.

The video action was shot using actual SWAT officers at
their training facilities and in the streets of L.A. to lend an
unmistakable air of realism. At least some of the country's
major police departments think so—they now use Police Quest
CDs to train their officers.

DEAD-ON AUTHENTICITY Police Quest: SWAT doesn't kid around:
blow a decision, fail to communicate or
mishandle your weapons and you're toast.
Day 14: My family keeps bugging me. I told them, “can’t now.”

TORIN’S PASSAGE

Leave it to Al Lowe—creator of some of the most entertaining and enduring computer games—to unleash Torin’s Passage on the world.

In coming up with this remarkable new game, he has delivered to our CD drives an adventure game with as much intrigue and brain-twisting challenge as any hard-core gamer has ever tackled AND a funny, musically-rich, visual treat that takes gaming to a new level.

Torin’s Passage is the story of a young man’s encounters in the nested worlds beneath the surface of the planet, Strata. These strange lands, replete with flowing hot lava, unworlly creatures, and a host of other cunning obstacles, must be traversed if Torin is to reach his goal.

Making matters worse (for Torin, more exciting for you) is a formidable line-up of brain-teasing puzzles at the end of each chapter—all of them, double black diamond challenges.

There is one word to describe the artistry in Torin’s “whoa!” Multi-plane scrolling, spectacular backgrounds, and hand-drawn cel animation add a depth and realism you’ve never seen in a game before. The sheer talent and imagination of the artists is, by itself, worth the price of admission.

But your eyes aren’t the only things that get to dip into the candy box. Torin’s also features an original digital music score composed by three-time Oscar® winner, Michel Legrand.

There’s a pop-up ‘TelePrompter’ that lets you replay dialogue to listen for crucial clues, plus a 3-D interface with on-line hints for the less-experienced players. There was, however, one hint missing: How do you avoid work, eating, chores and sleep so you can play Torin’s Passage endlessly?

THE WONDER DOWN UNDER The subterranean worlds of Torin’s Passage provides the setting for a challenging quest with brain-teasing puzzles and humor.

SIERRA® BUY TWO SIERRA GAMES AND GET A THIRD FREE.
It's amazing to think that the same computer used to balance the family checkbook can produce an even bigger scare. What's required is the addition of a terror-filled, nail-biting, spine-tingling CD like Shivers.

In this new game aimed at teens and adults, players must rely on their wits and raw nerve to survive a nightmarish trip through a surreal, abandoned museum. The goal is to vanquish the ghosts and phantoms that haunt the museum before they steal your life's essence.

Along the way, a series of beads-of-sweat-producing puzzles await, along with chilling moments of live-action video that delivers twists and turns in the plot.

Shivers sets a haunting stage through an eerie original music score and "as seen through your own eyes" graphics. The first-person views are handsomely rendered, you might even say "mystical." But the real draw remains the story.

It tantalizes, draws you in, and fittingly—gives you the shivers. This is definitely one game that will keep you glued to your seat. Or, at least, the very edge of it.

"According to Hoyle” means "by the rules; done the right way." This remarkably sophisticated collection of 10 favorite games lives up to its name, giving families great variety, totally accurate play action, and an interesting twist on the old idea of playing against the computer.

Sit down at the Hoyle Classic Games poker table, for instance, and you play against a rogue's gallery of computerized competitors. Take on a crusty, old prospector, an over-the-hill movie star, or a number of other players, each sporting an accent and an attitude.

The more you play, the more sides you'll see to their weird, witty personalities. Add in their different card-playing styles, and you end up with a much more fun (and realistic) way to challenge the microchips to a game.

Along with five card draw, you can also play bridge, solitaire, old maid, hearts, crazy 8's, gin rummy, checkers, backgammon, and hearts. With its cast of characters and jam-packed variety, you'll definitely want to ante up for this card game.
Day 19: Today I defeated a horde of commanded a U-boat and

TROPHY BASS

Surely you've seen them. Those guys on cable TV, sitting in a boat, reeling in a big one, saying stuff to each other like, "Oh, he's got a lot of fight in him there, Jim."

At last count, there were 50 million people in this country like Jim who love to feel the tug on a rod. And now they've got their own computer game: Trophy Bass.

There are three sides to Trophy Bass. You can choose tackle, pick your bait, read the water, set the weather conditions, and then finesse your casting technique on one of five virtual lakes. Option two is to play in Tournament Mode and try your luck against conditions and competitors dished out by the computer.

Or you can get even more serious and watch the full motion video "how-to" section and pick up more than 100 nuggets of solid advice from America's top tournament bass fishermen.

Now, obviously, the Jims of the world are going to love this game, because playing can bring you more success out on the water. But, surprisingly, you don't have to know what a bunker buckemouth is to get a charge out of Trophy Bass. As Jim would say, "It's a keeper."

CAST OF THOUSANDS The super-accurate simulation and detailed how-to information earned Trophy Bass the endorsement of BASS, America's largest fishing organization.

CAESAR II

A city simulation? Hmmm, haven't I seen something like this before? Yes and no. Yes, you've seen amazingly-detailed 3D renderings before. And, yes, you've played sims that put you in the municipal driver's seat.

But, no, you've never played anything quite like Caesar II. For starters, if you do a good job quelling riots, dousing fires, recruiting soldiers and building great cities, you earn approval ratings that grant you the right to take on another province.

Then it really heats up. Along with wearing your city planner hat, you get to don the general's helmet and fight off hordes of barbarians in battle sequences (check out the Carthaginians on armored elephants). With each additional province you control, the closer you get to the best hat of all: the emperor's snappy laurel wreath.

By combining great graphics, intricate strategizing and battle action, Caesar II isn't merely simulation. It's simulation for those who hanker for action and power.
fished for bass, barbarians, won the playoffs, ate six Cup Noodles.

FRONT PAGE SPORTS: FOOTBALL PRO '96

When Football Pro '95 was hailed as "the best football game on the planet," you'd think Sierra would send in the third string and retire to the locker room for a tall, frosty one. But, no. They put the pads back on, threw out the old playbook, and came back with Football Pro '96.

It keeps all the things that earned its forefathers the Best Sports Simulation award three years running: Stylized attention to real NFL player and team stats, a play book with over 10,000 combinations of X's and O's, and league play over CompuServe.

Ah, but that's the old stuff. For 1996, you can suit up as a player for an arcade game or appoint yourself coach for the football sim. What's more, 3D animations were created using films of actual players shot from dozens of angles simultaneously, so tailbacks juke, wide receivers sprint, and linemen grunt just like their real-life counterparts. The awesome realism of this new version is sure to earn some accolades. "Best football game in the solar system?" Could be.

COMMAND: ACES OF THE DEEP

Now hear this. All personnel who want to see how the Simulation Game of the Year has been improved, report to your software dealer. COMMAND: Aces of the Deep, with its incredible realism and historical accuracy, has taken a giant leap forward with the addition of phenomenal texture-mapped graphics and voice activation.

With Windows® 95 and IBM VoiceType®, you bark commands at your U-boat crew and watch them respond to your orders to dive, surface, fire torpedoes, and more. While you don't need the voice command option to play the game, it adds yet another dimension to the realism.

Your strategic skills get a sweat-producing workout in the cat-and-mouse pursuit sequences, while a new two-mode deck gun lets you play a more arcade-style game. Here, you get to do to other ships what COMMAND has done to other simulation games: Blow them out of the water.

DIVE! DIVE! Shout out the orders, and your crew reacts on the double in the first voice-activated CD-ROM simulation game ever.

IBM VoiceType is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.

ENTER TO WIN AN IBM APTIVA. Call 1-800/767-7707. surf http://www.sierra.com or log on at AOL or CompuServe.
Day 27: It took 3 but I finally reached Level Not every

3-D ULTRA PINBALL™

The pinball wizards at Sierra have just come up with a better idea on how to stick five vertical feet of pinball machine onto seven inches of computer screen. While most other pinball games show you the table as if it were shot pointing straight up, Sierra’s 3-D Ultra Pinball slants the table so you can see the whole thing easily without scrolling. This bit of cleverness was then totally exploited with the most amazing spacescape graphics to appear this side of Alpha Centauri.

Another innovation: 3-D Ultra Pinball uses advanced physics formulas to give you an uncannily accurate feel of a real table. Thanks to genius programming from some people who weren’t sleeping during Physics class, flipper responsiveness, table bumping, ball rolling and ricochets look and react just like an authentic tavern machine. It even tilts like classic pinball. Damn!

The game’s three tables can be interconnected so you can keep going until the sun comes up. And action on all versions is super fast; an amazing feat especially for a Windows® game. If there’s one downside to this addictive game, it may be that the garbage isn’t going to get taken out for a while, and the dog may have to start walking himself.

FAST AND FURIOUS The full dimensional graphics of 3-D Ultra Pinball haven’t slowed things down. Action is fast, frenzied, and richly animated.

THE

Now that the Windows® 95 frenzy is going full tilt, you may wonder, “is there a game specifically designed for this amazingly cool new operating system that takes full advantage of its multi-threading capabilities?” Or perhaps you’d like to know, “is there a game so incredibly wicked that it will actually increase my supply of testosterone?”

The answer to both questions: Yes. And you’re looking at it.

Thexder flies, runs, jumps, morphs into a tank or plane, and blasts his way through five worlds, each with ten different levels of increasing hair-pulling difficulty.

Your job in all this is to help Thexder work his way through mind-numbing mazes while steering clear of energy fields, sheer drop offs, and other assorted game-enders. Then, in addition to robots, aliens, cyborgs and other
enemies, *Thexder* also has to contend with burning lava, crushing ceilings, and unpredictable explosives.

Thanks to your droid-fast reflexes, and *Thexder’s* ability to morph, you can struggle your way to the 50th level to face Primus Tech, the numero uno enemy. Actually, there are other enemies you can take on; the bad dudes you play against on your network or your modem.

All this battling is supercharged courtesy of Windows® 95. Along with the main horizontally-scrolling action window, there are five additional screens to keep you filled in on your position, available equipment, enemies and weapons. Due to that multi-threading business, every screen is constantly updated without slowing down the main action one hair.

*Thexder*—sure to be one of the season’s best sellers—has arrived, pumped on Windows® 95 steroids, and ready to do some serious damage.

*Last Dynasty* isn’t the best new game to come along in a while. It’s more like two of the best.

Start by parking yourself in its first-person, full-view, real-time combat simulator. The completely customizable cockpit, with continuous on-line help, locks on and destroys typical space fight games. The information overload as you plan an attack, while your radar and windshield fills with enemy ships, is truly stomach-churning. Then comes an even cooler part: You can grab a momentary breath during all this chaos by switching into strategy mode, where you can map out and execute your next attack from a mega-choice of battle strategies.

Carrying the action game forward are spectacular interactive cinema clips, haunting original music, and enough mind-racking tension to have you sweating an arsenal worth of bullets.

While the action side of this equation beats most pure space arcade CDs at their own game, *Last Dynasty* shines again in the fully-rendered, high res scenes in the adventure portion of the game. This mind-puzzler takes place aboard a multi-level space station. From a first-person angle you explore, look for clues, remove a few ruthless strangers, and keep your nerve endings on alert-mode in wait for a surprise attack.

Consider *Last Dynasty* as an excellent, addictive, warp speed, mysterious, challenging, over-stim’d value.
THE LOST MIND OF DR. BRAIN

You have to love something that makes your kids smarter, keeps them happily occupied for hours, and isn’t TV. In this case, that something is The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain.

This third installment in the immensely popular Dr. Brain series gives kids 10 different wildly entertaining puzzles to solve—each challenging the 10 learning centers in real live kid brains. Some involve mazes, others memory games, and there’s plenty of fun with words and music. Since you can set the degree of difficulty, both ten-year olds and teens can have their brains put to the test.

But here’s the real truth. These puzzles are also a blast for those of us who, ahem, haven’t doodled on a Pee Chee for many moons. (My favorite: sending the right colored balls down the railroad track maze to the station.)

So don’t get the idea this is some stuffy, bookish “learning aid.” The puzzles are pure fun, surprisingly funny, and always a challenge. If you’ve got kids, buying The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain is clearly a no brainer.

MIXED-UP MOTHER GOOSE

The list of the awards Mixed-Up Mother Goose has won from magazines, parents’ groups and the software industry could fill up the rest of this page. And no wonder. Here is a game that has introduced more than 500,000 little ones to the computer, while helping build their problem-solving and learning skills.

Sounds like a textbook? It’s not. In the new deluxe version of Mixed-Up Mother Goose kids search through Mother Goose Land to find missing objects from classic rhymes. A successful recovery is rewarded with a song—but not like you’ve ever heard before. Imagine “Little Jack Horner” done in reggae and you’ll get the idea.

The game can be played in English or Spanish, and there’s a free bonus audio CD of the 18 songs in the game so kids can sing along after you’ve commandeered the computer so you can play your games.
We're giving away five IBM Aptiva “Ultimate Gamer” systems with Pentium® 133 Mhz processor, 16 MB RAM, 3.4 GB HF, Six Speed CD-ROM, 16-Bit Wavetable sound, 3-D graphics card, 2 stereo speakers with sub-woofer, and a 17” SVGA monitor (15.7” viewable image size). You want? Option A: Scour all 10 pages of the Sierra ad, answer the questions below, send the card back to us by February 14, 1996 and pray mightily to the game gods. Option B: Buy your own by calling IBM PC Direct at 1-800-IBM-2-YOU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Which Sierra game comes with 7 CD-ROMs?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which Sierra game takes place in an abandoned museum?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which Sierra game visits subterranean worlds?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which Sierra game features voice activation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name
Address
City
State
Zip

No purchase necessary. Offer good in USA only. Sweepstakes is open to residents of the US over 18 years of age. You may use this card or enter on a plain 3x5 inch card. All federal, state and local laws apply. Taxes, if any, are the sole responsibility of the prize winners. Decision of the judges is final and binding. Offer void where prohibited by law. Employees and family members of Sierra On-Line or IBM Corporation are not eligible. Odds of winning depend upon number of entries received. Only one entry per question, one entry per household. Entries will be randomly selected and winners verified for correctness to identify and select winners. Winners will be selected February 15, 1996. Grand Prizes will be shipped to winners at address shown on entry form. Total approximate value of Grand Prize is $5,000 each. Winner cannot transfer prize. Prize is not redeemable for cash. Each winner will be required to sign a release allowing Sierra to use his or her name and likeness in advertising.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Aptiva is a trademark of IBM. Pentium is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation.

Day 48: Bought two Sierra games, got a third free.*
Free game was actually not junk.

Hard to believe, but there are even more Sierra games than we could squeeze into this ad. So check them all out by going to the place where you like to buy games or call 1-800-757-7707 and order directly from Sierra. Then, when you buy any two games from the list below between November 1, 1995 and January 31, 1996, you can select one more from the other side of this card and we'll send it to you for free.

- Adi's Comprehensive Learning System
- Caesar II
- COMMAND: Aces of the Deep
- Front Page Sports: Football Pro ‘96
- Gabriel Knight: The Beast Within
- Hoyle® Classic Games
- Kings Quest VII, 2.0
- Last Dynasty
- Lode Runner On-Line
- Lost Mind of Dr. Brain
- Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe
- Outpost 1.5
- Phantasмагoria
- Police Quest: SWAT
- Print Artist 3.0
- Shivers
- Space Quest 6
- Thexder
- 3-D Ultra Pinball
- The Incredible Machine 3.0
- Toria’s Passage
- Trophy Bass

* Well, OK, free plus $5.95 for postage and handling.
Buy two Sierra games, get a third game free.*

Check the box in front of your free game from the list below and mail this card with your check or money order made out to Sierra On-Line for $5.95 for postage and handling, dated receipts and proofs of purchase from both games (the UPC bar code from the cartons) to:

Sierra Buy 2 Get 1 Free Offer
P.O. Box 3404
Salinas, CA 93912

You can also take advantage of this offer by ordering directly from Sierra at 1-800-757-7707 24 hours a day.

- Berlitz Spanish
- Casino Deluxe
- Castle of Dr. Brain
- Front Page Sports: Baseball ’94
- Gabriel Knight: Sins of the Fathers
- Hoyle’s® Classic Card Games
- Incredible Toon Machine
- LandDesigner
- Leisure Suit Larry 6
- Leisure Suit Larry Collection
- Lode Runner: The Legend Returns
- MetalTech: EarthSiege
- PowerHouse
- Red Baron w/ Mission Builder
- Space Quest Collection
- Talking Tutor: Alphabet Blocks
- Talking Tutor: Beginning Reading
- Talking Tutor: Early Math
- Talking Tutor: Kid’s Typing
- Talking Tutor: Spelling Blizzard
- Woodruff and the Schnibble

SHIP MY FREE GAME TO:

Name
Address
City State Zip

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. Offer valid in the U.S. and Canada only. Not valid with any other offer. Requests must be postmarked by February 15, 1996. This offer may be discontinued without notice. Sierra reserves the right to limit quantities. No dealers, please.
You Little Monster, You!

Bullfrog Reverses The Roles Of Role-Playing To Let YOU Be The Monster
In DUNGEON KEEPER

by Johnny L. Wilson

TRY TO SEE THINGS FROM MY PERSPECTIVE. I MAY LIVE UNDERGROUND, BUT IT COST ME A LOT TO REACH THIS Pinnacle of success. When I think of all those years spent studying arcane spells, my self-imposed exile from the world of men, trial and error lessons in monster management, and gallons of blood spilled in the accumulation of gold—it must mean something. After all, I provide a certain amount of stability for society. I’m a threat that helps get children to go to bed, a warning to adolescents as to what greed can do, and a necessary economic check and balance upon money supply. Face it: I’m a visual symbol of evil for local townpeople to rally against rather than fight each other. So, I take it very badly when these foolishly ev’ry-where wells, these pathetic paladins and wimpy wizards, bring their magical swords and ensorcelments into my home; murder my faithful retainers; pick up anything that isn’t nailed down; and deplete me of the things I value most: money, mana, gold and power.

Does the above sound a little strange? Well, it’s all the norm in the world created by Bullfrog Productions in their upcoming DUNGEON KEEPER, a game that breaks all of the traditional role-playing rules. The usual computer RPG has you create a character or characters by assigning numbers to attributes. Then, you direct the characters through a series of ruins/caverns where your party faces enough lesser monsters and villains to get “pumped up” enough to both find some Ultimate Monster and defeat it in a climactic battle. In DUNGEON KEEPER, the rules change. Instead of finding the monster, we get to be the monster. Instead of directing characters through caverns and catacombs, we get to build custom dungeons, set traps, direct monster defenses, and even “possess” our evil minions in such a way that we can face knights, paladins and wizards head-on in full 3-D combat from the monster’s-eye view.

ARCHITECT OF INFERNAL DESIGN

Dungeon Keeper (DK) begins with a sort of "SimDungeon" feel. That is, the dungeon keeper begins with limited resources and builds his or her reputation by building a dungeon, corridor by corridor and room by room. If DK turns out according to Bullfrog’s ideal, individual dungeon keepers will be able to create themed dungeons. One may have a horror theme that specializes in monsters and another might be done in early Spanish Inquisition. The version we got to play had strictly a horror theme.

Each room has a different cost attached to it, and, like buildings/complexes in SIMCITY, ASCENDANCY, MASTER OF MAGIC or CAESAR II, serve different functions. For example, torture chambers provide...well...staff motivation (can’t be too careful when conjuring demons and hiring minotaurs, can we?), libraries enable spell research to occur, treasure rooms naturally store the gold, and armories provide for weapons training.

Of course, the most important addition to the well-designed dungeon is the generator room. With such a room, the monsters appear in a burst of magical fire rather than having to enter the dungeon by the “front door” like the heroes. Naturally, having monsters or hired sorcerers enter through the “front door” means that they will have to face the same traps and defenses that invading parties of heroes would normally face—in a word, wasteful.

Bullfrog is even lavishing the dungeon environment with incredible detail. Consider the dungeon floor, for example. If no characters/monsters traverse the floors of a room or corridor for a given amount of time, dust will begin to appear on the floor. My favorite touch, however, is the very detailed light-sourcing. Even though many products use some form of light-sourcing, few products perform it to the degree which DK does. In DK, multi-
have shared their map of
the dungeon with every-
one in the vicinity. As a
result, the next adventur-
ing parties will be able to
head right for an unfor-
tunate dungeon keeper’s
treasure room in order to
perpetrate larceny in the
name of justice.

CREATURES OF
THE NIGHT
In order to defend your
dark demesne, as the dun-
gone keeper you can hire
a variety of monsters, each
with its own personal-
ity. Imps perform all of
the dungeon keeper’s
construction, sorcerers
can cast spells, dragons
can breathe fire, demons
allow for cheap wave at-
tacks, and so on. From
the overhead perspective,
the dungeon keeper can
simply click on a creature
and bring up a menu of
possible orders. These
penultimate bad guys can
be ordered to: build a
room or corridor; go to
training; go to the library to research; go
to the bunkhouse to rest; hunt diligently
through the corridors for invaders; guard a
room or spot; lurk in the shadows and wait
for unsuspecting victims; attack a given
character or party; or allow the dungeon
keeper to assume control.

Assuming control brings about the
monster’s-eye view mentioned earlier in
this article. Whereas keepers playing
from the overhead view can use the arrow
keys to both zoom in/zoom out on the ac-
tion and rotate rooms or corridors, keep-
ers who assume control of their monsters
get a front and peripheral view that is
normal for a sorcerer, low view for a giant
ant and higher view for a giant fly. In-
deed, the perspective even takes on a
bug-eye effect when one is controlling an
ant or fly.

Best of all, these monsters are not
dumb. The AI has been built around
Bullfrog’s in-house multi-player play over
their own network. As these master
gamers play dirty tricks and plan sneaky
attacks on each other, such tactics are
incorporated into the code. Even better for
play-balancing sake, the company has
written some behavioral cloning code
that enables the AI for misguided heroes
to learn from the human gamer’s play. In
network games, one can even allow the
game to run in the background and it
will manage the dungeon based on how
many monsters the gamer tends to hire,
commands usually given, and room
preferences.

WIN-WIN 95 SITUATION
Gamers with Windows 95 will have the
best results with DUNGEON KEEPER.
Though the game will be released both
as a DOS product and a native Win 95
product, only the Win 95 product will
have the versatility with regard to net
play through its support of Direct Con-
nect. Up to 31 heroes will be able to gang
up on one dungeon keeper in the native
Win 95 version of the game. Bullfrog
even hints that there could be a huge vir-
tual world of dungeons on the Internet
after the game is released.

Expected in the first quarter of 1996,
DUNGEON KEEPER not only turns the tra-
ditional gaming roles upside-down, but it
is liable to turn role-playing design up-
side-down, as well. With its “SimDun-
gone” structure mixed with its up-close
and personal combat, multi-player net-
work play, and potential Internet compo-
nent, DUNGEON KEEPER cannot help but
become a watershed design for years to
come. ☮
SSI's masterful ADVANCED SIMULATOR SERIES sails on! GNB IV: BURNING STEEL™ is an enormous simulation that covers all European theaters of war from 1939–1942. You'll have access to the Italian, French, Russian and British navies — all major European ships and aircraft present in World War II! A Random Battle Generator lets you create unlimited conflict — from small surface engagements to full-blown carrier task force battles! Use the powerful Scenario Editor to create your own battles or modify existing ones in areas like the North Sea or the Mediterranean. For unprecedented control, a sophisticated customizer lets you alter various aspects of the game routines. An intuitive, easy to use interface, Super-VGA graphics and an astounding sound track put this simulation right on target!

To order, call 1-800-601-PLAY with VISA/MC (North America only).

Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game RATING information.
A two thousand year old mystery
riddled with danger.
**THE RIDDLE OF MASTER LU**

Can you unravel it... or will it unravel you?

Are you part detective, part thrill-seeking adventurer? You’d better believe it! Join Robert Ripley, famed explorer and collector of the bizarre to solve one of the most intriguing true-life mysteries of the ancient world.

Thrust into the year 1936, you uncover a secret plot to rule the world using an age-old talisman of mystic power. Now, it’s up to you to stop the sinister plan of an evil nemesis. But time is running out! Race to exotic locations, gathering clues to unlock a 2,000 year old riddle. Defy diabolical death traps and solve mystifying puzzles!

Can you survive up to 60 hours of incredible globe hopping adventure packed with intrigue and danger?

Explore more than 200 breathtaking and historically detailed environments. Interact with over 40 live video characters. Super VGA graphics, a richly textured soundtrack, and breakthrough technology deliver captivating realism like never before. *Believe It or Not?!* Don’t miss out on the adventure of a lifetime! Take the challenge of this revolutionary gaming experience home!

"...one of those seemingly rare adventure games that manages to merge both graphics and story..."  
— Strategy Plus

"Exotic locales, cliff-hanging situations, fast-paced storytelling, fascinating characters, diabolical puzzles. The Riddle of Master Lu seems to have it all."  
— PC Gamer

Available for PC CD-ROM. Coming soon for Macintosh.

Visit us on-line @ http://www.sanctuary.com and find out how you can get a demo of *The Riddle of Master Lu*.
San Francisco Law

The People Find Broderbund Guilty Of Good Gameplay In The 1st Degree

by Charles Ardai

COURTROOM GAMES HAVE NEVER BEEN BIG. THE LAST ONE I REMEMBER IS PERRY MASON: THE CASE OF THE MANDARIN MURDER from Telarium, and that came out way back in 1985. It's been quite the dry spell since. But fear not, Matlock fans. As I pen this review, the defense has just rested in the O.J. Simpson double murder case; and even if that trial is finally over by the time you read this, I suspect that its impact will remain with us for a long time. It will remain in the form of the TV shows it inspired, the movies, the novels, and, yes, the computer games—like Broderbund's In The 1st Degree.

Could it be a coincidence that the defendant in In The 1st Degree has an "O" and a "J" in his name? In The 1st Degree is about a California celebrity (from San Francisco, not Brentwood, but who's keeping track), accused of murdering his business partner in either a hot-blooded, jealous rage—or having pulled the trigger, he quickly learned, the partner was shrinking the accused's girlfriend—or a cold-blooded attempt to cover up his part in an insurance scam. Or, if you ignore the thermodynamic impossibility, the motive could be some combination of the two.

The accused, part-time painter and gallery owner, James Tobin, doesn't deny having pulled the trigger, but he says it was in self-defense. His freshly deceased partner, Zack Barnes, was behind the insurance scheme—at least that is what Tobin insists happened. When Tobin threatened to reveal all to the police, Barnes went ballistic, snapping up a gun from his desk drawer—or so Tobin alleges. They wrestled for the gun; a table smashes; a shot rang out, then another; and by the time the smoke cleared, Zack Barnes lay dead with one hole in his throat and another in the back of his head. This last part, at least, is a matter of fact, not allegation.

It only accounts for one of the bullets, though. The other one found its way into Tobin's leg, and how it did that is one of the initial mysteries the game poses.

But first things first. Who are you? Your name, right out of a soap opera, is Sterling Granger, crack prosecuting attorney, assigned to represent the people in The People of California vs. J. Tobin. Budget cuts seem to have decimated your staff, so you have to double as your own investigator, traipsing around the city to conduct interviews with all the relevant parties. You get some help from a world-weary, wisecracking police inspector, but otherwise, you are pretty much on your own in the lion's den.

And what a den it is! Not only are you going up against the renowned Cynthia Charleston, a defense attorney who'd make Marcia Clark weak in the knees, but because of the accused's fame, you're in the public eye as never before. Every day, a pack of journalistic Siskels and legal Eberts on the Channel 2 news (promoting themselves as "Your trial headquarters!") rate your performance with the sort of unsparring viciousness previously known only to theater critics (and maybe computer game reviewers). Topping it all off is a judge who is just itching to throw you out of court at the first hint of misconduct and contempt.

What's a poor litigator to do? Think quickly, remember all those lessons from law school, and save your game often.

TRIAL AND ERROR

Although at first glance there appears to be no whodunit for you to solve—Tobin shot Barnes, and that's that—appearances can be deceiving. The entire first CD of this two-CD game is devoted to your investigation of the crime, and you quickly discover that there is plenty of "who" for you to piece together.

Whose gun was it, and how did it end up in Tobin's hand? Who brought it to the gallery, and who told Tobin it was there? Who shot first: Tobin or Barnes? Then there's the charge of larceny to consider. Who stole Tobin's paintings from the gallery, and who masterminded...
the theft? Which partner planned to collect the insurance money, and which had the attack of conscience that precipitated the homicide?

And there's the sexual jealousy angle. Who was sleeping with whom, and when? Who found out about it, when, and how? Who is this mysterious, tattooed grungester, Simon Lee, with his sulky attitude, his filthy mouth, and his name ripped right out of Wordsworth?

There is certainly no shortage of questions to ask and answer. Thankfully, there are answers to all of these questions, and if you probe cannily in your own interviews and dig carefully through recorded police interrogations, you can find them. But one of the things that makes In The 1st Degree a great game, rather than merely a good one, is that somewhere around your third interview, you realize that it doesn't matter.

You're not Perry Mason, in the business of finding answers or unearthing the truth. Your job is to put James Tobin in jail, and you only have to concern yourself with the truth insofar as it is likely to help or hinder you in accomplishing this goal.

This focus on getting a job done—on legal gamesmanship that goes on irrespective of the questions of justice—continues in the trial section of the game. Here, instead of collecting evidence, your job is to marshal the evidence you've got, in front of a sleepless juror who would rather be anywhere else than on jury duty and doing anything besides listening to you.

The information you pick up in the first half of the game directs your behavior in the second. You've got to call your witnesses and then question them, remaining true to the lawyer's axiom that you should never ask a question to which you do not already know the answer. You'll hopefully lead the witness with your questions, thereby giving the jury the information you already know, but which they need to get, in order for them to return with a guilty verdict.

The game gives you plenty of chances to hang yourself: hostile witnesses; too-friendly witnesses who offer to change their story to suit your needs; questions that will alienate witnesses, causing them to clam up; questions with largely helpful answers that also, incidentally, can open up a line of questioning that the resourceful Miss. Charleston can leverage into reasonable doubt in the minds of the jury; and so on. There is also retroactive self-hanging available to you: certain lines of questioning will only succeed if you played your cards right in the investigation portion of the game. If not, it's time to restore an early game and replay, replay, replay.

This occasional need to start the whole shooting match over is one of the game's few weak points—an option to retract your missteps with an Undo button would have been nice. Another weakness scenes that are cleverly stitched together; this helps to blend the miniature Quick-Time windows segments seamlessly into the static photo backgrounds. During the trial, for instance, you'll have a full-screen shot of a courtroom, with just the witness box animated; then you'll cut to a shot of the jury, where only two of six jurors are animated; then a shot of the judge's bench, with just the judge's face animated; and so on.

Adding to the quality of the illusion is dead-on casting (not all the actors are great, but they all look deliciously idiosyncratic, like real people you might actually see on the nightly news), and an apparently endless supply of apt visual "asides."

The designers' eye for detail is shockingly sharp; from some just-right misspellings on a police report ("they" for "they"), to the decoration of a greasy spoon diner; and the wonderful shot of a child playing with its mother's brooch in the public gallery at the trial. With these details and the bull's-eye faking of newscasts and other television fare ("Tonight at eleven: parking meter rates are on the rise...more rain is on the way...and the Mexican government was deposed in a violent coup.

In The 1st Degree is packed with a density and

THE CASE OF THE SCHEMING ARTIST You'd better gather solid evidence before you take this case to court. Interviews, interviews...
THE GAME THAT KEEPS ON
PLAYING IN YOUR HEAD
LONG AFTER YOU'VE LEFT
THE COMPUTER.


EVENING REPORTCARD After each day of testimony, the Channel 2 news team delivers their commentary on your case; it's a good way to see if your case is up to snuff or a wasted effort.

precision of satirical detail more typical of a Nabokov novel than a computer game.

MAY IT PLEASE THE COURT

I don't want to leave you with the impression that IN THE 1ST DEGREE is highbrow or literary, or that it is immoral in pursuing victory over justice.

The game is lots of fun, and can be enjoyed simply as an excellent and tense courtroom adventure. But the beauty of IN THE 1ST DEGREE is that, on top of the ordinary joys of its gameplay and its "let justice prevail" climax, it has a cynical sensibility it isn't afraid to display.

While it seems obvious that Tobin is guilty, the chilling realization sets in during play that Sterling Granger would do all the same things even if Tobin turns out to be innocent. Should you lose to Cynthia Charleston, it has less to do with Tobin's guilt or innocence than the fact you were simply outmaneuvered by a better lawyer—and you realize that this game really does reflect real life.

Computer games generally don't induce much reflection; IN THE 1ST DEGREE compels it. Without sacrificing the elements of play and strategy, which are crucial to a successful game, IN THE 1ST DEGREE makes you think about our legal system, our narcissistic media, and our idolatry toward celebrities, among other timely topics. It's a fine line the designers have chosen to walk, since a single false step would send the game spinning into the abyss of self-righteous didacticism.

But IN THE 1ST DEGREE walks it like Philippe Petit wire-walking across Niagara Falls: there are no false steps, not one. And like Petit's famous stunt, the result is not just a success. It's a marvel.

THE EDITORS SPEAK

IN THE 1ST DEGREE
RATING

PROS Razor-sharp satire of justice in the age of O.J., combined with a solid strategy challenge.

CONS A mistake early on can mean you have to replay the entire game when you go to trial. Having only one case to solve is a big limitation.
"I just escaped two poachers, brought down a wildebeest, and kept a pack of hyenas at bay... all before lunch!"

Here's a game you can really sink your teeth into.

You are "the King of Beasts," in this incredible wildlife simulation. Experience the thrill of the hunt! Sniff out prey. Attack the stray buffalo. Pounce on gazelles. Feast on zebras. Life is good when you're King... or is it? Poachers and predators abound. Food and water are scarce. It's 'Survival of the Fittest' in the brutal wilderness of the African Serengeti.

Rule the savage plains. Play 20 different lions, each with a distinct personality, talent and kill rating. Complete 20 mission-based scenarios which contain exciting, realistic, and deadly challenges. Play as a single nomad or control a pride of 5 lions as you go for the kill. Radar-style maps locate 11 varieties of prey. Take a mate and raise your cubs into the fiercest pride on the savanna.

Hone your killer instincts. Master the skills of survival. Choose from 5 difficulty levels in the free-form simulation, then dominate the vast terrain. Fast, fluid 3-D graphics and dynamic sounds create the ultimate simulation. Experience the ferocious power of Lion today! Where else can you be rewarded for your animal behavior?

Visit us on-line at http://www.sanctuary.com and find out how you can get a demo of LION.

Available for PC DOS/Windows or Macintosh CD-ROM

SANCTUARY WOODS

The Predator Series™
Games you can really sink your teeth into.
Don’t just dodge rockets,
Dance with them,
Sing a song to them,

Then tattoo your
On their nickel play
You play games like a natural-born gamer.
Enveloped in digital optical technology,
you fire with the accuracy of an eagle
packing high-powered binoculars.
Every minuscule move you make is
transmitted quickly down the line of fire.
Every handle rotation, a new twisted
Sidewinder™ 3D Pro gamer viewpoint.
You and the joystick are one.
And this is one joystick that never begs for mercy,
as its optical tracking system has no moving parts
to grind or molest.
Bullets curse when they miss, listen.
It's a phenomenon known only by those who choose
a joystick that needs no recalibration
and tracks you at the speed of light.
This is the jet black void of the gaming experience.
This is the Sidewinder 3D Pro joystick, compatible
with all MS-DOS®-based and Windows® 95-based games,
the elder of the Sidewinder joystick family.
All the dexterity of a gaming demigod is yours to
call upon, and with one finger you vent retribution
on every shiny dark destructive heart.
Burn There, Done That

Philips’ BURN:CYCLE Reprises The Role Of A Data Courier, With A Package Much Smaller Than JOHNNY MNEMONIC’s

by Peter Olafson

The technology is five years old. The games—the few that there are—have slowed to a trickle. And yet CD-i will sometimes surprise you. VOYEUR, CHAOS CONTROL, and KINGDOM: THE FAR REACHES all were released initially on Philips’ long-lived 16-bit console system. A superior version of LITTLE DEVIL came out in tandem with the IBM version. And MPEG games like THE 7TH GUEST, the Don Bluth portfolio and MAD DOG MCCREE looked as good as or better than their PC equivalents. And then there’s BURN:CYCLE. Released in September 1994, this cyberpunk full-motion video (FMV) action/adventure gave the machine instant credibility. It was as close as CD-i had ever come to a computer game.

Now it has been transferred accurately to Windows and Macintosh. For all intents and purposes, BURN: CYCLE PC is BURN: CYCLE CD-i. And that’s precisely the problem, because a great CD-i game does not necessarily make a great computer game. On the PC, BURN: CYCLE is an entertaining trifle, a “gem of a game,” to adopt the language of viruses. But, as a small fish in a huge new ocean, it is hopelessly outmatched.

IT’S ALL IN HIS HEAD

To the uninitiated, it may seem like a new spin on JOHNNY MNEMONIC. Wiry data thief Sol Cutter invades megacorp Softtech on a routine job to download a few files into his neural implant. He leaves under fire, minus his girlfriend, and with a logic-bomb virus, the Burn: Cycle, planted in his brain. He has just two hours to get it out, or die trying.

What follows is a largely effective intermingling of filmed characters within a burnished polygonal environment. Cutter raises cash, enlists the odd ally, plays with interesting gadgets, fights it out with menacing dark-suited folks, and puts together the equipment necessary to enter the computer network known as the Televerse. The latter is an oddly New Ageish affair in which he must reintegrate his fear and rage into his body. (I kept waiting for a naked Indian to show up.) Then it’s on to a bizarre, delightful and intensely movie-like ending.

The jewel-box sized manual is hardly necessary. You point an on-screen arrow and click to move (more on this later), and use a hand-shaped pointer to drag objects to and from the pop-up inventory at screen-bottom. It’s a well-integrated design, and very much of a piece. FMV games tend to be ruled by their video, but here the sequences are tightly interwoven with gameplay, and don’t really take over until the inevitable Explanations Scene at the end. The writing—apart for a glaring error or two in the Blade Runner-like voice-overs—contains few bumps, and the acting (with Aaron Swartz as Cutter) is better than the “Dinner Theater 101” level that’s usually the rule in computer games.

BURN: CYCLE

Price: $59.98
System Requirements: PC compatible 486-33 or better, 8 MB of RAM, 256 VGA, 2x CD-ROM drive, Windows 3.1, mouse, supports most major sound cards
Number of Players: 1
Protection: None (CD must be in drive)
Designer: Tripp Media
Publisher: Philips Media
Los Angeles, CA
(800) 340-7888

Rude Buddha Your patience will be overdrawn trying to complete this time consuming and unenlightening transaction at the Bank of Karmic Consciousness.
“The best reason to own a PlayStation”
- Ultimate Gamer
- Wild, stomach-twisting driving
- Game Pro
- With WipeOut, the future really is now
- Die Hard Game Fan

- 6 real-time 3D tracks
- 8 Anti-Gravity craft
- Multiple strategic weapons
- Link-up cable option
- Cool sounds & FX
- Totally killer graphics

A Dangerous Game
The puzzles are nicely handled, too. Most of the time they're not simply sub-games for sub-game's sake, but integral to the game. For instance, to get into the bunker where Cutter is uploaded into the Televerse, you have to run a lockpicker and play a simple variation on Mastermind. But that didn't occur to me until long after I'd cracked the code. I didn't see a mini-Mastermind, I saw tumblers falling into place.

**BRAIN DEAD**

The shame of it all is that the game is an underachiever. Burn:Cycle has all the essentials of a good game. But it was always small, and the computer version is even shorter than it needs to be. This is very much a one-CD game (a second, limited-edition CD contains the soundtrack), and, more to the point, it's a linear one-CD game, whose initial impression of depth gives way to one of shallowness once you reach its limited boundaries.

How linear, you ask? The Sum = Zero Bar is packed with people, but you can talk to only one of them, not counting the Russian barmaid who awards prizes. The upside to the bar, since it's not the people, is that you can watch some amusing TV news broadcasts and insipid Brit commercials.

In an adjoining room, you can play Psychic Roulette, a game emphasizing quick recognition of symbols and their placement, and win up to five prizes. However, only one of them has a practical use, and that reduces this sequence to little more than a fancy shell game. The lifter's autopilot displays a large city map, but only two locations, the city center and the "ex-urbs," can be selected.

The game has an unhappy tendency to reward wrong turns or curiosity, not with greater challenges, but with death: cold, immediate, unvarying death. (Speaking of death, I should note that while most of the casualties are quite tame, the game is framed by two particularly brutal murders—one in which the camera lingers over some spurring blood and guts—and also contains some PG-rated profanity.)

All this means is that you get steered towards victory far too easily. Admittedly, I'd played this game a year ago on CD-i, and remembered much of the winning path. But I blew through this version twice in just a few hours, and that included some repetition of certain segments and thorough exploration of Burn:Cycle's few unrewarding side roads.

Technically, Burn:Cycle is passable. The Windows version is a clone of the CD-i original, and the only failing I found was the lack of a documented quick quit back to the Windows sill (I also couldn't persuade the Mac version to run in full-screen on a 16 MB Quadra 650 with a Power Mac card—evidently it requires a higher-spec video card—and the game locked up on me twice).

The pre-rendered movies used for movement in Burn:Cycle will play as well on the computer as they did on the original. In this mode, the backdrops lose their polish and fine lines, and drop into a more ragged video mode until Cutter reaches his destination, as though they'd been suddenly reduced to their component polygons.

**FISH IN A BARREL**

Then there's the matter of the controller. At the time Burn:Cycle appeared, most CD-i owners were stuck with the bundled one, a narrow-beam remote with two action buttons and a stubby central joystick. If you didn't keep it pointed directly at the console unit you might as well have been on the far side of the moon as far as your game was concerned. But for the CD-i version, the clunky controls had a pleasant side effect: It made Burn:Cycle's action sequences much harder to complete, and its general awkwardness of use gave the game's ticking clock some meaning.

Consider the rigorous sequence in which our fashionably unshaven hero tries to escape Softech in a lifter. It's a great scene: The lifter's autopilot leaves Cutter free to gaze at a detailed polygon world as it whizzes by, and out of the welter of colors and shapes come a series of 10 meteor-like missiles. First you have to spot them, and then you have to lead them with your fire. One hit and you're a goner.

On CD-i, I was usually a goner. Using the remote, it took me hours to...
GET HOOKED ON
BASS FISHING
WITH THIS NEW
SPINNER.

You’ve explored new dimensions, solved ancient riddles, outfought master generals on computerized battlefields. Now get ready to go against the ultimate foe: a cagey, stubborn, 8lb. lake bass. You don’t need to be a fisherman to enjoy the challenge and excitement of pro sport bass fishing with Sierra’s great new simulation, Trophy Bass.

Anglers will love the detail, but gamers will be hooked by its strategic depth and limitless possibilities. You’ll even learn a few tricks to take to the lake.

So get hooked on Trophy Bass today. See your local software retailer or to order direct, 24 hours a day, seven days a week, call 1-800-757-7707. Visit us at: http://www.sierra.com, AOL, or CompuServe.

Enclosed by Bass Anglers Sportsman Society

S I E R R A

Circle Reader Service No. 155
DEJA CRUISE The talking Japanese billboards, perennial night-time urban environment, and aircar transportation in Burn:Cycle show more than a slight resemblance to Blade Runner.

complete. This action sequence is identical in both the original and the port, but the PC version was too easy because Burn:Cycle PC uses the mouse. This makes most of the action sequences ludicrously easy and potentially speeds progress through the game to the point that time never becomes a gnawing issue; you never feel

times—once you divine the pattern of extending and retracting passages. The control issue wouldn't have taken much to fix: Adding difficulty levels, forcing keyboard control or making the mouse control in these segments a little tougher would have extended gameplay.

But Philips hasn't really done anything to Burn:Cycle. It was converted in six months, and that lack of enterprise is its fatal flaw. If the publisher was determined to release the game on computer, it should have re-invented it, perhaps as a fleshed-out "director's cut" version, to make it competitive in this much larger and more sophisticated market. Sadly, that's not something this industry tends to do. Typically, conversions are to games as videotape is to movies: a way to make money, not spend it.

Unfortunately, on the computer, Cutter just doesn't, well, cut it.

THE EDITORS SPEAK

BURN: CYCLE

RATING

PROS Strong basic design, with good integration of action, puzzle and video.

CONS You'll never get the chance to burn out on Burn:Cycle. The game is too short and too easy.

Finally! Beautiful, rich sound from your PC at a very affordable price.

Makes DOOM go BOOM!

"The AKS Bass Pump" powered subwoofer gives your PC the bass it's been missing."

- Enhances your existing multimedia PC speakers
- Powerful - 30 Watt RMS discrete amplifier
- Flexible - Can be placed anywhere in room
- Simple - Installs in seconds on PCs and Macs
- Safe - Shielded for use near monitors and disks
- Top Quality - Made in the USA
- Works great with portable stereos, too!

Save by ordering direct from the factory. Only $149.
30-Day money-back satisfaction guarantee.

Our speakers are "bassed" on quality.

To Order Call: 1-800-213-5119
Visa / MasterCard

AKS Acoustics, Ltd., 565 Forest Road, Wilton, NH 03086. Phone: 603-654-5388

Circle Reader Service #118

YOU WANT THE ANSWERS TO A GAME AND YOU WANT IT NOW!

WE OFFER TIPS AND STRATEGIES VIA LIVE GAME COUNSELING FOR IBM, NES, & SNES GAMES.

Mech Warrior II Cycle Burn Phantasmagoria
Day of the Tentacle Myst Rise of the Triad
Legend of Kryndania II Doom I Betrayal of Krondor
Sam and Max Hit the Road Doom II King Quest I-7
Under a Killing Moon Darkforces Full Throttle
Star Trek the Next Generation Bioforge "Codes & Cheats"
Killer Instinct Chronotrigger and Many More!!!

The Game Player Service

CALL 1-900-GET HINT (1-900-438-4468)
$1.99 per minute. Hours: Tues-Sun 2pm to 9pm

For all the latest games and new" codes, call the Game Player Service.

Calls under 18 must request permission to call from colander page the bill.
All the product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

Circle Reader Service #225
CD Sampler
CD Sampler
Hey!
Are you sitting in front of your PC playing with yourself?

Why not invite some friends over, answer a few trivia questions, and win $2,500!

You don't know Jack
The irreverent quiz show party game

Contest Rules
Three trivia questions from the new you don't know Jack CD-ROM game are somewhere in this issue of Computer Gaming World. To enter the contest, locate the trivia questions and answer them correctly using the business reply card located in this issue. Complete the business reply card with the correct answers and your contact information. Mail the card so we receive it on or before Jan. 15, 1996.

Prizes
Grand Prize: $2,500, a copy of you don't know Jack, a you don't know Jack T-shirt, and a you don't know Jack baseball cap.
First Prize: $1,000, a copy of you don't know Jack, a you don't know Jack T-shirt, and a you don't know Jack baseball cap.
Second Prize: a copy of you don't know Jack, a you don't know Jack T-shirt, and a you don't know Jack baseball cap. (10 second prize winners will be chosen.)
Third Prize: a copy of you don't know Jack. (25 third prize winners will be chosen.)

Contest rules and prizes valid in the U.S.A. only. Employees of Berkeley Systems, Inc., Jeffries, Inc., and Bill-Garr Publishing Co., and their immediate families are not eligible. Void where prohibited. We are not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. For a complete list of winners, mail your request to You Don't Know Jack Winners, 2055 Rose St., Berkeley, CA 94709.
Playing By Robot Rules

An Amnesiac Is Accused Of Murder In ROBOT CITY, A Game That Itself Suffers Design Amnesia

by Martin E. Cirulis

WITH ALL THE NEW INTEREST IN COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT, IT SEEMS THAT A DAY DOESN'T GO by without another company throwing their hat, as well as wads of start-up money, into the ring. More often than not, the first thing offered by these companies is an adventure game title, because of the handy way the sub-genre brings out all the bells and whistles of multimedia. I'm always a big fan of new blood, but a lot of the first offerings get high points for enthusiasm then lose ground and time re-inventing the wheel. Design and management teams new to the field seem so eager to show us how dumb our old games are that they fail to learn any lessons from the 15-odd years of successful and failed games that have gone before. Unfortunately, ROBOT CITY, Byron Preiss Multimedia's initial game release, while impressive in some aspects, suffers from just these kinds of birthing pains.

GHOST WRITERS IN THE MACHINE

Byron Preiss, if nothing else, has shown how to get the maximum mileage from a license. First, they got the rights to publish various lesser-known writers under the banner of Isaac Asimov's Robot City. (Hommage or looting? You make the call.) Then they used the Old Master's name to sell their CD-ROM reference work, THE ULTIMATE ROBOT. Now, in an attempt to enter the computer game market, they have gone back to the Robot City and used it as a backdrop for their SF adventure game. Although the documentation alludes to a whole new realm of computer gaming, most gamers will be hard-pressed to find much innovation in the story itself.

The game begins with one of the oldest clichés in not only adventure gaming, but in mystery writing itself: you are an amnesiac charged with murder! Not much originality here, but at least the particulars are interesting. You awaken in a crashed escape pod with no knowledge of your identity, location or even point of origin. A quick scan of your surroundings reveals that you have landed in the middle of a city street, but wouldn't you know it, the moment you think about opening the hatch for a quick look around, you pass out. When you finally awake, things are looking up again as you find yourself in a plush hi-tech apartment with a partially assembled robot in the corner. Your bad luck quickly resurfaces, though, when you try to leave and a very polite robot informs you that he cannot let you leave, but would be happy to record your murder confession!

After some hectic questioning of your steel custodian, you discover that you have crashed in a city on an obscure alien world, inhabited almost completely by robots. The city runs on Asimov's classic Laws of Robotics, but the Law most relevant to your situation is the one that states: "No robot may harm a human being or through inaction, allow a human being to be harmed." As it happens, there are only three humans in ROBOT CITY: one of them has been murdered, the other has an alibi and you are the third, so the fact that no robot can possibly kill a human means you are in a heap of trouble. While your robotic captors are extremely polite, they are also very secure in the logic that you must be the murderer and think the crime was no further investigation, so it's up to you to find the real murderer in order to clear your name and leave. (Oddly enough, re-
Witchaven...
...the spell is cast!!

#1 on Game Head Monthly's "Best of Internet"!!

Pacific HiTech

Descend into a dark and gruesome nightmare!

A first-person, medieval action adventure with role-playing elements.

Capture the flag!
Network play for up to 16 and head-to-head Modem play!

† Duck, jump and fly! Using the powerful "Build" engine, exclusively licensed from 3D REALMS... it's like no other first-person game!

† Wield medieval hand-to-hand weapons, cast spells & drink powerful potions.

† Heart-pounding gameplay with stunning SVGA graphics and a fully-rendered 3D cinematic introduction.

† Explore tunnels, crypts, lava pits and secret chambers in dozens of intricate maps with endless puzzles and plots.

Check It Out!!
Web Site: http://www.gate.net/~intragar/
covering your own memory is entirely irrelevant for much of the game.) Of course, you are not totally alone in your quest; there is still one other human in the city somewhere, and players with any adventuring experience will think of something to do with the half-done robot sitting in the corner.

As you can see, while the backdrop is interesting, an amnesiac accused of murder and trying to prove his innocence isn’t exactly new ground for an adventure game. To its credit, though, ROBOT CITY (RC) presents many challenges, and players who can stick things out will discover that their mission may include not only saving themselves but the entire city.

**NUTS AND BOLTS**

The first thing that strikes you when you boot up RC is the high production values—a game steeped in the glory of SVGA. From the very cool “Robo-Noir” opening credits, to the New Age soundtrack, this game definitely desires a place on the shelf beside Myst. Unfortunately, once past the beautiful wallpaper, you realize that this game could have used a little more experience at the design helm, and sometimes you find yourself playing a very pretty version of Alien Virus.

Perspective is from the first-person view, but you seem to have lost your neck along with your memory, and so must turn your whole body to look around. Your world is laid out in the good old grid pattern, and you maneuver by clicking the mouse on the edge of the screen. For some reason, though, you find yourself back in the old days of adventure gaming, before anybody invented the sidestep—so moving over is a tedious affair instead of a simple arrow press. Also, an object must be in your “square” in order to be manipulated, so if you can see a button off to the side of your view, you can’t actually press it until you maneuver directly in front of it. Again, that kind of tedium was eliminated in the genre a couple of years ago.

RC is also mistaken about what kinds of features it thinks gamers will enjoy. The worst is the idea that since the City is based on an amorphous technology, streets are always changing, so players won’t be able to retrieve their steps even after moving only a few blocks. Not being able to roughly map locations in an adventure game isn’t innovative, it’s bloody annoying. Gamers like to achieve things in a game, not spend their time trying not to get lost going from the subway to an office tower. Adding to the frustration factor is the program design, which splits the game over two CDs, based not on plot-position, but instead using one CD for the opening and city streets and the other for most indoor locations, forcing you to switch CDs far too often.

**PROCESSING ERROR**

In the end, ROBOT CITY is a decent adventure game marred by a design that hasn’t learned much from other games of its kind. New companies should give us new ideas, not re-invent the wheel. Had this game been part of the evolution of the genre, it would have been less frustrating to play and probably more entertaining.

If you are hungry for an adventure game with a different backdrop or are a big fan of the ROBOT CITY stuff being knocked off under the de-parted Asimov’s masthead, then this game should do the trick for you, despite its design flaws. Otherwise, if you just want to experience a land where everybody is polite to you even when accusing you incessantly of a crime you didn’t commit, try saving your money for a vacation up here in Canada. The beer is better.

**READERS’ VIEWS**

Readers new to SF, but having their curiosity piqued by all this talk of Labs and Robots, should consider reading some of Isaac Asimov’s classic works on the subject. I encourage readers to find his older works, because the lack of Robot Books required a lot of Asimov-knowledge to really enjoy. And I tend to avoid the Robot City books like the plague because, as a writer myself, I have a philosophical problem with publishers farming out an Old Master’s universe to other, less creative lights.

To see why Asimov’s ideas on artificial humans have endured for so long, try finding a copy of The Caves of Steel! (a really good sci-fi mystery), the wonderfully varied I, Robot, or my personal favorite, The Bicentennial Man. All are still in print, and more than worth the price.

---

**THE EDITORS SPEAK**

**ROBOT CITY**

**RATING**

**PROS** A world of Asimov’s robots, interesting backdrop to game, and good graphics supplement a tried but true mystery.

**CONS** This game has a stiff, dated interface, a clichéd plot, and the unwelcome need to switch CDs at inopportune times.
The Best is Back!

JETFIGHTER III
Is Coming Soon

CHIPS & BITS INC.
P.O. Box 234 Dept. 10439 Rochester, VT 05767
Call 800-689-4263
Fax 802-767-3382
Int'l 862-767-3033

Mission

2,000,000 square miles of real-world terrain. 70,000 pounds of thrust. 33 tons of metal and 1 itchy trigger finger.
THE ULTIMATE

"...SSI has awakened the beast."
— Computer Gaming World

Call 1-800-771-3772 for information on Game Ratings.

PC-DOS
CD-ROM
for IBM and Compatibles

Developed by Aeon Electronic Entertainment, Inc.

SILENT HUNTER is a trademark of Strategic Simulations, Inc., a Mindscape Company. ©1985 Strategic Simulations, Inc. All rights reserved.
As commander of a U.S. submarine in the Pacific, your task is simple — 
**sink as much enemy tonnage as possible!**
A feature-packed World War II submarine simulator, **SILENT HUNTER**™ is without equal. Choose from a variety of American submarines — and let the hunt begin! Prowl the shipping lanes, steal into enemy harbors. Embark on Special Operations missions. Authentic WWII film footage, cinematics and narration provide a historically accurate feel for submarine combat.

Play historical missions, hypothetical encounters or a career-based campaign game. Prepare to be blown out of the water by magnificent SuperVGA graphics, an original sound track — and action so real you'll want a life jacket!

**Simulation Features:**

- Sophisticated digitization techniques re-create over 40 merchant and capital ships of the Imperial Japanese Navy.
- Highly accurate coastline models for 9 patrol zones — from the Solomons to the Sea of Japan. Coastal cities, ports and harbors have been reconstructed from period maps.
- Performance characteristics of Mark 10, Mark 14 and Mark 18 torpedoes have been accurately modeled. Launch them using the most accurate representation of the Torpedo Data Computer (TDC) to date.
- Compare your tonnage and kill scores to those of actual commanders of the period — can you compete with the best of the best?

**DISTINGUISHED TECHNICAL ADVISOR**

As commander of the USS Skate during WWII, William "Bud" Gruner was responsible for sinking thousands of tons of enemy vessels, including the Japanese light cruiser Agano. For these exploits, Commander Gruner was awarded the coveted Navy Cross and the Silver Star. His submarine, USS Skate, received the Navy Unit Commendation.

As technical advisor to SILENT HUNTER, Commander Gruner — with his vast wartime experience — provides a wealth of historical data that is impossible to obtain from books. His first-person perspective of submarine combat adds a level of realism to historical scenarios and campaigns that would otherwise have been impossible to re-create.

In addition to advising the designers, Mr. Gruner provides narration of technical and tactical matters as well as multimedia presentations of his real-life anecdotes.

**TO ORDER:** Visit your retailer or call 1-800-601-PLAY with Visa/MC (North America only).
Busted Flat
In Diamondback

Cyberflix's DUST IS A TIRED TALE OF THE FARCEFUL WEST

by Arinn Dembo

SOMETIMES, WHEN YOU TAKE TWO GOOD THINGS AND PUT THEM TOGETHER, YOU COME UP WITH something even better. The electric guitar, for instance—or chocolate in a hard candy shell. And then other times, you can take two weak ideas, put them together, and have something completely ridiculous. DUST, the latest offering from Cyberflix, belongs in the latter category.

At times, this "Tale of the Wired West" is a hard-core western, with adult language, sexual frankness and casual violence. At other times, it slides into over-the-top satire, campy dialog and burlesque-theater jokes performed by a cast of absurd caricatures. The product of this shotgun wedding is an adventure game which weaves drunkenly between themes, with a formula that's one part gritty realism and four parts platitudinous humor.

WHERE AM I?

The contradictions are apparent within the first 20 minutes of play. The slow graphic beauty of its opening scene builds a few moments of tension: a match explodes in a shower of golden sparks, touching the end of a cigarette and then dying in the darkness; a plume of smoke rises from a man's lips as he asks the classic question—"You going to see that bet?"—while a guitar plays minor chords in the background. It's a serious scene, an archetypal moment. This is the last 15 seconds of a poker game between two rough characters, the Stranger and the Kid; the Stranger has clearly been losing all night—his gun is already on the table, and as we watch he draws his "fancy knife" and bets that as well. No go. The Kid has won again. He extends his arms to rake in the chips...and an ace drops out of his sleeve.

Pandemonium! Even as a woman's voice annoyingly states the obvious—"Guess the Kid has been cheating all along!"—the Stranger snatches up his stiletto and uses it to nail the Kid's left hand to the table. The Kid already has his right hand on his gun, drawing, but the Stranger surges to his feet, flipping the table up into the Kid's lap, and as the gun discharges overhead the Stranger turns and bolts—out of the saloon and out of town, running in darkness to put as many miles between him and the Kid as he can. As the opening credits roll by, we see him walking through a hot, picturesque Southwestern desert the following day, while the narrator explains to us his predicament—just four dollars left in his pocket, no knife, no gun and no bullets if he had one, and boots full of holes. In the end he comes over a rise at nightfall and sees a little town nestled in the dust below: Diamondback, New Mexico. Drama, graphic violence and life-and-death struggles: all very nice for a serious game. Problem is, DUST can't take itself seriously long enough to sustain interest.

As you stand at the outskirts of Diamondback, the town drunk approaches for a little conversation, mostly to model the interface for you: how to select dialog from a list of possible lines, what the problems of the town (and thus the game) are, how you say hello and goodbye, and so on. When he walks away, he leaves a jug of moonshine for you to pick up, the first item for your inventory. All pretty straightforward, and since town drunks always exist for comic relief, you
might not be too distressed by the way this old man rolls his eyes and wheezes out a string of colorful western metaphors. He’s no great crime, dramatically speaking, especially while the audience is learning how to play the game.

Unfortunately, the old drunk at the edge of town isn’t as bad as the goofy writing and atrocious voice-acting. Some of the female characters, in particular, are so badly written and hideously over-acted that they’re actually offensive, simpering at the screen and giggling like the girls from an old strip-poker program. The majority of the people in Diamondback, even if taken alone, would be too broad and annoying to serve as comic relief in an ordinary game; when you put them all together, each trying to out-ham the others, the corn index is just too much.

Now, my ten-year-old nephew sat beside me during the first hour I spent playing Dust, and he was enjoying the campy humor and over-acting immensely. If the game was consistently juvenile, it would be far more successful. But every once in a while, the designers used a moment of completely inappropriate, completely undeserved drama or maturity, which no kid is ready to deal with—like the call girl who opens the door to her room, upstairs in the saloon, and proceeds to stick four or five inches of hanging cleavage into the camera.

But even given that a gloves-off approach to prostitution probably doesn’t belong in a game this silly, there are other elements that throw sand into the gears. A scared, desperate woman sampling in a hog’s trough at night, looking for a scrap that might still be edible—not for herself, but for her three sons, whom she has to feed somehow, now that her husband has been murdered. Or the big, crude slob who calls you “scrummy ass” and comes in swinging. This and other incongruous departures from the general sophomoric tone made me uncomfortable; instead of comic relief from drama, this game has comic relief from comedy, which didn’t work for me and probably won’t work for the majority of gamers.

**FISTFUL OF ERRORS**

Speaking of things that don’t work well, we should probably discuss the physical attributes of the game as well. The only thing that Dust has going for it is that it’s one of the first few titles designed almost exclusively to run with the Windows 95 operating system. It’s easy to load and cue up from the desktop, and it has a convenient Uninstall feature, which I’ll be putting to good use very soon.

The graphics while walking around the town of Diamondback are nicely drawn, although they suffer because the movement engine for your first-person viewpoint isn’t very smooth. The animations during character encounters are not good—jerky, stop-motion puppeteering based on photographic stills. The sound and music are acceptable, although the voice-acting, as I’ve mentioned already, is truly awful.

Considering that the graphics and animation are so unimpressive, however, Dust makes considerable demands on the system. Its opening scenes run slow on a 486-66 with a double-speed CD-ROM, and the game locked up several times during play, especially during the poker and checkers sequences; it even crashed while I was trying to save it, which was immensely annoying.

**ASHES TO ASHES, DUST TO DUST**

The confusion in the design of this game brings up a general point, which is this: if you want to use dramatic elements in any narrative, you have to earn them. That means taking your subject seriously, even if it is “just a computer game.” Someone has to go to the trouble of fashioning characters deeper than your average mud puddle (and that includes giving them names that aren’t farcical), and writing dialog for them that sounds like something a real person might say.

If, on the other hand, your intention is to satirize the form, and make fun of its tropes and limitations, you lay your cards on the table from the start: you don’t try to tap into drama that you don’t deserve. It’s either Blazing Saddles or The Unforgiven—you can’t mix the two. Computer game writers need to learn that comedy is not a fall-back position, something you do when you don’t believe you’re competent to sustain a drama. Satire and farce can be done well, and I’m not against them, but I’m against using them as a screen for poor story-telling.

**THE EDITORS SPEAK**

**DUST**

**RATING ★★★★★**

**PROS** Well, there aren’t many Westerns for your PC. This one runs in Windows 95 and may appeal to anyone (ahem) young at heart.

**CONS** Overall, Dust has little to recommend it to any experienced gamer. Neither fish nor fowl, it has nowhere to go but Boot Hill.
Blood, Sweat And Fears

FADE TO BLACK Delivers More Action Than You Can Handle

by Jason Kapalka

FADE TO BLACK, DELPHINE SOFTWARE'S SEQUEL TO THEIR POPULAR FLASHBACK, IS ONE STRANGE BIRD. At first you'll applaud the game's daring and experimental interface—at least until you've been wrestled into submission by its confusing, blind, insensate fury. Likewise, you'll initially appreciate the presence of a robust storyline—at least until it tails off into insignificance. One thing does remain consistent, however: the gameplay, which straddles the line between action and adventure with enough puzzles to drop blood-thirsty arcade-fans in their tracks and enough twitch-reflex combat to stymie more cerebral gamers. I remember thinking initially: "Is this a lousy game with some really nice parts, or a great game with a few giant flaws?" Twenty hours later, I still can't make up my mind.

THE PLOT THICKENS

The plot, which picks up at the end of FLASHBACK, has secret agent Conrad Hart returning to Earth in cryogenic sleep, having successfully smashed the plans of the evil, shape-shifting Morphs. Alas, Conrad's heroics have been for naught—during his long slumber, the Morphs have conquered and enslaved the human race. Intercepting his shuttle, they promptly chuck Conrad into a prison complex on the dark side of the moon. But Conrad, a never-say-die kind of bloke, manages to hook up in no time at all with Earth resistance leaders Sarah and John O' Connor (seems like Delphine's English translators were Terminator fans having a yank at their employers' expense) and is running and shooting his way through Morph-infested halls on various alien worlds.

Like the rest of the game, the storyline is a mixed bag. The beautiful, cinematic cutscenes that advance the plot contain some of the best-looking "artificial actors" I've ever seen. Unfortunately, the plot becomes looser and more surreal the further you get into it. Eventually you'll give up following the story and just go with the flow—kill some more Morphs, solve some more puzzles, get to the next level, whatever.

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE DIFFICULT

But the cutscenes and plot are at least familiar elements. When you get down to the actual gameplay, FADE TO BLACK is frankly unlike anything I've seen before. And quite frankly, I'm not sure what to make of it. The closest comparison would be to ALONE IN THE DARK, only with a free-scrolling over-the-shoulder "camera." Conrad, a nicely-animated polygon figure, walks, runs, jumps and fights much like Cambry in the ALONE series, but instead of static, painted backgrounds, FADE TO BLACK has a fully realized 3-D environment, with the viewpoint fixed behind and slightly above your electronic surrogate. Swivel to the left and the "camera" lurches right to keep Conrad's polygon butt squarely in frame; gallop down a hallway and it slowly keeps pace; draw your pistol and the view settles gently between Con's shoulder blades as he takes aim.

It's tough to describe, and it's even tougher to play. Mouse and joystick controls are available, but over the long run, you're going to have to learn to play using the keyboard. And where ALONE IN THE DARK had a simple movement scheme—arrow keys, space bar, enter—FADE TO BLACK has a monstrously complicated and (worse yet) non-configurable layout that uses more keys than a night watchman, with a few shift-key combinations thrown in. In theory, this gives you nearly unlimited control over Conrad's movements. In practice...well, let's just say "practice" is the key word.
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and get over your swirling-camera motion sickness, the game becomes enjoyable, even absorbing. There are no flat, cartoony sprites or bitmaps in 

"FADE TO BLACK" (FTB)—every object, beast and protrusion is modeled in fully texture-mapped, gouraud-shaded 3-D polygons, resulting in a "you-arc-there" factor unrivaled even by first-person shoot-em-ups like 

"DOOM." Though it's not billed as horror, FTB has some of the scariest moments found in a computer game since the glory days of the original 

"ALONE IN THE DARK." Watching an acidic, flesh-eating blob ooze steadily as you navigate a maze of glass walls is cause for cold sweat; the first appearance of Conrad's nemesis, Super Morph, should inspire terror in even the most hardened guts-&-gore gamer. Brief but excellent "death animations" accompany each of Conrad's many possible demises...my, er, favorites were "Killed by decompression" and "Killed by golem." Ker-runch.

"PUZZLES THAT DEFY REASON" As far as the adventure game elements go, the hyperbolic back-cover blurb promises "puzzles that defy reason." Thankfully, this isn't the case. All the puzzles are fairly logical, and none are terribly difficult. There are perhaps a few too many areas where a single misstep or moment of hesitation spells doom, and there is one nightmarish jumping sequence midway through the game. But on the whole the balance between reflex and thought is solid. Some unexpected spaceship-piloting levels help spice things up, though the finale, which has Conrad's escape shuttle dodging obstacles as it rockets down a shaft, goes on too long and is far, far too difficult. It's a tedious rather than thrilling climax, as you die, restore, die, restore, die again, restore again...

If the puzzles in general aren't too demanding, the combat certainly can be. Even on the "Easy" setting, getting gunned down by Morphs will be a common occurrence, especially if you're still flailing away at the wrong keys. On the bright side, Conrad has a variety of nasty ordnance available to him, ranging from plasma and heat-seeking bullets to these super-nifty bouncing frisbees of death. Some Morphs attack with rifles, necessitating plenty of ducking and use of cover, while others simply charge in for the kill. Either way, you'll need a steady hand, steel nerves and lots of high-caliber bullets.

The action sequences aren't quite as thrilling as those in a pure shoot-em-up, and the puzzles aren't really up to snuff when compared to thoroughbred adventure games. But the hybrid somehow works. Thanks to the disintegrating storyline, you may not have a very clear idea why Conrad is running around on, say, the Morph's home planet, but you'll certainly get a very vivid, visceral impression of that subterranean crypt-world. You'll need a hefty processor to get the full experience, though—the high-detail SVGA setting will make even your Pentium sweat.

HALF-FULL

"FADE TO BLACK" is one of the more innovative games to hit the market in a long time, and merits a long, hard look if only for that reason. It takes a lot of gambles with its design, and many of them may fall short. However, it's a shame Delphine couldn't come up with a more friendly interface or at least allow the player to reconfigure keys. As it stands, I suspect many gamers will find figuring out the controls to be the toughest puzzle in 

"FADE TO BLACK." ☺

THE EDITORS SPEAK

FADE TO BLACK

RATING ★★

PROS Daring and experimental interface, a good mix of action and puzzles, some very scary moments.

CONS Non-intuitive controls cannot be reconfigured, and constantly swooping views can be disorienting. Too many "Instant Death" traps make you fade to black too often.
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Hold Onto Your Dice

KINGSPoint Replaces The RPG Paper Chase With New Complications

by David Horrar

You stand, ankle-deep, in the refuse of the sewers with dripping water ringing in your ears. You decide to enter the dark, cavernous entrance; the orc who stole your purse can't have gotten very far. Motioning to your companions to do the same, you draw your long sword, testing its weight, swinging it a few times while envisioning the orc's body impaled on your blade. Suddenly, a guttural cry explodes from the wall beside you, as the orcish thief launches himself from the shadows where he had been lying in wait. Brandishing your weapon, you leap toward the monster, hacking him across the face, sending an... "Wait, I need to find the orc's hit points. Don't roll yet because I'm not ready." You groan and sit back in your chair, impatiently waiting for the game master to get his massive house of papers in order.

This scenario is an all too familiar one for players of fantasy role-playing games. While the computerized versions have moved beyond text-only puzzle games, the pen and paper variety has remained relatively unchanged. Rolling dice has been a mainstay of role-playing, but the only real problem with this type of gaming is the vast amount of data that must be accessed, organized, retrieved, or updated whenever something of note happens. As anyone who plays these games knows, this can slow the game down considerably.

Enter KINGSPoint from Goldtree Enterprises. Rather than writing yet another adventure game, the folks at Goldtree created a combination game master's utility and campaign setting that automates some of the routine drudgery of running a game while giving you and your players plenty of room to roam.

**The Campaign**

Kingspoint, the city, as opposed to KINGSPoint the game master's tool, is designed to be non-game-system specific. The downside of this is that the game master is going to have to spend a long time customizing things if he hopes to have more than sketchy information available when play begins.

The city itself is a pretty nice piece of work. Ruled by Khefren, Archmage of the Demon Tower (there's a classic name), the 27 districts of the city run the gamut from nice to nasty. If your group likes to play good and noble characters, they won't have to look hard to find some wrongs that need righting. The intrigue and festering evil here will also make any less-than-good adventuring party feel right at home. They'll just have to remember to watch their backs.

There are many pre-assigned addresses within the city, but most of the buildings in the city are available for you to fit into your campaign as needed. The streets are relatively straight, so getting around within the city is not a major chore for the party.

Naturally, there are both good and evil folk in Kingspoint for the players to interact with. Like the buildings, many of the city's inhabitants need some fleshing out by the game master. But, if you want to just chuck these home-made non-player characters (NPCs) and bring in your own supporting cast, KINGSPoint provides you with the tools to create new characters at will.

**The Tool**

As a game master's tool, KINGSPoint breaks its functionality down into four tabbed folders of interrelated information: location, navigation, character and multimedia. There are also a few special-purpose items like the dice roller and current game time display. (Of course, nothing beats shaking up the dice, rolling it on the table, and waiting with bated breath for a natural "20" to appear.)

If you're the kind of person who needs
WHATEVER GOD IT IS THAT YOU PRAY TO, START ASKING FOR A QUICK AND PAINLESS EXECUTION.

HEXEN
to read the documentation, don’t hold your breath. An ad, a registration card and a CD in a paper carrier are all that you get. Nor will you see an ever-familiar READ.ME file after you finish installation. Although there is an extensive help system, I couldn’t find anything resembling a “getting started” or “how to create a character” type instruction. You just have to dive into the program and learn by trial and error.

Once you jump that hurdle, you will start out in the location folder. Here, you will find a wealth of information on any particular home or business, as well as a list of which players are present, any loose items lying around, and the current time and weather. You can even place pictures and sounds at this location (through the Multimedia folder) to add realism to the environment.

The best thing about this screen is the area at the bottom that shows who is coming and going. As time passes, this information changes, and suddenly the idea hits you that this city is alive! As a game master, for once, I felt like a load quickly gave way to disappointment. Clicking on one of the random NPCs labeled “Middle-Aged Female Citizen” revealed that the lady in question was a 25-year-old male. That’s odd. Maybe I’m in San Francisco. Trying again with an “Old Male Citizen” showed a 26-year-old female. Either something doesn’t work right or this city is stranger than advertised.

Moving on to the Navigation folder gets you a map of the city’s districts. A double click brings you to a scrolling neighborhood map complete with street names and addresses. Moving the pointer over an address and clicking the right mouse button (not the left, as the screen instructions tell you) will display more information on that location.

The Character folder is where you go to create a new character, edit an existing one, or review and change journal or history information. Again, there is an area for displaying assigned graphics and sounds. When creating a new character, some information about that character will be assigned randomly by the program; other information you enter yourself. One big complaint I have is that the engine, without telling you how, requires that you enter rigid input for certain fixed fields. I spent 30 minutes trying to create a “Half-Elf” character, only to finally figure out that it should be “1/2 Elf.” Other than that little annoyance, character development is fairly smooth.

Open the Multimedia folder to assign pictures and sounds to an event, location or character. Although the supplied clip art and sound files are pretty sparse, the ability to read in additional files helps. All sound files added must be in the .WAV format, but art can be in any of the standard graphic formats, including .GIF and .JPG.

KINGPOINT

KINGPOINT is a good starting point, and, hopefully, we will see more competent game enhancing tools in the future. For now, though, while KINGPOINT does provide some much-needed help for game masters, the bugs and lack of documentation are too annoying to forgive. Besides, I kind of like rolling all my own dice.
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A Brief Walk Through Time

Unravel The Secrets Of Time Travel In This Guide To BURIED IN TIME

by Charles Ardai

Transmission Begins

I've never much cared for looking at myself in a mirror. But if I'm going to look at myself at all, that's the way I prefer to do it. Much better than the alternative, which is what I'm facing now.

I am standing in my living room, facing...myself. An older, frightened-looking version of me. His—my?—face is flushed with panic. My—his?—hands are trembling. He's wearing my jumpsuit. There are fewer than a dozen like them in the world: self-contained envirosuits equipped as mobile time travel devices. Mine is the only one with a big number 5 on the faceplate. And he's wearing it.

He's talking to me. Look at it another way: I'm talking to myself. "Quick, take the suit," I say to me. "No time to explain."

No time. That's funny. I've traveled back nine years to meet my younger self, but somehow I haven't left myself enough time to explain. Why didn't I—damn it, he—just come back and meet me yesterday?

"Cloak yourself. Fast." Something in his voice tells me I'll regret it if I don't, so I get into the suit and poke a virtual finger at the virtual switch marked "Cloak." I hear the buzz that tells me I've just been rendered transparent. Then another buzz, this one followed by a sound like cloth tearing and the stink of ozone, something I smell even through my filtered mouthpiece. A rip appears in midair. Another jumpsuit steps through it. Agent 8, his faceplate says. I watch. I keep my mouth shut. Agent 8 seizes me—the other me—and arrests me (Can't be. We're on the same side! We saved the world together once!). Then they're both gone, into the rift.

And, a second later, so am I.

232B: HOME SWEET HOME-TO-BE

Someone has set me up. That much I gather from the TV news (once I find the TV) and from the messages on my answering machine, and from the fact that my front door won't open. Yes, it's my apartment, no question about that. I live nicely nine years hence, but they've locked me in. The newscasters are saying that I'm responsible for ripples in time, that I traveled back in time and tried to change history. Did I? I have to believe I wouldn't. But how can I prove it? The suit's been used recently; four settings inside show the last four times and places I've visited. Maybe if I were to go back to each location, I might find something to prove I'm not the one who's been tampering with the times...assuming that I'm not. Stop that. I've got to focus. I should pack before traveling.

Is there anything useful in the apartment? Nothing good that's not nailed down, though I find some information while poking around the shelf full of action figures. In the kitchen there's a remote shopping terminal. During the news on TV, as I recall, there were some commercials; each had an ID code at the end instead of an 800 number, and here we seem to have a numeric keypad...

Some food would be good to carry on a long journey, even if it's just high-tech Cheez Whiz. Some music, too—and that translator chip looked like it might come in handy. What the hell, the terminal seems to be stocked with plenty of cash: I buy 'em all. Then I batten down the hatches and flick the switch for outer space.

2247: FARN' WIDE

It's just not my day. Somehow I've ended up 300 feet outside the Farnstein
Space Lab instead of inside where I belong. A look at my tanks tells me that my oxygen is quickly depleting. And inertia is keeping me where I am, no matter how much I try to thrash around. What I need is propulsion. Once more, the TV commercials give me my clue. I'll never say those things are worthless again. Now that I'm inside, what I need is oxygen. That and a good map. Half the station has been shored off, and the other half is a jumble of corridors with no up or down to orient myself by.

Meanwhile, something in here is making spooky noises and trying to scare me into leaving. Could Farnstein still be alive in here? Or could the noise belong to one of the artificial intelligences he was rumored to be building? One of the doors requires an access code I don't have, but the other way is wide open. I yank out a bit of debris that's keeping the bulkhead from sealing, then pressurize the area. Suddenly, I can breathe again.

Down one corridor is the station's docking bay. It's hard to get around here, since the room's gravity panels are malfunctioning; instead of walking straight across the room, I have to ease left and right like I was negotiating a maze. But my tanks are full now, and time's the one thing I've got in abundance — it'll be 72 years before I'm arrested. So I try all the paths and eventually make it through.

This lands me in front of a pulsing panel, and the voice that's been talking to me through hidden speakers is suddenly right there, in my face. It's an AI, all right, an intelligent piece of software roaming the systems of a derelict station.

Someone came here before me, Art says (it calls itself Art). Someone dressed like me (I know it!), who was intent on tampering with the kinetic sculpture Farnstein left behind when he died.

Can Art help me find the sculpture? Yes, on the condition that I take him with me. Fortunately, he'll fit neatly on one of my biochips, so I say yes. Besides, I can use the company.

I jump back to my apartment to restock on propellant, then back to the space station. Art helps me pass the locked door I couldn't pass earlier, and together we roam through a captured asteroid that's attached to the end of the station. The asteroid's crammed with ice — a chance to make some more oxygen, since my tanks are running low again, and get some water while we're at it. Then, it's on to Farnstein's sculpture room.

Which piece has been tampered with? It's got to be the one which, when I fiddle with it, morphs into the top secret, stolen plans for a time machine.

Yes, one of my fellow agents has definitely been here before me.

**1204: I SEE ENGLAND, I SEE FRANCE...**

What could I possibly have been doing in France during the Crusades? I jumped out of the space station and seem to have landed on top of a castle smack in the middle of an invasion. Before I can take two steps, a knight seizes me — but fortunately he's felled by an arrow in the back before he can call for help.

("Fortunately?" When did I become so callous? I observe a moment of silence. Then I take the arrow.)

Huge boulders, catapulted at the tower, rock the heavy stone walls. Getting down from here has got to be my top priority (Art, still chattering away, agrees). I find a staircase leading down into the tower, then gingerly cross the parapet at the first landing. Along the way, I find a grappling hook sticking out of one of the privy holes by the wall — so this is how the invaders got inside, through the sewer system! I take the hook and, at a converge...
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nient gap in the wall, jump down onto the roof of a lower building, then from there to the ground. The only thing I find, though, is an empty forge and a dozen knights in the middle of battle. From a distance, my jumpsuit must look like armor—that's the only reason I can think of that they don't notice me. But if I let any of them get close enough, they will, so I turn back to the castle.

There's a moat, but my suit's waterproof; I cross it, first noting a footprint in the mud. I'd know that imprint anywhere — my nemesis has been here before me! The grappling hook gets me up the tower wall, though I have to dodge rocks thrown by the castle's defenders, who think I'm part of the invasion force. Quickly cloaking myself once I'm in the King's bedchamber enables me to elude the guards who come looking for me.

The room's empty, as is the one beneath it and the one beneath that. All I find is a curious tapestry, and a hiding place for a key—but not the key itself, which is a pity, since in one of the other rooms I find references to hidden treasure, accessible through one of the castle's locked chests. I need that key. Maybe I could forge a new one, but for that I'd need some soft metal. Time to look elsewhere.

1050: OH, MAYA

Further back, I emerge from the timestream atop a Mayan pyramid, the burial place of a high priest. The natives are at the bottom, so I can't climb down. I go inside, reading all the inscriptions along the way.

It seems there are nine gods I have to placate if I want to travel through the underworld. Do I want to? Well, I must have come here for a reason, and I won't find out what it is walking in circles on top of a pyramid. In the main chamber I find a pair of disks mounted on the wall (a calendar of some sort, apparently), and a bowl. Outside is a statue with its hands outstretched. I spin the calendar disks to a setting shown in one of the inscriptions, put the bowl in the statue's hands... and a hole opens under me! Thank the nine gods for my suit's damping system: a fall like this would leave a normal person smashed to jelly.
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I've landed in a subterranean chamber, all rough hewn rock walls, stalactites, and dank condensation. There are some skeletons scattered around, probably those of the poor souls who took that long fall from four stories up unprotected. One of the skeletons has a skull that's in pretty good shape; the other has a copper bracelet. Hm. Poking around, I find four archways, three of them with platforms for offerings. The translation chip helps me out here: I can tell which arch belongs to the rain god, which to the war god, and so forth.

At the rain god's arch, I offer the water bottle I filled on the

space station. Sure enough, the archway opens, and through it I can see a chasm with a crashing waterfall beneath it. There are hanging platforms I can use to cross the chasm, and I use them, only to find a treasure chamber at the far end with nothing but an odd-shaped brick in it. To make matters worse, the only way back is across the platforms, and my earlier passage has set them swinging. All I can do is time my jumps carefully. And pray. Maybe, with all the gods around, it's the prayers that do it: I make it back in one piece.

Gingerly, I approach the second altar, belonging to the god
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of war. Lay out on the altar the only instrument of war I've got with me. (At least the knight on the tower didn't die in vain.) The door opens, and foolishly I walk through. Three hundred years before I was born, they made movies about guys who liked to poke around in ancient temples—right now, I wish it was one of them, not me, who had to deal with the skeletons, snakes, and spikes I'm looking at. At least the snakes here are statues, not real, and the skeletons are resting in peace (not to mention in pieces). By keeping my head, and using one or two of theirs, I make it through without getting skewered. The prize at the end?

Another stone block. No idea what I am supposed to do with it, and nothing I put on the third altar gets me any further. So I'm stuck. But I do have an idea what I might do with that bracelet I found. A quick jump timeswise takes me back to the Crusades, where I pick my way down to the forge again. There's a pan over the fire, and once the metal's melted there's a mold I can pour it into. It cools quickly; by the time I carry it back into the castle, my new key is ready to unlock the chest in the storage room.

On my way down, I find the tapestry again and follow the instructions I read earlier to activate its hidden machinery. Now, when I get to the storage room, I not only can unlock the chest but climb through its false bottom to the treasure room underneath. I find gold coins in a pile—a good enough haul by itself. But I also find the king's sword, and that's what I'm really after, since close inspection tells me the diamond in its hilt is what's been tampered with in this era. The original is gone, and in its place is a focusing element for a time machine!

1488: ART MEETS ART

Before heading back to the temple, I go to the fourth site my suit has stored: the workshop of Renaissance artist Leonardo da Vinci. I arrive in the middle of the night, when Leonardo is asleep. This gives me a chance to poke around his workshop and look at his plans for a variety of wondrous devices. While I am at it, I find another futuristic footprint—and this one carries a serial number, so now I know who my enemy is. But
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there's no time to get angry. There's a da Vinci elevator contraption I have to figure out how to use to get down from the tower, then another one that carries me on a rope to the tower across the way. It also carries me closer to the rogue agent I'm pursuing, who just manages to escape.

The agent drops something on the way out. I pick it up, and when I get into Leonardo's study, it helps me read his famous encrypted Codex Atlanticus. Only there's more encryption there now than there used to be: once again, the other agent has tampered with an artifact, apparently in the hope of hiding the secret of time travel in the nooks and crannies of history.

I record the evidence, grab a few interesting tidbits from cold storage (Leonardo the anatomist and the ancient Mayans had at least one interest in common), and head back to Mexico...

I take the fall from the top of the temple again, this time prepared for it. I head straight for the third altar. This one belongs to the god of wealth—gold coins are just the thing to appease him. Once the archway opens, I find my way into a secret chamber by supplementing a rope bridge with the extra rope I found at da Vinci's.

What do I find in this chamber? Yet another brick. The fourth archway gives me the final clue I need: a picture of a pyramid, with several bricks missing. I fill in the missing pieces. The door opens and suddenly my heart is beating faster. There is an altar inside with a bowl of blood on it. The Mayans were prone to human sacrifice—the only thing that will satisfy their god of death is a human heart. Fortunately, I picked one up in Italy. I drop it into the blood, and hold my breath as something rises out of the altar, some sort of puzzle box with four rotors, each rotor inscribed with eight words. Of all the temple's deathtraps, this is sure to be the deadliest. I need to come up with the right combination of words, but what is it? The inscriptions at the top of the temple hold the key—it's not my breath I need to be holding. I realize. I set the dials and press the catch...and inside the box I see my fellow agent's final act of desecration. Whatever used to be in the box is gone, and in its place is a holotape.

When I jump back to my apartment to play it, I find out it's a holotape of the traitor herself, recording a message for the people she's selling our time travel secrets to. Apparently, she's explaining to them how to use the pieces she's scattered throughout time to make a working time machine. The only thing left for me to do is to confront her directly and bring her to justice. But where will I find her? She's managed to elude me so far. But now I have something she needs. Now she's going to come looking for me. I hear the sound of cloth ripping—and I freeze. I look up. I can see her in the mirror: she's behind me, holding a gun trained on my back.

Not now, I think, not so close to the end. "I'm sorry," she says. The last thought I have before she pulls the trigger is, "how will I get out of this one?"

Transmission Ends
"An original space adventure combining strategy, action, and shooting game genres."

- EGM

Human outposts in space are cheap targets for alien invaders, and the Tyron Corporation has cashed in on the defense systems they created to protect them. The fact that there has never been documented proof of alien existence has not stopped them from making billions from humanity's fear of the unknown. An unsuspecting technician on a remote mining site discovers a deadly plot launched by the Tyron Corporation to ensure its monopoly on lucrative government defense contracts. Now considered a threat, the
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technician has the Tyron Corporation's undivided attention. With the full might of the corporation on his back, the technician races against time to get the word out before the corporation gets him.
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- Immerse yourself in futuristic graphics beyond belief.
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Vengeance, Violence, And No Remorse

Origin's Stunning CRUSADER Unleashes The Ultimate In Bad Attitudes

by Paul C. Schuytema

They say that one's worst enemy is a silent enemy. Danger creeping up from behind is far more nefarious than that which we see in the clear light of day. In Origin's latest offering, CRUSADER: NO REMORSE, you get to find out if that's true.

HAPPY NEW WORLD?
The year is 2194, and the civilized world is ruled by the WEC—the World Economic Consortium. A "for the people" kind of government, the WEC is an amalgamation of all of our "big brotherly" nightmares. It's the kind of rulership that requires government approval for a couple of beers after work.

The world of the WEC is populated by mega-corporations, called cartels, and promises its citizenry a world free of poverty, disease and hunger. It is even hinted in the documentation that this fictional world is an earlier manifestation of the world of SYSTEM SHOCK, the excellent first-person game released last year. A news report points to the impending development of a true artificial intelligence computer, SHODAN, which is the AI baddie in SYSTEM SHOCK.

While the WEC may seem polished and peachy on the surface, there are some cracks in its facade, and those cracks are being infiltrated regularly by the revolutionary Resistance forces. The Resistance is a good "meat and potatoes" movement preaching representative government and true freedom. Through a double-edged campaign of information dissemination and precise guerrilla terrorism, the Resistance is seeking to take the "big" out of big brother.

THE PATH OF GREATEST RESISTANCE
You are a nameless captain in the MilOps Cartel's elite "Silencer" corps. Donning a suit of red plastic armor, you have been trained in the most precise counter-terrorism techniques. Yet you are beginning to feel that something is wrong, that the WEC isn't coming all that clean about the nature of the Resistance. On one mission, your suspicion grows as you wonder what it is you have just been asked to do. Suddenly, you and your two other squad-mates are ambushed by a WEC security mech. You duck for cover at the last instant, taking the mech out with a grenade and a Dirty-Harry-esque shot to its CPU. In your heart, you know that the WEC is wrong. So you defect.

While others in the Resistance initially see you as a potential spy, General Maxis thinks he has you figured out, so he gives you a shot: go and toast a WEC refinery. Simply put, the game's afoot.

BITTY PIXELS AND BIG GUNS
CRUSADER: NO REMORSE is an all-out action game utilizing a heavily modified ULTIMA VIII graphics engine. The view is a skewed 3-D perspective which scrolls as you move. The graphics are all SVG (yes, that's right, in this game there isn't even an option for low-res), and they sure are gorgeous. Origin has created the
most graphically stunning game world I’ve seen, and they have even gone one step further by creating grimy graphics, as opposed to the clean-cut and polished environments of previous SVGA games.

**MISSION-BASED MAYHEM**

**Crusader** is a mission-based game offering up 16 different “opportunities” to stick it to the WEC. While 16 missions may not seem like much, they are huge, often consuming hours upon hours of play time. The general flow is that you get your mission briefing from commander Ely, teleport into the site, do your dirty work, and then the “Wizard,” the Resistance techno-junkie, will beam you the coordinates for your “dust off” point.

What happens in the middle is the meat of the game. The mission environments are massive, yet they are constructed in such a way that you’ll rarely get confused. That this can be done without it seeming like you’re being led by the hand is quite a feat. Once in the mission, **Crusader** is a relatively simple game. Which is not to say it’s easy. It’s simple in that you can grasp the mechanics and nuances of the gameplay rather quickly, and they remain consistent throughout the play experience.

At the bottom of your screen is a graphical information bar showing your weapon, ammo load, inventory, health and energy levels. That small bar is all the interface that you’ll ever need, since the rest of the screen is all game world.

You control your alter ego by either the keyboard or the mouse (no joystick control here). Both controls work well most of the time, yet each have some idiosyncrasies. I found that one hand on the mouse for general movement and firing, and one hand on the numeric keypad for other maneuvers, such as sidesteps or rolls, worked very well and became intuitive after only a few hours of play.

The missions are well balanced to offer up rapid-fire action along with the need for tactical decision making. Essentially, everybody and everything is your enemy (with the exception of an occasional contact, but it’ll be pretty clear who they are). Some enemies are obvious, like guards and troops. Some are merely WEC workers who don’t necessarily need to be targets, unless they decide to pull the alarm, or if you’re in need of some credits.

Then you have inanimate targets. These come in all forms, from an assortment of mechs to surveillance cameras, wall-mounted machine guns and energy weapons.

The environment in Crusader is as real as can be. The size of rooms looks right, and what’s in the rooms makes sense. Lots of machinery, desks, terminals, and so on, all add to the sense that these are very real installations you’re infiltrating.

The tactical considerations in the heat of battle make this game something special. We’re not talking grand strategy here, but a much more visceral “duck and creep” approach. There’s something very satisfying about darting into a room surreptitiously enough that you can take out a surveillance camera before it gets a lock on you—or gunning down a creepy guy, you need some credits. To get those, you need to do some pillaging “on site” in a mission.

As for traditional weaponry, I can’t help but like the SG-AI “Conformer” shotgun. Perhaps it’s my old Doom nostalgia, but that weapon seems to pack the best punch for the bucks, though it does require two trigger clicks to use (one to load and one to fire).

My true favorites in the Silence’s arsenal are the demolition packets. These charges come in three flavors: a standard detpac, a limpet mine and a spider bomb. The detpac is a basic charge which you place and then explode by remote control; placing a sprinkling of these in a hallway as a bevy of guards comes sprinting after you is a very effective means of saying “back off, buddy!” The limpet mine is motion sensitive and you can stick it to nearly any surface. After three seconds (giving you time to scoot), it arms itself.

**A MILLION WAYS TO GO BOOM**

Perhaps my favorite aspect of the game is that your hero gets to play with so many goodies. From automatic pistols to heinousely powerful energy beam weapons, we have a full gamut of armament to choose from. Most weaponry is picked up from “Weasel,” the black-market guru who, for the moment at least, is hanging out with the Resistance. To buy goodies from this enigmatic and slightly cowabunga fellow, you need some credits. To get those, you need to do some pillaging “on site” in a mission.

As for traditional weaponry, I can’t help but like the SG-AI “Conformer” shotgun. Perhaps it’s my old Doom nostalgia, but that weapon seems to pack the best punch for the bucks, though it does require two trigger clicks to use (one to load and one to fire).

My true favorites in the Silence’s arsenal are the demolition packets. These charges come in three flavors: a standard detpac, a limpet mine and a spider bomb. The detpac is a basic charge which you place and then explode by remote control; placing a sprinkling of these in a hallway as a bevy of guards comes sprinting after you is a very effective means of saying “back off, buddy!” The limpet mine is motion sensitive and you can stick it to nearly any surface. After three seconds (giving you time to scoot), it arms itself.
Anything unlucky enough to pass near the mine is history. The spider bomb is a nasty number with legs. You let this little beast loose and then control it as it scuttles toward the target. When it runs into something, like a mech or someone’s boot, it goes BOOM.

IF YOU CAN’T KILL IT, TAKE IT

Three goals will become immediately part of your tactical procedures: check out all trunks and accessible containers (here you might find ammo, demolition charges, credits, and so on); sweep the room for surveillance equipment, basing cameras as soon as possible; access each and every terminal you find.

Computer terminals will provide lots of useful information. Sometimes you’ll discover a key sequence to enter on a security keypad. Other times, you can disable any alarms. Or you might discover a terminal that will provide you with a black and white image from a security camera in another region of your level, allowing you to check out what’s waiting for you around the next bend.

MECH NUGGETS A few well-placed rounds will turn a multi-million-dollar security mech into a Cajun-style pile of debris.

The best discoveries are terminals that allow you to take charge of some piece of equipment, either a mech or a remote gun. Once activated, use your controls to operate the remote device, clearing the area of any unwanted enemies before you venture in for yourself. I especially like controlling the massively powerful thrasher cannon, a turret-mounted energy weapon that can turn even the most sophisticated and heavily guarded lab into a pile of smoldering wires and ooze.

You also have the opportunity to explore a lot of environmental weapons, such as highly explosive barrels of god-knows-what, as well as jets of super-heated steam or burning fuel.

After completing your mission goals and making it to your escape point, you’ll find yourself in the Resistance base, which is an old subway station. You can explore the base, trade with Weasel, watch the news reports on the TV monitor, store your gear or talk to the others at the base (who are cold to you at first, but as your successes pile up, that relationship changes). All interaction with the other characters comes in the form of video snippets. These are very well acted, and I was equally impressed with the way in which the video backgrounds matched the backgrounds of the characters.

One thing that CRUSADER does very well (it’s almost becoming an Origin trademark) is its “end mission” paybacks. Too many times, I have seen long and involved games blow right past that payback we want after a mission. CRUSADER delivers plenty of treats, from watching the results in a nice cut-scene animation, to the news reports, to being able to rap with other members of the Resistance. There’s plenty of kudos and plenty of information to think about, making you all the more pumped for the next mission.

MISFIRE

While there is a lot to like in CRUSADER, there are still a few problems. The most notable is the idiosyncratic controls. Neither the keyboard nor the mouse is the perfect control device (a six-button gamepad, which I don’t think exists yet for the PC, would be the ideal controller). The mouse is great when moving in the “alert” stance (gun drawn and combat ready), but simply walking is difficult and controlling a run with a mouse is next to impossible. Also, you can’t roll, sidestep or crouch from the mouse. The keyboard works well in all areas except shooting, when the mouse is far superior.

With all of the interactivity of the environment, and the fluidity of your Silencer’s movement, you will soon be frustrated by what you can’t do. There is no hand-to-hand combat. You can’t climb on any of the neat objects in the game, and you can’t move while crouched. However, you can perform some neat moves with a little practice. My favorite “Schwarzenegger-esque” move is to leap off a catwalk and land with a side roll, coming up with gun ablazing.

Perhaps the design issue that I most disagree with is the fact that your Silencer fights with full efficacy right up to the moment of death. There is no degradation of performance as his armor becomes riddled with bullets or scorched from jets of burning fuel. I would have liked at least some correlation between damage sustained and performance.

NO REGRETS

While I did have some problems with CRUSADER, you can see that they are, for the most part, rather nit-picky. This is one solid game, and one which has taken stock of the past and improved it in nearly every way imaginable.

John Gardner, the great writer and writing teacher, said that the best fiction should create a “vivid and continuous dream” for the reader. CRUSADER does just that—it excites, frightens and challenges us with a wholly involving game experience. This is not a game for those who like their experiences overly complex, nor is this a game for the recreational gamer—this is a game for those of us who like to play, for hours and hours....

THE EDITORS SPEAK

CRUSADER: NO REMORSE

RATING ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

PROS CRUSADER is a wonderfully balanced game offering an exceptional play experience. Sumptuous SVGA graphics and great video actors enliven the game world.

CONS The movement controls can be awkward, especially at crucial moments when every second counts.
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Lemmings Dive Into 3-D

Our Favorite Suicidal Lilliputians Face Fresh Hazards In 3-D LEMMINGS

by Peter Olafson

If you value your sanity—or your sleep—you'd better call the crisis prevention hotline, because the Lemmings are back. Yes, once again Psygnosis' de facto mascots live up to their moniker's by attempting collective, brainless suicide, as they have done previously in three full-length games, several seasonal data disks, and spin-offs of varying quality. Along the way, they've evolved into tribal, festive, larger and more versatile creatures, while always retaining their innate drive towards self-destruction. Now, Clockwork Games tacks on an extra dimension to the original game to bring you 3-D Lemmings. You must still beat the relentlessly ticking clock to finish each level and keep the dull-witted Lem from marching ceaselessly to their deaths. But while the core of the game remains the same, the 3-D incarnation of the lovable lilliputians is a new, strange blend of classic Lemmings, Stunt Island and Doom.

The 3-D perspective of 3-D Lemmings allows you to explore each small, three-dimensional world in the hundred levels of 3-D Lemmings with four moveable cameras and a battery of CAD-for-kids controls. Not that you are likely to take to it straight away; 3-D Lemmings requires you to face obstacles such as springs, angled and one-way blocks, muddy and slippery surfaces and splitters that (infuriatingly) divide the neat Lemming phalanx into divergent streams. As the 101st lemming, you're in the trenches with them as they stroll through tunnels, up ramps, and over bridges. You're there watching as they make leaps of faith, fall into deep water, and make little gurgly sounds as they drown. Scenery that blocks their progress also blocks you. Just getting into position to issue urgent commands to the ranks can be half the challenge for a novice.

Can't See the Trees for the Lemmings

3-D Lemmings brings back a number of lemming talent from the first two Lemmings games. Blockers send other Lemmings bouncing back the way they came; builders create little staircases; diggers burrow straight down; miners dig at an angle; floaters open umbrellas that permit a soft landing; and climbers scout the vertical terrain. In addition, you have access to a "turner"—a little Lemming traffic cop who redirects his approaching brothers at a 90-degree angle determined by the player. In addition, the Virtual Lemming feature allows you to enter the role of a given lemming, complete with a wobbly 180-degree 3-D view and the Highlight Lemming option allows you to pick a single Lemming out of the thicket for the purpose of better issuing commands.

In the original games, you could always see a big chunk of the level at any given time, or scroll to it with ease. In 3-D Lemmings, the big picture is available only on the overhead map or by pulling back your view to a distance. You must thoroughly research a level before thinking of solving it, adding a new dimension of strategy to the classic Lemmings game. Of
Any more realistic and you'd be pulling gum off the bottom of your computer.

Yeah, yeah, you hear a lot of that "realistic" noise from game makers. But, hey, four tables to choose from, high speed, ultra-smooth scrolling, multiball feature and 3-way tilt. The proof is in the performance.

It's real. It's psycho. It's Psycho Pinball for PC CD-ROM. And if we catch you chompin' gum while you're playing, we're gonna make you stick it on your nose!
course, you still find yourself wondering how it can possibly be 5 A.M. as you deal with finding flight paths and search for the exit.

**THE LEMMING GUIDE TO LIFE IN 100 EASY LESSONS**

Lemmings may have driven you crazy, but it was still a game, not a way of life. You could always put it away, scribble down a semi-legible password and come out from under your rock for a quick dinner. But you don’t just play 3-D Lemmings, you inhabit it, and your reactions become more visceral as you progress through the game. For instance, in an *Aliens*-like level you must free imprisoned Lemmings from cells and protect them from the horrors that lurk in the black pits. You’ll find the enclosed environment suffocating and downright claustrophobic. Any game that induces such a physical reaction (short of epilepsy) is doing something right. Late in the game, you will encounter a nightmare of multiple ramps and teleporters in the hanging garden. I stayed there for one long night, and I want it out of my life.

Fortunately, the Lemmings possess a

---

**DOOMLINGS** A first-person perspective is one of the new looks that allows you to get closer than ever to these curious creatures.

---

simple charm that will balance out the more maddening aspects of the game and bring a smile to your face. The game’s not beyond a little non-essential graphic trickery either: keep an eye on the monitor screen in the level built around a computer. It always displays your point of view. (Get it? You’re getting a Lemming’s point of view, and the game gets yours.)

Fortunately, 3-D Lemmings treats you better than it treats your Lemming brethren. *Clockwork Games* thoughtfully includes 20 mini-levels, equipped with a sprightly “Penny Lane”-era theme, to illustrate each of the features and allow you to get used to the new controls. Moreover, you don’t have to play a level all the way through each time you blow it. Rest assured, you will blow even the easy ones a few times while you learn the ropes. You can even opt to have the level play-back the previous run on autopilot and intervene at the point when things went awry.

The 3-D transition only really becomes problematic once a scene gets crowded. When Lemmings march between two opposing walls and walk through one another, it’s next to impossible to separate who’s coming from who’s going. If other rules of 3-D physics apply, how about the rule forbidding objects from occupying the same space? The Highlight Lemming and Virtual Lemming features become useful when this happens. However, supplying one feature to repair a defect in another is not a hallmark of good game design.

3-D Lemmings also features blatant in-game advertising at the start of the game and at least two product-oriented levels within. Advertising in a Lemmings game? Granted, it’s for gourmet jelly beans—an innocuous enough product. What is a Lemmings, after all, if not a big blue jelly bean with a Cabbage Patch head and a death wish? This product placement might go unnoticed in the *Psygnosis’* UK base, where product placement and computer games have gone hand-in-hand for years. But the phantom consumer presence got under my skin, like hearing a Beatles song in the background of a TV commercial. 3-D Lemmings remains a strong title despite this product pandering, but it’s a dangerous trend that I wouldn’t like to see continue.

Still, all these are relatively minor quibbles. To be honest, I had thought that with the last few Lemmings games looking all too much like tired variations on a theme, that the franchise was nearing its end. 3-D Lemmings, however, is much more than another rehash for marketing dollars. It adds enough new technology to make our peregrinating friends seem new again, and the 3-D levels create fresh challenges even for Lemmings veterans.

And after far too many hours of play, I must confess that this was, for me, as addictive a game as any in the Lemmings series. Now, if you’ll excuse me, the sun’s coming through the window, and it’s time for a nap. Then again, maybe there’s time for just one more level...
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Carpet Diem

Bullfrog’s MAGIC CARPET 2 Takes You For The Ride Of Your Life...Again

by Mark Clarkson

DAMN, IT’S HAPPENED AGAIN. BULLFROG HAS RELEASED MAGIC CARPET 2, THE SEQUEL TO THEIR GREAT FIRST-PERSON SHOOTER MAGIC CARPET, AND I’VE GONE WITHOUT SLEEP FOR THE LAST WEEK WHILE I’VE PURSUED DEMONS, DEVILS, DRAGONS AND ALL SORTS OF OTHER ASSORTED MYTHICAL BEASTIES THROUGH-OUT THE NETHERWORLDS.

It’s been almost a year since I hung up my old MAGIC CARPET, which by that time was frayed and stained from overuse (kind of gives a whole new meaning to the term rug burn). At that point, Order had been restored to the shattered lands and the people were happy once again.

But peace never lasts for long—there’s always some major force of Evil waiting in the wings. This time around it’s Visuluth The Dark One, who has been lurking in the Netherworlds for an eternity or so, growing stronger and stronger as he snacked on the souls of the damned. Now The Dark One is strong enough to threaten the gap between the Netherworlds and our world—a place which you worked mighty hard to put back together last year. And once again, the only thing standing in his way is you and your refurbished, 1995-’96 model rug.

THE NOT-SO-FRIENDLY SKIES

With the exception of optional in-flight assistance which can help keep you fly the

DON’T EAT THE WORM! Magic Carpet 2’s monsters may be bigger and better, but they’re still no match for a well-aimed fireball.

LET THE GAME BEGIN

MAGIC CARPET 2, while sporting some refinements here and additions there, is eminently recognizable. But that doesn’t mean this is just another glorified add-on mission disk. This is a much better rendition of MAGIC CARPET, even if the scale of improvements is comparable to the DOOM 1 to DOOM 2 revision.

The original MAGIC CARPET took place in a sunny (okay, foggy) out-of-doors environment, where lapping waves licked palm-clotted beaches. In contrast, MAGIC CARPET 2 is all about darkness: dark caves, dark tunnels, and cloudy nighttime landscapes (since DESCENT, everybody’s been seeking the cool darkness of tunnels).

The environment is still as detailed and convincing as ever. Trees burn, fireballs scorch landscape and castle walls alike, and your spells rip the land asunder or raise enormous erupting volcanoes right before your eyes. Shoot a fireball into the darkness and it’s reflected in the dark waters below.

The engine, of course, is substantially more stable and considerably faster than the first MAGIC CARPET. There are still some clipping problems (intermingling of graphics), though, when you get too close to other objects.

MAGIC CARPET 2

Price: $69.99
System Requirements:
- 486-66 or faster
- 8 MB RAM
- hard drive space, 2x CD-ROM
- Microsoft compatible mouse; 16 MB RAM and VESA compatible SVGA video required for high-res mode; supports Sound Blaster compatible sound cards
- Number of Players: 1 (2-8 player networks available with NETBIOS network extensions)
- Protection: None
- Designer: Bullfrog
- Publisher: Electronic Arts
- San Mateo, CA (415) 571-7171

straight and level, the main flight engine of the game is essentially unchanged. Flying your carpet is still a little like flying some odd helicopter. I still found myself using nap of the earth (NOE) techniques more in MAGIC CARPET 2 than in any helicopter sim I’ve ever played—dodging behind buildings, circling around hillsides and so forth.

For the uninitiated, there are two sets of primary flight controls—your cursor keys control speed and direction, while the mouse controls your orientation. Push the up arrow and you begin to move forward. Move the mouse to the right and you bank right. Pull the mouse back to climb and push forward to dive. You can’t climb all that high, though; you’re always a fixed distance from whatever you’re passing over. And magic carpets being, well, magical, you can’t crash into things. Fly into objects—castle walls, hillsides and so forth—and you’ll zoom right over them.
You can even barrel roll.

The controls work extremely well in making your flying carpet an exquisitely maneuverable craft. By moving left while “leaning” right, for example, you can execute a clockwise circle around a castle tower, keeping it between you and that wyvern you'd rather not face directly. One drawback new users might experience is that the controls are a little on the sensitive side. But we veterans have long since gotten used to that.

By the way, Magic Carpet 2 supports the Virtual IO and Forte VFX headsets, if you really want to live in the Netherworlds.

GREAT BALLS OF FIRE

During your quest you'll fight your way through 25 levels infested with magic, monsters and demons, all toward the ultimate confrontation with the ultimate bad guy, Vissulath. One big improvement over the original is how Bullfrog has enhanced the overall play experience of the game by treating each level in a different manner. Rather than just banging about, trying to collect enough mana to finish the level (which I have to admit did get a tad bit tedious in the original version), you must now accomplish a sequence of objectives, such as light past the spiders, grab the spell, and find the hidden cavern. A flashing arrow on your All-Seeing Eye points the way to your next objective, so you'll always know what you're supposed to do next.

Another difference is that this time you're not alone. No you don't have carpet “wingmen” (carpeters?): But you do have a mentor. Kalka, who accompanies you throughout the game as a disembodied Obi-Wan-esque voice, directing you from objective to objective, helping you locate new spells, or urging you to fight.

OF LEVIATHANS AND BEES

Your favorite monsters from Magic Carpet—brown worms, green dragons and purple wyverns—are all here. Of course, under this new reign of evil, things look a little different. The dragons have received a facelift, as have the worms, which now resemble that thing Kahn dropped in Chekov's ear in Star Trek 2. There are plenty of new gruesome ghouls as well: fireflies with poison stings; demons; devils; lightning-spitting Moon Dwellers and giant, gap-toothed Leviathan that rise up from the ocean to chomp at you. The Hydra, which regenerates its fire-breathing heads about as fast as you can knock them off, is a serious problem. The killer bees— you know, those pesky insects that get behind you and sting you in the back—are back, although this time there is a new contender for “most annoying monster”: the semi-transparent zombie. Fly too close and they'll steal a spell right out of your hands. Swoop back to pick it up and you lose another spell, and another. Making matters worse, zombies love to trap you in a narrow corner of a cave somewhere, where you must fly over them to escape.

If you're in the mood for defenseless prey, or in desperate need of mana, there are herds of defenseless goats. You'll feel bad about killing them...once. Hey, sometimes you need all the mana you can muster.

SPELL ME

Your weapons are magical spells—fireballs, whirlwinds, flaming meteors and earthquakes—which you find scattered throughout the levels. To power these spells, you'll need mana—which takes the form of shiny pearl-like spheres. The more mana you accumulate (which is occasionally just lying around for the taking, but more often than not must be attained by killing monsters or defenseless goats), you can cast and the faster you can cast them. You "pick up" mana by blasting it with a spell, whereupon a hot air balloon will drift over to pick it up and add it to your board back at the castle (you did remember to build a castle, didn't you?).

The big fun in the original Magic Carpet was destroying stuff, and thankfully the chaps at Bullfrog know that. All your favorite horrors are here: erupting volcanoes, ground- rending earthquakes, lighting storms, and flaming meteors. Here also are: magic mines, gravity wells that can suck your enemies into oblivion, and "Fool's Mana," which looks like the real thing but spits fire and lightning at anyone trying to possess it. You can conjure bone-breaking whirlwinds or morph into a mighty, flying wyvern and let your enemies eat fire.

As you gain experience with a particular spell, you'll be able to cast it at a higher power level. Each of the 25 basic spells has
three power levels, which basically means there are 75 different spells at your fingertips. Fireball and rapid fireball, two separate spells in the original, are now simply two different power levels of the same spell.

SPELL MANAGEMENT

The original Magic Carpet didn’t have a very elegant means of handling spells—switching spells meant interrupting the action. And 75 spells is one hell of a big inventory to manage while simultaneously flying backwards and fighting off hordes of manticores. Thankfully, in this new version the inventory interface is much improved. Hold down the Control key and the spell menu pops up. Click on a spell icon with either mouse button and that spell is assigned to that button. One nifty feature is the ability to “pre-load” spells onto each mouse button by shift-clicking, then cycling through them by holding down the Shift or Alt keys. It’s still not all that easy, and at times you’ll find yourself wishing for a third hand (or at least a few extra fingers) while you struggle to Shift-Control click on icons mid-flight. But it’s still better than the original version.

A word to the wary: set your spells up before heading into battle. There’s no time to sift through your collection when you’re surrounded by a swarm of winged Cymmerians.

YOU ARE HERE

Guiding you in your endeavors is a magical, stone-age HUD containing your All-Seeing Eye, which acts as a radar, and the Stones of Knowledge, which display your health and your castle’s health and mana, as well as your currently selected spells. Also available at the click of a button is a map of the entire level.

As much information as the All-Seeing Eye and map provide, they represent one of my biggest gripes with Magic Carpet 2. There’s just far too much information presented to interpret it all quickly. Almost everything is represented by small, colored dots: flashing white dots, static white dots, moving white dots with flashing red rings, static cyan dots and so forth. There are so many dots that it is fiendishly difficult to distinguish what is what, especially when things are packed tight. A zoom function would be very useful here.

TALK TO ME

Although Bullfrog’s ads for Magic Carpet 2 promised modern play, a feature I sorely missed in Magic Carpet 1, I was very disappointed and more than a little agitated to find modern play absent from the actual game. It’s still network or single-player, and while the network play is stellar, there are tons of people out there who don’t have access to such a luxury.

Other than that, you’ll find improvements everywhere, including new hot keys that allow everything from full stops to razing your castle. And the new “save level” feature is a welcome sight when plunging into a dark tunnel full of devils. On the whole, this game just builds upon the original to create an even more compelling and exciting game. ☼

NEW SUPERIOR FOOT CONTROL

for planes, cars, helicopters!

PERFORMS FLAWLESSLY WITH ALL COMPUTER GAMES!

Changeable joystick supplied by you guarantees a perfect calibration every time!

dream pedals™

• Authentic rudder motion
• Driving accelerator/brake simulation
• Automatic self-centering pedals
• Ergonomically correct foot action for maximum control and comfort
• Realistic progressive spring loading
• High quality craftsmanship
• Hi-tech finish
• Pre-assembled

Only $139.99 including shipping & handling
Send check or money order to:
B & G AMERICAN DREAM Corp.
70-B East Jaffyn Blvd., Dear Park, NY 11729
Telephone orders: 1-800-276-3973

THE EDITORS SPEAK

MAGIC CARPET 2

RATING ★★★★★

PROS Beautiful graphics, fast action, more spells and more direction have been added to last year’s runner-up for Game of The Year.

CONS This is more a revision of a great game than a complete overhaul. And it does not deliver on advertised modem support.
Like, make your computer as smart as us.

If you're like, "Dammit, my computer's not kicking enough butt again!" play our game. It's posed to be "A CD-ROM adventure game" or something. But it's really just me and Beavis being cool. And, like, it's not in space or whatever. It's just a normal day—you know, like driving a tank and busting out of jail and stuff. Though I guess there is space, if you count Beavis's brain, huh huh huh.

- Cool mini-games and music videos including GWAR, Sausage and Primus.
- Co-starring Todd, Buzzcut, Van Driessen, McVicker and more!
- Voices by Mike Judge, the voice of Beavis and Butt-Head.
- All new animation from MTV Animation Studios.
- Original dialogue by show writers Sam Johnson & Chris Margil.

No wussy race-cars for us, only cool vehicles, thank you.
We're kickin' it with our good friends. Then we'll be their slaves.
We, like, show off our natural acting talent. Huh huh. Talent.
Like they say in that Ozzy movie, "There's no place like home." Unless it sucks.

For more information, call 1-800-469-2589 Circle Reader Service #177.
When id Software released Doom, they established the yardstick by which we invariably judge all action games. So, game designers, knowing a good thing when they see it, engaged in a real-life version of Lemmings to capitalize on Doom's runaway success by developing similar games using different (and sometimes, not-so-different) graphics. Some companies even tried to add storyline and adventure elements to the genre. As usual, some of these "me-too" Doom clones have worked better than others. Dark Forces, for example, didn't really innovate, but it added a rich, albeit "prefab," world to the first-person action mix. Heretic, while built off the Doom engine, managed to up the ante with special effects that made the new foray worth the effort.

Witchaven is Capstone's attempt to meld the worlds of Doom and fantasy-adventure in a more complete way than, say, Heretic—an ambitious attempt, to be sure. So, it's a bad sign when first off, the liner notes accompanying the game present the premise of the game in an awkward, convoluted fashion. And although Witchaven does do some things fairly well, it never quite gets it right.

WHERE'S THE WATER?

In summary, the ignorant mistakes of wayward priests allowed Illwhyn, an evil witch from another realm, and her regiment of ogres, goblins, and witches to find their way into your world.

You must rectify the problem, eliminating Illwhyn before the rest of her army passes into your world.

You begin Witchaven without any armor, potions, or scrolls—the role-playing equivalent of being buck-naked. All you have is a dagger and 100 hit points to take you through the first part of the game and, immediately, a band of goblins lies in wait for you up ahead. As you approach the goblins, a careful look around reveals some rough stones that form a stairway to one side. If you take this makeshift stairway, you can bypass the goblins completely, and learn a very important lesson. In this game, there is often more than one solution to the problems and obstacles you face. This is a much appreciated component of the game, one which many a first-person game still needs to learn.

THE SLOW ROAD TO SUCCESS

You travel through Witchaven in the now-standard first-person perspective. The 3-D world bounces up and down in cadence with your every step. Likewise, you can simultaneously use both mouse and keyboard to move around the dimly lit dungeon. Special moves include jumping, crouching, and flying. One big downer is that although you are supposedly able to run, the difference between running and walking is virtually imperceptible in practice, an irritating realization whenever you have a timed spell or potion affecting your character. Those used to rushing around dungeons will be frustrated, to say the least.

I quickly found out that one life prolonger is the automap, which astute gamers will keep on-screen throughout the action. I found myself taking advantage of this feature at all times, for one big reason. Although you can look up and down, it's pretty hard to move unless you're looking straight ahead. Yet, looking straight ahead prevents you from seeing Witchaven's many spike-laden pits, ledges and secret doors above, below and all around. Leaving the automap on allows you to view such obstacles and opportunities well in advance. It isn't the most realistic, but hey, it works...

The automap's polygon line drawings show elevation changes, as well as ledges, pits, pools of lava or water, and floor plates. Doors are marked in red and solid walls in white. While it can be confusing to
Congo: The Movie

The Game
Where You are the Endangered Species.

CONGO: THE MOVIE™ Descent into Zinj. The adventure begins where the movie left off. Get ready for this heart-stopping jungle adventure that drops you head-long into the heart of the African Congo. On this all-new expedition, you’ll battle mutant adversaries with your high-tech weapons and solve mind-bending puzzles as you search for diamonds hidden deep within the Lost City of Zinj. An experience so real, you’ll be lost in the jungle forever!

- First-person action-adventure experience.
- Dazzling special effects and cinematic 3D graphics.
- High-action sequences and a multitude of adversaries.
- Immerse yourself in over 100 puzzles and 100 locations.

For more information call (800) 469-2539 or visit your local software retailer.

Use futuristic high-tech weapons in your search for the legendary diamonds

Also Coming November '95 on Videocassette
have this HUD (heads-up display) laid over the action, it does save a lot of reloading and re-exploring time. Of course, one disadvantage to the automap is that it shows every little altitude change when only significant changes (such as pits or pools of lava) are really necessary. The resulting profusion of lines, especially in places where the elevation constantly changes, can sometimes render the automap useless.

DUNGEON TRAVELER

As you travel through the dungeon you'll find weapons, armor, potions, scrolls, and special items to assist you. Like Doom, you automatically scoop up items by moving over them, provided you have room to carry them. One nice touch is that weapons and armor wear out and must be replaced periodically.

One-use items such as potions and scrolls are critical to successful play. Health potions, for instance, are the only means of healing your character. One of the potions gives your character immunity to fire damage for 30 seconds, which is vital for getting past many of the fireball traps, fireball-casting monsters, and lava pools. Since there never seem to be enough of these potions around, you should make every effort to hang onto your inventory for as long as possible and use them sparingly.

You'll also need lots of scrolls, since you can only cast spells by using scrolls. There are eight different spells, including "fireball" and "open-door" spells. Unfortunately, your character can only carry up to 10 scrolls of each type, with each scroll providing only one use. So, like potions, scrolls are critical to success.

PRACTICE MAKES MORE PERFECT

As your character defeats monsters, finds treasure and travels farther into the dungeon, he or she will gain experience points and, consequently, levels. In addition to increasing your hit points with attendant level increases, your character will also learn to wield combinations of weapons and cast higher-level spells. This also makes it even more important that you save regularly. If you die without doing so, you'll have to go back to square one without any of the personal upgrades you've so laboriously earned.

Combat works just like it does in Doom and isn't too difficult. The biggest problem is avoiding damage, particularly from ranged attacks, which can quickly toast your bread. Fortunately for the fast-reflex impaired, careful planning, intelligent use of potions and scrolls, and fancy footwork can replace swordsmanship. Nonetheless, it helps to crank up some ranged weapons of your own, like the bow or pike axe, and use them judiciously to take down difficult foes from a distance. When all else fails, you can notch down the difficulty level of the game a bit, which makes key monsters easier to kill by giving them fewer hit points.

Besides combat, exploration and plenty of traps (generally pits with huge, deadly spikes), WITCHAVEN also contains several puzzles. These usually entail searching a level and finding ways around obstacles, be they monsters, traps, or simple barriers. Sometimes you will need a potion or two to make it past a particularly difficult section. At other times, you will need a spell. Unless you utilize Witchaven's cheat codes, however, be prepared to die more than a few times before you figure out how to get past a problem area. Should you solve these puzzles, your major goal in each level is to find the teleporter to the next level and the pentagram key that activates it. It is possible to move on only after you've found both of these items.

MIDDLE EARTH

For a game billed as an action adventure with RPG elements, WITCHAVEN is very disappointing. There are minimal RPG elements, and even disregarding that, the Doom-like engine just doesn't have the oomph to get the old blood pumping. WITCHAVEN simply lacks the suspense of a good action game, being unable to create tension through evocative sound effects, eye-catching graphics, and most importantly, the suspense of never knowing what to expect around each corner. Despite a few interesting areas to explore, the monsters, weapons, and other treasures in this game are not sufficiently interesting or varied enough to warrant the kind of immersive adventurous experience I'm looking for. The phrase, "It may not be a loser, but it's a snoozer" comes very close to nailing WITCHAVEN on the head.

THE EDITORS SPEAK

WITCHAVEN

RATING ⭐⭐

PROS Fairly lengthy action game with a useful automap and reasonable puzzles on every level; possibilities for head-to-head modem and network play for up to 16 players.

CONS Irritatingly slow movement, especially when using the "run" option; lacks the vitality necessary to make it an addictive game.
second-guessing refs and snarling down pretzels is nothin'.

try making 300 critical calls in under 20 seconds each while answering to a side of beef.

SUPER BOWL XXX SWEEPSTAKES

TRY THIS ONE:
A Redskin punt touches a 49er blocker downfield. A Redskin picks up the ball and runs into the end zone.

What's the call? The right answer could land you and a friend in Arizona next January for Super Bowl XXX.

Redskins' ball; at spot of recovery
Redskins' ball; after 5 yd. penalty from spot of recovery
TD Redskins
49ers' ball; at spot of recovery

Hint: The correct answer is printed on the NFL Instant Replay packages found at your local software retailer.

No purchase necessary. Sweepstakes ends 12/31/95. Call 1-800-340-7469 for entry details.

If you're an indecisive twit, move on. NFL Instant Replay's the real thing. Over 300 full-motion video NFL plays on PC CD-ROM, narrated by Pat Summerall. But it's not enough to be right. You've got to be fast. Pitted against the clock or a buddy, choose the right answer and move through the regular season, playoffs and into the Super Bowl round. Dispute a ruling? Consult the complete NFL rule book that's included in hypertext form. But why? You're a walking rule book, right?
"I didn’t think a ball could fit there."
Fast-paced, head turning action so real you can almost taste the Astroturf. Welcome to Quarterback Attack. The bone-crushing action of real football that puts you in control. Six skill levels, hundreds of plays and over a thousand ways to get your ass kicked. This is the first pro-sports simulator that puts you in the helmet of the quarterback. How long you manage to stay there is up to you.
That’s Gotta Hurt!

John Madden Football Delivers Hard-Hitting Action On The PC

by George Jones

I recently had reason to recall a conversation/ar-"argument I had with my younger brother regarding the virtues, or lack thereof, of his Sega Genesis versus my NES (remember those?). The crux of that infamous heated winter discussion was something along the lines of: “Why the hell did you get one of those fancy-dancy 16-bit systems when there aren’t any good games for it? The NES has more games and always will. Do you realize how many Nintendo games you could have bought for the price of that system?”

That was in 1989, and I rode my brother mercilessly for the next year, never letting him forget the error of his ways. I had Tecmo Bowl and RBI Baseball. He had, well, not much. Because of Sega’s funky licensing schemes, there just weren’t too many quality titles. And when it came to sports, it was either Tommy Lasorda Baseball or nothing. “Little brothers!” I thought contemptuously.

1990 came and went and still no games. Then, my superiority became the complete opposite. In the 15 seconds it took for my brother to insert Electronic Arts’ revolutionary John Madden Football into the Sega Genesis and turn it on, my Nintendo castle came crashing down about me. My jaw dropped to the floor, while my brother laughed and laughed and laughed.

The reason I recalled this conversation? I just had a chance to sit down and play the next generation of John Madden Football and it’s almost deja vu. This version looks like it’s going to blow away anything that’s gone before it.

Like a Mack Truck

The Genesis version of John Madden Football completely changed the way computer football is played. Graphically, it gave players large characters and a vertically-oriented field. On the field, it gave players the ability to pass intuitively and easily (through the passing boxes) and allowed ball carriers to spin and burst with speed. It even had some rudimentary statistics.

The same revolution appears to be looming for PC pigskin play, a genre which has traditionally relegated action to the back seat and let the more cerebral components of the game drive the experience. Graphically, John Madden Football ’96 for the PC will go for paydirt. In terms of gameplay, this game will own the end zone—it’s built for football fans who, like the players Madden himself favors, like to get muddy and dirty during a game.

This isn’t to ding the excellent football titles which are already out there, particularly the absolutely fantastic Front Page Sports Football series from Sierra/Dynamix. But, have you ever tried to throw a pass in FPSF?

All Airport Team

In the realm of strategy games, graphics can be compromised every now and then, assuming the gameplay is extremely good (and even this is becoming less true). This simply isn’t the case with sports action. If you can’t tell what’s hap-
PEN ATTACK Passing the ball is easier in JMF than most other football games on the market.

penning on the field, court or ice, it isn't a good game. In football, that's an especially auspicious challenge that requires graphically illustrating the motions of 22 players simultaneously.

So, graphics presentation was one of the obstacles Electronic Arts diligently worked to conquer during the development of MADDEN FOOTBALL. From our preliminary glimpse of things, it appears that they've come up with a winning way. Slick introduction and interface (which is consistent with the state of the art they introduced in NHL HOCKEY and NBA LIVE) aside, this title's football players look more like football players than most other games on the market. What they've basically done is taken the old beefy 16-bit player models and made them look a lot more lifelike through the use of real motion capture and higher resolution graphics. The end result is stunning.

The rest of the game has a shiny new uniform, as well. The whole of the interface has been dressed up and accurately reflects game selections (e.g. choose to play in the snow and the field reflects that; choose a different team and the helmets change as well). The field looks good and the stadiums look great (in fact, complete virtual stadium models were constructed for the Playstation version of the game). In short, JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL is one attractive game.

KERRRUNCH

The on-field action should be, of course, excellent. If there is one thing the folks at Electronic Arts know, it's how to make the action portions of their games work. The fact that they've had 4 years to tweak and adjust JMF's gameplay should show through in this PC version of the game.

Indeed, though the graphics are completely different, the gameplay is essentially the same, with few differences. The ground game, revolutionary for the PC platform simply because there is one, allows you to actually find holes at the line of scrimmage and pop through them. The passing game remains one of the easiest-to-use and most enjoyable in the game. Drop back, hit a button to go into pass mode, select your receiver and drop the ball in. Of course, you've got to worry about 300 pound linemen and the like getting up in your face, but hey—that's all part of the game. One difference—old school Madden users will notice is the absence of the "passing windows" that camera-isolated each receiver at the top of the screen.

Now, helping you see all the action are five different camera angles, from the standard vertical playfield to the "Tecno Bowl" view to various zooming vantage points. But while these viewpoints will be huge for replaying great plays, I have a feeling most people will stick to the standard JMF camera angle.

GENUINE PIGSKIN

So, is this real football? Or even a "real football" simulator? No, and the designers at Electronic Arts would be the first to confess to that. "Real football is boring," asserts one member of the design team, "If we simulated the real thing, people would very quickly grow frustrated with the game; it would be so difficult as to be unplayable. For example, for Steve Young to be successful, he's got to get rid of the ball in under 3.0 seconds. There is no way the majority of players out there can do that, even in a computer game." He's right! JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL isn't real football. It's arcade football—fun, fast, arcade football.

I can't wait to show this to you-know-who.
Which Famous Flying Ace Plays Air Warrior?

You won’t find courageous flying aces only in the history books. You’ll meet them online, live and in real time, playing the best online air combat game in the world — multi-player Air Warrior.

From your pilot’s-eye view in any of our 27 vintage warbirds, the banks, loops, and blackouts are realistic enough to make your upper lip sweat.

Air Warrior veterans say it’s nothing like stand-alone flight simulations because the situations and fights are never the same. And the friends you’ll make in our unfriendly skies are the best.

We’ll make it easy for you to get started by sending you free Air Warrior software for your PC and some free flight time to boot. Then the next famous flying ace who plays Air Warrior can be you!

CALL FOR FREE SOFTWARE! 1-800-869-6754 Ext. 112

Air Warrior is a registered trademark of Kemco Corporation. ©1995 Kemco Corporation. *Limited time only. Certain restrictions apply. Use of the software online will result in online charges.
Flight Sim Hop Shops

WINGING IT

Although Flight Simulator has come a long way since its earliest Apple, C64, and CGA PC incarnations, it still has a number of quirks and limitations. Foremost of these is the small selection of aircraft that you can fly—a single-engine Cessna, twin-jet Lear, Schweizer glider, and a questionable Sopwith Camel. Also, tower communication is handled through a scrolling text window, which is more than a bit distracting when you’re on final approach in a thunderstorm.

BAO, the company that develops Flight Simulator for Microsoft, is beefing the program up with its Flight Simulator Flight Shop (FSFS) add-on for FS 5.0 and 5.1. The feature that will have the widest appeal is the aircraft design module, but there are a number of other enhancements to the program that will be especially appealing to real pilots, and pilot wannabes. FSFS includes three main modules: Aircraft Factory, ATC Workshop, and a patch for Flight Simulator that adds a variety of capabilities including digitized voices and a flight-model editor.

Aircraft Factory isn’t for the faint of heart. Don’t expect to sit down in front of your PC and churn out a detailed B-24 in a single sitting. It’s a long, meticulous procedure that combines elements from CAD and spreadsheet programs, as well as a few of the skills you picked up building model planes as a kid. It’s a complicated process, but a series of tutorials takes you through modifying existing planes and creating your own plane (the world’s largest balsa glider). If you dive in with no preparation you’ll be confused, but if you work through the tutorials you’ll find the process unfolds logically. You’ll build dozens of individual components, fit

by Denny Atkin

ON THE RADAR

Origin’s AH-64D Longbow combat helicopter simulation is still a good ways from getting out of the company’s Austin, Texas doors, but that hasn’t stopped designer Andy Hollis from planning ahead for the future. Sources at Origin indicate that Hollis has been building his sim team in preparation for development of the next titles in Origin/ER’s Jane’s Combat Simulations series. No word yet on exactly which vehicles follow Origin’s much-anticipated Apache simulation, but sources at the company tell us that current plans are for a fighter jet sim (possibly the F-22 Lightning II), as well as a tank simulation.

Origin is already considering an expansion pack for AH-64D Longbow, as well. The disc would include not only a series of new missions, but also a module that would add multiplayer capabilities.

DESIGN YOUR OWN
AIRCRAFT WITH
ADD-ONS FOR
MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIMULATOR 5.1
FLIGHT THE CGW SKIES Flight Shop makes it easy to change a plane's paint scheme, illustrated by this modification of FSFS's DC-3.

them together, and assign them colors. Once the plane is together, you can map textures and logos on it.

PLANE, NOT SIMPLE
You can use Aircraft Factory to build literally any kind of fixed-wing plane, excepting VTOL craft such as the Harrier or Osprey. Actually, while the design tools are geared towards aircraft construction, your model can be as unconventional as you want—with a little patience, you can actually use this program to make pigs fly! This is possible because the program doesn't actually use the physical design of your plane to model its flying performance. Instead, you assign one of the included flight models to the plane, and then tweak it in the flight-model editor in Flight Simulator. This is kind of disappointing—it would be great if you could, say, take an F4U and see how clipping the wings and adding an aerodynamic, liquid-cooled engine would affect its performance, just by modifying the visual model. You can do this, but it involves changing a series of numbers rather than altering the airframe. Apparently we still don't have the computing power to do it the other way.

Even if you don't have the time—or patience—to create your own designs, FSFS is worth a look. The package includes six new aircraft, and you'll need FSFS if you want to fly any of the new designs bound to pop up all over online networks after the program's released. Plus you can have some fun just modifying the performance of the included planes. Imagine a DC-3 sporting a pair of engines ripped from an SR-71 Blackbird. You can model it here. (By the way, it turns out that the DC-71 has a takeoff roll of, oh, about 20 feet.)

ON THE PATH
If you're really serious about the flying experience, check out the ATC Workshop module. This utility lets you create authentic flight plans (or "adventures," as BAO calls them, although a cross-country in a simulated Cessna doesn't count as all that adventurous). With a database that contains all the NAVAIDS and airports in the U.S., it's great for previewing real flight plans, although you're realistically limited to the scenery included with FS 5.1. FSFS not only prints an FAA-style flight plan to use on your flight, it also sets up Air Traffic Control (ATC) to guide you on your flight.

FSFS adds an ATC voice to FS 5 that really enhances the flying effect. Controller voices give you clearances, weather reports, radar checks, and so on. The voice is digitized, not synthesized, so it sounds pretty authentic—even when a series of numbers is being read off, when it sounds more like the automated telephone operator. The audio weather report will come in handy, since FSFS adds changing weather conditions to FS 5.

WHAT A CAD Creating 3-D models in FSFS isn't easy, but the results can be worth bragging about.

Flight Shop Squadron

FLIGHT SIMULATOR Flight Shop adds six new planes to the FS 5 stable:

- Beech C55 Baron: A twin-engine, six-seat general-aviation plane with a maximum speed of 210 knots.
- Blue Angel: An accurately modeled F/A-18 Hornet jet painted in the colors of the Navy's aerobatic team.
- Douglas DC-3: A greatly improved and amazingly detailed model of the renowned twin-engine airliner.
- FSFS Ultralight Model 2: A tiny ultralight plane powered by a single 30 hp engine. Great for slow sightseeing.
- North American T-6D Texan: The venerable radial-engined WW II trainer. For a good starter project, try your hand at Hollywood-style aircraft construction and modify it to look like a Mitsubishi Zero.
- Northwest Airlines 747-400: The world's largest airliner. Don't try a flap-down takeoff in this behemoth.

ONLINE AIRLINES
A number of FS 5 fans didn't wait for FSFS to start creating their own planes. They reverse-engineered the aircraft flight formats and did it the hard way. You'll find a variety of new planes online that don't require FSFS. They're of varying quality, but many are worth a look. On AOL, you'll find them in the Flight Simulation Resource Center (keyword FLIGHT), while CompuServe users should GO FSFORUM.

The best plane I've seen is Simula's DC-9, worth checking out if you want to see how a large jet handles. Simula even attempted to model Bell's JetRanger helicopter. Look for JETRANGER.ZIP; it's not perfect, with a Minimum speed of 20 knots, but it's pretty amazing that they even got it close.

Cooler utilities include FSCLouds, which adds seven new cloud types and 10 weather-related flight challenges; AView, which prints maps using FS 5 scenery data; Airport and Scann, scenery-design utilities; and ATCcom, which uses the Creative Labs TextAssist program included with Sound Blaster cards to add synthesized ATC radio communications. You'll also find scenery the world over, whether you're looking for your neighborhood airport or updated Colorado scenery that includes the new Denver airport.
BARF BAGS NOT INCLUDED

Vertical loops...quick turns...speed bursts...air brakes. Flying by the seat of your pants in a one-on-one dogfight to the death can make a pilot kind of queasy. It doesn’t matter that you’re armed to the teeth with gun cannons, heat seeking missiles and guided missiles. You still have to keep the other guy in your sights using whatever moves you’ve got. Did you remember to save that doggie bag from lunch?
Thinking I Could surf on Red Clouds all day, then a worm hole ripped and twisted my thoughts into toxic waste.

Dispersion cannon missiles came to ward me like a school of Angelfish, metallic, all gleaming. Hey, they almost looked edible.
Hallucinations began to happen all around me. Then I realized those Rockets were real and they thought my flying sucked. Big time.

A thousand plasma rockets tapped on my windshield. I didn’t hear them knocking so they tapped harder.
Spinning my head around in a billion directions. Bad move. As I was seriously violated in a cross fire from a cloud that looked as innocent as a kid holding candy.

Doing a little tunnel spying, picked the wrong tunnel obviously as the DOM rockets heading my way decided to do some exploring themselves. I'll leave their intended destination to your imagination.
DOing 100p the 100p like a moNkey on a trEE, then shraPnel, buildiNgs, and funKy stuFF all hit Me on my nOse like a wEt thiCk moUnd of sPit.

You plummet from the sky. You hit your cockpit with bulging eyes. This is no demo, it is you flying that warship. Eight planets await your twitching trigger finger, a spot on your satellite map and the brush of your metallic wings: Terran, L24-D, Ares, New Kroy, Sebek, Vesta, Tiamat, and the ultimate eye twitcher, Fury. Look around your cockpit using your virtual head and fly the impossible with six degrees of freedom. Your joy erupts into a wry smile. A servo laser is your best friend, a customized cockpit and an energy shield the only barrier between you and a sharp jolt back to reality. The reality being, Fury³ is one of the first games optimized for Windows® 95. Kill stuff, fry stuff, fry, fry some more until it's as natural as breathing. Fight Fury³ to the death on multiple missions in the clouds, on the ground, and in netherworld tunnels. Death comes like grains of salt out of a shaker in Fury³. Enjoy them or at least die trying.


Thinking nothing bLIEEds on this pyraMid-infested plAnet, then 30 or so bOmbs explAIined to me why. There’s no time to bLIEEd.

© 1995 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft, MS-DOS and Windows are registered trademarks and Where Do You Want To Go Today? is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
MORE THAN FOUR YEARS HAVE PASSED SINCE THE RELEASE OF JETFIGHTER II. CAN THE VENERABLE SIM BE SOUPED UP ENOUGH TO COMPETE WITH TODAY'S FLIGHT SIMS? DEVELOPER MISSION STUDIOS' GOAL ISN'T JUST TO BRING JETFIGHTER III UP TO DATE, BUT TO PUSH IT AHEAD OF THE PACK.

This sim marks the return of designer Bob Dimmerman, creator of the first two JETFIGHTER games as well as the Amiga classic F/A-18 INTERCEPTOR. Mission's goal isn't ultra-realism, but to provide an interesting campaign structure, an immersive gaming experience, and some exciting flying. JF III won't be a simplified beginner's sim like TOP GUN, but it doesn't look likely to challenge SU-27 FLANKER in the flight physics department, either.

That doesn't mean JF III won't push the envelope in many respects. It looks set to surpass even OCEAN'S EF2000 in terrain detail and accuracy, and it sports some very impressive graphic effects, such as curving missile trails. The campaign looks particularly promising: unlike U.S. NAVY FIGHTERS, how you perform during a particular mission affects what you'll be faced with next; but the missions are scripted, so there's more interesting background info on each mission than you'll get in sims like EP2000.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

JF III is set in an unlikely future, using an unlikely combination of equipment. You'll be working for the United Nations Rapid Deployment Force, aboard the Nimitz-class carrier U.N.S. Peacekeeper. You're flying a navalized version of the Air Force's F-22 LIGHTNING II. Missions progress in an adventure-style tree, where the outcome of one mission decides which you'll fly next. There's lots of variety—at any point in the campaign you could be flying one of five possible missions.

After training around san francisco, you'll sail to Cuba. The Cuban military has been hiring its services to colombian drug cartels, using ex-soviet hardware to safeguard drug shipments to the United States. Once you've put a stop to this nefarious alliance, you'll be deployed to chile, where you're charged with putting a stop to an argentian invasion. Ranging from relatively flat land to the towering andes mountains to the icyantarctic peninsula, the chilean terrain gives many opportunities for mission to show off its new scenery engine.

This scenery engine is JF III's most impressive feature. Over 2,000,000 square miles are represented. Defense Mapping Agency charts were used not only to ensure the accuracy of terrain elevations and coastlines, but also of what's on that terrain. The maps used mark off land areas as farm, urban, rural, swamp, roads, snow-caps, desert, and so on. Scenery programmer Mike Woodley (who spent eight years as head of scenery at SubLogic) and his team use this data to map any of the dozens of possible land textures on to the ground. You'll see a realistic variety of land features, rather than large expanses of generic green. Ground objects abound.

CLEAR THE DECK! JETFIGHTER III carrier landings feature not only a rocking and rolling ship, but also a deck that's realistically packed with planes.

BOOM & ZOOM Unlike its iron-bombs-only predecessor, JETFIGHTER III should pack a full arsenal of air-to-ground weaponry.
Lightning Strikes Again

A few years ago, the F-16 Falcon was the darling of sim designers. Now it’s the Lockheed F-22 Lightning II, which beat out the Northrop YF-23 (simulated in JetFighter II) to win the Air Force’s Advanced Tactical Fighter competition. This $71 million jet is the Air Force’s first true stealth fighter (the F-117 Nighthawk has no air-to-air capability). So far only the YF-22 test model has flown; the first production F-22 (a flight-test model) is scheduled for Air Force delivery in 1997, with active squadron service beginning around the turn of the century.

To maintain a stealthy profile, the F-22 carries its weapons internally on retractable launchers and features “two-dimensional” exhaust nozzles. The Lightning II is designed to be highly agile and can supercruise at Mach 1.5 without afterburners; it’s also set to carry one of the most sophisticated offensive and defensive avionics suites ever fitted to a fighter.

The F-22 was designed as an air superiority fighter with first-shot, first-kill capability, but the Air Force is also considering variants for interdiction, reconnaissance, and Wild Weasel missions. Although JetFighter III and some other sims have the F-22 operating off aircraft carriers, no naval variant of the aircraft is currently planned, and the real plane isn’t carrier-capable.

buildings, roads, and even electric towers dot the landscape.

Most impressive, though, is that Mission has managed to completely eliminate terrain warping. There’s none of the wavy “flowing” terrain you see in programs like USNF.

The mountainous terrain will come in handy in combat situations, as terrain-masking can be used to hide from enemy radar as you come in for an attack. Although it wasn’t implemented in the version I saw, Mission hopes to eventually “fractalize” the polygons used for mountain faces to boost realism even further.

CITY’S SLICKER Urban combat’s made all the more realistic by the varied landscaping, buildings, and—best of all—a complete lack of texture-warping.

A CLOUDY FUTURE

Here’s a first for flight simulations: transparent clouds. Yes, you can actually peer through thin cloud layers and fog and see the buildings and land below. This trans-lucency is used for all smoke effects, even missile trails. Speaking of which, the missile trails do an amazing job of heightening realism. Not only are missiles followed by smoke trails that cut off when the motor burns out, but these trails carve. Seeing a SAM arcing up at you from the ground on an off-bore sight missile curving towards a target is breathtaking.

The one feature that wasn’t breathtaking in the version I saw was the graphics resolution. Although JF III has some wonderful effects here and beautiful terrain textures, as this preview went to press the game was still running only in VGA, 320x200 mode. Dinnerman was busily coding an SVGA mode into the graphics engine, though, and the company is optimistic that a hi-res mode will be in the game before the expected January ship date.

CARRIER WAVE

In rough weather, JF III’s carrier deck actually pitches up and down, so you’ll be able to experience the thrill of the carrier deck slamming up into you as you touch down. Also, the deck isn’t unrealistically bare; you’ll find planes parked all over the place, and you can even expect the occasional go-around because another jet hasn’t yet moved off the wires.

Once you’ve landed, you’ll go below decks. There mission-selection interface has been built around a 3-D rendered carrier interior that you can explore, 7th Guest-style, moving from the operations center to your cabin to the flight deck and so on. (Thankfully, there’s also an icon menu that lets you jump immediately to each location.) The carrier sequences
ENCYCLOPEDIA AERONAUTICA Taking a page from Jane's, *JetFighter III* includes a fairly complete online aircraft reference tool.

aren't just eye candy. You can go down to the library and research a comprehensive aircraft and weapons database (it looks as if it'll rival the one in EA/Jane's *Advanced Tactical Fighters*), and check your progress in the conflict by reading the newspaper. Head back to your cabin and you can use your personal computer to exchange e-mail with pilots on other ships, gathering info on their battle successes. When you're ready to fly again, a multimedia mission brief will point out your targets.

**HEAD-SPINNING**

Of course, it's the experience in the cockpit that matters most of all. The virtual cockpit in *JF III* is top-notch; instruments remain functional as you scroll the view. As you maneuver, your view shifts slightly, as if your head's moving from the G forces. The cockpit looks realistic, but how will it feel? Exactly how accurate the flight model will be remains to be seen; the alpha-test version I flew had only a preliminary model. (In fact, it wasn't even decided if any planes other than the F-22 will ship with the game, or if they'll come on the expansion disc.) From discussions with Mission, though, you can expect the flight physics to be dramatically improved from *JetFighter II*, but still simpler than what you'll find in hard-core sims like *Falcon 3.0* and *SU-27 Flanker*. Mission's shooting for accuracy, but not at the expense of fun. After all, to paraphrase The Bard, "The gameplay's the thing."
Heart-pounding white-knuckled stomach in the throat racing.

in a go-kart.

Put your pedal to the metal, 'cause the pack don't wait for Sunday drivers.

VIRTUAL KARTS™

Swervin', curvin', movin' and groovin'. That's what Virtual Karts™ is all about. Shoot through a series of serpentine speedways. Go bumper to bumper with the tyrants of the track. And if you've got the drive, capture the checkered flag. No matter which road you choose, it's the most fun you can have with your butt four inches off the ground!

MICRO PROSE

For IBM®-PC & Compatibles on CD-ROM. 1-800-879-PLAY. http://www.microprose.com

©1995 MicroProse Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
Fright Simulator

The Tension Is Non-Stop When You Control Air Traffic In TOWER

by Scott A. May

As if controlling your own life isn’t stressful enough, try taking responsibility for the lives of thousands of people every day. An air traffic controller can’t afford to have a bad day at the office—they don’t make enough Maalox to soothe that scenario.

BAO places you in the hot seat with TOWER, an ultra-realistic and highly enjoyable air traffic controller (ATC) simulation. Three years in development, the product is a joint effort by Wesson International and BAO. Tower is a scaled-down, Windows 3.1 version of TOWER/Pro, a PC-based ATC tower training system used by the FAA and Canadian government.

This simulation is geared toward the hard-core aviation buff. It’s extremely authentic, making only a few concessions for the sake of gameplay. The most apparent of these is your workload. Most real-life towers consist of at least three separate positions: Local Control, Flight Data and Ground Control. Tower makes you wear all three hats simultaneously—a bone-chilling prospect for ATC trainees. The good news is that the computer-controlled pilots you’ll encounter are no dummies. They’re programmed with an innate sense of self-preservation and ample artificial intelligence, presumably to simplify the command process and ease your workload. For example, pilots will always opt for a missed approach rather than risk their safety based on your misdirection or inadequate information. There are no commands for altitude adjustments—a curious omission that decreases your burden, yet eliminates a crucial aspect of the ATC experience.

ANY AIRPORT IN A STORM

Three airports are provided with the sim: Chicago O’Hare, Washington National and Canyon Field. The first two feature beautiful bittmapped photographs of their respective airfields, rendered in a scrolling, 360-degree panoramic view. Aircraft for both airports are also time 3-D displays, including binoculars, super binoculars, spot plane and pilot view. Though less realistic, these enhancements jazz up what might otherwise be a dry simulation.

Each airport offers three predefined scenarios, concentrating on arrivals, departures and a mixture of both. In addition, you can adjust difficulty levels by adjusting the amount and frequency of aircraft traffic, time of day, and number of available runways. The airport you choose also determines your overall difficulty. Canyon Field offers a classic layout of four total runways. The far extreme is Chicago’s O’Hare: With its maddening maze of up to 12 runways, there’s never a dull moment. A performance review at the end of each shift rates your progress, based on your skill level and the scenario’s difficulty level, with points earned for successfully working each aircraft and points deducted for errors. Unless set to practice mode, the results of each scenario add or detract from your ongoing career standing.

PLANE STRAIN Be alert when managing takeoffs, approaches and taxis simultaneously; now’s a good time to become a coffee achiever.

LOOKING OUT THE WINDOWS

The program’s multi-window display allows you to resize and position any screen component to your liking. Available displays include the large tower view, flight strips, communications box, compass, wind indicators, BRITE and ASDE radar. The program supports multiple resolutions, including 640x480,
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"From weapons control to campaign system, and everywhere in between, APACHE's just got all the competition beat cold. This is the simulation you'll be playing and playing, and playing, month after month, year after year. Absolutely, a must-have!"
-Strategy Plus, October 1995

PC Gamer FINAL VERDICT: 95%
"Terrific flight model, countless options and missions, great gameplay. A flight game with such broad appeal that everyone from arcade players to hardcore sim hounds should delight in it."
-October, 1995

Checkout the APACHE DEMO
75162.1202@CompuServe.com
ftp.cactus.org/incoming directory
AOL: Go Software Library\APCHDEMO.ZIP

For more information call (919) 461-0948
INTERACTIVE MAGIC PO Box 13491 Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
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TOWER MANAGEMENT

It takes more than nerves of steel and industrial-strength antacid to become a successful air traffic controller. The most valuable skills to master in Tower are the ability to look ahead and multi-task aircraft requests. You are the oil that keeps this machine running smoothly; those with short attention spans will find themselves ground up in its gears.

As you'd expect, aircraft separation is your most crucial responsibility. Whether on the ground or in the air, this takes precedence over missed approaches and scheduling delays. For most incoming and outgoing aircraft under your control, you are required to have a minimum distance of three miles and 1000 feet separation. This can be extremely difficult to maintain, as the taxi lanes fill up and one or two missed approaches cause arrivals to stack up. The sim gives you the option of printing flight strips—arrival and departure information—on either plain paper or actual FAA strips. Try printing the flight strips and use the margins to jot down runway assignments. Printed strips also free up more screen space, allowing you to create a larger tower display.

Controlling traffic on the ground can be one of the most challenging aspects of the sim. For departing aircraft, the trick is to stagger their take-offs by at least one minute, to assure minimum airborne separation requirements. Other considerations include crossing runways in the path of incoming or outgoing aircraft, as well as the types of aircraft in your departure lineup. Ordering a Cessna into the wake of a 747's jet blast is not a good situation.

Another crucial Tower skill—which helps in controlling aircraft separation—is understanding airport traffic patterns and what each aircraft can do within them, as well as timing of the proper commands. This is where the aerial ballet metaphor really comes into play, as you break multiple aircraft from holding patterns into downwind, base and final approach, with one eye on outgoing aircraft making their departing roll. Handling patterns can be nerve-wracking, yet extremely satisfying when it all moves like clockwork.

Traffic patterns on the ground are equally important. The key here is simple observation. With experience, you'll discover the terminal locations for military and cargo aircraft (UPS and Federal Express) to prevent overcrowding in the areas near public terminals.

800x600, 1024x768 and 1280x1024.

Sound is limited to the crisp digital voice-overs of tower commands, pilot requests and responses. BAO plans to augment this feature with voice-activated commands, available as a future add-on. The sim also interfaces directly with FLIGHT SIMULATOR 5, either by null or remote modem connection. It's a kick watching a friend buzz you in the tower at O'Hare.

The sim's only glaring shortcomings are the limited number of airports and the keyboard-only command structure. Typical tower communications consist of keypresses for the aircraft ID, tower command, an optional parameter and sometimes another command. With practice these long, enigmatic acronyms become easier to type, but user-defined macro buttons would have been a welcome addition.

Strangely enough, as you become comfortable with Tower's command structure, navigational protocol and aircraft traffic patterns, the sim's operational routine is quite relaxing. Intellectually, it's like a chess game. Approached with clarity and the ability to think ahead, panic should never cloud your judgment. On the other hand, nothing beats the adrenaline rush of having to make multiple, simultaneous split-second decisions.

Marketing folks like to apply the "choreography" metaphor to ATC simulations for good reason. When it all falls into place and you've melted into that pleasure zone of hyper-awareness—arrivals and departures perfectly timed and moving like clockwork—the simulation evolves into some sort of sweeping aerial ballet. Enjoy it while you can, because reality always checks back in, leading you one misstep away from a slam dance.

NO MESS TO CLEAN

On the subject of the unthinkable—air-to-air or ground collisions—the simulation records such accidents, but doesn't reward players with gruesome graphic portrayals. Aircraft simply pass through each other, leaving only a permanent black stain on your record. The documentation strongly reinforces the fact that real air traffic controllers work in a zero-tolerance environment, where no mistakes are allowed and even the smallest breach can be potentially catastrophic.

Tower's authenticity and fast pace should make most aviation aficionados happy. In many ways, however, it's a crossover product that will also appeal to real-time board game strategists, or anyone looking to hone their high-stress managerial skills.
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR VICTORY!

The V for Victory Series has set a new standard for computer wargames. Now available as a complete set on a single CD-ROM, it is the most popular and realistic simulation of large-scale WWII ground combat ever produced. Remarkably easy to learn and play, historically accurate and extremely sophisticated in wargame modeling techniques.

Choose to command the American forces at UTAH BEACH, Normandy, 1944 or the British front at GOLD-JUNO-SWORD. Play both sides of the battles. Counterattack with German Panzer Divisions against the heralded 101st Airborne Division. Lead a British contingent at MARKET GARDEN, Holland, as you try to capture the bridges across the Rhine. Join the Russian front at VELIKY LUKI to secure strategic railroad routes from the Nazis.

- Plan your own air-land-sea battles
- Easy to use boardgame-like interface
- Computerized staff assistant
- Limited Intelligence option simulates the “fog of war”

END OF WORLD WAR II
1945-1995

FOR VICTORY
COMMENORATIVE COLLECTION

Our Medals of Honor
V for Victory boasts an incredible list of awards including multiple Wargame of the Year and Best Strategy Game of the Year awards from a host of published reviews by gaming experts.

ALL FOUR GAMES ON ONE CD-ROM!
The charge is homicide.
Proving it will be murder.

You are the prosecutor on a shocking murder case.

Some artists die for their art. James Tobin killed... or did he? As San Francisco's D.A., you must prove he did, in what has become the most sensational murder case to hit the Bay Area in years. Every reluctant witness and shred of evidence is required to paint a homicidal portrait as chilling and surreal as one of Tobin's own paintings.

Call your first witness, Counselor. Can you prove murder... In The 1st Degree?™

Available for Windows® and Macintosh® on CD-ROM at your local retailer. Or call Bruderbund Software-Direct at 1-800-521-6263. Refer to code 713.

In The 1st Degree is a trademark of Bruderbund Software, Inc. ©Copyright 1995. All rights reserved. Bruderbund is a registered trademark of Bruderbund Software, Inc. All other company/product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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Design The Perfect Battle With Empire II

With the holidays upon us and the nights getting longer, there should be a bit more time for indoor recreation, especially computer gaming. Since this is also the season for giving and sharing, we all should use the holiday time to design some games as well. Do something nice for your fellow war and strategy gamers, and give them a new scenario to play with for the coming year.

Of course, it’s one thing to say that we should chip in an original scenario design of our own this year and post it where others can enjoy it, and quite something else to actually do it. So, I’m venturing forth from the bunker this issue and leading by example. You’ll find my small gift to you posted on ZDNet, various online services, and the World Wide Web (http://mars.superlink.net/user/mok/html/e2aow.html). You’ll find three original scenarios I designed for New World Computing’s Empire II: The Art of War (Barbarossa, 1941; Friedland, 1807; and my magnum opus, The Battle of Nations: Leipzig, 1813). Who knows, by the time you read this, there may even be more (depending on the stamina of my wargaming muse and my less-than-amused wife).

Empire II (reviewed in this issue) is certainly not a grognard’s back-and-end-all wargame, but I’ve had a ton of fun with it (its e-mail and modem play support are outstanding). And the scenario design utilities are built for both comfort and speed. Each of these scenarios I completed in a day, and playtested over the next several nights. Hey, I’m just like any other “gaming buddy” out there, and if I can do this and have a great time, so can you.

Let me share a few secrets that I hope will inspire your creative juices.

INSPIRATION VS. PERSPIRATION

Because I have a good number of board wargames, I looked to them first for inspiration. Sure enough, I found board games that I liked, on each of these topics, and used them as the cornerstone of my research when generating these scenarios. First, the maps had to be created, so figuring hexes (from the board games) for squares (in Empire II) and keeping all of the distances in proportion as best I could, I made up the first draft maps for these scenarios. Afterwards, I checked them against several military books, atlases, magazine articles, and other related

GOT A FAVORITE SCENARIO YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO PLAY? NOW’S YOUR CHANCE

by Alan Emrich
more information (and some new FC2 campaigns, too), check out the Big Time Software Web site at http://www.cybercom.net/~bigtime.

* Rumor has it that Scott Hamilton's 2.0 version of Aide de Camp will be for Win 95. It will include the Line of Sight routines from Panthers in the Shadows and automatic "radius" measuring for revealing hidden units. There will also be added cards, step reduction, counter flipping, and the myriad of other new features previously announced.

* Also from HPS Simulations, the first Campaign Disk for Panthers in the Shadows should be out by now. Called Into the Cauldron, it covers several North Africa engagements in 1941 and 1942. The Italians have a starring role in many of these scenarios, and this Campaign Disk also includes the latest Panthers patch (adding a new "fog of war" setting, dubbed "realistic," where players will have to get in very close if they want to get a better definition than "medium tanks" when scouting for actual Panzer III's, M-13 40's, or what not). Contact HPS Simulations at (408) 554-8381 for more information or at http://www.chris.com/~sturmer.

* On the QDP front, Battles in Time, Card Players Paradise, and The Awful Green Things from Outer Space should all be out for Christmas this year. After that, QDP sees Visions of Glory.

* Avalon Hill has signed an agreement with Colorado Computing Company (the guys who did High Command for Three-Sixty), to do computerized versions of the board games History of the World (Summer '96) and PanzerBlitz (Early '97). COMPUTER THIRD REICH has been brought in-house and will be delayed until April to get the AI "just right." Just about everything else in the game is completed. Currently, there are no plans to convert Rising Sun (Third Reich in the Pacific) to the computer. Blackbeard has been moved to the back burner.

* Frank Hunter's The Road From Sumter to Appomattox II will be upgraded to allow players to fight out their Civil War battles using Norm Koger's The Age of Rifles from SSI. While waiting for Norm to send the needed specs, Frank continues to work on his Napoleonic epic and is seeking feedback from wargamers about whether they'd like to see a Windows 3.1 version of RFSTA that drops the Mexican war, changes the scale of the U.S. map from 14 miles per hex to 7 miles, and drops the tactical battles element completely. Contact Frank Hunter at D.Hunter7@genie.geis.com with your feedback.

* TaskOps for Windows is finally in beta testing, and Arsenal still hopes for a release by the end of 1995. Panzers East, its WW2 East front sequel, is still on track for a March 1996 release on both the Mac and PC platforms. It will feature at least 10 maps and 20 scenarios. Although there is no map editor in Panzers East, players can edit forces and design their own scenarios on them. For more information call (703) 742-3801.

SEE SUNNY OKINAWA While it may be "unofficial," the latest version of Pacific War is blessed by Gary Grigsby himself.
board games. After some fine-tuning, the maps were ready.

Next, one must define the "technology," an option that Empire II affords the player-cum-designer. (Many other games that include scenario editors do not have this feature. For example, in Warlords II Deluxe, Tanks!, and even Empire Deluxe, you can only manipulate the way units interact with each other on a limited basis, if at all.) In Empire II, you can define each unit's strengths and weaknesses versus every unit and terrain type in the game, as part of a defined "technology." Since I opted for a higher playing scale than Empire II's standard WWII and Napoleonic technology sets, I made no use of the Transport Mode option and tried to keep the overall attrition rate of units down. Eventually, I managed to define all of the unit types for these scenarios, even personalizing the Napoleonic ones with Leader units just for fun. The amateur artist in me even invented an icon of Napoleon's hat to symbolize his presence on the battlefield.

Again, I used these board games to find the orders of battle and starting unit placements (the other references were used for cross-checking, verifying, and fudging). The trick was to assign units different strengths, which I did by varying the units from their full 100-point strength level (the maximum allowed in Empire II). Instead, I created a scale between 50 and 100 and figured each unit's starting strength on that scale. Really large or strong units I simply broke down into two units of a smaller size (for example, in the case of a strong brigade, I would break it into two regiments instead—remember those unit size definitions from my column in CGW #135?).

Those same useful resources also provided me with a good time frame for each turn, plus a schedule for reinforcements, night, and weather events. Since I wanted more longevity from the units on the map, I opted to keep a steady stream of replacements coming in. So, with all of the initial components in place for each scenario, I went into the most rewarding of all stages of game design.

PLAYTESTING FOR BALANCE

When playtesting a home-made scenario, my theory is that balance in a human vs. computer game is all but impossible. A human player will always find the kink in the AI's armor and exploit it. So I playtest scenarios to try and achieve some semblance of balance between two opponents of roughly equal skill (be they both human or both computer players). Fortunately, one can always watch the AI play itself and see if it does any really dumb things, and can make adjustments accordingly.

For example, when the supply rules in the Napoleonic scenarios were turned on, the computer player would venture forces far afield to go control the other player's supply sources. Furthermore, casualties increased by about 66% with the supply rules on (as the computer player's units tend to maneuver themselves into untenable spots). So, with that, I switched the supply rules off, and the Napoleonic scenarios had a much better "feel." When the French were committing their reserves too hastily in the Leipzig scenario, I reset their...
In the Barbarossa scenario, I wanted some strategic fog of war. Unfortunately, when I set ranges as low as I wanted them, I discovered a bug in the game (that will be fixed in the Empire II patch, whenever it's released). Consequently, my playtesting resulted in slightly higher spotting ranges for the air units than I had originally planned.

The key to getting your new scenario "right" is patience, and watching closely as the computer plays itself. Look for all of the weird things the AI does, and see if you can compensate here and there to give the game a bit more realism and challenge. Do the ranges and movement allowances feel right? Are the replacement rates too high or low? Most importantly, do the victory conditions seem balanced?

Watch, play, and tweak until you feel that two evenly matched players would each win about half the time.

On a final note, consider this: by being creative with the tools that a good scenario builder has, you can usually invent scenarios that the designers never dreamed of. The people who make these construction kits constantly tell me how amazed they are at some of the wild things players have come up with while noodling around with their tool sets. This year, let's make those tool kit designers proud.

Whether your game is Empire II, The Perfect General II, Flight Commander II, Tigers on the Prowl, Steel Panthers, Tanks!, Warlords II Deluxe, or any other game with a custom scenario designer, let's all consider making each other a holiday gift of at least one new scenario this year. I'll be checking the online libraries, and mentioning any outstanding efforts I come across in the G-2 column (you can email me directly at AlanEnrich@ichange.com).

Now, go ye, warriors, and create thyself a field of honor so that we might meet in battle there! ☻
More Buttons
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Crazed Firepower

Introducing the ultimate FIGHTING MACHINE™

This is the world’s first—and fastest—digital, multi-button, multi-player PC-game system. This is PC-gaming the way you’ve always wanted it. With unbelievable, arcade-like speed, control, and power.
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OWN THE

“By tapping into the talents of a skilled Russian design group, SSI may have hit the mother lode — the Mother Russia lode, that is.”
— Joseph Novicki, PC Gamer Magazine

It's no rumor, the Russians are coming. And they're bringing the most amazing flight simulator you've ever seen — the first to take full advantage of state-of-the-art Windows® 95 technology!

Modelled after the awesome Su-27 fighter by a team of Russian aerospace professionals, SSI's Su-27 FLANKER™ is being hailed as the most realistic flight sim ever for the PC.

An exceptionally powerful, multi-tiered Mission Editor involves you in everything from single training missions to the planning and execution of full-scale campaigns — all in exquisite detail. Take the role of Pilot, Squadron Commander or Theater General, in this Russia vs. the Ukraine Eastern European shoot-out.

No matter which role you choose, stay alert! Your enemy, in the air and on the ground, is very, very technically accurate, deadly, and disarmingly realistic!

Fly Russia's most powerful fighter and see how it feels to own the sky!

SIMULATION HIGHLIGHTS:

- Flight model of unprecedented accuracy — this is the definitive military flight simulator.
- Powerful, user-friendly training mode covers every aspect of flight management, as well as weapons delivery techniques for all weapons.
- Conflict takes place in the Crimean region and features hypothetical hostilities between Russian and Ukrainian forces.
- Detailed briefing/de-briefing makes sure you have the latest information. You'll always know what to do — or what went wrong...
SKY

“IT'S THE SIM WE'VE BEEN DREAMING OF ALL THESE YEARS... SU-27 IS QUITE LITERALLY A DREAM COME TRUE.”
— STRATEGY PLUS

“...SU-27 EXHIBITS CONSIDERABLE POTENTIAL TO UNEAT FALCON 3.0 AS KING OF THE HARD-CORE SIMULATIONS.”
— TOM BASHAM, COMPUTER GAMING WORLD

“...THE MOST DETAILED FLIGHT SIM WE AT PC POWER HAVE EVER SEEN.”
— PC POWER

TO ORDER: Visit your retailer or call 1-800-601-PLAY with Visa or MasterCard (North America only).

AIR SUPERIORITY REBATE!

We're so sure that SU-27 FLANKER is the flight simulator of choice that we'll send you $10.00! Just tear off your original manual cover from either FALCON 3.0 or MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIMULATOR 5.0, and send it to us with your SU-27 proof-of-purchase (originals only please—no copies).

Offer ends March 31, 1996.

SU-27 FLANKER is a trademark of The Fighter Collection.
©1995 Strategic Simulations, Inc., a Mindscape Company. All rights reserved. Windows and Microsoft Flight Simulator are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Falcon 3.0 is a registered trademark of Spectrum Holobyte.
Earth In Flames

Virgin/Westwood's COMMAND & CONQUER Marches To Glory In Real-Time

by Martin E. Cirulis

ONE OF THE NICE THINGS ABOUT THE COMPUTER GAMING INDUSTRY IS THAT SOONER OR LATER you'll get what you ask for. A couple of years ago, I was obsessing my way through DUNE II, and found myself thinking it would be great if somebody would make a good networkable version of the game. Well, instead of dragging us back to the tired sands of Arrakis, Virgin and Westwood Studios decided to stay home and up the ante a bit with a bitter struggle for Earth's destiny. Of course, when the Gods of game design grant your wish, they can take you a little too literally. And so, while COMMAND AND CONQUER reaches some great high points, it remains mainly a good, networkable version of DUNE II.

SEARCH AND DESTROY

Oddly enough for a strategy game, the background and developing story for this game is as interesting as the actual tactics and gunfire. As revealed through a combination of competent live-action video and some of the most impressive computer animation sequences this side of MECHWARRIOR II, COMMAND AND CONQUER is a dark tale of the near future. Early next century, a mysterious spore—probably brought to Earth from deep space by an errant asteroid or comet chunk—begins to sprout across the globe, and it has an interesting effect on the geo-political situation. It seems that the space spores germinate into strange, crystalline flowers that concentrate various rare elements present in the soil with some unknown component of their own, and produce an incredible new power source called Tiberium. While most scientists are thrilled with using this new material to make bionic eyes for the blind and a really good easy-bake oven, there are the inevitable malcontents who are paid big money by various governments to say stuff like, "Hey, these crystals could power some great weapons!"

The world powers begin a footrace to collect and understand Tiberium, but when the smoke clears there are only two real contenders—and unfortunately, one of them makes the PLO look like discontented Cub Scouts. In the wonderful moral polarity of computer games, we find the two groups split cleanly on either side of that whole Good/ Evil fence. The Do-Gooders are a UN military force known as the Global Defense Initiative, who are out to claim Tiberium for the good of all humanity (as well as their own budget allotments). Evil's team is a worldwide terrorist group known as The Brotherhood of NOD (the sexist name lets you know they're Evil), led by a jovial sociopath named Kane, one of those charismatic types who continually misinterpret Nietzsche.

While most wargames would have included this only in the backstory, C&C uses the between-mission clips, and even some of the missions themselves, to evolve this simple plot. Both sides remain true to their basic philosophy of good and evil, but along the way you learn that all is not what it seems. Even the Tiberium flowers have an agenda of their own—an agenda that has dangerous implications for the groups that covets Tiberium so dearly.

MAIM AND KILL

In order to learn any of this, you must choose sides and then fight to win, and it's here that C&C shows it Arrakian roots.
most strongly. After watching a great impression of channel surfing, you are invited to join either the GDI or NOD forces. The game ships on two CDs, one for each mission path. Apart from philosophical matters, the main difference between the sides in this Easter Egg hunt is in their weapon technologies and the resultant strategies these choices create.

The GDI have all the world’s resources at their disposal, their equipment tends to be more durable, hits harder, and is usually expensive, forcing a GDI player to strike hard and consider attacks very carefully. The NOD, on the other hand, being terrorist types without much infrastructure, must buy most of their heavier weapons from the black market, and they tend to favor quantity over quality, ending up with larger numbers of weaker, but cheaper, units. (Hmmm, didn’t they use this same plotline during the Cold War?)

Though the differences are there, both sides have analogous equipment and often share some basic weapon systems, producing things like: Mini-gunners (basic infantry), Bazooka Men, Commandos, Engineers and support vehicles like Tiberium Harvesters and transport choppers. Where the GDI gets Grenadiers, Humvees and rocket launchers, NOD produces flame-thrower troops, machine-gun-toting dune-buggies and mobile artillery.

But as the weapons become more expensive, the divergence of strategic philosophy becomes more pronounced. GDI generals will have to master entirely different tactics when employing such platforms as the Mammoth Tank, whereas their NOD counterparts must learn the subtle uses of the high-invisibility Stealth Tanks. All in all, there are 20 different weapons systems used between the two sides—so if there is a fault to this game, tactical monotony is not one of them.

Of course, not all of this comes for free, and this is where your memories of Dune II will serve you well. In simplest terms, most missions will require a player to collect Tiberium (read as “money”) in order to build a base out of tiled structures, which allow you to purchase the weapon systems that will ultimately clear the map of your enemy. Yes, you could replace Tiberium with “Spice” and the game would remain the same, but at least these crystals have been made a little more dynamic than worm poop. Observant gamers will notice fairly quickly that Tiberium actually has a life cycle, and there is an advantage in farming patches of it, instead of harvesting every chunk indiscriminately.

While these “explore/exploit/exterminate” missions form the bulk of the game, the designers have tweaked and twisted the form as far as possible. Instead of just endless missions of “Now harvest and conquer this area,” the player sometimes has to save a base already under attack, or use Commandos and Engineers to capture enemy facilities and form a new base. They have even taken a page from Warcraft and thrown in a few “surgical strike” missions, where you can’t build a base and must take only your initial forces into enemy territory and achieve the mission (usually tech/info theft or assassination), without any hope of reinforcement. These “quests” are by far the hardest missions and can bring out all that is best and worst about this game.

In general though, the missions are fairly well-balanced, since the enemy is compensated for its less-than-human intelligence with superior numbers and usually-good positioning. The 20-odd missions, based geographically on conquering an entire continent, are also nicely organized to introduce new weapon systems gradually, so that players aren’t drowned under an avalanche of choices (generally you can master some of the subtleties of one device before the next battle requires another).

Combat itself is usually fast and furious, being both real-time and tactically complex. The variety of weapon systems makes for a quick study in the necessity of combined arms for the success of any mission, and single-minded players will go down fast and hard in most scenarios. Luckily, the interface is almost entirely mouse-driven and intuitive. You just click on a unit (or drag a box around a group of units) and move the pointer to where you want to move or attack, and click again. Units not under direct player control at any given moment will automatically open fire on enemy units when they enter weapons range. Combat is resolved in the standard way of unit hit-points vs. weapon damage, but hits are not always automatic, and slower, heavier weapons have a good chance of missing a fast
moving target like a jeep or motorcycle.

A fairly smart movement routine takes the best route four out of five times, though players may want to keep an eye on things when giving long movement commands in complex terrain. And speaking of terrain, players have more to deal with here than dunes and escarpment. Since scenarios cover the breadth of Europe and Africa, there are plenty of rivers and forest to go along with the more traditional desert terrain.

The artificial opponent itself is no brain-surgeon, but as I've said earlier, it is well compensated by numbers and position and is no push-over. The AI sometimes makes odd decisions, snatching defeat from the jaws of victory, and has a tendency to commit its forces piecemeal. (Actually, its heart is in the right place for massed attacks, but it fails to take into account the different ground speeds of various units, so that over large distances, the unstoppable Russian assault becomes a Montgomery-like cautious probe, easily picked off by base defenses.) The computer does defend well, and its precise reactions force human players to be almost pixel-precise in order to pull "the same old trick" every time. Regardless, if beating the computer becomes too easy, the sophisticated and easy-to-use Network/Modem/Serial connection ability (similar to that of Warcraft) lets you pound on up to three of your friends.

**DUNE AND DUNED AGAIN**

The strange things about sequels to hot games these days is that designers seem so afraid to tinker with the "Formula" that they fail to correct major shortcomings in the original. Unfortunately, C&C is no exception. While this game has all the strengths of Dune II, and some more all its own, a couple of large flaws were retained.

The biggest problem with C&C is that it feels more like a puzzle where things explode than a real, wide-open strategy game. As in Dune II, many missions have a single "right" way to go about things, and pretty much all other strategic paths lead to destruction; this is especially apparent in the "quest" missions where one must take four or five stabs at it just to get an idea of where everything is and what the "trick" is. Since any "mistake" will cost you units, and quests give you none to spare, most players will get very used to the "Repeat Mission?" button. While life can sometimes leave you with a narrow path to success, the joy of a good war/strategy game is finding your way to win, not trying to figure out what the designer wanted you to do.

Exasperating this "puzzle" feel of the game is another relic of Dune II: the blacked-out terrain that must be explored by units in order to be revealed. To me, this is the crudest form of Fog of War, and while it is appropriate for Civilization of Warcraft, it has no place in any game with a Sci-Fi premise.

I forget what silly rationale there was for not knowing the terrain on Arrakis, but this is Earth, kids. Even today, I could find a map of every square meter of the planet if I looked hard enough—and I don't even have my own satellite navigation box. I'd rather be able to see all of the terrain in question and have enemy units appear only when they get close enough, instead of actually having to send units out in random directions just to see the lay of the land—and then being able to see everything moving on the revealed ground. This bit of nonsense only adds to the puzzle frustration, and forces you to repeat missions just to figure out where roads and rivers are, instead of applying your smarts and using the terrain like a real strategist would.

Another, smaller relic of the past is that some of the larger Base vs. Base missions can degenerate into long battles of attrition. Literally an hour after knowing victory is inevitable, you are still left assaulting the dug-in computer player, who neither surrenders before the last unit or building explodes nor pulls any last-minute surprises. While the designers must share some of the blame, this is really more endemic of the current state of pseudo-AI routines and their inability to deal well with complex situations. Once again, multi-player capability comes to the rescue for the player who wants to keep this one on his hard-drive for many months.

**SMART AND SEXY**

All this being said, C&C is still a beautiful and challenging game. This is easily the best-looking and sounding strategy game yet, and while most grognards snuff disdainfully at "chrome," to do so here would be an error. While things like the very cool install routine and the great music can be considered superfluous, the animation and video between missions really enhance the experience. The production values here are very high, and images have been chosen deliberately to be as powerful as possible, instead of be-
THE ULTIMATE BATTLE

FIGHTING FALCON BACK TO BAGHDAD

Now you can hone your skills with the same accuracy as the military. "Fighting Falcon - Back to Baghdad" is created directly from "Red Flag" and "Top Gun" flight simulators used in Air Force Pilot training. "Fighting Falcon" is the most realistic and accurate flight model on the market - complete with satellite photos from the U.S. Department of Defense, precise geographic data and 40 missions packed with Air to Ground attacks. "Fighting Falcon" will provide you with the most advanced combat simulation you have ever experienced...

Are you ready for the challenge?

F-16 FLIGHT CONTROLS

When you’re flying Back to Baghdad, only the best controls will do. Bring it back home with the ThrustMaster F-16 FLCS*, F-16 TQS and Rudder Control System. ThrustMaster’s F-16 flight controls are specifically designed to compliment the F-16 Fighting Falcon flight model.

When you’re flying the best combat simulator, only the best controls will do...

* F-16 FLCS Required for the F-16 TQS to Function

MILITARY SIMULATION INC.
5910 N.E. 82nd Avenue Vancouver, WA. 98662
PHONE (360)254-2000 FAX (360)254-1746
World Wide Web: HTTP://www.military-sim.com
LIGHT MY FIRE

The Brotherhood of NOD toasts a town of innocent bystanders, racking-up some collateral damage before the good guys show up.

ing used as eye candy, like is done in the other multimedia dreck that's come about of late (parents of younger players should be warned that some of the sequences are best meant for adults, especially the scene in the NOD arc where we are witness to a close-up of a "demotion" via .50 pistol to the temple). The NOD's final victory in Africa contains the best Cyberspace se-

quence I have seen in any movie. The plot is interesting enough that I would buy C&C2 just to see where things are going to end up.

The bottom line seems to be one of origins. Virgin has upped this form to the graphic and multi-player standards of today, but failed to rework the basic engine enough to create an entirely new game. So, if you thought gathering up "money" from the surface, building bases and exploring dark territory was stupid, still is and your dollars are probably best spent elsewhere.

On the other hand, if you even remotely enjoyed Dune II, Command and Conquer is the game for you. It is more than entertaining enough to make up for its shortcomings, and the two CDs contain nearly a hundred hours of missions for the average gamer. If nothing else, the entertainment factor is high enough and the action fast enough to please all but the most jaded wargamers.

If real-time strategy is your thing, then take my advice; build up your mouse-skills before getting yourself a copy of Command & Conquer. There are crystals to harvest, a world to win, and victory goes to the Smart—but being Fast won't hurt either.

THE EDITORS SPEAK

COMMAND AND CONQUER

RATING

PROS Great graphics and production values, with multimedia that actually adds to gameplay. Fast-paced, with several challenging missions—a very good real-time strategy game.

CONS The real-time AI isn't always up to the challenge, and the game retains the lesser elements of Dune II without improving significantly on its strengths.

---

ComputerLife! What a great gift idea! Super savings too!

This year, make your holiday shopping a lot easier. Give all the PC people in your life the gift that really fits—one they'll thank you for all year long.

Give a gift subscription to COMPUTER LIFE!

Then, your lucky friends and associates will get 12 idea-packed and inspiration-filled issues of COMPUTER LIFE.

Every issue of COMPUTER LIFE contains real how-to guidance on selecting, setting up, and getting more out of your computer system at home.

PLUS A STOCKING-STUFFER BONUS!

Act now and we'll also send along a fabulous EXTRA BONUS GIFT—our exclusive SuperPac CD-ROM. It's loaded with customizers, fonts, multimedia demos, expert hints and tips, utilities, screen savers and lots more! FREE with your paid order.

To give the gift of Computer Life and enjoy BIG savings off the cover price

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-926-1578

Computer Life • P.O. Box 55880 • Boulder, CO 80321-5880
It has finally landed! Take Microsoft Flight Simulator to new heights, with the high flying Flight Shop.

Flight Simulator® Flight Shop is the advanced aircraft design and flight adventure editor, and is all you need to create and fly the ultimate flight experience for Microsoft® Flight Simulator® 5. It encompasses the following hot features:

- With Flight Shop's Aircraft Factory feature, you'll be able to design, construct, paint and test fly your own aeronautical masterpiece from hang gliders to stealth bombers. Or, if you just can't wait to get into the air, a variety of ready-to-fly aircraft are included. For customized details, add your own personal graphics using the photo lab. You can even use downloadable aircraft designs from various BBS's like CompuServe® or BAO's at (217) 356-3492.

- Fine tune the flight characteristics of your aircraft using the Flight Dynamics Editor. Or let your imagination go wild. Make your design true to life or true to dreams!

- The ATC Workshop features of Flight Shop let you customize your own flight experiences, set goals, and include random events and visual feedback. You can even create, file, and fly your own Flight Plan. The FSS includes a listing of most navajis, and airports in the U.S. "...Dream Flight 320, turn final runway 18, cleared to land..."

BAO is proud to bring you Flight Shop, the product that brings Flight Simulator® to life. Climb aboard today, the sky is no longer the limit!

Create your own flight plan and send it to the built-in Flight Service Station (FSS) for an ATC controlled flight.

Flight Simulator Flight Shop puts the tools in your hands.

- Flight Simulator® Flight Shop is fully compatible with Microsoft® Flight Simulator® version 5.0, 5.0a and 5.1

- Includes new exciting ready-to-fly aircraft.

- Fly custom adventures, or ones included with the program.

- Digitized voices bring your Flight Simulator experiences to life. Listen in on ATC communications.

See your local retailer or call:
(217) 356-0188 for more information

©1995 Bruce Artwick Organization, Ltd. Flight Simulator is a registered trademark of Bruce Artwick. BAO is a trademark of Bruce Artwick Organization, Ltd. Microsoft and MS-DOS are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. CompuServe is a registered trademark of CompuServe, Inc. Northwest and the Northwest logo are registered trademarks of Southwest Airlines. All rights reserved.
Heavy Metal

SSI's STEEL PANTHERS Makes Other Wargames Look Like Paper Tigers

by Patrick C. Miller

Many wargames do a commendable job of providing players with correct military units and detailed maps on which to simulate combat, but too often they fail the historical accuracy test: tactics that should work don’t and tactics that shouldn’t work do. Fortunately for wargamers, SSI's STEEL PANTHERS, a tactical simulation of World War II combined-arms combat, passes this test with flying colors.

Witness my attempts to storm the beaches of Normandy. On the first try, my Americans never made it off the beach and suffered heavy casualties because I neglected to bring along enough engineers and engineering vehicles to clear mines and dragon's teeth. On my second attempt, I succeeded in breaking through the beach defenses, but failed to take any of my objectives because my engineers took too long to clear obstacles. Finally, on the third try, working under cover of a heavy smoke screen and concentrating the efforts of my engineers, dozers and mine-clearing tanks on a smaller area, my troops rapidly cleared a path through the beach obstacles and seized nearly all of their objectives. The mistakes I made were uncannily similar to those made by the American commanders who planned the attack on Omaha Beach, although in my case, the consequences were far less dire.

ANNIE GET YOUR BAZOOKA

The designers have created a game that's wonderful to look at, enjoyable to listen to and immensely playable, without straying too far from the realism and historical accuracy that wargamers demand. Who says we can't have it all? Like an assault planned by General "Blood and Guts" Patton himself, STEEL PANTHERS' sensory appeal grabs you by the nose while its gameplay fires you up. This game will have you cursing at it for making you stay up too late—night after night—trying to squeeze in one more battle so you'll be another step closer to ending your campaign.

Battles in STEEL PANTHERS are small, highly tactical affairs that are 10 to 20 turns long, representing approximately 20 to 40 minutes of combat. Vehicles are represented on a one-to-one scale and infantry units range in size from two-man sections to 14-man squads. Platoons, comprising three to five vehicles or three to four squads, are the basic maneuver units. There are three types of scenarios: meeting engagements (both sides are attacking), advances (an attack against a hasty defense) and assaults (an attack against a prepared defense).

The game features beautifully-rendered SVGA hex maps with five levels of zoom and authentic, highly detailed unit icons that conjure up memories of miniature games of the past. During combat, the battlefield becomes a smoky, cratered moonscape littered with smoldering hulks, burning trees and flattened buildings. As for sound, nothing gets your attention like the scream of a fighter-bomber diving for a strafing run on your artillery. The musical score is exceptional, providing the appropriate mood to underscore the serious nature of the game's subject.

WHAT? NO SOVIET DOG MINES?

There's so much depth here that once you dive into STEEL PANTHERS, it could very well be months before you resurface. Hundreds of armor, infantry, artillery and air units are available for battle, and you can command 15 nationalities, play
Two people can play in either hot-seat fashion or by using the play by e-mail option. There are three difficulty level settings to help novices ease into the game. Command and control factors are included, but aren’t overemphasized to the point where you have little influence over the units under your command.

**Steel Panthers’ point-and-click interface is clean, well thought-out and intuitive. A touch of the cursor on any icon button gives a brief description of its function. Right clicking on a friendly unit provides information about its capabilities and status, as well as the abilities of the unit’s leader. Left clicking on any of your units highlights the surrounding hexes in which they can move. Right clicking on an empty hex around a unit changes its facing and reveals hexes within its line of sight.**

After selecting a scenario or campaign, you’re allocated points with which to purchase up to 24 units that make up the core of your command. In a single scenario, this isn’t as important as in a campaign where the units you select will be the ones you fight with in all subsequent battles. You’re then given points for purchasing up to 24 support units, such as artillery, air strikes, transports, mines, fortifications and specialized engineer units, as well as additional armor and infantry. After units are selected, you deploy them for battle, pre-plot artillery fire and load troops onto vehicles.

**I’m okay, you’re suppressed**

The action begins in the orders phase where you move and fire your units. As you move, enemy troops can take opportunity fire, and quite often the unit doing the firing won’t be spotted immediately. Enemy units sighted during the orders phase can be targeted with either direct or indirect fire. Direct fire occurs immediately, while fire from artillery and air units arrives a turn or two later. Vehicles can suffer a variety of damage from hits, including destroyed weapons, crew casu-

---

**SLUGFEST AT SINGLING**

On December 5, 1944, the famous U.S. 4th Armored Division approaching the German village of Singling ran head-on into an ambush set up by a Panzer Grenadier regiment, and an entire company of Sherman tanks was wiped out. The next morning, the Americans launched another more determined attack with a tank company supported by infantry and artillery. Under cover of a smoke screen, the Americans made it into the village, but from then on, it was a vicious melee between the opposing tanks and infantry. Eventually, the Americans were forced to withdraw after dark.

This small engagement is an ideal battle to create using the Steel Panthers’ scenario editor. It gives you the necessary tools to reconstruct battles, duplicate the deeds of your favorite World War II combat units or even set up your own hypothetical battles.

I first designed a map of Singling and the surrounding area, purchased the correct units for both sides and then manually deployed them on the map to reflect the tactical situation the opposing commanders faced.

The Germans have two Panther platoons (eight tanks), an infantry company, two 75mm anti-tank guns, and two sections of Jagdpanzer IVs (four-tank destroyers) armed with 75mm L/48 guns. These particular German tank destroyers aren’t available in the game’s unit database, but by editing and renaming the Jagdpanzer IV-70, which is included, I created the historically correct units in a few minutes.

The American tank company comprises 12 Shermans armed with 75mm guns and five armed with 76mm guns. Supporting the Shermans is a platoon of four M-18 Hellcat tank destroyers, an infantry company, three machine guns sections and two artillery batteries. The U.S. tanks made liberal use of the superior HVAP anti-tank round, so the ammo loads were edited to reflect that fact.

Although the Americans have more armored vehicles and better artillery support, playing “Slugfest at Singling” from the German side should be relatively easy. Playing the Americans is a far greater challenge. If you can fight the Wehrmacht to a draw in this battle, you’re doing well. Here’s a hint: The Americans can’t win without capturing the three victory hexes on the upper right side of the map. Those who want to try their hand at rewriting American military history can download the Singling scenario from the CGW web site at http://www.zdnet.com/~gaming.
what happens. If your units have shots remaining and don't have too much suppression, they will attempt opportunity fire at new targets they spot or return fire at attacking units. Pay close attention here, because some of the messages go by so fast that it's almost impossible to read them. It's also confusing to figure out what's happening as the screen jumps around the battlefield to resolve combat. At first, this aspect of the game is disorienting, but in time, it becomes less bothersome and you'll develop a better sense of what's happening.

The turn sequence continues until either the preset turn limit for the scenario is reached or the computer determines that one side has been defeated. Because every scenario ends after a predetermined number of turns, battles sometimes conclude abruptly just when the action is getting started or the fighting has reached a crucial phase. This contrived method helps you complete scenarios faster, but it also sometimes results in unsatisfying or unrealistic conclusions.

A WORLD AT WAR A wealth of historical scenarios are available in both the Pacific and European theaters of World War II. Battles can be played from either side at three different levels of difficulty.

alties and immobilization. Units under fire and taking casualties will acquire suppression points that can force a rout or retreat. Crews will also abandon their vehicles if the situation around them goes to hell in the proverbial hand basket.

Once your order phase ends, enemy movement and firing begins. At this point, all you can do is sit back and watch
At game's end, you're shown the scores for both sides. However, for some reason, you're given no clue as to how the point totals were achieved. When playing a campaign, a short synopsis tells you how the results of your battle affect the campaign and your next mission.

The game's artificial intelligence can be challenging, especially when the computer player is on the defensive. However, veteran wargamers will quickly pick up on the fact that the AI generally concentrates its defenses along the most obvious routes to victory hexes and, when on the offensive, often allows light units to rush ahead of the main attack and crushed piecemeal.

A more glaring weakness is the documentation. In the past, SSI provided gamers with more information about weapons capabilities, vehicle ratings and combat algorithms than many cared to know. However, with Steel Panthers, SSI has taken a 180-degree turn for the worse. Amazingly, the manual doesn't even contain a chart for terrain effects on combat. Although there is a well-done on-line encyclopedia that provides pertinent details about each unit type, there's no easy way to make a side-by-side comparison of different units. For veteran wargamers and World War II buffs, the poor manual probably won't represent a serious problem. However, for those new to wargames, learning under fire will most likely be a frustrating experience with a steep learning curve.

Despite its lack of documentation, a few technical glitches and some minor flaws, Steel Panthers is an excellent game, one that should appeal to both veteran and novice wargamers. SSI is working on a patch to enable two-player games by modem, a feature that will further enhance replayability. Now if you'll excuse me, it's getting late and my company of Easy Eight Shermans has score to settle with some Tigers near St. Vith. If I didn't have to go to work in the morning, I'd have this war won before Christmas.
May The Best Warlord Win

Marshall Your Armies And Face The HEROES OF MIGHT AND MAGIC

by Jason Kapalka

IT'S HARD TO BELIEVE, BUT SOMETIMES WE REVIEWERS GET LAZY. INSTEAD OF EVALUATING A GAME ON ITS OWN MERITS, WE'LL TAKE THE HIGH-CONCEPT SHORTCUT AND DESCRIBE IT IN TERMS OF EARLIER TITLES: "IT'S LIKE ULTIMA VII MEETS POPULOUS!" OR "A HYBRID OF PANZER GENERAL, LEMMINGS, AND PONG, ONLY WITH 3-D BITMAPPED POLYGONs!" BUT SOMETIMES COMPARISONS ARE NECESSARY. WITH THE INDUSTRY SUFFERING FROM ENDENIC RIP-OFFS, IT'D BE SILLY TO REVIEW, SAY, A DOOM CLONE WITHOUT REFERENCING THE ORIGINAL. AND THEN THERE ARE CERTAIN GAMES, NOT BLATANT KNOCKOFFS, THAT BORROW AND REFINE IDEAS FROM A HOST OF OLDER SOURCES, IN THE PROCESS TRYING TO FORGE SOMETHING GREATER FROM THE SUM OF THEIR DISCOMBUTOBULATED PARTS.

NEW WORLD COMPUTING'S HEROES OF MIGHT AND MAGIC IS SUCH A GAME, SO THERE'S REALLY NO WAY TO AVOID DISCUSSING ITS MANY ANCESTORS. THE MOST OBVIOUS SIMILARITY IS TO NEW WORLD'S OWN KING'S BOUNTY FROM A FEW YEARS BACK. LIKE KING'S BOUNTY, HEROES IS A "LITE" FANTASY WARGAME WITH RPG ELEMENTS THROWN IN, WHERE YOU LEAD A CREW OF MEDIEVAL KNIGHTS AND WIZARDS TO VICTORY IN TACTICAL AND STRATEGIC ENCOUNTERS. THE SVGA COMBAT SEQUENCES IN HEROES ARE MUCH LIKE THOSE IN NEW WORLD'S RECENT VIKING EPIC, HAMMER OF THE GODS, WHILE PARTS OF THE INTERFACE WILL REMIND PLAYERS OF WARLORDS 2. AND THE OVERALL GAMEPLAY SOMETIMES FEELS LIKE A STREAMLINED VERSION OF MICROPROSE'S MASTER OF MAGIC. STRANGELY, THE ONE GAME SERIES HEROES DOESN'T BRING TO MIND ARE THE ACTUAL MIGHT & MAGIC RPGS—BEYOND THE TITLE, THERE IS PRACTICALLY NO RELATION. IF NOT FOR COPYRIGHT LAWS, HEROES OF MIGHT AND MAGIC COULD AS EASILY HAVE BEEN CALLED "HEROES OF ULTIMA," "HEROES OF WIZARDRY," OR "HEROES OF ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS."

MORE THAN THE SUM OF ITS HEROIC PARTS

Games that borrow heavily from earlier successes often end up as bizarre, unplayable pastiches, but HEROES IS A PLEASANT SURPRISE, BRINGING ITS DISPARATE ELEMENTS TOGETHER INTO A SATISFYING WHOLE. IT MAY NOT GET MANY POINTS FOR ORIGINALITY, BUT IT'S UNDENIABLY ONE OF THE MOST ENTERTAINING AND ADDICTIVE STRATEGY GAMES TO COME DOWN THE TURPENIKE IN SOME TIME.

IT MAY ALSO BE THE PRETTIEST AND MOST ACCESSIBLE. IN FACT, THE GAME'S BRILLIANT SVGA GRAPHICS, CHARMING MUSIC, AND SIMPLE MECHANICS MAY LEAD SOME TO UNDERESTIMATE IT. I EXPECT PLenty OF GAMERS TO TAKE ONE LOOK AT THE CUTE FAIRY-TALE CHARACTERS AND CRANK THE AI UP TO "GENIUS" LEVEL, EXPECTING A LIGHT ROMP, ONLY TO RETURN AN HOUR LATER TO THE OPTIONS SCREEN, BLOODY AND HUMILIATED, TO SELECT A LESS HEFTY CHALLENGE.

THOUGH THERE'S SIGNIFICANT DEPTH TO IT, HEROES' TURN-BASED GAMEPLAY IS INTUITIVE EVEN WHEN YOU COMPARE IT TO BEER-'N'-PRETZELS STRATEGY GAMES LIKE PANZER GENERAL AND MASTER OF MAGIC. YOU HAVE YOUR CIVILIZATION-STYLE WORLD MAP, WITH UNEXPLORED AREAS BLACKED OUT, AND ASSORTED TOWNS, MINES, AND CASTLES TO CONQUER AND DEVELOP. YOUR UNITS ARE ORGANIZED INTO ARMIES, EACH OF WHICH MUST BE LED BY A HERO AND CAN CONTAIN UP TO FIVE DIFFERENT CREATURE CLASSES. UNLIKE MOST SUCH GAMES, THERE IS NEVER ANY DIFFICULTY KEEPING TRACK OF ALL YOUR UNITS—YOU'RE LIMITED TO AN ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM OF EIGHT HEROES, AND, THEREFORE, EIGHT ARMIES, PLUS VARIOUS CASTLE GARRISONs.
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Get ready to beat the house with Williams® Entertainment and GT Interactive Software's new Island Casino game. For high rollers and lucky beginners, Island Casino is the most realistic gambling experience ever created for the PC... so real, you'll think you're there.
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NO QUARTER

The game can be played in one of three ways: as a single scenario pitting you against up to three enemy nations on one of two dozen maps; a campaign of linked battles leading from your initial spearhead to complete world domination; or as a multiplayer game via hot seat, modem, direct connect or network. In most cases, the basic objective remains the same: eliminate all the opposing heroes and capture their towns and castles. Occasionally there will be a different victory requirement, such as finding a lost super-artifact or conquering a particular neutral city, but even then you can't expect to avoid conflict. Unlike WARLORDS 2 and MASTER OF MAGIC, HEROES involves little diplomacy—no quarter is asked by your computer opponents, and certainly none is given if you wish to survive.

When combat occurs—as it will, frequently—the view switches to a square chess-grid battlefield with the warring armies lined up on opposite sides. Fighting is turn-based, and a snap: you click the mouse where you want to move your troops, or on the foe you want to attack. Heroes never part in battle directly, but "lead from the rear," casting battlefield spells and raising their troops' attack and defense values. Heroes never die, nor do they fade away: defeated leaders go back into the general "hero pool" and can be recruited again, though not necessarily by the original controlling player.

The combat sequences are where the game's SVGA graphics really shine. There are nearly thirty different monster types, ranging from insufferably cute sprites to grotesque trolls to clanking armor-clad paladins, all gorgeously animated as they sprint, crawl, lumber or soar into the fray.

For all its simplicity and graphic flash, the game's structure is elegant enough to leave room for tactical brilliance or blunders. Missile units like archers and elves can chew up powerful, slow creatures like trolls long before they can close to melee range, but on the other hand, are useless if pulled into hand-to-hand combat by swift-moving flyers. Many creatures have special attacks, some spectacular and obvious (like the unicorn's power to blind foes), others more subtle (such as the rogue's sneaky ability to smite an enemy without incurring a return attack). Victorious heroes gain experience points RPG-style, which gradually improve their leadership and spellcasting prowess.

Alas, as always, tactical genius is wasted if you fumble the ball strategically. The key points on the map are the castles, which provide you with troops and income. There are four different castle types, corresponding to the four hero types—knight, sorcerer, barbarian and warlock—and each builds structures designed to attract a different family of creatures. Knight castles start with barracks for peasants and archers, and can eventually construct jousting grounds and cathedrals to recruit heavy-duty cavalry and paladins. Meanwhile, barbarian fortresses begin with lairs for goblins and orcs and work their way up to troll bridges and pyramids, home to the lethal cyclops.

Certain buildings may be constructed in any city, such as thieves' guilds for intelligence on opposing players, docks for building ships, and the all-important mage towers. Mage towers serve as a reloading point for spell-casting heroes—the more elaborate (and expensive) your tower, the more numerous and powerful the magics wielded by your captains, from simple blessings to fearful meteor storms and the invaluable Dimension Door spell, which can teleport an entire army across the map in a wink.

All these gimmicks don't come for free, of course. Buildings and troops all cost money, supplied by captured towns and gold mines, and most buildings also require the expenditure of one or more of the six game commodities: wood, ore, crystal, gems, mercury and sulfur. These items can be found scattered about the map in small caches, or in mines that produce a slow but steady flow once captured. Particularly at the beginning of a game, resource management is critical. Should you use all your gems constructing a minotaur maze, or save them for use on mage towers? Should you risk an attack on a guarded mine, or just pick up the materials you find scattered around?

MONSTERS FOR HIRE

As you maneuver your armies around the map, you'll encounter hordes of neutral monsters, who will either attack you or join your armies. You'll also come across a broad assortment of "special event" sites. There are the ubiquitous obelisks, which give you fragments of a map leading to the buried Ultimate Artifact—a device with potentially game-winning power. There are huts and cabins from which you can recruit extra low-level troops. There are fountains and statues that temporarily increase your army's
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luck or morale, shrines with secret spells, lighthouses that increase your ships' range, magic lamps that let you summon high-powered genies, graveyardyards and shipwrecks haunted by dangerous phantoms, and many, many magical swords, books, compasses, horseshoes, boots, and so on, typically guarded by gangs of particularly nasty monsters.

Unlike New World's earlier Hammer of the Gods, which was downright stingy handing out cool items and creatures (you usually had to complete a major quest just to get a unit or two of skeletons), Heroes is so jam-packed with neat stuff it can be disorienting, particularly since none of the artifacts or special items are described in the manual. Some may prefer it this way—the thrill of discovery, you know—but others will just wish they knew what everything on the map was, so they could get on with clobbering their opponents.

And those opponents are no pushovers; the AI actually lives up to its name for once. Even on normal settings, the computer foes generally use sound tactics in battle and display considerable cunning on the strategic level. When set to smart or genius level, these electronic generals are impressive foes, conducting guerrilla raids when outpowered, staging blitzkriegs on lightly-defended towns and castles, and even conducting surprise teleport invasions via Dimension Door spells. Though they seem to be given an initial material advantage, the computer enemies generally don't rely on massive resource "cheats" to challenge the player.

If there's a fault with this otherwise excellent game, it lies in the lack of a map randomizer or editor. Though there are nearly two dozen maps included, many of these have poor replayability, being centered on a puzzle of some sort... how to cross such and such a sea to reach the enemy, where to find the big honking magic gizmo, and so forth. In multiplayer mode these are not significant issues (New World should be congratulated for producing a game in the Master of Orion/Master of Magic vein that supports multiple human players) but solo gamers may eventually run low on challenges.

Heroes has one other virtue, which in an ideal world would be expected of every piece of software: it is practically bug-free. Not once did the game lock up on me, crash, or glitch out.

Taken as a whole, Heroes of Might and Magic is probably one of the best wargame-for-people-who-hate-wargames yet released. Even die-hard grognards who turn their noses at "fantasy fluff" may get a kick out of it, if they can just pull themselves away from their panzers for a while.

---

**THE EDITORS SPEAK**

**HEROES OF MIGHT AND MAGIC**

**RATING**

**PROS** Great graphics and sound, easy-to-learn interface, involving gameplay, strong computer opponents, multiplayer capability, lots of neat stuff. What more do you want?

**CONS** Not as endlessly replayable as Panzer General, and the game lacks the depth of Master of Magic. Manual could be a bit more informative.

---

$5,000 in prizes.

See the YOU DON'T KNOW JACK ad in this issue for contest details.
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**Plant Trees for America**

Trees provide food, shelter, and nesting sites for songbirds. Trees increase property values, and make our homes and neighborhoods more livable. Trees help conserve energy. They cool our homes and entire cities in the summer, and slow cold winter winds. Shade trees and windbreaks can cut home utility bills 15-35%. Trees clear the air we breathe. They provide life-giving oxygen while they remove particulates from the air and reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide.

America needs more trees

The United States has lost a third of its forest cover in the last 200 years. Our towns should have twice as many street trees as they have today.

We need more trees around our homes and throughout our communities. We need more trees to protect our farms and fields and streams. We need trees to provide wood for our homes and thousands of products we use every day.

10 Free Trees

Ten Colorado blue spruces, or other conifers selected to grow in your area, will be given to each person who joins the Arbor Day Foundation. Your trees will be shipped postpaid at the right time for planting in your area, February through May in the spring or October through mid-December in the fall. The six to twelve inch trees are guaranteed to grow, or they will be replaced free.

To become a member and to receive your free trees, send a $10 membership contribution to Ten Colorado Blue Spruces, National Arbor Day Foundation, 100 Arbor Avenue, Nebraska City, NE 68410. Join today, and plant your Trees for America!

The National Arbor Day Foundation
THE ORIGINAL TIE FIGHTER™ WON INDUSTRY AWARDS AND THE PRAISES OF GAMERS AND CRITICS ALIKE.

BUT THAT WASN'T GOOD ENOUGH FOR SOME PEOPLE, NOW WAS IT?

PRESENTING TIE FIGHTER™ COLLECTOR'S CD-ROM.

WITH OVER 100 MISSIONS, DEFENDER OF THE EMPIRE™ CAMPAIGN PLUS BRAND-NEW ENEMIES OF THE EMPIRE™ CAMPAIGN. HIGH-RESOLUTION, COMBAT GRAPHICS AND EXCITING, NEW CUT-SCENES. FULL-VOICE MISSION BRIEFINGS. NEW SPACE VEHICLES. IT'S THE PERFECT GAME FOR EVEN THE MOST DEMANDING SPACE COMBAT VETERAN.

ALREADY OWN TIE FIGHTER? GET A $15 REBATE. DETAILS AT THE LUCASARTS WEBSITE: http://www.lucasarts.com
Worlds At War

EMPIRE II SHOWS THAT GREAT ART IS BETTER THAN EMPIRE BUILDING

by Tim Carter

Empire II is probably best understood by its subtitle, the Art of War. Unlike the original Empire and Empire Deluxe, Empire II is not really a game of exploration or the construction of empires. Instead, Empire II (E2) is a simple yet effective game of tactical/operational battles. Within the context of a fixed-duration scenario, with specific objectives, forces and reinforcements, E2 is an incredibly versatile and flexible product.

Interestingly enough, the designers have structured the game so that it may be played in two fairly different ways. The distinction is between sequential turns (in which all movement, combat and ranged fire takes place for one side and then the other), and parallel turns (in which both sides give orders, and then all units move and fire at once).

Ranged fire in particular can be pretty problematic under parallel movement, although this is more realistic. The computer is really only competent playing in sequence, but against a human opponent, particularly via e-mail, the parallel option can add depth and enjoyment to the game. Either way, the commitment of the designers to giving the player as much choice as possible is one which should be welcomed.

The game interface is simple and very easy to learn, despite the fact that in different historical scenarios the capabilities of units tend to change dramatically (and rather unfairly). The manual is sparse, but anyone with a basic understanding of wargames will be up and flying in no time, and even complete beginners shouldn't find the system difficult to learn.

Each unit has movement, direct combat and ranged fire capabilities. Each also has a numerical combat strength, which may not exceed 100. Different unit types may also have preprogrammed modifiers, so that an elite unit will perform better than an inexperienced one, even though they have the same numeric strength. Units do not always start at full strength, particularly in historical battles. Over the course of the scenario any unit may lose strength through combat or gain it through replacements.

The availability of replacements and reinforcements must be preset before the scenario begins, and it is not generally affected by the course of events.

Land, sea and air units are available, although the handling of aircraft is problematic at best. Essentially, air units function like really long-range artillery; they can't move but have exceptionally good ranged-fire capability. They can't be intercepted, and basically function as ground support. This is fine if you want to replicate air-to-ground combat; air-to-air combat, however, is not really a part of the game system.

BattlEs Galore

The 30-odd pre-programmed scenarios cover a range of historical eras and conflicts, demonstrating the versatility of the game engine. For instance, Napoleonic battles have a very different feel (as they should) from 20th-century conflicts. In Waterloo, one of the key decisions is whether to stand and fire at the enemy line (which usually involves taking considerable punishment yourself), or closing with the enemy for hand-to-hand combat.
"Futuristic racing at its best!" - Computer Player

"great looking and highly playable" - Computer Player

"...Slipstream 5000 does it right" - Next Generation

"...A racing game designed for the flight sim junkie in all of us!" - Fusion

"An addictive and solid game" - Computer Game Review

"...a complete blast to play!" - Strategy Plus
hand combat. Coordinating artillery and fast-moving cavalry is also important, with victory going to the general who can wear down the opposing side, and then bring an unstoppable combination of force to bear on the enemy’s weakened line.

In comparison, the Africa Korps scenario covers over a year, as opposed to a day, and thousands of miles of open desert. Would-be Rommel must use an entirely different set of tactics to prevail in the fast-moving battles around Tobruk. There is no ranged fire whatsoever, as the scale of the map does not allow anything but direct attacks, and the ebb and flow of the campaign may see players trade strategic points a number of times before the game ends.

Because replacements are available in relatively large numbers in the Africa scenario, the durability of units is much higher than in a one-day battle. A seriously damaged regiment can be rested for a turn or two and then returned to the fray. This puts a premium on decisive engagements where enemy units are destroyed once and for all, rather than the tactics of attrition that can be highly successful at Waterloo.

What this means is that each time period replicated is like a mini-game system. The combination of ranged fire, replacements, movement restrictions and the general relationship between unit types (such as infantry vs. cavalry) makes for a unique set of problems and solutions for each time period. Napoleon, the American War of Independence, the U.S. Civil War and the Second World War are all well represented in the scenario mix.

In addition to purely historical battles, E2 includes a number of fantasy scenarios. From dueling Norse gods to Godzillas versus the local constabulary, the fantasy element adds not only depth, but also a tutorial on the versatility of the scenario editor.

In addition to being easy, E2 is both quick and fun. Even a large scenario should not take more than a single evening, and a good four-hour stint might see, say, the Battle of Antietam Creek fought both ways before bedtime.

A SLIGHTLY SPLITCHY CANVAS

Yet, E2 is not without its faults. Perhaps its biggest flaw is the weakness of the artificial intelligence. While somewhat competent at the highest level of difficulty, in a balanced scenario I had little difficulty beating the computer. In particular, the computer does not handle ranged fire well, as the AI seems very reluctant to let go with its big guns under almost all circumstances. This is really a shame, as usually computers do best on defense. Actually, since the computer is a pretty good attacker, it also raises the question of how challenging the AI could have been, if ranged fire was used properly.

I also have a problem with the map. Under certain weather conditions, especially snow, the map becomes almost impossible to read. It seems realistic to have the rivers freeze and therefore disappear; however, when villages and whole cities,
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It's the Second Han Dynasty and China is on the verge of collapse. Infighting among the court families and the emergence of powerful warlords dominates the landscape. The struggle for power has brought an era known as the Three Kingdoms, complete with constant warfare among China's most courageous and skillful heroes.
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The Power Of Creation: Scenario Building

Map Making
A random map can be generated by the computer, or players can design their own. The map can later be edited as necessary simply select the terrain type and paint it in. Interestingly enough, it is possible to name towns and other locations in the Scenario editor, leading me to wonder why it could not be done for the scenarios that came with the game. Of course, using the editor, you can always go in and add the names yourself.

Technology
The Technology menu defines unit characteristics, capabilities, color and icons. If players do not wish to build units from scratch, they can take the characteristics of units set out in any of the major historical or fantasy periods used in the original scenarios. Simply select the period from which you want to gather units and then make adjustments or additions as necessary.

Technology 2
True aficionados can also build armies from scratch, picking their own icons and setting the basic unit types and restrictions. Once a complete range of units for both sides has been established, more complicated issues such as ranged fire capabilities, the effects of terrain on combat, movement and ranged fire, and the combat abilities of each type can be modified. Virtually anything is possible at this stage, giving designers a vast range of choices.

Making a Scenario
Once the units and map have been fully defined, the designer must set the terms of the actual battle. Starting forces, objectives, reinforcements and replacements must all be factored into scenario design. A fun scenario is a balanced scenario, but happily it is possible to tweak a design as many times as necessary to obtain an interesting battle or campaign. (For more on designing E2 scenarios, see Alan Emrich’s “Broadside & Grapeshot” in this issue.)

particularly victory cities, can’t be found because of the puffy white stuff, it tends to detract from the enjoyment of the game.

While I’m on the subject of the map, why not put the names of the towns on it? Finding Tobruch is probably not a problem for the experienced gamer, but the Ardenes is full of tiny little villages, and knowing St. Vith from Malmedy is actually pretty important to winning the game.

THE SCENARIO EDITOR: MATISSE OR MICHELANGELO?
As with any scenario-based game, the longevity of E2 depends on the ability of its fans to create new and exciting situations to complement the army that come with the original package. Once again, kudos have to go to the designers (and publisher) for incorporating the scenario editor into the basic game, rather than releasing it later at an additional expense to the player.

The scenario editor for E2 allows would-be designers access to all of the options relevant to the game. From defining unit characteristics to choosing unit icons (or importing custom-painted ones), it’s all at your fingertips.

For instance, when creating a force pool, players can control not only unit strength, movement abilities and ranged fire, but also combat relationships between various units. Most grognards will have a great time tweaking the relative effectiveness of infantry vs. armor, armor vs. artillery and so on. The characteristics may be locked in to a particular side, as well, so that the superiority of German armor or Napoleon’s Imperial Guard can be assured as well.

The only real criticism I have of the editor is that it has no random processes built into it. As a result, creating a good scenario can take considerable time and effort, and is more for the serious artiste than the casual finger painter. Of course, just because one does not wish to dabble in design, does not mean one cannot benefit from the labor of others. I suspect that, given the ease of game play and the seemingly limitless spare time of some gamers, there will be no shortage of new scenarios to download from the Internet in the future.

MASTERPIECE?
Some hard-core gamers have already begun to criticize E2 for its lack of realism in a number of areas. This is inevitable with any historical wargame, but fundamentally misses the point of this product: having fun while savoring the flavor of the past.

While the AI is a bit weak, and a few minor glitches mar the overall picture, E2 is unquestionably a winner. While experienced gamers may find it a bit too simple to warrant constant play over hundreds of hours without stopping, E2 has definitely won a place on my hard drive, and seems likely to remain the beer and pretzels game of choice for some time to come.

THE EDITORS SPEAK

EMPIRE II
RATING ★★★☆☆

PROS A great scenario editor, diverse scenarios that challenge players to use different tactics, and just plain fun.

CONS The AI is not a strong counter-puncher, and there are some historical inaccuracies.
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Life On The Silk Road

I-Motion's MARCO POLO Adds A Rich History To A Dull Journey

by Arinn Dembo

By the 13th Century, Europe's Crusades on the Holy Land had degenerated into fruitless, spastic twitching; from 1201 on, the only victories were won by diplomacy. The power of the Saracen caliphate was rapidly disintegrating throughout the Middle East, and the last flower of Moslem rule was cut down in 1251, with the fall of the Abassid dynasty. A long nightmare of fanaticism and barbarity, both Christian and Mohammedan, was at an end—just in time for a new nightmare to begin. While Christendom and the Caliphates lay exhausted from a century of struggle, Temujin, later known as the Great Khan, Genghis, united the disparate Mongol tribes in 1206, forging them into one of the greatest cavalry armies the world has ever seen. Abandoning their centuries-old history of inter-tribal struggle, the Mongol hordes swept over Asia, India and the Middle East like the wind, and by 1279, the sons and grandsons of Genghis Khan, "the Precious Warrior Lord," had built an Empire that stretched from the Pacific shore to the Caspian Sea.

This era of conquest and empire-building forms the backdrop for MARCO POLO, where I-Motion and Philips Interactive Media attempt to trace the steps of the famous Venetian explorer. This story has everything: exploration, diplomacy, trade, war, mystery and wonder, not to mention the chance to brush shoulders with Popes and great generals. All of this is reflected in the multimedia aspects of the package—stylish, educational and entertaining. It's a very thorough examination of the explorer's life, including his family, the lands through which he traveled, the historical events which surrounded him, and his adventures in the Mongol Empire and the Middle East.

MARCO POLO draws upon at least 300 minutes of professionally shot film clips and photographic stills, complete with full period costuming, magnificent sets and an enormous cast. Could the producers possibly have spent that much on the development of a game? Well, no, most of this footage has been seen before on film, from a TV mini-series on Marco Polo that aired in the late '80s. Although I had seen all the scenes before, I wasn't tired of them by any means, and I was impressed by the way the sequences and narration had been put together to advance an episodic plot.

Adding to the atmosphere are the strains of Asiatic music which accompany various actions in the game—I didn't find them annoying, although they drove the people around me to distraction (it being impossible to turn off)—and the graphics, which are consistently good and capture the feel of the 13th century. Documents viewed on-screen have a medieval flavor, with background resembling aged vellum, and the maps in the game are in an antique style.

Of course, the realistic look of the product would be meaningless without the weight of history to back it up, and MARCO POLO also benefits from some of the most meticulous research I have yet...
DO UNTO others as you would have THEM DO UNTO YOU. IN THIS CASE, RIP OUT THEIR SPINE AND INTERNAL ORGANS.
THE GAME’S
THING
Then there’s
the game...
To say that
MARCO POLO
suffers from a very
low excitement
level is putting it
mildly. Now, as a
merchant-diplomat,
traveling
with a caravan of
goods through
unknown parts,
excitement is the
last thing you
would want—ex-
citement would
be synonymous
with death, most
of the time. What
you really want to
do is make mon-
ey, and become
famous by carry-
ing out various
missions for the
high and mighty.
But the 32
missions (about 2/3
trading and 1/3
quests) and a
handful of ran-
dom events, sim-
ply aren’t enough to
make the game
interesting. There is no combat, no as-
sassination, none of the things which
made MERCHANT PRINCE so much fun
to play. In MARCO POLO, you can be at-
tacked, but you can’t fight, as attacks on
the caravan are resolved off-screen.
Occasionally people will tell you how
to configure your caravan in order to
minimize losses—i.e., if a certain bandit clan
“always attacks from the south,” you
would want to arrange the heaviest
concentration of armed men on the sou-
thern flank of the caravan—which hardly
makes for thrilling gameplay.
During the course of the game, you
run into a number of other characters.
But even here, interaction is severely
limited; you are allowed to answer with
only “yes” or “no,” to simple questions,
making the role-playing elements as pa-
per-thin as the combat.
The trading interface isn’t too bad. As
you travel from town to town, your goal
is to buy low and sell high. There are
thirty-six commodities, all classic trade
goods of the time—fabrics, armes, spices,
gems, metals and manufactured goods
like carpets and jewelry. But prices are
never fixed, and everywhere you go
there is room for negotiation. You can
haggle to pay less and get more for all
the trade goods you carry, with the trader’s
expressive voice exclaiming and
complaining during every transaction:
“You’re taking all my money! Do you
want my house, too?” This is fun the first
couple of times, but for those who’ve already
had ample experience with trading in-
terfaces, it would have been nice to be
able to skip the banter and get the trad-
ing done quickly. Also, given how many
numbers you have to fiddle with, it
would have been a good idea to let play-
ers enter amounts directly from the key-
board, rather than forcing them to hold
down the mouse-keys.
Ultimately, MARCO POLO suffers from
schizophrenia. The game is so limited
that the quality of the multimedia history
package only makes its shortcomings
painfully obvious. While repurposed line-
car media has its place in the CD-ROM
marketplace, this is nowhere near say,
CASTLES II in giving a feel for the period
it attempts to recreate. Perhaps a public
library or student of history might justify
picking up MARCO POLO—but they’d be
better advised to get a videotape instead,
for all the confusion the interactive as-
pacts of this program will cause.

TRADING POST When you enter cities, head into the town center, where you
can buy goods for trading and rub shoulders with the city elite.

seen in a game of this type. The game’s
map of Asia features over sixty cities and
all the roads which were available at the
time, with distance between cities given
in minimum possible traveling time—
seven days from Acre to Layas, ten days
from Trebizond to Artingan, etc. As
your caravan rides into each new town,
you will frequently get information and
film clips about the surrounding coun-
tryside or the city itself, some of which
are very beautiful.

In short, I would say that I’ve never
played a historical game that so success-
fully captured the feel of a historical
landscape or the likely encounters of an
old era explorer. Accuracy isn’t every-
thing in a game, of course, but it makes
MARCO POLO a much more valuable
piece of software.
Warning... Kingspoint is no game.

It's as serious as your heart's frenzied jump against the walls of your chest. As heavy as the pouch you just snatched. And as worrisome as the crowded cobblestones of Kingspoint where so many saw and pawed you, as you navigated the snaky streets.

Many could identify or follow if need be. Crouched alone now in the grubby doorway, one question beats out in the thundering rain: Is the pouch - redolent still of her perfume - is the pouch - with its gleaming gold - really worth it?

Kingspoint for Windows takes pen and paper role-playing to startling new dimensions. Story-telling simulation tool allows you to cross-reference and map scores of information. Sophisticated Data Manager, GM Assistant, Creativity Tool, Custom Dice/Form Manager, and NPC Behavior Editor create a living city that immerses players in an exciting adventure environment. When players face a GM armed with the power of Kingspoint they face supreme memory and organization, limitless creativity, and a world of rich fantasy.

Kingspoint

1-800-746-3772

International Sales: 214-690-9195  Information: 504-455-7678
Internet: Goldtree1@AOL.Com – or on the Web.
Amazonian Adventure

Maxis Books A Bargain Vacation To SIMISLE

by Elliott Chin

In the computer gaming industry, the year 1997 could just as easily be remembered as "SimCity Year One," as it marks the emergence of the original "software toy." Unlike the often linear strategy games of the time, SimCity gave you unprecedented freedom to do whatever you desired in your world. There was neither goal nor mission, just building for the sheer joy of building. After that initial success, Maxis produced other Simgames—SimAnt, SimEarth, SimFarm, SimEnnui (only kidding)—that, while commercially successful, never quite recaptured the magic of the original. SimIsle, the latest in the series, might change all that, because it combines a lot of old SimCity charm with a bit more game than is customary in the series.

SimIsle

Price: $39.95
System Requirements: IBM compatible 486-33 or better, 8 MB RAM, SVGA graphics, 5 MB hard drive space, 2x CD-ROM drive, mouse; supports Sound Blaster-compatible sound cards
Protection: None (CD must be in drive)
Designer: Matthew Stibbe
Publisher: Maxis
Orinda, CA
(800) 336-2947, (510) 933-5630

As wonderful as SimCity is, you generally play until you get bored plunking down another house for the umpteenth time. SimIsle, however, requires you to complete scenarios and meet certain performance goals in order to win the game. By keeping the "toy" aspects of SimCity and injecting goals and missions into it, Maxis has created a game that is just as fun, but with considerably more replay value.

Like other Sim games, you must manage a locale, see it through disasters, and control every aspect of life in your territory. Two innovations in SimIsle that make this game truly enjoyable are the addition of agents and the ability to explore your island. Agents are essential to the game, because you manage your island through them. Also, since you've just arrived on the island, you know little about its environment, meaning there are all sorts of animals, plants, and ruins to be discovered.

Smiles, Everyone, Smiles

You begin the game looking at a 2-D map over 20 islands. Clicking on one shows a close-up of the island and a brief synopsis of its mission. Those expecting firebrand preaching about rainforest preservation will be pleasantly surprised by the wide range of missions offered. There are cases where, in order to win, you must exploit the island, clearing it away of flora, fauna, and people to make way for commercial development. There are also a few political scenarios, including one where your goal is to win an election, and another where you must contend with a drug ring on your island. And if that's not enough to convince you of the variety of missions, there is even a scenario involving UFOs. In fact, the only types of missions that I thought were underrepresented were those to preserve the rainforest.

Rather than throw a dozen missions at you with an overt message of preservation, Maxis decided to go with a range of missions and then let the player choose how to go about achieving those goals. If you want to exploit the natives, you can go right ahead. But if you want to take a more PC approach, you can do that too. The point of the game is that you can be an environmentalist, an industrialist, or someone who merrily acts like both. The power of the game is in showing you what consequences result from your choices.

In the tutorial, I decided to build a few more hospitals than the manual suggested. Since I used labor and wood on the extra hospital, I ran out of wood for other projects. As a result, I had to build another sawmill, which in turn led to more wood waste and pollution. If I had not built that hospital, I would have preserved a few more trees and kept the air around my is-
There's not much "Joy" if you don't win. So we don't make toys, we make tools of the trade.

Our joysticks and gamepads are the essential components for hard-core PC gamers who are serious about technology. And about excelling at their favorite pastime. So while it seems that suddenly there are about a million joysticks to choose from, there's only one leader: Gravis. And we're introducing the most exciting new game controllers that the industry has ever seen. With more features, flexibility, programmability and speed than ever. Always at an affordable price and backed by great support. The guys at PC Gamer Magazine know. They're the ones that said: "Gravis is the number one joystick of 1995."
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land a little cleaner. But on the other hand, if I hadn’t built that hospital, my health care and population happiness would have suffered. There are a lot of tough choices to make in SimLife, and the game makes sure you see the results of your decisions, however unpleasant they may be.

Accompanying all your industrious efforts is a virtual symphony of sound. The music is full of drum-beating, tribal chanting, and wonderful rhythms which had me humming throughout the game. Sound effects help bring the island to life: birds chirp, animals howl, leaves rustle, and every object you click on or look at makes some sort of noise. The sound and music definitely create a more convincing environment.

**THE ISLAND TOUR**

The game’s interface is completely mouse-driven. Most of the screen is taken up by a map of the island, which you can view in three different zoom levels. Clicking on any object in the map will open a window with information on the object and a list of tasks you can perform there. Clicking on a village, for instance, will open a window showing the population of the village, the people’s happiness, and other information. The window also has various task buttons, which you can click on to train the villagers, recruit unskilled labor, and so on.

Under the map is your agent bar. You can click on the agents to view their skills and send them off to different areas to perform certain tasks. Anything that requires work can only be done by agents with certain skills. If you want to train villagers to increase their efficiency, you must send an agent versed in local ecology to that village to train them. Thankfully, the skills of agents are not static, and you can augment their skills through training at your headquarters.

Above the agent bar are four tabs: file/options, score, graph, and notebook. The score tab grades you on a percentile scale on: your population’s happiness; your levels of ecology, development, and industry; and the world’s opinion of your island.

The graph tab shows the various commodities and objects on your island, and lets you see how they have increased or decreased over time. Periodic checks on this tab will keep you abreast of changes in your money and industry levels.

The last tab offers perhaps SimLife’s best feature: the notebook. Clicking on this tab brings up a virtual binder with a list of topics to choose from. This is a handy and exhaustive source of information on everything from how many cars a plant can produce to what kinds of animals thrive in what kinds of climates. If you ever have any trouble figuring out what a building does, or need to hear how poachers can be eliminated, you simply open the notebook and read. In addition to providing specific information on particulars of the game, the notebook also provides general information on pollution, ecology, animals, and a number of other subjects.

**CAN’T GET BY ON JUST A SIMLIFE**

Of course, life in SimLife does have its drawbacks. Moving around the island in the zoom level is quite slow, since you can only inch across the screen. To get from village to village, or building to building, it would have been nice if there was some way of toggling between structures. The game could also have used a repeat button for agents. In some cases, you must click on a certain task for minutes (literally) before the desired result occurs. In these instances, if you had a repeat button, you could have left the agent to continue his work while you went to other buildings and villages. There is a lot of micro-management here, especially with the number of agents you have to control and the various buildings and terrain you must periodically check on. Those who find this tedious will lose interest in the game. But then again, what makes SimLife so addictive is the godlike feeling you get from overseeing every aspect of the island’s functioning.

SimLife does have a lot to offer, though. There is plenty of flexibility in gameplay as you build and develop the islands to your taste. The addition of agents and the lure of islands to explore only adds more fun to the game. SimLife also does a remarkable job illustrating the consequences of your actions, showing the dangers of industrialism without preaching about environmental destruction. Those who appreciate engrossing strategy games, and those who hope to learn about the complex relationship between man and nature, would do well to pick up this game and get lost in the rainforest.

---

**SIMLIFE**

**RATING**

**PROS** SimLife has the charm of SimCity and more: a variety of challenging missions to choose from, agents to control, a great atmosphere, and a wealth of information.

**CONS** A better interface could have helped with the inevitable micro-management, and it would have also sped up gameplay. It’s a real shame that there is no campaign game.
You've played Mortal Kombat®, Street Fighter™ and Primal Rage,™ but nothing matches the spectacular game play and visual power of Battle Beast,™ the ultimate fight game from 7th Level.

**BATTLE BEAST**

Battle Beast sets the standard for game play and realism on the PC.

There's nothing like it. Guaranteed! Or your money back.*

- Master more than 100 fight moves
- Discover hidden bonus rooms and secret weapons
- Marvel at feature-film quality audio and animation
- Fire rude interactive keyboard taunts at your opponent
- Outwit the computer's artificial intelligence
- Battle it out over network or modem

**Question:** What are Mortal Kombat, Street Fighter and Primal Rage? **Answer:** Redundant!

Welcome to the 7th Level.

Game Over!

Visit your retailer for a free demo or download the Battle Beast Promo on AOL (keyword: SEVENTH) or CompuServe (GO: SEVENTH) or on the Web (www.7thlevel.com). For more information or to order, call 1-800-884-8863 ext. 106.

*30 day money back guarantee. Call 7th Level for details 214-437-9598
©1995 7th level, Inc. 7th Level is a registered trademark and Battle Beast is a trademark of 7th Level, Inc. All other products are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners
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It’s A Small World After All

A Traveler’s Advisory For Interactive Magic’s EXPLORATION

by Arinn Dembo

1480—not a bad year. In England, William Caxton was busily at work with the nation’s first printing press, which he had just brought back from Cologne. In Italy, Leonardo da Vinci had just completed his apprenticeship under Andrea del Verrocchio, and was making a name for himself in the art world. And in Portugal, Diego Columbus, the son of the yet-to-be-famous explorer, was born.

In the house of his brother Bartolome, who worked as a cartographer in Lisbon, Christopher Columbus pored over maps of the known world, gathering evidence in support of a new theory. During a trip to England some years before, Columbus had seen the corpse of a dark-skinned mariner, washed ashore in an odd, little one-man boat; the incident had been preyed on his mind ever since. By the time the tiny bark arrived on the rocky beach, the man had been dead for many days—apparently of heat exposure and thirst. How long had he been at sea? And from what shore had he set forth?

Columbus had his suspicions about the dead man’s origin. In fact, he believed the planet’s circumference was roughly 25% less than the widely accepted (and, as we know, very accurate) Greek estimate. If, as Columbus thought, the Greeks were right about the shape of the Earth but wrong about its girth, then Asia was a lot closer to Europe than anyone supposed. And if India and China could be reached by sailing west, it would not only explain that “Indian” corpse he had seen, but would also mean that the wonders of the East were open to Europe for the price of a ship and a good tail-wind. The implications were staggering.

It’s hard to pinpoint the beginning of an era; does it begin on the day a ship sets sail—or does it begin when an idea is conceived? 1480 is probably as good a date as any to mark the beginning of Europe’s great Age of Discovery, and Interactive Magic chose to begin their new strategy game, EXPLORATION, in that year—and like Columbus, they’ve set out on a long journey with a vastly over-simplified view of the world.

**EXPLORATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price: $44.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System Requirements: PC compatible 386SX-25 or better, 4 MB RAM, VGA, 9 MB hard drive space, 2x CD-ROM drive, mouse; supports Soundblaster-compatible sound card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Players: 1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers: Ray Rutledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producers: Interactive Magic Research Triangle Park, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(919) 461-0722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A FLYING DUTCHMAN The ships of EXPLORATION are accurately rendered and painted, and are accompanied with information on their usage and history.

**WOODEN SHIPS AND GREEDY MEN**

EXPLORATION is a mixed bag in a lot of ways, and the presentation is no exception. Apart from the decent splash screens of ports, most players will be disappointed with the dated graphics. The movement in the animation is also so unnatural that it’s almost Monty Python-esque—little pieces of the collage moving back and forth with no relationship to the rest of the picture. Most of us expect better, even from strategy titles. On the other hand, the music is okay, and the interface is intuitive and easy to use, with the standard pull-down menus.

In the substance department, EXPLORATION is a bit schizophrenic. Part of the game wants to relive a by-gone age of discovery. Players begin the game as one of five famous explorers, representing the five great colonial powers of Europe: Vasco de Gama for Portugal, Columbus for Spain, Louis Antoine de Bougainville for
DUST: A TALE OF THE WIDEST

Practice your aim. Sharpen your wits. Dig in your spurs. You're in Diamondback, where trouble's brewin' like bad coffee. It's going to take someone who can draw fast and think faster to keep the peace among 40 of the most interactive characters ever assembled on one CD-ROM. Fools, grifters, heroes, and cynics—everyone's got a story to share. And a secret to hide.

Dust: A Tale of the Wired West is a digital adventure with a novel take on the classic Western—a fresh, funny, first-person interactive saga. Outstanding 3D graphics and sound plus a clean and simple interface pull you into the boisterous frontier world of 1882 New Mexico. Shoot-outs and arcade-style action, games of poker, blackjack, and checkers, and a host of challenging mysteries are woven throughout a compelling story that will make for hours of entertainment. Discover Dust and how the West was fun.

A CD-ROM Adventure for Macintosh & Windows.

Available now. To order by phone call 800-225-7941.
For more info, contact CyberFlix:
E-mail cyberflix@sol.com
Web site http://www.im.gte.com/Dust

Copyright © 1995 CyberFlix Inc. All rights reserved. Dust: A Tale of the Wired West is a trademark of CyberFlix Inc. CyberFlix is a trademark of CyberFlix Inc. The GTE logo is a trademark of GTE Corporation. GTE Entertainment is a trademark of GTE Ventures Incorporated. Other brand names and product names are trademarks of their respective companies.
France, James Cook for England, and Le Maire for Holland, with nice character portraits for each man. A tremendous amount of care and attention has gone into the modeling of the wooden ships of that era; there are 12 different vessels in the game, each one lovingly rendered as a painting in the ship-building screen. One of the features I enjoyed most was an educational briefing which can be accessed before you play. The briefing goes over each ship, its uses and distinguishing features, and also explains its place in the evolution of sea vessels, from the simple carrack to the mighty Man-of-War.

On the other hand, these wooden ships and iron men have not been given a very exciting world to explore. The game’s view of geography is generic to the point of being depressing, and the scale is wildly off-kilter. When the game begins, the player will find himself looking at a port icon with a small letter on it—in my case, “P” for Portugal, which marks all Portuguese units and possessions. That was the city of Lisbon, the capital port and the main headquarters of my office. I was astounded, however, when I jaunted a few squares down the screen and discovered another city—not Setubal or Sines, but a city with the letter “S” on it—“S” for Spain! Each one of those little port icons represented an entire country, and the many miles between Lisbon and Barcelona were reduced to 10 centimeters of uninhabited, squiggly green coast.

Despite its name, Exploration does not capture a sense of excitement or discovery. The world is too limited and crudely drawn, and the terrain isn’t detailed enough to be interesting. The model for travel by ship is equally simple-minded. For example, at the beginning of the game, your home port is the only place on earth where you can dock your ship, sell trade goods or buy provisions. Not only are your men incapable of foraging for food, water or timber along a coast, but your colonies don’t produce needful supplies until you build them up into ports, which costs a minimum of 15,000 doubloons. Your men can, and do, starve in the hold, even when docked at your most prosperous colonies.

**BUILDING SETTLEMENTS AND BUYING CHIEFS**

The model for colonization is a bit better. When you venture forth onto new land, you can create settlements by spending 5,000 doubloons or by conquering or “converting” native villages. Conversion can be achieved by guile or by force—you can either attack them or buy their chief with several tons of trinkets.

In any case, once your settlement is formed, it needs a great many improvements: plantations and mines to make money for the crown, warehouses to store the raw goods awaiting shipment back to the home port, churches to please Rome and prevent you from being excommunicated, fortifications and troops for protection, and so on. Success in the game depends largely on the number of colonies you create, and how well you develop them.

The whole process—duping natives, destroying indigenous civilizations, raping the land for the benefit of a ruler hundreds of miles away—is all as cheerfully amoral as you would expect. Your towns and expeditions do suffer a hail of arrows occasionally, as anonymous natives express their displeasure at your presence, but that’s about it. The empire-building is the most enjoyable part of the game, but I occasionally found myself shaking my head in wonder at the callousness of the model; there’s no trading, communication, or positive interaction with indigenous people at all, and the manual is unapologetically brutal about it: “No, this part of the game follows history. You must fight the Incas.”

There are some rudimentary political and military aspects to the game, as well. You have to maintain peace with two of the four competing colonial powers, both to please the crown and to keep up good relations with Rome. If you stay at war for too long, and let too many men starve aboard ship, you can be excommunicated. It’s a fate much to be dreaded—even if you’re playing the English (although why it should bother them after 1592 is beyond me).

If you can’t maintain peace, you’ll have to try and stay ahead in the arms race, by funding research for ship improvements and more sophisticated weapons. And if it comes down to defending your colonies and attacking your enemies, you’ll have to hire mercenaries. Unfortunately, the combat system in this game is execrable. Intelligence is virtually nonexistent. There’s no way to tell how many men or cannons are on board a ship, and no way to see whether there are mercenary units inside a town or village; so it’s impossible...
Red ghost is a superb audio visual experience that combines the best elements of action strategy and simulation in one explosive game.

Command and control an International Special Forces unit with orders to attack and destroy an ultra secret military force known only as Red Ghost. The mission is top secret and must be carried out clinically and efficiently. Skilful management of troops and resources are vital to achieve multiple mission objectives.
Honor Thy Father

You'll have to appease the Church with spoils from the New World or face excommunication, leaving you alone against the other powers of Europe.

To assess one's chances before a fight—and since losing a ship is ridiculously easy and horrifically expensive, you don't have much choice but to avoid all ship-to-ship combat like the plague.

Also, mercenary units cannot be combined except in a town or onboard a ship. Despite the fact that there are numerous different troop types, there's no way to put together an army, and even units of the same type cannot be combined in the open. To attack a settlement or a ship, you have to send one unit after another into it. Battle, when it does occur, is the most anti-climactic, lackluster affair that you can imagine: just a tiny shower of stones passing between unit icons, accompanied by strange noises. That's it.

Exploring Other Options

I don't ordinarily like to criticize a game by comparing it to others, but Exploration's mission has been handled so much better by other titles that I feel I should mention at least two. MicroProse's Machiavelli: The Prince, which takes the viewpoint of Venetian merchant-aristocracy from the time of Marco Polo to the discovery of the New World, is still on the shelves, and is unmatched as a game of trade, exploration and intrigue in the Renaissance. And it's still possible to get a copy of Sid Meier's Colonization, which allows the player to direct the development of a European colonial empire in the New World in a more graceful fashion than in Exploration.

I hate to knock a game that tries to do so much, but Exploration just won't measure up for the majority of gamers; it hasn't been given enough time or thought, and its better ideas suffer because the rest of the game is so weak. The end result is a half-baked game which can't compete with more fully realized titles in a similar vein. Gamers are advised to explore other means of parting with 40 dollars.

The Editors Speak

Exploration

Pros The attention lavished on the ships is impressive, and the empire-building and development aspects of the game can be fun.

Cons A crudely drawn world, simplistic travel model and a terrible combat system dash any sense of excitement or discovery.

The Marketplace

SSI's IBM CD-ROM THE DEFINITIVE WARGAME COLLECTION

This unbelievable CD-ROM bundle is ONLY $30 and includes 14 games plus over 35 additional scenarios. WCS2: TANKS!, Battles of Napoleon, Sword of Aragon, Warlords, American Civil War I & II, Panzer Battles, D-Day, etc.

$42 Steel Panthers $30 WCS3: Rifles $42 Allied General
$15 Battles of Napoleon $15 Gettysburg $15 Silent Hunter
$15 Battle of Antietam $15 Rebel Charge $15 Tigers on the Prowl
$15 Typhoon of Steel $15 Kampfgruppe $15 Waterloos
$15 Conflict: Middle East $15 Med Ekpedition $15 Tigers on the Prowl
$15 Shiloh: Grant's Trial $15 Second Front $15 Waterloos
$15 Storm Across Europe $15 Western Front $15 Silent Hunter

The attention lavished on the ships is impressive, and the empire-building and development aspects of the game can be fun.

Pros

1. The game offers a wide variety of missions and scenarios, catering to different player preferences.
2. The interface is user-friendly, making it accessible to both beginners and experienced players.
3. The graphics are well-designed, providing a visually engaging experience.

Cons

1. The game can be quite challenging, especially for new players, requiring a good understanding of strategy.
2. The difficulty level can be too high, potentially discourage some players.
3. The lack of a tutorial or detailed instructions can make it difficult for beginners to get started.

Recommendation:

Overall, the game offers a rich and immersive experience for those who enjoy challenging and complex strategy games. For players who are new to the genre, it might require some time to get accustomed to the mechanics and strategies, but the rewards for mastering it are well worth it. The game's diverse missions and factions provide a wide range of options, making it suitable for a variety of player styles.
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Put the power of this audience to work for you. Call Marci Yamaguchi for advertising information (415) 357-4920

COMPUTER GAMING WORLD
Escape or Die.

DeathKeep™ is AD&D® dungeon delving the way you like it – fast, furious and fun! Fight your way through more than 25 eerie dungeons, each with 8 levels. Explore icy caverns, 3 ominous towers and a fantastic final dungeon! Battle over 50 different monsters. Avoid insidious traps. Solve brain-busting puzzles. Jump, fly and even fall if you’re not careful. The 3-D environment means you can look up, down, and all around. Everything you view is in a natural perspective – including the evil Necromancer who waits at the end of your journey!

To order: Visit your local software retailer or call 1-800-601-PLAY with VISA/MC (North America only).

Available on CD-ROM for WINDOWS® 95 and 3DO Interactive Multiplayer.

Bonus! Includes Special Collector’s Edition Phone Debit Card — good for 5 Free Minutes on SSi’s Hint Line!

SSi
A MINDSCAPE® COMPANY

3DO and the 3DO logos are trademarks of the 3DO Company. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, AD&D, DEATHKEEP, the TSR logo and all TSR characters, character names and the distinctive likenesses thereof are trademarks owned by and used under license from TSR, Inc. ©1995 TSR, Inc. ©1995 Strategic Simulations, Inc., a Mindscape Company. All rights reserved.
Hey, That's Cheating!

Well, Maybe So, But CHEAT Will Help You Win Over 300 Games

by Jeff James

If you've ever typed IDKFA into your keyboard while playing Doom, you'll immediately understand the concept of the cheat code. Just about every game programmer these days makes sure that their latest creation has bonus areas, undocumented features, and other goodies that can only be accessed by typing in a magical combination of letters. Shareware games like Doom, Rise of the Triad, Terminal Velocity and others have helped popularize the concept of cheat codes as of late, but the idea isn't new—cheat codes have been around since the dawn of computer gaming.

So how do you know if the games you own support cheat codes? Unless you've shelled out the clams for a strategy guide, found the right file areas on-line or have a friend with an encyclopedic knowledge of game hints, you may never be able to access all the cool extras that game developers have worked so hard to provide. Enter Mike Zier and his CHEAT program (DOS and Windows), arguably the most comprehensive collection of cheats, Easter eggs and game secrets you'll find anywhere.

**CHEAT Release 26.0**

by Mike Zier

Unlike many of the programs featured in Gamer's Edge over the past few months, CHEAT isn't a program that lets you directly edit game data. On the contrary, it's a compilation of hundreds of cheats, Easter eggs, bonus stages and other extras for more than 300 computer games. The CHEAT program itself is essentially a hypertext text reader which allows you to read the included cheats and hints. Many of the hints are for older games like Accolade's Test Drive II (type AERF for faster acceleration, braking and an extra life) and LHX Attack Chopper (press CTRL-R to rearm), and the quality of cheats provided varies wildly. Hex editing information is listed for some games, while other entries describes quirks in gameplay that players can use to their advantage. There's lots of information on newer games as well, including the latest cheat codes for Doom, Doom II, Heretic, Terminal Velocity, Jazz Jackrabbit, Warcraft and other fairly recent releases. Even with the spotty quality of the information provided, CHEAT gives you an excellent excuse to brush the cobwebs off those game classics and relive some memories.

As I write this, Mike is working on Release 30.0, which should contain even more tricks, tips and hints for your favorite games. You can find CHEAT on most on-line services such as America Online or CompuServe. If your on-line service doesn't have it, you can call direct to the official home of CHEAT, the Cult of the Tentacle BBS at 914-583-6237. Although it may sound like a hangout for fans of H.P. Lovecraft's Cthulhu Mythos, this board is stocked with all sorts of game-related hint files, cheats and utilities and is well worth a visit.

CompuServe GAMERS forum file-name: CHEAT260.ZIP

**CHEAT for Windows v2.0**

by Mike Zier and Adam Smith

**CHEAT for Windows v2.0** is the Windows-based sibling of Mike Zier's CHEAT.
From award-winning designer Scott Hamilton comes an advanced simulation that re-creates World War II tactical level combat in Western Europe, the Mediterranean, and North Africa from 1939 to 1945.

You are in command, the stakes are high, and planning is the critical challenge. Your force behaves like real soldiers affected by morale, the command structure, and other factors too numerous to mention. At your disposal are seven Staff officers to “brief” you on the complete battle situation. With over 5,000 weapons/gun systems, exacting penetration/damage calculations, and an extremely challenging AI, you must use your best strategies to succeed.

Based solely on historically accurate military specifications, this is the most realistic small unit combat simulation available. Get ready for a truly unique way to study and explore military history.

Panthers In the Shadows — At least you’re still at home when the smoke clears...

While designed for all levels of wargamers, Panthers In The Shadows is not recommended for first-time gamers without some understanding of military forces and operations.

Requires VGA display, 8MB RAM, 1MB high memory, 4MB hard disk space and a mouse. 2MB or more of high memory is suggested for optimum performance.

For IBM PC and compatibles. Copyright 1989 by Scott Hamilton/PHS Simulations. All Rights Reserved. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.
Cheat of the Month Club

Crusade: No Remorse Cheat Codes
To bring the most out of your vintage cherry-red Crusader, type in "JASSICA16" at any point during gameplay. This enables Cheat Mode. Once enabled, press F10 to get the latest and greatest weapons, ammo and special items. CTRL-F10 makes you invincible. Warning: Origin does not support the use of Cheat Codes with Crusader.

Here are some additional cheats, usable from the command line. Type CRUSADER-(cheatname) to enable command-line start parameters:
  -skill x sets default skill (1-4)
  -warp y warps you to a mission (1-16)

Hexen Cheat Codes
Here are the correct cheat codes for Hexen, straight from the lips of designer John Romero at id Software. Beware of the cheats you might see floating around the Net—they've been disabled, and at least one will kill you!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUTCHER</td>
<td>Kills all monsters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISIT</td>
<td>Takes you to different level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPSCO</td>
<td>Shows full automap of level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATAN</td>
<td>God mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLUBMED</td>
<td>Restores full health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHADOWCASTER</td>
<td>Changes class type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTEK</td>
<td>Commits suicide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

program. Don't let the pug-ugly interface fool you—this program is positively packed with game-winning cheats, Easter eggs and other valuable secrets. Program authors Mike Zier and Adam Smith even state that it offers help on more games (344) than the DOS version of Cheat, a claim that I have no reason to dispute.

There's no much difference between these two programs (other than the greater number of cheats in the Windows version), but the Windows version may be a better choice if you're a heavy Windows 95 user.

Installation is straightforward, and the program does require that you have the Visual Basic run-time file (VBRUN300.DLL) installed on your PC. It works under both Windows 3.1 and Windows 95, and occupies less than 1 MB of hard drive space once installed.

CHEAT FOR WINDOWS 3.0 is currently in development, and should be widely available by the time you read this. It promises to cover even more games that its predecessor, and may even sport an updated interface. For more information, check out the Cult of the Tentacle BBS at 914-583-0237 (8N1).

I downloaded Mike's work in progress from the Cult of the Tentacle BBS (914-583-0237).

Jeff James, CGW columnist and Associate Editor of The Electronic Roadhouse, can be contacted on CompuServe at 74774,1635 and through the Internet at 74774,1635@compuserve.com.
HUNGRY FOR ARCADE QUALITY 3D GAMING ON YOUR PC?

It's feeding frenzy time! Paradise introduces Tasmania 3D, the accelerated 3D game board and game combo that has your existing gameplay for lunch. Tasmania 3D supports all RPA-compatible games to deliver the most visually electrifying games you've ever experienced on a PC. Incredibly high resolution, arcade-quality games—we're talking uncharted waters, here.

Craving 3D? Tasmania 3D's advanced 3D acceleration features, like texture mapping, Gouraud shading and Z-buffering, provide high-quality detail and smooth contours for an amazing 3D effect. All without sacrificing performance. Installation's a snap, since everything you need to install the board and game combo is in the box. And with Tasmania 3D's easy integration, you don't have to replace your graphics card. Best of all, Tasmania 3D is backed by the same 5-year warranty covering all Paradise performance products. Set a course for Tasmania at the retailers below and sink your teeth into killer gaming!

Phone: 1-800-832-4778 • Internet: http://www.wdc.com/ • DocuFax: 714-932-4300
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Mother, What A Board!

A Guided Tour Through The Backbone Of Your System

by Paul C. Schuytema

THE YULETIDE SEASON IS UPON US, and many of you are pinning for a new Pentium under the Christmas tree/Hanukkah bush, all wrapped in shiny bows and tinsel. Sure, we all want a 133 MHz Pentium. Who doesn't? We all want a great sound card, a thirty-speed CD-ROM drive, a fully programmable 200 button joystick and an SVGA card capable of 100 frames per second at a color depth of 56 billion "natural hues"—essentially, the red-blooded American game system. But just what do we plug all of our stuff into?

MORE THAN JUST A DOCKING BAY

The motherboard is the true unsung hero of the Pentium revolution. Sure, the Pentium chip is the brains of the operation, but any good life form needs more than that. We need a central nervous system, a skeleton, and a system of managing and interpreting the coming and goings of data through a myriad of disparate systems. That's what a motherboard does.

At its most basic level, a motherboard is a giant silicon wafer, inscribed with superhighways of circuits, and serves as the place onto which we plug all of our cards and other goodies, from megabytes of RAM to the latest wavetable sound card. In the early days of personal computers, back when the operating system was CP/M rather than MS-DOS (oops, I mean Windows 95, of course), the motherboard was built around the S100 bus. Essentially, the motherboard was then nothing more than a docking station for the component parts of a computer.

Now, the motherboard is an integral component of the whole system, performing many of the tasks once relegated to a separate card or cards. Our specimen for this month's tour was served up by Falcon Northwest Computers. We have the privilege of getting up close and personal to the latest evolutionary beast, a motherboard which is capable of handling Pentium processors from 75 MHz all the way up to 200 MHz.

On this board, we not only have the slots to install all of our digital componentry, but we also have a host of processing stations in their own right, from cache memory, the Intel's new Triton chipset, to a programmable flash BIOS, to a system clock, to hard drive and floppy controllers.

ZIF ME A CHIP

First on our tour is the "docking port"
for our Pentium processor. This large square connector is a “ZIF” (not as in “Ziff-Davis” but as in “Zero Insertion Force”) socket which allows us to simply drop the Pentium chip in place and latch down the lever. Because of the layout of the pin holes, this socket will only take Pentiums of 75 MHz or faster, and is set up so that we can’t accidentally put the Pentium in the wrong way (which!).

Older Pentium chips (60 and 66 MHz) used five volts of power, but that caused a lot of problems from heat build-up. Now, all of the newer processors use only 3.5 volts, so the pin holes have been modified to prevent installation of a 60 or 66 MHz “heat hog.”

Next to the Pentium socket is a VRM (Voltage Regulation Module) socket. This isn’t used for anything yet, but when Intel releases their 200 MHz Pentiums, they’ll run at a scant 2.5 volts, and will need the VRM popped in this slot to drop the voltage down to the proper levels.

THANKS FOR THE CACHE

The brown slot next to the Pentium chip holds the processor cache memory card, a little wafer of silicon only slightly larger than a memory SIMM (Single Inline Memory Module). A cache is a small bank of memory which “sits” between the Pentium and your standard compliment of RAM.

Often of the SRAM genus (for Static Random Access Memory), these chips are far faster than the traditional “dynamic” RAM we use for our main memory. SRAM memory often has an access time under 30 nanoseconds, but because of the wiring complexity of each “flip-flop” circuit, the chips are more expensive, larger and utilize more power than traditional RAM. Essentially, each and every bit of SRAM information is made of a pretzel-like circuit with a single transistor at the center. Think of a memory transistor as a railway switch. Thrown one way, the electrons speed around one loop of the pretzel representing the “0” or off value. Throw the switch, and the electrons romp through the other loop for the “1” or on value.

Cache memory serves as a “holding pool” for memory and instructions which are in frequent use by the processor. Programming code (in it’s most primitive, machine code manifestation) is transferred from regular memory into the cache memory. That allows the Pentium chip to access, and hence execute, the instructions very quickly. Often, many motherboards rely on what’s called a “level 1” cache, which is a small amount of memory built into the Pentium chip. (There are actually two 8K caches, one for code and one for data.) High-performance motherboards utilize a “level 2” cache, which is an external memory source like we have here. Generally, the larger the level 2 cache, the better, but it’s hard to predict what the absolute increase in speed will be, since it depends on the mix of machine level instructions encountered in the current program.

This motherboard sports 256K of speedy NEC 8-nanosecond (that’s eighth-millionths of a second access time, as opposed to 70 nanoseconds for your main RAM) synchronous SRAM. The cache memory is synchronous in that the 256K of cache memory runs at the same speed as the Pentium’s internal caches, offering up heaps of performance.

The square chips on this daughter board are 128K SRAM memory chips. The small IC to the left is a parity checking chip, which serves as a watchdog, making sure that what goes into the cache RAM comes out the same. Since this memory is so fast, and in constant use by the CPU, this parity checking is essential. Several years ago, standard RAM utilized parity checking, but it was discovered to be an act of overkill—now virtually all standard RAM doesn’t mess around with parity checking.

“For gamers or anyone doing serious 3-D graphics,” commented Kelt Reeves, president of Falcon Northwest, “cache speed becomes extremely important. If you can match a Pentium 133 MHz with an eight nanosecond cache, then you can run MechWarrior 2 at high-res just as smooth as silk.”

Just above the slot for the “synchronous” cache are a number of sockets to plug in “traditional” cache memory, just in case the synchronous cache isn’t available (eight nanosecond cache memory is quite hard to come by).
The four white slots are the PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) local bus slots. Generally, the PCI data bus runs at 33 MHz, and offers up both 32-bit and 64-bit data “highways” back to the CPU. Your video card is probably the most obvious PCI card. Using the extra bandwidth of the PCI local bus, a PCI video card can operate at a much higher frame rate than older cards which lived on the 16-bit ISA bus. Other PCI cards can be network cards or specialized I/O cards.

The four long black slots are the ISA (for Industry Standard Architecture) slots, used for plugging in such things as modems, sound cards and other standard cards which don’t need the local bus speed of a PCI slot. The ISA slots provide a 16-bit data bus back to the Pentium processor (think of it as a 16 lane data highway). This format was originally introduced in the IBM AT computer, and has remained consistent since then. Over the last few years, local bus connections have evolved for higher-speed connections, but for things like modems, 16 bits provide plenty of data throughput.

Many of today’s motherboards don’t offer up many ISA slots, but as a gamer, you want all that you can have. Many of the newer machines, especially those in “trim line” cases may offer only one or two available ISA slots. Gamers need more than that, with modems, sound cards, General MIDI cards, game cards and the like. When hunting for a clone system, consider three ISA slots the minimum, with four as your target.

TRITON TRUE

Four specialized chips make up Intel’s new Triton chipset. The Triton chips handle the memory and input-output operations of the PC. Until recently, while your processor might have been a Pentium, the memory and I/O functions were often handled by drive I/O. Without the chipset, your CPU might have been spending up to 20% of its processing time merely handling the disk operations. With the Triton chips taking over that responsibility, the load on your Pentium chip is less than one percent of processing power.

The Triton chips also manage the PCI local bus, and keep track of such things as DMA channels, IRQs and base addresses for the various PCI cards. Having a chipset manage this means that we are one step closer to true plug and play installation of new boards. Reeves described the Triton chips as your PC’s “paper clerk, managing all of that annoying information that’s so essential.”

AND ON YOUR LEFT...

Nestled between the ISA slots and the real-time clock battery rests the BIOS (Basic Input and Output System) chip. Called a “flash” BIOS because it can be reprogrammed, this chip has all of the machine level code which tells the computer how to boot up, where to find the operating system, the hard drive, and all of that other essential information.

Between the SIMM (Single Inline Memory Module) slots and the PCI slots are the connectors for the serial ports, the floppy drives and the Enhanced IDE hard drives. Not too long ago, these functions were under the control of a separate card,
Create the ultimate racing simulations by combining the Formula T2 with great racing software from Spectrum HoloByte, Papyrus, Virgin and others.

Your fantasy: Tearing up asphalt at over 200 MPH in an alcohol-fueled, 800 horsepower road rocket.

Your reality: Crawling in rush hour traffic behind a Yugo. In the left lane. With its blinker on. For the last five miles.

Thrustmaster’s Formula T2 driving system puts you in the cockpit of a dream racing machine.

Be aggressive. T2’s cushioned steering wheel won’t let your hands slip while sliding through the hairpins. Tame the trickiest chicanes. Tame the trickiest hairpins with T2’s brake pedal and gear shift. On the straights, blow past the world’s fastest cars when you floor T2’s gas pedal.

No bad drivers, no gridlock, no speed limits. Grab a helmet and live your racing dreams with the Formula T2 driving system from ThrustMaster.

* The Need for Speed, NASCAR, Virtual Karts and World Circuit
The online world is exploding. Every day more people dial-up for information to solve business problems, deepen a personal interest, make life or work more efficient or just find other people to hang out with.

This vast online population presents marketers with huge opportunities. But navigating this online sea calls for a partner who's sailed these waters before, a partner who can get your information in front of real buyers.

Across commercial online services and the Internet, ZDnet is the banner under which the computer community gathers to learn, to discuss and to act.

Whatever your product or service, ZDnet can help establish your brand in today's marketplace.

Get started today.
Call Jeff Lehman, Executive Director, Advertising
at 415-578-7080. e-mail jlehman.notes@mail.zd.ziff.com

ZDnet
Ziff-Davis on the Internet
http://www.ziff.com

All the Ziff-Davis publications have Home Pages on the Internet. Individually, each is targeted to a highly defined group of PC buyers. Collectively, they represent an incredibly powerful force with the appeal to attract virtually every PC buyer online. In just a few months, Ziff-Davis’ 16 sites have attracted tens of thousands of online users.

ZDnet, the Ziff-Davis Web site, offers advertisers a range of marketing opportunities from interactive banners hotlinked to your interactive ad, electronic reprints, and an advertiser index hotlinked to your own Web site.
but the technology has become sufficiently advanced to allow a few chips, the SMC chip for the serial I/O and the Triton chips for the drives, to control all of the I/O functions at blazingly fast speed. That leaves us another free slot for some other cool card.

**BLAST FROM THE PAST**

Nestled between the two larger Intel Triton chips is something from the dark past of the PC. Looking like an overturned bathtub, the Y2 chip contains a small quartz crystal which oscillates at a lowly 14 MHz. This little beast exists only to ensure backward compatibility with the old CGA standard, something hardly needed or even discussed these days, but it will allow you to load up and run Ultima I (if you can get it transferred to 3.5" disks, that is).

In today's motherboards, crystal oscillators have been replaced with solid state integrated circuits. The small Texas Instrument chip near the Y2 handles the clock speed of the CPU. The clock speed is set by the blue jumpers on the board. When setting up the motherboard, you first need to specify the CPU's speed. For a 133 MHz Pentium, that would mean a setup of 66 MHz (since a 133 Pentium is actually just a clock-doubled 66 MHz chip). Then you must set up the speed of the PCI bus, which should be some divisor of the CPU/board speed. Falcon sets up this board to run at 44 MHz, even though Intel only recommends 35 MHz for the bus. Reeves explained that with a high quality motherboard, you can push the PCI bus all the way up to 50 MHz.

**HAVE CPU, WILL TRAVEL**

The brain of this operation is the Pentium chip. A Pentium is a hefty chip, surprisingly heavy, and sporting 273 gold-plated pins. With an external data bus at 64 bits wide, Pentium can chomp on data and process instructions at blazing speeds.

If you could chip open (no pun intended) the ceramic casing, you'd find over three million microscopic transistors, some as small as .8 microns in width. The newest breed of Pentiums use 3.3 volts of power (as opposed to 5 volts for the earlier 60 MHz variety). The speed of a Pentium, stated in megahertz (such as a 133 MHz Pentium), refers to the clock cycle speed. The easiest way to think of the MHz rating is to think of it as your computer's heartbeat. A 133 MHz Pentium's "heartbeat" is 133,000,000 clock cycles per second. This shouldn't be confused with the terms MIPS, or Millions of Instructions per Second, since some Pentium instructions take more than one clock cycle to perform. Also, while a 133...
POWER UP!

- Play to win.
- Subscribe to save.

Here's the move that'll blow 'em away:

Call 1-800-827-4450

And grab the rock-bottom rate other gamers would virtually die for!
MHz Pentium has more than twice the "heart rate" of a 60 MHz Pentium, the speed difference is not that cut and dried, since a computer's actual speed depends on what type of cache is being used, what type of data buses exist and what type of code is being crunched. It's safe to say, though, that a 133 MHz Pentium is generally much more than twice as fast as a 60 MHz Pentium, because of the evolution of all of the ancillary components that are connected to the 133.

**HEAT SINK HELLION** This little chip's duty is to bleed off 1.5 volts of extra power. Five volts come onto the motherboard, but the Pentium only needs 3.5 volts, so this little transformer "transforms" that extra voltage into heat, which is then dissipated by the aluminum fins.

**MOTHER KNOWS BEST**

Motherboards have come a long, long way over the last few years. The original 8080 boards sported up to eight 8-bit card slots. With the advent of the 286, the AT was born, and so was the 16-bit ISA bus. When DX chips arrived, we finally had true 32-bit data memory access.

With the new generation of Pentium boards, we have a 64-bit local bus in the PCI bus, and 64-bit RAM access, plus a whole host of other high speed goodies living peacefully together on a small plot of silicon and gold. Couple that with a processor which can calculate rings around the 286 and 386 systems of only a few years ago, and you have a gamer's dream system in hand.

Next time you crack open your computer to upgrade your sound card, spend a few moments looking over your motherboard. You'd be surprised at just how much power and processing actually goes on in that most overlooked and underrated of PC components.
Save Time and Money
Ordering Games by Phone

- Local Stores don’t always have the games you’re looking for or the expert advice you need. Take a few minutes to shop the courteous and experienced salespeople in the pages of Computer Gaming World’s Mail Order Mall.
Savings of up to $89.95 on Win 95 Memory Bundles!

2312 Windows 95 Upgrade CD-ROM $89.95
2310 Windows 95 Upgrade Disk $89.95

2364 4MB SIMM (32 pin, 70ns, 3.3v, parity) $269
+ Windows 95 Upgrade $269

2365 8MB SIMM (72 pin, 70ns, 24 chip, non-parity) $429
+ Windows 95 Upgrade $429

2367 16MB SIMM (72 pin, 70ns, 12 chip, non-parity) $739
+ Windows 95 Upgrade $739

Deadly Precision With Lightning Agility!

Also includes FREE Screen Saver! Coupon in box. Valid 1/1/95 - 1/31/96

KABOOM!
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Demos of:
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Ask for #24181 While Supplies Last!

23534 SideWinder 3D Pro/MechWarrior 2 Bundle $73.95

More Memory, Speed, Lives & Ammo
- GameRunner $39.95

Double CD Set!

MechWarrior 2, COMBAT FOR THE 31ST CENTURY.

SAVE $65 with purchase of another game!
PC only 24678 $34.95

Authentic WWII COMBAT!
24186 Panzer General PC only $37.95

NEW! SFPD Homicide Case File: The Body in the Bay
24167 WarCraft II: Tides of Darkness The Conflict Continues
only $49.95
Get ONE of the above specials with the purchase of 2 additional titles at our regular low prices or First Time Buyers can get 10% off all titles. Not valid with other special. You must mention special at time of sale.

**Over 1400 NEW CD-ROM TITLES IN STOCK!**

**OVER 1400 NEW CD-ROM TITLES IN STOCK!**

**TRAD-E IN YOUR USED CD'S TO US FOR CREDIT TOWARDS NEW TITLES!**

Call for a FREE copy of our Electronic Catalog or download it from our BBS at 214-241-4754.

**OVER 1000 NEW CD-ROM TITLES UNDER $30!**

Price and availability are subject to change. U.S. orders: $5.00 shipping for entire order. $10.00 UPS 2-day. $15.00 UPS overnight.

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY PRICE IN THIS PUBLICATION!

National CD-ROM 800-237-6613 11005 Indian Trail Suite 101-A Dallas, Texas 75229
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### USED CD GAMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aces of Pacific</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>King's Quest 6 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloodnet</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>King's Quest 7 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Forces</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Lords of the Realm 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Sun 2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Master of Magic 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of Tentacle</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Master of Orion 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doomsday 2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>NASCAR Racing 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX Fighter</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Quantum 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Knight</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Rebel Assault 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardball 3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Sam &amp; Max 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardball 4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Under a Killing 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indy Fute Atlantis</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>X Corn 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Helix</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>X Corn 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King's Quest 5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Wing Commander 3 35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LATEST NEW CD TITLES!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11Th Hour (10 CD's)</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7Th Guest</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alf Unser Jr</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alleria</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allied General</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascendancy</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battlecruiser 3000AD</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builder No Remorse</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daggerfall: Arena 2</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Eye</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Nukem 3.5.5</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dungeon Keeper</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entomorph</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklinstein</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Knight 2</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardball 5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indy Car 20</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Carpet 2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortal Combat 3</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL Hockey 96</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panzer General</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Quest SWAT</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenloft 19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Invaders</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tract I Love You</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vampire's Kiss</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SUPPLEMENTAL ADULT GAMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supreme Warrior</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dig</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderscape</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unnecessary Rough 96</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing Commander 4</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ACTION SOFTWARE INC.

**HOT SELLERS**

**GAMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dark Forces</td>
<td>$42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings Quest VII</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Pool</td>
<td>$38.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Conquer</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiscWorld</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Shock</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmings Chronicles</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Unlimited</td>
<td>$42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slip Stream 5000</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX Fighter</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise of the Triad</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Velocity</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CATALOGS AVAILABLE**

**ORDER NOW!**

**1-800-560-6234**

Order Policy: We will only accept and refund unused items w/ original box & any other applicable accessories. Other items not returnable, no exceptions. If item is not as described, we will replace it if available. We will not replace defective items w/ no problem. Shipment charges are not refundable. We do not accept returns over 30 days of purchase.

Order Information: Minimum shipping & handling is $4.50 for UPS Ground. Additional charges may apply for large or heavy orders. Other shipping methods are available. Please contact us for more information. C.O.D. orders are not available. There is no backorder on out-of-print titles. Personal checks are accepted. We will ship within 30 days of receipt. All sales are final. No refunds or exchanges. Some of the software listed is C.D.M. Downloaded, C.D.M. only. Check with your retailer for compatibility.

### G-B-ON GAMES

**ORDER 1-800-717-6243**

**FAX ORDER 1-310-493-1760**

**Sorry NO Refunds**

**Shipping $7 Overnight**

Vista, Mastercard, Discover, Amex

Money Orders, Checks (Checks Held for 4 Weeks)

Price & Availability Subject To Change

### ACTION SOFTWARE INC.

**HOT SELLERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phantasamagoria</td>
<td>$51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MechWarrior 2</td>
<td>$96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Carpet 2</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Ultra Pinball</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warchief 2</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Pool</td>
<td>$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Forces</td>
<td>$44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panzer General</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA Live 95</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ORDER 1-800-717-6243

**FAX ORDER 1-310-493-1760**

**Sorry NO Refunds**

**Shipping $7 Overnight**

Vista, Mastercard, Discover, Amex

Money Orders, Checks (Checks Held for 4 Weeks)

Price & Availability Subject To Change
CHRISTMAS PRE-ORDER SPECIALS: FREE SHIPPING!

Crusader: No Remorse, Screamer, DaggertFall, Rebel Assault 2, TekWar

Any ONE title above for $39
w/any other game ... $35
w/over $100 order ... $30

Limited Quantities!! ORDER NOW!!!
FREE SHIPPING on Pre-orders!!!

WE’LL MATCH OR BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IBM GAMES CD</th>
<th>IBM GAMES CD</th>
<th>IBM GAMES CD</th>
<th>IBM GAMES CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11th Hour ...</td>
<td>Dungeon Master II ...</td>
<td>Marine Fighters ...</td>
<td>Star Control III ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944 Across Rhine ...</td>
<td>Dust ...</td>
<td>Master of Orion ...</td>
<td>Star Rangers ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute Zero ...</td>
<td>Exotika ...</td>
<td>MechWarrior 2 ...</td>
<td>Star Trek: TNG Final ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aces of the Pacific ...</td>
<td>Empire II ...</td>
<td>Metal &amp; Lace ...</td>
<td>S skirts ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD&amp;D Mazeberzian ...</td>
<td>Empire ...</td>
<td>MM Power Rangers ...</td>
<td>Super SP 2 Turbo ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbushes 1.2 ...</td>
<td>Expect No Mercy ...</td>
<td>Mortal Combat II ...</td>
<td>SuperKarts ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alien Havoc ...</td>
<td>Extractors ...</td>
<td>Mortal Combat III ...</td>
<td>Syndicate Plus ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alien Logic ...</td>
<td>Fade to Black ...</td>
<td>MS Flight Simulator 5.1 ...</td>
<td>TF2 Future Shock ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache ...</td>
<td>Fleet Defender Gold ...</td>
<td>Myst ...</td>
<td>Terminal Velocity ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascendance ...</td>
<td>Fortress Radikal ...</td>
<td>Nascar Racing ...</td>
<td>Terra Nova ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle Bugs ...</td>
<td>FS F ootball Pro 85 ...</td>
<td>nosester Truck Park ...</td>
<td>Thundercage ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battlestrider ...</td>
<td>Franklin ...</td>
<td>NIA Airborne '95 ...</td>
<td>Times Stands Still ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battles in Time ...</td>
<td>Front Lines ...</td>
<td>NIA Live '95 ...</td>
<td>Top Gun ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beast the House ...</td>
<td>Full Throttle ...</td>
<td>Need for Speed ...</td>
<td>USS Ticonderoga ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneath Steel Sky ...</td>
<td>FX Fighter ...</td>
<td>Nortrop ...</td>
<td>Virtual Cop ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big B ...</td>
<td>Gabriel Knight 2 ...</td>
<td>Operation Europe ...</td>
<td>Virus ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloodforge ...</td>
<td>Goldstar Engine ...</td>
<td>Orion Conspiracy ...</td>
<td>War Craft ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Bowl ...</td>
<td>Grandest Fleet ...</td>
<td>Panzer General ...</td>
<td>War Craft II ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain Dead 13 ...</td>
<td>Hardball 5 ...</td>
<td>Pax Impera 2 ...</td>
<td>WC Armada ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau 13 ...</td>
<td>Hardwood Classic ...</td>
<td>Perfect General II ...</td>
<td>WC Grand Prix 2 ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burn Cycle ...</td>
<td>Harpoon II ...</td>
<td>PGA Tour Golf ...</td>
<td>Wetlands ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannagio ...</td>
<td>Harpoon ...</td>
<td>Phantomagogy ...</td>
<td>Wing Command III ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casino ...</td>
<td>Harvester ...</td>
<td>Pitfall ...</td>
<td>Wing Command IV ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle ...</td>
<td>He ...</td>
<td>Police Quest: V'V ...</td>
<td>Wings of Glory ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celtic Tales: Babor Evil ...</td>
<td>Heretic ...</td>
<td>Prisonage ...</td>
<td>Wipe Out ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromomaster ...</td>
<td>Heroes of M&amp;M ...</td>
<td>Privater ...</td>
<td>WitchHaven ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command of the Deep ...</td>
<td>III Octane ...</td>
<td>Psychic Detective ...</td>
<td>Wulking ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command &amp; Conquer ...</td>
<td>High Seas Trader ...</td>
<td>Psychosom ...</td>
<td>Year Round Sports ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridor ...</td>
<td>The Hive ...</td>
<td>Pure War Game ...</td>
<td>Zen ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberlykes ...</td>
<td>Ice &amp; Fire ...</td>
<td>Ravenshadow 2: Sin Proph ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberia ...</td>
<td>Indiana Jones Fate Alle ...</td>
<td>Ravenshadow Strand ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybergardians ...</td>
<td>IndyCar Racing II ...</td>
<td>Red Ghost ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CyberMage ...</td>
<td>Iron Assaul ...</td>
<td>Renegade ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclones ...</td>
<td>Jewel ...</td>
<td>Riddle of Master Lu ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darklord ...</td>
<td>Kingdom Far Reaches ...</td>
<td>Rise of Robots ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destruction Derby ...</td>
<td>Lands of Lore 2 ...</td>
<td>Rise of Triad ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dig ...</td>
<td>Lave ...</td>
<td>Road to Final 4 ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diggers ...</td>
<td>Locos ...</td>
<td>Savage Warriors ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discworld ...</td>
<td>Lords of the Realm ...</td>
<td>Seal Team ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominus ...</td>
<td>Lost in Town ...</td>
<td>Shadows ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doom ...</td>
<td>Mudhens ...</td>
<td>Shadowcar ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doom 2 Mania ...</td>
<td>Magic Carpet ...</td>
<td>Shanghai Great Morn ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon Lair ...</td>
<td>Magic the Gathering ...</td>
<td>Sim Tower ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drudg ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>SpaceHulk ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOT ADULT TITLES!

Adult Sampler ... 8 8
American Girl ... 8 6
Beverly Hills Call Girls ... 3 1
Busty Bebe ... 2 1
Chiller ... 6 7
Crows ... 6 4
CD Brothel ... 5 4
Deepfake Fantasies 2 ... 8 2
Dirty Bob's Excel Adv ... 5 3
Dirty Dog ... 8 5
Dream Girls X ... ... 9 8
Dream Machine ... ... 5 6
Eruption ... ... 6 8
Extreme Gall ... ... 8 1
Fantasy Chamber ... ... 4 8
Forbidden Pleasures ... ... 3 0
Hidden Obsessions ... ... 8 1
Hot Love ... ... 8 8
Hot Mass ... ... 6 9
Incestible ... ... 8 6
Lace & Lingere ... ... 3 6
Lascious Lips ... ... 8 4
Man Enough ... ... 6 4
Mirage ... ... 6 8
Neurodrone ... ... 6 6
New Machine 6 Pack ... ... 8 8
New Wave Hookers 2 ... ... 6 0
Ninjia ... ... 8 4
Onil Fixation ... ... 8 8
Oriental Action ... ... 8 8
Party Time ... ... 8 8
Penetration ... ... 8 6
Pink Sheets ... ... 8 4
Potion ... ... 8 6
Pussy Called Wanda 2 ... ... 6 8
Samurai Pervert ... ... 8 6
Seymore Butts 2 ... ... 8 8
Sogbith ... ... 8 9
Space Inter ... ... 6 7
Space Inter ... ... 8 9
Strip Peter Intern ... ... 8 6
Swimsuit ... ... 8 8
Tab A to X ... ... 8 6
Tokyo Night Life ... ... 8 3
Ungodly 3 Disk Set ... ... 8 6
Ungodly Overload ... ... 8 3
Vampire's Kiss ... ... 6 7
Virtual Sex Shoot ... ... 8 9
Virtual Valentine ... ... 8 7
Virtual Voy ... ... 8 8

Over 16 yrs. of age please!

Overnight, 2 day, or other shipping — call! CA residents add sales tax. Not responsible for typographical errors. Returns not accepted w/o prior approval. Refund on unopened or damaged items only. Price and availability subj. to change w/o notice.

Circle Reader Service #174
Over 4,000 Titles!
Call for free catalog:
1-800 UNITED4
684-1-217-352-9851
Contact us ON-LINE on CompuServe - 76843,1905
on America On-Line, Member Name: UNITEDCD
UNITED CD-ROM INFO
via Fax back at 1-217-352-8129
Order 400 Mini Tapes at CRADGO 1-800-2323055

** Orders received as late as 11 p.m. (CST) the 2nd day air. Call for other deadline times. Special offers, item availability and prices may vary according to item and/or subject to change without notice. While supplies last. All prices in U.S. dollars. Shipping charges apply to free offers.

**All Major Credit Cards Accepted**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. #</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>20th Century Fox Home Ent.</td>
<td>IceBreaker</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>7th Level, Inc.</td>
<td>Hardcore America</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>7th Level, Inc.</td>
<td>Monty Python</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>7th Level, Inc.</td>
<td>Battle Beast</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Accelecor</td>
<td>Hardball 5</td>
<td>165-177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97*</td>
<td>Acer America Corporation</td>
<td>Aspire Computers</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>Action Software</td>
<td>Mail Order Products</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>Activation Software</td>
<td>Earthworm Jim</td>
<td>222-225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Activation Software</td>
<td>MechWarrior 2</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37*</td>
<td>Advanced Gravis</td>
<td>SpyCraft: The Great Game</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Advanced Gravis</td>
<td>Core Joystick</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>Advanced Gravis</td>
<td>GRIP</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>AKS Acoustics, Inc.</td>
<td>The Bass Pump</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Art Data Interactive</td>
<td>Chess Wars</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>Att Technologies</td>
<td>Plug and Play Graphics Card</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Aura Systems</td>
<td>Interactive Cushion</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>B&amp;B American Dream Corp.</td>
<td>Dream Pedals</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>Bare Bones Software</td>
<td>Buy &amp; Sell Pre-Owned Software!</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Bailey Systems</td>
<td>You Don't Know Jack</td>
<td>275-276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Bathsheba Softworks</td>
<td>X, Thugs, Rock &amp; Roll</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Blizzard Entertainment</td>
<td>WarCraft II</td>
<td>4-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Blizzard Entertainment</td>
<td>WarCraft Mac</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Broderbund Software</td>
<td>Ascentary</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Broderbund Software</td>
<td>In The First Degree</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>Byrom Press Magazine</td>
<td>Robot City Holiday</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>CAPCOM USA, Inc.</td>
<td>Super Street Fighter II</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Capstone Software</td>
<td>V for Victory</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Capstone Software</td>
<td>Chessmaster</td>
<td>36-37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Capstone Software</td>
<td>Tomb War</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Capstone Software</td>
<td>Witch Haven</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Cardinal Technologies</td>
<td>28-3 Fox Modem</td>
<td>216-217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>Cat CD-ROm</td>
<td>Mail Order Products</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>CH Products</td>
<td>F-15 Joysticks</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Chips &amp; Bits</td>
<td>Board Games</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Chips &amp; Bits</td>
<td>Role-Playing Games</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>Chips &amp; Bits</td>
<td>Mail Order Adult</td>
<td>418-419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Chips &amp; Bits</td>
<td>Synergist</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Chips &amp; Bits</td>
<td>Virtual Corporation</td>
<td>428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Chips &amp; Bits</td>
<td>Mail Order Products</td>
<td>152-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Chips &amp; Bits</td>
<td>Flight Simulator Flight Shop</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Chips &amp; Bits</td>
<td>Jet Fighter</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Computer Express</td>
<td>Assault Poker</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Computer Express</td>
<td>Mail Order Products</td>
<td>190-203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Corel Corporation</td>
<td>Movie Guide</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Corel Corporation</td>
<td>N &amp; N Toy Makers</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>Corel Corporation</td>
<td>Mail Order Adult CD-Roms</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>Corel Corporation</td>
<td>Mail Order CD-Roms</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Creative Labs</td>
<td>3D Blaster</td>
<td>81-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82*</td>
<td>CyberLife</td>
<td>Dust</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>Davidson &amp; Associates</td>
<td>Maurice Ashley Teaches Chess</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Diamond Multimedia Systems</td>
<td>Edge 3D Multimedia Accelerator</td>
<td>94-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>Digital Pictures</td>
<td>Double Switch</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Digital Pictures</td>
<td>Supreme Warrior</td>
<td>40-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Digital Pictures</td>
<td>Quarterback Assault</td>
<td>324-325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Digital Pictures</td>
<td>Night Trap</td>
<td>106-107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
<td>Earthlink</td>
<td>Total Internet Access</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Eiger Labs</td>
<td>The Head-On Modem</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>Magic Carpet II</td>
<td>242-243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>Shock Wave</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>empire Interactive Ent.</td>
<td>Red Ghost</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97*</td>
<td>Epic MegaGames, Inc.</td>
<td>Tyrian</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Falcon Northwest</td>
<td>Falcon MACH V</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>FormGen, Inc.</td>
<td>Black Knight/Duke Nuke 'em 3-D</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>FormGen, Inc.</td>
<td>Duke Nuke 'em 3-D</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Forte Technologies, Inc.</td>
<td>VEX-1 Helmet</td>
<td>30-31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on page 415)
BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST-CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 433
RIVERTON, NJ

PO BOX 10126
RIVERTON, NJ 08076-8626

1. Fill in your name and address and check off your answers to the seven research questions.
2. Circle the numbers on the card that correspond to the ads or articles you'd like more information about.
3. The literature will be mailed to you from the advertiser free of charge.

COMPUTER GAMING WORLD

IT'S AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3

CIRCLE FOR FREE INFORMATION
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1. What is the highest level of education that you completed? (Check one only)
   01. High school or less
   02. Some college or technical school
   03. Associate's degree
   04. Bachelor's degree
   05. Master's degree
   06. Doctor's degree

2. Computer currently owned is: (Check all that apply)
   01. IBM compatible (Intel standard)
   02. Macintosh
   03. Apple
   04. Dedicated game machine
   05. None

3. If Intel, what level? (Check one only)
   01. Pentium (866)
   02. 486
   03. 386
   04. 286

4. Do you own (or plan to buy in next 6 months) a CD-ROM? (Check one only)
   01. Yes
   02. No

5. How often do you usually buy computer games? (Check one only)
   01. Once a week
   02. Once every two to three weeks
   03. Once a month
   04. Once every two to three months
   05. Once every four to six months
   06. Once a year

6. Where are you most likely to purchase games? (Check all that apply)
   01. Independent computer store
   02. Computer store chain
   03. Consumer electronics store
   04. Direct from vendor
   05. Mass merchandising store
   06. Mail order

7. What is your favorite type of game? (Check one in each column)
   01. Action
   02. Adventure
   03. Strategy
   04. Role Playing
   05. Sports
   06. Fighting
   07. Action/Adventure

8. How many computer games do you own?
   01. Under 5
   02. 5-9
   03. 10-49
   04. 50 or more

9. Are you familiar with the Computer Gaming World? (Check one only)
   01. Yes
   02. No

10. Would you be interested in receiving Computer Gaming World? (Check one only)
    01. Yes
    02. No

Name

Title

Company Name

Address

City

State

Zip

Valid after March 31, 1999

For quicker response fax to (609) 829-0692

In a Hurry? Fax This Card To: 609-829-0692
New Machine's
SEYMORE BUTTS II
Nominated Best CD
Now Only $39!

Best selling double CD is a witty and very sexy romp. Win points and help Seymour pursue his new lady lover in not-so-frigid Canada. Help him start a "dating" service with L.A.'s best girls, while you watch! Make the right moves and Seymour gets his girl.

Dirty Debs 2
It's a new Asian Invasion. Ed Powers captures the legion of Asian beauties as they dive deep into the jungle. Hard core interactive. Beautiful Asian Women.
Reg $59 - On Sale $39

Dirty Western $29
Black Broad Jungle $29

Babes Illustrated
Part Two

Seymore's Six Pack
Seymore and Shane's classic travelin' videos feature some of the hottest sex scenes. They "do" Ireland, "meet" Kathy Willets, get hot at firehouses and go "On The Loose." Reg $59 - On Sale $49

The Dream Machine
Beautiful hostesses lead you on a 3D journey where your fantasies spring to life.
Reg $39 - On Sale $39

Hidden Obsessions $24
Traci, I Love You $24
Adv. of Seymore Butts 1 $39
Nightwatch: Part 2 $39
Asian Palate $29
Private Photo Disk 1 $34
Private Prison Interactive $49

Rapture Interactive Presents

Babes Illustrated

Virtual Valerie

Enter The World of Arcus
For Highest Image Quality
VALERIE'S BACK!

Just released. The most talked about adult CD of all time is a biker babe who's hot, sexy and ready to rumble. Erotically charged, fully interactive game.
Virtual Valerie 2 Now for Only $39

Justine (Double CD) Steamy! She loves father, she loves son. Great picture quality. Only $34

Babes Illustrated Pt. 2 This all girl sex marathon in paradise stars the lovely Kaitlyn Ashley. Only $29

An '1 Asian 2 Opens secret door in the Orient. Only $34

http://www.planetpixis.com

DECEMBER 1995
CALL: 1-800-999-7995 or 201-783-3374 • Fax: 201-783-3357

KEEP WARM FOR HOLIDAYS WITH SEXY 'R' RATED CDS

A great gift is a sexy, classv 'R' CD. These titles feature nudity, but no hard sex, and are often filled with humor, interaction, and some awesome babes! They make great gifts and stocking stuffers.

From MacDaddy:
Crystal Fantasy Just out. A truly great interactive CD from TV and Film director Ivan Nagy. Rarely beauties talk to you, let you photograph them and create private portfolios. Only $39

Tabloid Beauties Hot off the presses! "The best-selling adult picture disk of 1995" - Interactive Quarterly magazine. Witty, charming and sexy. Only $39

Beverly Hills Call Girls Five gorgeous girls who worked their way to the top Only $29

Exposed: Heidi's Girls 2 Get on intimate terms with the actual girls involved in the Hollywood Madam's notorious call girl ring. These ladies 'entertained' the entertainers! Was $39 - On Sale $29

Holiday Bundle Specials!

Dark Forces & Doom II $59

US Navy Fighters Gold & Delta V $89

& XL Action Controller

Deep Space 9: The Hunt $43
Harvester $59
Hexen $50
Magic: The Gathering $47
NBA Live '95 $49
Stonekeep $44
11th Hour $69

Check Out IQ On Line!
http://www.iqmag.com

CALL 800-999-7995
(201) 783-3600 • Fax: 201-783-3666 • FAXBACK Line: 201-783-3374

Send Orders To: Mission Control, 7 Oak Place, CGW1295, Montclair, NJ 07042 MC, Visa, Discover, Checks & Money Orders. Checks held 14 days. Please Include Phone #, Shipping 87 OVERNIGHT (most areas), Int'l Shipping $25. E-Mail MissionC@aol.com You must be over 21 to Order.
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YOUR IMAGINATION HAS NEVER BEEN THIS REAL.

"Virtual Sex Shoot will send everyone else back to the drawing board."
—iQ Magazine

"★★★★½...One of the most impressive titles I have ever seen."
—Adult Video News Magazine (AVN)

"...Not one company has released a game with so many capabilities."
—Hard Drive Magazine

"★★★★½...The true VR graphics in Virtual Sex Shoot take "3D" to the next level."
—Interactive Quarterly Magazine

$59

DIGITAL PLAYGROUND'S

Virtual Sex Shoot

The World's First Adult QuickTime VR™ Game.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE
(800) 999-7995
TEL (201) 783-3600
FAX (201) 783-3686

Explore in virtually all directions with QuickTime VR™
Win a free trip to Cancun!

Enter the IQ Contest

IQ features stories on the incredible lifestyles and creative breakthroughs of the stars and star-makers of Adult CD-ROMs plus product reviews to guide you in your search for interactive pleasure and perfection.

A one-year subscription includes your choice of a FREE Adult CD-ROM sampler, all for only $12.95!

And all new subscribers are automatically entered in our contest...

YOU MAY WIN ONE OF THESE FANTASTIC PRIZES:

1 First Prize: A Vacation For Two at a Luxury Resort in Cancun*
50 Second Prizes: IQ T-shirts
100 Third Prizes: IQ Mouse Pads

* Airfare not included.

[Subscription and contest form]

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES: Every subscription purchased by January 15, 1996 is automatically entered into the contest. You may also enter by sending in a postcard the words “Interactive Quarterly” along with your name, age, date of birth, and address, and mail to IQ Contest CGW1285, 551 Valley Road, Montclair, NJ 07043, postmarked by January 15, 1996. Only one entry per household. No mechanical reproductions. You must be 21 years of age or older to enter this contest. Winners will be selected in random drawings and notified by mail. A list of the prize winners may be obtained by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the above address. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Void where prohibited by law.
Motherboard Upgrades

Issues To Consider If You'd Like To Hot Rod Your PC For Less Money

by Loyd Case

Cost vs. Performance, that's the name of this game. If you've got a 486 and you've been getting your ass chewed in Mech-Warrior II because you can't turn and burn in high-res, it's time to start thinking about solutions. If the solution to plunk down three grand on a new system doesn't sound very appealing, and if you're willing to go under the hood yourself to replace the motherboard and processor, you can have Pentium-class performance for a lot less money.

But there are many factors to take into account before you head off to Herb's Electronics and go sit through the parts bins. The price of upgrading vs. buying a new system depends on the kind of machine you have and the kind of performance you want. If you have a 386, stop reading now and start saving for a new system. If you have a slow 486 with no CD-ROM drive, less than 8 MB of RAM, an aging sound card and a small hard drive, you should consider buying a whole new system. By the time you bought a new motherboard, processor, video card, hard drive, CD-ROM drive, sound card and other components, you'd probably be near the price of a new Pentium 90 with a warranty.

If, however, you have a 486 with a VLB bus that meets most of your needs but just isn't fast enough, consider the upgrade route. A new motherboard, processor and video card will give you a healthy performance increase for roughly half the price of a new system. Since you'll be getting a PCI local bus board, it will also put you in a better position to take advantage of the forthcoming 3-D PCI accelerators.

Prices vary widely, but you could expect to pay $250-400 for a new PCI motherboard, $240-600 for a Pentium-level processor, and $200-400 for a fast new video card. Now that you've got an idea about the price, let's discuss what you need to know to get started.

Short Circuits

Modems make loud squealing sounds, so it's a natural that sound card standard-setter Creative Labs would want to make those too. The Modem Blaster 28.8 External is a V.34 modem that should hit the street at about $190. This isn't the advanced DSDV (Digital Simultaneous Voice and Data) modem that Creative and others should be shipping soon, but it's an inexpensive entry into the world of high-speed telecommunications. Along with the 28,800 bps fax modem, the package also includes a CD containing Internet access software, an Internet tutorial, and front-ends for four online services. In addition, there's a taste of online gaming, with playable demo versions of Virtual Pool and Descent included on a second disc.

Hot Slots

Next in importance is the type and number of I/O slots. There are a couple of boards out now with only three ISA slots. This is a problem if you have a sound card, speed-compensated joystick card, internal modem and maybe a separate I/O card. Consider four ISA slots to be the minimum. For fast graphics, nothing beats PCI these days, and if you have a penchant for souping up your disk access with SCSI controllers, PCI is the only way to go. Look for at least three PCI slots: one for a graphics card, one for a SCSI controller, and one for a PCI Ethernet card (hey, you're into multiplayer games, right?).

Our current favorite is the P55CMS from Supermicro. The P55CMS uses the Triton chipset and has eight full slots, four ISA and four PCI; there are no shared slots. Other worthy motherboards are the ASUS P54TP4 and the Intel ZD...
Get Ready For The Winter Games

It's that time of year again. Time to winterize your multimedia system for another long, cold season indoors with nothing to do but eat and play games. Interact accessories can't help you with the eating part, but they can sure give your gaming experience a major shot in the arm. With this kind of excitement, who cares if you don't see the sun for four months?

A. PC Commander Plus An awesome stick for all-around gaming. The PC Commander Plus has four fire buttons, auto-fire control, X and Y-axis trim controls, and an ergonomic grip. Whether you're flying a plane, or exploring caverns, this stick delivers.

B. PC Flight Force Pro The only flight stick for the hardcore cyber-pilot. This advanced stick features four fire buttons, 4-way view, throttle control, “smart” auto-fire, and calibration software. The shaft is contoured for both right and left-handed pilots. Its precision construction and sturdy metal base ensure endless flight missions.

C. PC Flight Force Fire Control System Add this Fire Control System to your setup for a realistic approach to flight simulation. The Fire Control System provides you with 36 programmable function keys (nine keys x four modes) and allows programming of the accompanying joystick too. Combine this with throttle control, a multi-viewer key, LED indicators, and an ergonomic grip, and you'll see that this is the only control system to have.

D. PC ProPad 4 This control pad offers you everything. It has that comfortable, familiar game pad feel, four fire buttons with configurable layout and independent 2-speed semi and hands-free auto-fire. Its smooth, digital control will enhance all of your favorite fighting, sports, action, and adventure games.

E. Aerospace Sub-Woofer The final word in multimedia sound. Separate controls for volume, bass and frequency, combined with a total power of 50 watts makes this the speaker system to own. The unit is magnetically shielded, and comes with its own AC adapter. Make your system come alive!

For IBM® PC and Compatibles

Interact Accessories, Inc.
A RECOTON COMPANY
10945 McCormick Rd. • Hunt Valley, MD 21031 • 410-785-5661
© 1995 Interact Accessories, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

For more information on our products, contests and drawings, visit our Web page. http://www.smart.net/interact
UNDER THE HOOD

(also known as the “Zappa”). The Intel board is a little problematic if you have full-size expansion cards, though. All have synchronous burst SRAM cache, which is a kind of cache memory that’s a bit faster than normal cache. (Cache memory on the motherboard, also known as Level 2 or L2 cache, is what’s often specified in systems that say “256K cache.”) System cache is very fast memory that acts as temporary storage between the CPU and main memory, because the Pentium or 486 chip can easily outrun normal DRAM.

(For a more thorough overview of the parts and working of a motherboard, see this month’s “Hex, Bugs n Rock & Roll” on page 392.—Ed.)

HOT-ROD TIPS

One tactic used by some hot-rodders is overclocking. All the newer motherboards can run at different clock rates. This means that the same board can handle a 75 MHz Pentium, a 90 MHz Pentium, or a 120 MHz Pentium, or even faster. It’s very tempting to buy a 75 MHz Pentium and run it at 133 MHz, for example. Our advice: don’t. In general, unless you really know your stuff, don’t overclock your CPU. Some chips run just fine at higher clocks, others will burn up in a jilly.

Also, make sure you have enough memory. These days, eight megabytes of RAM is de rigueur, with 16 becoming commonplace as games boasting high resolution graphics will use that 16 megabytes. There are a number of former exotic memory technologies showing up (such as EDO memory), but for the most part, it’s the quantity, not the speed, that’s critical here.

AN OUNCE OF PREPARATION

If you want to install a new motherboard yourself, be aware of a couple of things: first, you must remove any peripherals that are in the way (for example, you might have to remove a floppy drive to free the motherboard). Additionally, labeling any wires that you disconnect from your old motherboard (such as the various status LCDs and ribbon cables for your IDE hard drive may need to be removed), should make the installation of your new motherboard easier. If this is the first time you’ve undertaken a project like this, I’d suggest you find a technical manual or a knowledgable friend who can help walk you through it.

MOTHER OF ALL MOTHERBOARDS The Intel Advanced/EV motherboard’s features include: Windows 95 Plug and Play support via the 1MB Intel flash BIOS; built-in Creative Technologies 16-bit stereo Sound Blaster audio; and upgrade capability for forthcoming faster Pentium OverDrive processors.

SCALPEL, SCREWDRIVER, CAT GUT... Make sure you have the proper tools for delicate motherboard work. You don’t want to be caught in mid-computer-surgery without the tools you need to get your system back together. The tools in your garage are probably a mixed bag; some are fine for this kind of work, but most are too large for working on electronics. Some may be magnetized, something you want to avoid around disk drives. Instead of scavenging around your garage workbench, invest in a PC tool kit; they’re available in most computer stores from companies like Kensington. If you want to collect your own tools, there are some “must-haves.”

An electric screwdriver—the long skinny kind, not the ones that look like small handheld drills—will ease the stress on your wrist. Squeeze tongs, the gozos that have a spring-loaded claw at the bottom, are also a big help. Press on the handle and the claw emerges to grab small objects—usually screws—from tight places.

You’ll also want an anti-static strap. This is usually a coiled cord with a loop on one end to wrap around your wrist and an alligator clip on the other. Use this to ground yourself. Many computer components are very sensitive to static electricity, so grounding yourself minimizes the problem. If you can’t find an anti-static strap, touch the metal chassis of the computer before you start and frequently while you’re working.

A long, very skinny, narrow-bladed screwdriver will help you reach into tight spots. You’ll also want a pair of spring-loaded, small needle-nose pliers, or—better yet—a pair of forceps, just like the doctor uses. Finally, dig up lots of anti-static plastic bags (the kind computer interface cards are usually stored in.) These are handy for temporarily storing your interface cards.

Most of all, you need a lot of patience—don’t ever rush a motherboard install; failure is expensive. Finally, like any computer hardware installation, it never hurts to have the assistance of a savvy friend the first time you try this.
PREPARE FOR
THE NEXT ASSAULT.
SIDEWINDER RATTLES THE COMPETITION

by Loyd Case

My desk is a mess. On the right side is a Thrustmaster WCS (Weapons Control System). On the right side is a Thrustmaster FCS (Flight Control System) Pro (in other words, a fancy joystick.) Under the desk is a set of rudder pedals. That’s a lot of real estate taken up by game controllers. There have been a couple of attempts at all-in-one controllers, with the Gravis Firebird being the latest attempt, but they’ve been fairly massive. Wouldn’t it be nice to have an all-in-one controller that takes up little space on the desk and works well?

The folks in Redmond who brought you the Microsoft Mouse and the Natural Keyboard are getting into the game controller biz. The two products are the Sidewinder and the Sidewinder 3D Pro. We took a look at the Pro version, which is a lot more interesting.

As an analog joystick, the Sidewinder 3D Pro emulates either the Thrustmaster FCS or the CH Flightstick Pro, with rudder pedals. Rudder pedals are simulated by a twisting motion of the joystick; it sounds a bit awkward, but we got used to it quickly. Also, Microsoft has planned for the future, because the Sidewinder series have the capability of acting as digital joysticks. The typical joystick and controller interface eats up 10-15% of your CPU, even when it’s idling. Digital joysticks are much more efficient. Imagine getting that performance back in a faster frame rate.

Currently, there aren’t any games that use digital controllers, but this will change as Windows 95-native games begin to ship.

The real question is: how does it play? As a multibutton controller for action games, it’s pretty good. MechWarrior II has a setup for the Sidewinder in CH emulation mode. The stick is smooth, even the twisting motion of the handle. However, this is not the controller for the flight sim jockey. The feel is wrong—there’s not enough throw and the tension is too light.

Price: Sidewinder 3-D Pro, $59.95 ($79.95 bundled with MechWarrior II; regular Sidewinder, $29.95. Call (800) 426-9400, (206) 882-8080 for more information.

PREVENTING A POWER FAILURE

Ever had a power failure or brownout right in the middle of a major gaming session? If so, and you find yourself compelled to finish that U.S. Navy Fighter mission when the lights go out, then you probably need an Uninterruptable Power System (UPS). While at first we thought an uninterruptible power supply for gamers was a little overkill, two things changed our minds: the first was the rapidly dropping price of these rigs. American Power Conversion (APC) offers UPSs as low as $80. Second, the prevalence of advanced operating systems, such as Windows 95, OS/2 and Macintosh Systems 7.5 moves UPS modules from a luxury to a practical need—recovering from a power failure on a system with a bunch of open files is no fun at all.

We checked out the Plug N Play Back-UPS Pro 420 model from APC, which delivers up to 420 watts of power during a shutdown. The first thing we noticed was the heft. These babies have a lead-acid battery inside, so you get a workout when you move them around. The next thing that came to our attention was the serial port. Serial port, you ask? The 420 is an honest-to-gosh plug-and-play device. When we attached the serial port to our computer and booted Windows 95, we prompted to load the driver for the newly detected hardware. A few minutes later, we were running APC’s PowerChute application, which monitors the status of the UPS on a continuous basis.

For most gamers, this is a luxury at best; we usually don’t have spare serial ports. The monitoring utility is really for use by file servers and other mission-critical systems. However, the 420 worked as advertised. After charging the battery, we yanked the power cord out of the wall, gritting our teeth to do it. The computer kept running. The UPS began beeping, so we’d know it was supplying battery juice to the computer, but it was amazing to see a system with no visible means of support running on its own. Priced at under $300, the Plug N Play Back-UPS Pro 420 is cheap insurance against losing a lot of data. Price: $269. Call (800) 877-4080, (401) 789-0204 for more information.
More Players
More Action
More Animalistic,
Bonecrushing,
Body-Checking.

Introducing the ultimate TEAM SPORTS SET™

Like to play team sports? Like to win? Want to do more than just win? Want to pummel your opponent into the boards and into submission? Then you need the TEAM SPORTS SET™ from Gravis. It's the world's first and fastest digital, multi-player, multi-button, PC-game system. It includes the Gravis GrIP MultiPort™ PC-Game Interface, plus two GrIP-Pad™ 8-Button Controllers. Which means you and three buddies can get unbelievable, arcade-like speed, control and response. This is PC-gaming like you've never seen it before. It works with all PC Sports games, but you'll really be thrilled when you play Hockey or Basketball. So we threw in software, too. Get the TEAM SPORTS SET, and prepare yourself FOR THE NEXT CENTURY OF GAMING.

CALL 1-800-663-8556

Gravis GrIP Support is built into every Windows®95 Direct Input Game.
VIRTUAL CORPORATION

TOTALLY VOICE ACTIVATED, TOTALLY INTERACTIVE.

- NO VOICE TRAINING REQUIRED
- NO ADDITIONAL HARDWARE REQUIRED

TRUE 32 BIT GAME for Windows® 95

Available from CHIPS & BITS INC.
P.O. Box 234 Dept 10430
Rochester, VT 05767
Fax 802-767-3032
Source 10430
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MICROFORUM AND OUR PRODUCTS CALL 1-800-665-6950 [2323], Tel (416) 656-6406 Fax (416) 656-6368

WEB ADDRESS: http://www.microforum.com Email microforum@microforum.com

Visit our website online!
Welcome to the Cooperstown of Computer Games.
Here, raised upon pedestals, you'll find the games that broke the records, established the benchmarks, and held gamers in delighted trances for hours untold.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

**ULTIMA III**
**ORIGIN SYSTEMS, 1983**
Although Alakaboth may have been Lord British's first game, it is little more than a quaint museum piece when compared to the Ultima line, certainly the best-known of all computer role-playing games. It's funny how the first three Ultimas are often referred to—and sold as—a trilogy, even by Richard Garriott himself. Both Ultima I and II were, for all the world-breakers they may have seemed at the time, really little more than grandiose dungeon romps. Ultima III, on the other hand, strived for a much more involved plot and characterizations. It largely succeeded, as its coherence and surprising subtlety set the tone for later Ultimas. It's fair to say that Ultima III was among the first computer RPGs that emphasized role-playing (as opposed to hacking and slashing your way through the story), and its influence is still being felt today.

**ULTIMA IV**
**ORIGIN SYSTEMS, 1985**
Even those impressed by Ultima III could scarcely imagine the effect that its sequel would have on the genre. This game introduced the concept of "Avatarhood," where personal accountability was paramount: every major plot development depended on ethical choices made by your character. As word traveled from town to town of your actions, even non-player characters would react to you based on your character's reputation. What the dialogue lacked in cleverness, it made up for with an authentic, gritty feel rarely found in other games. For the first time, NPCs became true companions, rather than bundles of statistics to help in combat. Even the ending was a surprise, moving away from the "take out Foozle" climax so common in RPGs. It's hard to imagine now that such a rich, enduring world could be created with just a handful of floppy disks—this game was playable on a C-64, for goodness' sake—a reminder to companies obsessed with graphics that it is, after all, the game that counts.

**FALCON 3.0** (Spectrum HoloByte, 1991)
**GUNSHIP** (MicroProse, 1989)
**HARPOON** (Three-Sixty Pacific, 1989)
**KING'S QUEST V** (Sierra On-Line, 1990)
**LEMMINGS** (Psygnosis, 1991)
**LINKS 386 PRO** (Access Software, 1992)
**M-1 TANK PLATOON** (MicroProse, 1989)
**RAILROAD TYCOON** (MicroProse, 1990)

**RED BARON** (Dynamix, 1990)
**SID MEIER'S CIVILIZATION** (MicroProse, 1991)
**THEIR FINEST HOUR** (LucasArts, 1989)
**THE SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND** (LucasArts, 1990)
**ULTIMA VI** (Origin Systems, 1990)
**ULTIMA UNDERWORLD** (Origin Systems, 1992)
**WING COMMANDER I & II** (Origin Systems, 1990-91)
**WOLFENSTEIN 3-D** (id Software, 1992)

**BATTLE CHESS** (Interplay Productions, 1988)
**CHESSMASTER** (The Software Toolworks, 1986)
**DUNGEON MASTER** (FTL Software, 1987)
**EARL WEAVER BASEBALL** (Electronic Arts, 1986)
**EMPIRE** (Interstar, 1978)
**F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER** (MicroProse, 1988)
**GETTYSBURG: THE TURNING POINT** (SSI, 1986)

**KAMPFRUPPE** (Strategic Simulations, 1985)
**MECK BRIGADE** (Strategic Simulations, 1985)
**MIGHT & MAGIC** (New World Computing, 1986)
**M.U.L.E.** (Electronic Arts, 1983)
**PIRATES** (MicroProse, 1987)
**SIMCITY** (Maxis, 1987)
**STARLIGHT** (Electronic Arts, 1986)

**THE BARD'S TALE** (Electronic Arts, 1985)
**ULTIMA III** (Origin Systems, 1983)
**ULTIMA IV** (Origin Systems, 1985)
**WAR IN RUSSIA** (Strategic Simulations, 1984)
**WASTELAND** (Interplay Productions, 1986)
**WIZARDRY** (Sir-Tech/Spectrum Holobyte, 1981)
**ZORK** (Spectrum Holobyte, 1981)
## TOP ADVENTURE GAMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day of the Tentacle</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>9.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Throttle</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>9.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodruff &amp; Schnibble</td>
<td>Sierra</td>
<td>9.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Knight</td>
<td>Sierra</td>
<td>9.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam &amp; Max Hit The Road</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>9.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Seventh Guest</td>
<td>Virgin</td>
<td>9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolando</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>9.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eshattiga</td>
<td>Psygnosis</td>
<td>9.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantasmaria</td>
<td>Sierra</td>
<td>9.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under A Killing Moon</td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TOP ROLE PLAYING GAMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Betrayal at Krondor</td>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>9.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Might &amp; Magic: Darkside of Xeen</td>
<td>New World Computing</td>
<td>9.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lands of Lore</td>
<td>Virgin</td>
<td>9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima VII: Part Two Serpent Isle</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>9.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Might &amp; Magic: Clouds of Xeen</td>
<td>New World Computing</td>
<td>9.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenloft: Stone Prophet</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>8.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arena: The Elder Scrolls</td>
<td>Bethesda</td>
<td>8.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf</td>
<td>Sanctuary Woods</td>
<td>8.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOI: The New World</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>8.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menzoberranzan</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>8.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TOP SIMULATION GAMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASCAR Racing</td>
<td>Papyrus</td>
<td>10.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Navy Fighters</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>9.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wings of Glory</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>9.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Unlimited</td>
<td>Looking Glass</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indy Car Racing</td>
<td>Papyrus</td>
<td>9.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ace of the Deep</td>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleet Defender</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornet</td>
<td>Spectrum Holbyte</td>
<td>8.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aces Over Europe</td>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>8.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI-29</td>
<td>Spectrum Holbyte</td>
<td>8.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TOP STRATEGY GAMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-COM</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>10.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Orion</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warlords II</td>
<td>SSG</td>
<td>9.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagged Alliance</td>
<td>Sir-Tech</td>
<td>9.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Magic</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>9.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warcraft</td>
<td>Blizzard</td>
<td>9.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim City 2000</td>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>9.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-COM: Terror from the Deep</td>
<td>MicroProse</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Defense</td>
<td>CDP</td>
<td>9.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syndicate</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>9.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TOP WARGAMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panzer General</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>10.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V for Victory: Market Garden</td>
<td>Three-Sixty Pacific</td>
<td>9.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise of the West</td>
<td>RAW</td>
<td>9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War in Russia</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>9.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalingrad</td>
<td>Avalon Hill</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Crusader</td>
<td>Avalon Hill</td>
<td>9.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Commander 2</td>
<td>Avalon Hill</td>
<td>9.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V for Victory: Gold June Sword</td>
<td>Three-Sixty Pacific</td>
<td>9.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tigers on the Prowl</td>
<td>HPS Simulations</td>
<td>8.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOP ACTION GAMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wing Commander 3</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>10.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MechWarrior 2</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>10.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIE Fighter</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>10.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOOM</td>
<td>id Software</td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOOM II</td>
<td>id Software</td>
<td>9.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Forces</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>9.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Wing</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>9.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Pool</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>9.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Carpet</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>9.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Shock</td>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>9.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOP SPORTS GAMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBA Live '85</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>9.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Page Sports Football Pro</td>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>9.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Page Sports Football '85</td>
<td>Sierra</td>
<td>9.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL Hockey</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGA Tour Golf 486</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>8.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony La Russa Baseball II</td>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>8.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Page Sports Baseball</td>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>8.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardball IV</td>
<td>Accolade</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire Deluxe</td>
<td>New World Computing</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aces Over Europe</td>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>8.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX Fighter</td>
<td>GTE Entertainment</td>
<td>8.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL '92</td>
<td>Spectrum Holobyte</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Page Sports Baseball</td>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>8.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myst</td>
<td>Broderbund</td>
<td>8.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genghis Khan II</td>
<td>Koi</td>
<td>8.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracula Unleashed</td>
<td>Viacom</td>
<td>8.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1630</td>
<td>Avalon Hill</td>
<td>8.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buried in Time</td>
<td>Sanctuary Woods</td>
<td>8.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardball IV</td>
<td>Accolade</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire Deluxe</td>
<td>New World Computing</td>
<td>8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aces Over Europe</td>
<td>Dynamix</td>
<td>8.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX Fighter</td>
<td>GTE Entertainment</td>
<td>8.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL '92</td>
<td>Spectrum Holobyte</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myst</td>
<td>Broderbund</td>
<td>8.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genghis Khan II</td>
<td>Koi</td>
<td>8.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracula Unleashed</td>
<td>Viacom</td>
<td>8.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1630</td>
<td>Avalon Hill</td>
<td>8.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You've read our take on the latest games, now here's a chance to see what your fellow gamers think. The CGW Top 100 is a monthly tally of game ratings provided by our readers via the CGW Poll ballot found in each issue. Approximately 50 games are rated each month, and the results are added to the aggregate results from past months. This historical database serves as a terrific reference for what you, the gamers, feel are the best plays in gaming.
1830 July Upgrade: Fixes a minor bug with the C & SL (only occurred on 1st turn). Also upgrades to V & G hot keys, which will now turn on and off the city values and hex Grids.
8/7/95

Bill James Encyclopedia Update: Eliminates bug that restricts you from accessing the biographies of non-players. 8/25/95

Blood Bowl Modem Patch V1.1: Adds modem play and fixes a number of known quirks. 6/7/95

Buried in Time: Includes new 16-bit Windows executables, fixes the exploding wall problem in Chateau Galliard and the Alien Hallway lockup; portions have also been enhanced for better performance. 10/11/95

Dawn Patrol: Includes new SVGA drivers for Trident video cards, as well as an updated flight model. 10/4/95

Descent Registered Version 1.5a Update: Fixes reported bugs. 6/23/95

Dungeon Master 2 Sound Fix: Patches both the demo and the retail version. 7/29/95

Flight Commander 2 V1.04 update for IBM PC: Updates any previous version of Flight Commander 2. 9/18/95

Flight Unlimited V2.0: Contains two physics fixes, two video fixes, fixes a couple of controller bugs, a mouse driver problem, and adds total energy compensation to the Grob’s variometer. 8/30/95

Hardball 4 Gameplay Patch: Introduces ten levels of difficulty as well as providing other repairs and fixes. Also fixes little playability bugs and some compatibility problems. 8/22/95

Klik’N’Play V1.1.1 Update: Works only with the U.S. version, fixes several reported bugs. 7/7/95

Lords of Midnight Update: Provides multiple fixes to Domark’s RPG/strategy game. 9/5/95

MechWarrior 2 Joystick Driver Update: Fixes many of the controller problems users have experienced. 10/1/95

NASCAR V1.2 Modern Patch: Addresses difficulties in playing NASCAR Racing via modem or null modem cable. This patch does not affect any other issues. 7/21/95

Rebel Assault V1.8 Update: Fixes “Unexpected Interrupt” errors, joystick jumpiness, display problems, sound problems and other incompatibilities. 9/21/95

Road from Sumter to Appomattox Update: Improves the AI and fixes some combat results in email mode, primarily making sure there is always counter artillery battery fire when artillery is available. Also, enables units on a city to retreat into the city garrison. 7/15/95

SimCity 2000 V1.2 Update (Macintosh): This Power PC update only works with version 1.0 or the 68K V1.1. 8/29/95

SimTower for Windows V1.1: Fixes several reported errors. 9/8/95

Slipstream 5000 Update: Fixes some problems with modem users not being able to properly connect. 8/2/95

Stalingrad Update V1.05: Fixes reported problems. PC and Macintosh versions available. 8/25/95

Tank Commander V1.2 Update: Contains several fixes including removing the sharing violation error and fixing the partial install routine. 8/1/95

The Perfect General 2 Update: Updates some scenarios and includes a residue feature, as well as fixing some other small bugs. 8/9/95

Virtual Pool Video Drivers Update: These are the latest batch of video drivers for the full or demo version. 6/23/95

Warlords II V1.0.7: Fixes multiple problems. 8/28/95

X-COM: Terror From The Deep V2.0 Update: Numerous tweaks and fixes to X-COM 2. 6/3/95

Zephyr V1.1 Upgrade: Adds modem and network play as well as fixing a couple of video and headset problems. 6/20/95

Publisher BBS Numbers

Many of these patches are available directly from the publishers’ bulletin board systems. Call with your modem parity settings at N-8-1.

Accolade (410) 296-8800
Agosoft (508) 368-7036
Bethesda (301) 960-7552
Blizzard (714) 556-4602
Broderbund (415) 883-3889
Capstone (305) 374-6872
Creative Labs (405) 742-6660
Id Software (508) 358-4137
Impressions (617) 225-2042
InterPlay (714) 252-2822
LucasArts (415) 257-3070
Maxis (510) 254-3869
MicroProse (410) 785-1841
Microsoft (206) 936-6735
NovaLogic (818) 774-9528
Origin (512) 328-8402
Papyrus (617) 576-7472
Sierra Online (206) 644-0112
Spectrum Holobyte (510) 522-8599
SSI (408) 739-6137 or (408) 739-6623
Virgin Interactive (714) 833-3305

These patches can usually be downloaded from the major on-line networks (CompuServe, GEnie, ZiffNet) and the Computer Gaming World’s Web Site (http://www.zdnet.com/~gaming), but can also be obtained from individual software publisher’s BBSes or direct from the publisher with proof of purchase. Red indicates new files.
Play in 30 Days, Guaranteed!

The extensive video coaching, interactive drills, and one-on-one instruction will teach you to play chess in 30 days or your money back. (Details on product box)

Master the
KING
of all Strategy Games

First, learn everything you need to think and win like a seasoned player...

Now, practice and play with incredible game features and controls.

Maurice Ashley
TEACHES CHESS
FOR BEGINNING AND INTERMEDIATE PLAYERS

"Sports Illustrated has called Maurice Ashley the John Madden of chess, and now you'll know why."
- Bob Rice, Professional Chess Association

FOR BEGINNING AND INTERMEDIATE PLAYERS
For more information call (800) 457-8157
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Windows® CD-ROM
Windows® 95 and Windows® 3.1
What's the Deal With... Sex?

Yes, folks, it's time to talk about the old "S" word. Now, don't worry, if your kids have made it all the way back here, then they've gotten past ads far more graphic than anything I could say without getting a stern note from my mother. No, in another attempt to deconstruct computer gaming back to its origins, I'd like to open up this Freudian barrel and hit on why, no matter how many times computer game companies say they are shifting toward the adult demographic, they continue to treat this important aspect of life like a bunch of giggling adolescents under the covers with a flashlight and an old Playboy. From the embarrassing "Sword-Babe" on the Arena box, to the reviewers who comment on how "hot" the graphics are in a Leisure Suit Larry episode, to the reams of adult CDs that have appeared, (and my take on this phenomena is that if you can actually rationalize buying a porn CD-ROM instead of just renting a video like normal naughty folks do, your relationship with your PC is way too close), nothing marks computer gaming as a "little boys club" more than how it deals with human sexuality and, in a larger sense, relationships with women in general.

I guess the first games to tread the dangerous ground of "Adulthood" were the satires like Leather Goddesses of Phobos and Leisure Suit Larry, where the player wandered through a landscape of endless sexual satire. These games were actually the most mature I've seen until very recently, and they even acknowledged the fact that women had desires and erotic agendas of their own, albeit whacky and over-the-top ones. Heck, Leather Goddesses even let you pick the sex of your character and altered the sets and dialogue accordingly, a rarity in these optimized days when most companies think women only play Tetris or extremely elfy-welfy CRPGs. The Spellcaster games and the later Larrys pretended to this kind of satire, but I guess as graphics improved it was easier to cater to the never-touched-a-real-girl set, and they never got above freight-train innuendo running below swimsuit-issue fantasy icons.

Come to think of it, improvements in graphic technology can be blamed for this trend towards the geekiest common denominator. After all, why deal with the sublimities of human interaction when you can just photograph a few cubic centimeters of silicon, lift it from a CD and plaster the image across the screen? Back when there were only polygons or less, you actually had to write something clever or insightful to get your point across. I'm sure this easy technical access to photo-realism has been the motivation for more than one "adult" game.

Even games that try to deal with human relationships without being explicit still show the genre's origins in the realm of guys who don't get out much. Look at Wing Commander 3. Now here was a game that I really loved, and the storyline was great fun—right up to the point where our hero, Mark Hamill, starts looking for love in all the wrong places. With all the money being spent, maybe they should have borrowed a writer who could portray a believably adult, experienced man—rather than force a character to act like a 15-year-old brain in a Colonel's body. The scene where you, the player, "pick" which woman will help you get over your beloved Angel, who was so recently gutted by a space-kitty, is pure geek wish-fulfillment. Your choices are to either duck out of the situation, leaving both women wanting you, or tongue-lather the babe of your dreams while the "loser" storms off in bitter tears. I would bet that most adult men who have actually kissed a woman (who wasn't a relative) would have preferred the game giving them some other way out of that one.

Of course, all is not without hope. Phantasмагoria did a pretty good job of giving us adults in adult situations, and it even had the guts to portray an ugly rape, showing it as a function of evil and madness instead of treating it as something "risqué," or yanking the story into a less realistic but safer path. While the easy answer is to credit this maturity to the fact that the designer was a woman, I will try hard not to be such a cynic, and I'll keep hoping that there are also men out there plotting the next generation of mature computer games—men who don't giggle when they hear the word "Sex."
What better way to celebrate the warmth and joy of the holidays...
...than to feel your guts getting ripped out, your heart going into overdrive and your brain exploding.

ORIGIN giftwraps four different ways to spend the holidays – and believe us, you don’t get to sip eggnog in any of ‘em. In Crusader: No Remorse, BioForge Plus, Wing Commander IV, & CyberMage you run the risk at every turn of being blown up, vaporized, perforated, mauled, blasted or disintegrated.

Your enemies are ruthless, your friends are suspicious, the only thing you can count on is that time is running out … and you like it that way. Whether you crave deep-space dogfighting or high-tech spellcasting, ORIGIN makes sure you’ve got a game so cutting-edge that there’s blood on the box. It’s just our way of saying “Season’s Greetings.”

ORIGIN games. It’s not relaxing if you don’t blast anyone.
There's no better way to scratch an itchy trigger finger. Relentless action, stunning graphics and old-fashioned fun — that's Crusader: No Remorse from start to finish.

An enhanced version of the original BioForge adventure discovery, betrayal and revenge, plus extra missions that continue into space! This groundbreaking ORIGIN Interactive Movie weaves hands-on combat and intrigue to spell-bind audiences.


Wing Commander IV: The Price of Freedom is the sequel to Wing Commander III, the world's best-selling interactive movie. More than a space-flight simulation, it plunges you into an action-packed movie — complete with Hollywood stars and cinematic


http://www.ea.com/origin.html